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THE ILLUSTRATING SHADOWS COLLECTION 
 

 
Illustrating Shadows provides several books or booklets:- 
 
Simple Shadows Build a horizontal dial for your location. Appropriate theory. 
Cubic Shadows  Introducing a cube dial for your location. Appropriate theory. 
Cutting Shadows Paper cutouts for you to make sundials with. 
 
Illustrating Times Shadow 
 

the big book Illustrating Times Shadow ~ Some 400 pages covering almost every 
aspect of dialing. Includes a short appendix. 

 
 Appendices Illustrating Times Shadow ~ The Appendices ~ Some 180 pages of 

optional detailed appendix material. 
 

Supplement Supplemental Shadows ~ Material in the form of a series of articles, 
covers more on the kinds of time, declination confusion, other proofs for 
the vertical decliner, Saxon, scratch, and mass dials, Islamic prayer 
times (asr), dial furniture, and so on!  
 

Programming Shadows A book discussing many programming languages, their systems and how 
to get them, many being free, and techniques for graphical depictions. 
This covers the modern languages, going back into the mists of time. 
Legacy languages include ALGOL, FORTRAN, the IBM 1401 Autocoder 
and SPS, the IBM 360 assembler, and Illustrating Shadows provides 
simulators for them, including the source code. Then C, PASCAL, 
BASIC, JAVA, Python, and the Lazarus system, as well as Octave, 
Euler, and Scilab. And of course DeltaCAD and its Basic variant, Python 
as in FreeCAD and Blender CAD systems, VBS and Java Script as in 
NanoCAD, programming TurboCAD (VBS and parametric script), and 
LISP as in the ProgeCAD system. And so on! 

 
Illustrating Shadows provides a variety of software tools:- 
 
 CAD  DeltaCAD ~ macros for almost all dialing needs in BASIC 
   NanoCAD ~ dial macros written in VBS and Java Script 
   FreeCAD ~ dial macros written in Python 
   Powerdraw ~ dial macros in a Pascal subset 
   ProgeCAD ~ dial macros written in LISP 
   TurboCAD ~ dial macros written in VBS, and parametric part scripts also 
   Blender ~ dial macros written in Python 
 
 Languages Programs in the languages are discussed in Programming Shadows  
 
 Spreadsheets illustratingShadows.xls    simpleShadows.xls    cubicShadows.xls

  
 

Updates Check for general updates and corrections at:-  
 
  www.illustratingshadows.com/reference 
 
  or scan the QR code to the left which takes you there. 
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Programming Shadows 
 

additional programming information for 
 
 

Illustrating Times Shadow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

I first learned programming in 1966, ALGOL on the Elliot 803. Next it was SPS then 
Autocoder on the IBM 1401, then BAL on the IBM 360, 370 and later under BPS, 
BOS, DOS, MFT, MVT, MVS, VM with CMS and GCS. I have programmed in Algol, 
SPS, Autocoder, BAL, RPG, COBOL (some), PL/I, FORTRAN, ADA, Perl, Pascal, 
C, C++, Objective C, Java (some), JavaScript, as well as work in BASIC, Excel, 
macros for DeltaCAD, TurboCAD, FreeCAD, NanoCAD, PowerDraw, ProgeCAD, 
and Blender, using VBS, Python, and LISP, also I have programmed applications in 
Scilab, Octave, and Euler. I am the original author of the SHADOW teleprocessing 
control program, and the CAPEX graphics package which was IBM GDDM call 
compatible, and co authored Manage-IMS. I also programmed the 1419 MICR 
system for Thos Cook & Son Travel Checks. I have even programmed using 
mercury delay line memory! I admit my code has become sloppy after some 48 
years. Sorry. But this book is free, however! 
 
This book shows the code for various computer languages, and some of the theory. 
More detailed theory is found in Supplemental Shadows. This book, however, is 
good for PBE (programming by example), and will save a lot of time when locating, 
installing, and coding various applications, even if not sundial related. The code 
herein may not be the most up to date, and current code is found on the website. 
 
You may copy some or all of this book provided the website and Illustrating Time’s 
Shadow are credited.  
 
If you benefit from this book, please consider buying the CD or an online download, 
that helps with web site costs. 

 
Please check regularly for updates at: 

 
www.illustratingshadows.com/programmingShadows.pdf 
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Programming Shadows 
 

Illustrating Times Shadow 
     

INTRO  3 INTRODUCTION 
  4 Available programming systems and languages 
 
TECHNIQUES 6 Object Oriented Methods, and classes 
  8 Language comparisons and techniques 
  65 Programming techniques: geometry to trigonometry to programming 
 
MAINFRAME 74 Early computers 
  75 IBM 1401 second programming language I learned 
  107 IBM 360 third programming language I learned 
  140 IBM 7094  (FORTRAN II) 

 
TABULAR 145 Excel  Open Office ~ notes for spreadsheets 
 
CAD  153 DeltaCAD programmable 2d CAD system, uses BASIC 

165 NanoCAD programmable 2d CAD system, uses VBS, free 
176 FreeCAD  programmable 2d CAD system, uses Python, free 
186 ProgeCAD  programmable 2d CAD system, uses LISP,  

  free if non commercial, (AutoCAD compatible) 
195 TurboCAD VBS 
197    Parametric Script  
202   notes when manually drafting in 3d 
204 Powerdraw a Pascal like free CAD program 
210 OpenSCAD a 2D and 3D free CAD system (and OpenJScad)  

 
SCIENTIFIC 230 Euler  Scientific graphical programmable systems 
  237 Octave  “ “ 
  245 SciLab  “ “ 
 
PROCEDURAL 250 JustBASIC a free and an upgraded IDE BASIC system 
  253 C  C++  C# C++ and old fashioned ways of graphics, and C# and  
     modern graphical methods using Canvas (Visual Studio)   
  278 FORTRAN and old fashioned ways of graphics 
  278 Algol  first language I used in 1966, and old fashioned graphics 
 
  289 ADA    
  298 Pascal  and old fashioned ways of graphics 
  302 Lazarus  a Pascal IDE & GUI system 
  326 COBOL 
  338 Visual Basic Envelop (no longer available), but good insights, then 
     the Visual Express system, and also dotNET, and finally  
     the 2013 Visual Studio implementation. 
  349 JAVA  Eclipse   (as in stand alone Java programs) 
  358    NetBeans  (as in stand alone Java programs) 
  373 JavaScript as in web pages, good introduction to the Java world 
  389 Python, as in… Blender ~ a free 3D modeling system 
  414 Python, as in… as a standalone programming system 
  426 Perl  stand alone PERL 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Much of this material was in Illustrating More Shadows and some is in in Illustrating Times 
Shadow. However some material was culled when Illustrating Times Shadow was produced (it 
was the merging of Illustrating Shadows and Illustrating More Shadows), and this book was 
created in order to retain valuable commentary on some languages, such as Envelop and Visual 
Basic Express. Additionally, some programming systems were not included in the other books 
due to low interest, yet they are valuable; examples would be Algol, LISP and the like. Since this 
was written, some systems are no longer available (Envelop), and some do not work on Vista 64 
bit systems (pyScripter for Python). This is not a “how to program” book, it is a cook book 
designed to get you up to speed quickly. 
 
OOP 
 
A short introduction to object oriented techniques and event driven programming as opposed to 
conversational programming kicks off this book. 

 
LANGUAGES AND SYSTEMS 
 
Most of the systems here have been tested on Windows XP, Vista 64 bit, and Windows 7. Some 
are no longer available, and some no longer function on newer operating systems. They are 
retained here for completeness. Many have been tested on Windows 8. 
 
SPREADSHEETS 
 
Spreadsheets are software programs that allow data to be stored in individual cells, or in 
columns, or in rows, and for manipulation of that data to take place. This seems simple enough, 
however there a few traps along the way.  
 
NOTE:  Open Office is a free package that is mostly compatible with Microsoft Office, however 
the formulae differ in syntax slightly.   
 
 
NOTE:  WPS is an excellent office package. 
 

www.kingsoftstore.com/ 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) 2005-2020 Simon Wheaton-Smith   All rights reserved. However selections may be copied provided credit is given to 
this book and author, and the author emailed for information purposes at:    illustratingshadows @ yahoo.com    
 

Please check:   www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
 
regularly for articles, updates, templates, or spreadsheets. An all purpose spreadsheet covering many dialing functions  is 
available there:  illustratingShadows.xls 
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AVAILABLE PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS  
AND LANGUAGES 

 
NOTE: The book “Programming Shadows” is strongly recommended since it takes you through 
the installation, odd quirks, and sample programs.  
 
 
SPREADSHEETS 
 
Spreadsheets are software programs that allow data to be stored in individual cells, or in 
columns, or in rows, and for manipulation of that data to take place.  
 

discussed on a prior page 
 
Most of the systems here have been tested on Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8 
as well as on 32 and 64 bit systems. 
 
 
 
CAD SYSTEMS 
 
DeltaCAD the standard 2d CAD system used by diallists 
  www.deltacad.com 
 
NanoCAD www.nanocad.com 
 
FreeCAD http://www.freecadweb.org/ 
 
Powerdraw www.powerdraw.software.informer.com 
 
ProgeCAD http://www.progesoft.com/en/products/progecad-smart/ 
 
TurboCAD http://www.turbocad.com/   SDK and parametric script 
 
Blender  www.blender.org    (more a modeling system than CAD) 
 
 
SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS 
 
Euler  http://euler.rene-grothmann.de   Scientific 
Octave  http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/  “ “ “ 
SciLAB  http://www.scilab.org/    “ “ “ 
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
 
ADA  http://www.libre.adacore.com  
 
ALGOL  http://www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer/algol.html 
 
C and C++ There is a free C or C++ compiler available  

http://www.windows8downloads.com/win8-dev-c--wdoxnrth/ 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/orwelldevcpp/?source=dlp 

C# http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/hh341490.aspx 
 
FORTRAN A free FORTRAN compiler/ linker is available at:- 

http://gcc.gnu.org/fortran/  
  http://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/GFortran   notes about it 
  http://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/GFortranBinaries  the compiler download link 
 
PASCAL www.bloodshed.net/devpascal.html   8mb, excellent 

www.freepascal.org/download.var   larger, less aesthetic  
 

LAZARUS www.lazarus.freepascal.org/   PASCAL IDE and GUI 
 
COBOL  http://opencobol.org    not tested 
 
vBASIC  Microsoft Visual Studio and .NET  Envelop is no more 
 
JavScript incorporated into most browsers 
 
JAVA  http://www.netbeans.info/downloads/index.php 
  http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp  
 
Python  http://www.python.org/    pyScripter inoperative 
 
PERL and IDE http://www.activestate.com/activeperl     
  http://open-perl-ide.sourceforge.net/ 
 
 
IBM MAINFRAME LANGUAGES WITH SIMULATORS 
 
Autocoder www.illustratingshadows.com   IBM 1401, Autocoder and SPS 
 
Assembler www.illustratingshadows.com   IBM 360 
 
FORTRAN II www.illustratingshadows.com   IBM 1401  

 
 
 

NOTE: The book “programmingShadows.pdf” is strongly recommended since it takes you through 
the installation, odd quirks, and sample programs. It is available on:- 
 
  www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
 
NOTE: Web sites come and go and change. The web addresses above were valid in February of 
2013, however, they may change over time. 
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OBJECT ORIENTED METHODS  
AND CLASSES 

 
The section in the main book on C and C++ alluded to objects, methods, and classes. A short 
review of language development might be helpful. In the early days when the author was first 
involved in programming, if you ignore his very first language (Algol on the Elliot 803) back in 
1966 his first commercial computer was an IBM 1401 with 1.2k of memory. Code had to be very 
efficient, and that generated poor programming methods. Memory was so limited that we used 
op-codes (computer instructions) as constants. The command for ADD was in computer memory 
stored as a plus one. Thus we would add the op-code to some counter when we wanted to add 
one to it.  His next computer in 1967 had 32k of memory and was the IBM 360. Memory was still 
tight, however code moved from being monolithic to modular. Modules were easy to test.  
 
As online systems became common, modular programming evolved into transaction oriented 
programming. A transaction could be isolated from the real world computer terminal. This saved 
memory, and in isolating applications from direct terminal interaction, improved system reliability.  
 
Transaction based programs were in essence the same as interrupt driven or event driven code, 
however they were software events more than one of the IBM defined five types of interrupts.  
 
The jump to objects was very small, in fact the IBM 360 and IBM 370 operating systems had 
objects (such as files) and methods (the physical and logical record accessing code).  
 
Object oriented programming differed from event driven code, transaction applications in the 
concept of the "class". 
 
The "class" was a definition of an object and its methods. It had no existence other than as a 
definition. For an "instance" of the class to come into existence, the class definition was used. 
 
  class  aname     [the definition] 
   structure of user data 
   methods 
 
  and  
 
  myinstance = new aname   [a physical existence] 
 
This was seen in the DeltaCAD macros. 
 
True object oriented methods added the concept of inheritance, whereby new classes could 
include older ones and use their methods. Also, methods for different classes could have similar 
names for similar conceptual functions, although the detailed function might differ. For example, 
you might define a method called ADD for all your classes. And for strings, this might be a simple 
concatenation, for decimals this could be a simple add, for roman numerals this could be quite 
complex code.  
 
The problem with the object oriented languages that came after C++, was the overuse of 
methods in objects. This caused confusion between what should be a language function, a 
legitimate language library, or an explosion of poorly documented classes.  As books proliferated, 
not only was teh reader introduced to new programming concepts (classes with objects and 
methods), but also introduced to a confusion of what was language and what was a class, but 
added to that was the confusion of a plethora of IDEs (integrated development environments). 
 
The next two languages, Visual Basic and JAVA are truly object oriented, and share a lot of 
similarities.  The horizontal dial will be shown for each, but using different concepts. 
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CONVERSATIONAL VERSUS EVENT DRIVEN and OBJECT ORIENTED 
 
Conversational programs are sequential and thus the program starts at the beginning, continues, 
and ends at the end. 
 
 
             start 
 
 
     read input 
     parameters 
 
 
             end   process lat or   If data driven then normal 
           of file             no   lng or ref    procedural code is the 
       way to go 
 
    set start and end  
    hours 
 
     calc hr line ang 
 
 
            more 
            hours               yes    If event driven (mouse clicked 
       buttons, randome events) 
       then objects (created with 
             stop      classes) and their methods 
       are the way to go 
 
 
Event based programs or transaction driven programs have chunks of program code that are 
invoked by some main controlling program when some appropriate thing happens. 
 
 
 
          calc sin of latitude  
 
          if  legal meridian already then  
          calc delta, else save longitude  
 
          if longitude already calc delta 
          else save legal meridian 
 
 
 
 
 
Object based systems, or object oriented programming, defines objects (latitude, longitude, legal 
meridian, dial plate, etc) and creates relationships between them. And like a an artistic mobil 
hanging from the ceiling, when something comes in, the relationships are triggered, and things 
happen. Event driven, however, the hard work is in the relationships. Object based programming 
creates classes first, which are a template. Then actual objects are created by using that 
template. Classes can have sub classes, who inherit characteristics of their parent. 
 

a main controlling program  

process longitude 

process latitude 

process legal meridian 

if request to draw, invoke draw line for an 
hour for each possible hour 

draw an hour line 
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LANGUAGE COMPARISONS 
and techniques 

 
 
This section compares language structures, syntax, and so on. The objective is to speed up PBE 
(programming by example). In the old days back when I was a junior programmer on the IBM 360 
in the late 1960s, I found that IBM had the wisdom to:- 
 
 define the language so   Given a function, its details could be understood 
 
 methods and techniques Given a small problem, how to use the language 
     to solve it 
 
Nowadays, languages are defined in somewhat abstract means (as was Algol back in the 1960s), 
and languages themselves develop and lose compatibility with earlier language versions, aad 
there are few if any easy ways of finding out how to solve common rogramming issues. Add to 
that the problem that some languages take OOP (object oriented programming) concepts to the 
extreme, so even primitive “things” like “add” should be a method in an object defined by a class, 
rather than what it should be, an inherent part of the language. And before I am attacked for and 
shown the benefit of making ADD a method in an object and thus class, in my defense, I would 
offer that “+” and “ADD” can be different, and, methods can be overloaded or over-ridden. Also, 
type conversion can be an issue in some newer languages. So what languages should be 
compared, and, what concepts, methods, and features in them should be compared. 
 
 
LANGUAGES COMPARED 
 
 ADA  Algol   BASIC   C, C++, C# FORTRAN  
 JavaScript Java  Pascal  Perl   Python   
 Visual Basic    
     
The compilers and IDE systems are those mentioned at the start of this book, as well as in the 
language’s section  
 
Excluded are the scientific systems (Scilab, Octave, Euler), the old mainframe native systems 
(SPS, Autocoder on the IBM 1401, and BAL on the IBM 360), and of course spreadsheets. 
 
 
CONCEPTS, METHODS, AND FEATURES      
 
 main program 
  
  user functions user functions 
  no parms with parms 
 
     input and output  iteration 
     conditional execution arrays 
    
     type conversion  trigonometry 
      exception handling graphics  
    
  additional useful functions as 
  some languages or systems 
  omit them 
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This section uses simple techniques, and minimizes tricks and gimmicks. This section is not 
exhaustive; it is intended to speed up practical program development with tips and hints. The 
model used will be that of focused code for the issue at hand, as the application and logic are 
simple, yet will cover most of the above elements. The programs are small enough that complex 
“make” processes are not needed, eliminating yet another hurdle to the learning process. 
 
Except in a very few cases, the code examples are without comment. This is because they are 
extremely simple and fundamental. In a few cases there are comments, such as the use or non 
use of the semi colon “;” in Algol, and the trailing comma “,” in Python.  
 
Gimmicks are not used, the intent is to show the simplest language construct in multiple 
languages. That way if you know one of the languages, the model for that language will help in 
understanding the transition to your newer language.  
 
There are many ways of doing something; this is not intended to show all methods, just ones that 
work. This is not intended to show you how much (or how little) I have picked up in 48 years of 
programming; it is intended to help a language novice get a project off the ground. 
 
The systems used were those listed elsewhere in this book, and are low cost or free. All code 
snippets are self contained and have each been tested. For example, Java Script used Notepad 
as the code editor, and Firefox as the debugging system. For example Dev-cpp and Dev-pas 
were used for “C” nd Pascal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:  
 
Java Java as such is a language that is still in development, and has 

backwards compatibility issues. It is highly obect oriented. Windows 8 
supports the Java system, but more as an afterthought, and simple 
standalone Java development is less practical. 

 
 
Visual Basic Script Visual Basic Script may be used as is in another program such as CAD 

(NanoCAD, TurboCAD). The input and output differences are major 
between one hosting system and another. Please refer to the appropriate 
systems for examples. 
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PROCEDURAL LANGUAGE PROGRAMS (NOT OBJECT ORIENTED) ~ MAIN PROGRAM 
 
It may seem obvious how to start a program, and for non object oriented programs, this is usually 
simple. Even for some object oriented programs or languages, this is simple. However, for 
systems such as the Lazarus implementation of Pascal, this is less obvious. The Lazarus 
implementation of Pascal is highly object oriented, and code is almost always invoked as an 
event, thus in the purest such world, there is no main program.  The “hullo world” program is 
usually too simple, but since we are going to look at additional programming methods, then Hullo 
World approaches are perhaps OK here.  
 

 
The following are the smallest complete programs with simple output only. 
 

ADA ADA as provided with the IDE from:- http://libre.adacore.com/libre/ 
 

-- with     these libraries are needed 
with Ada.Text_IO;                        -- put etc 
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.Text_IO.Editing;                -- FORMAT option 
 
-- use      abbreviate ADA functions and look in here 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M -- adatest1.adb 
procedure adatest1 is 
   f1       : integer; 
   begin 
      put     ("unite planet earth"); 
      put_line(" ");    
      Get     (f1); 
      put     (f1); 
end adatest1; 

 
Algol Algol uses the semi colon “;” to separate statements and if you have one where it is not 

needed, then Algol objects. So, there is no “;” after the print in the program below. 
 

BEGIN  
   print  ( ("Hullo world", new line) )    
END 

 
BASIC 

print "Hullo world" 
end 

 

C, C++ 
#include <stdio.h> 
int main ()         
{ printf ("Hullo world\n"); 
       return 0; 
} 

C#  
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq;    // this preamble is 
using System.Text;    // provided by Microsoft 
using System.Threading.Tasks;   // Visual Studio IDE 
namespace testCons 
{   class Program 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   string line; 
            System.Console.WriteLine("Hullo mortals"); 
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

main program 
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FORTRAN    
 write (*,70) "Hullo world" 
 return 
   70 format (A) 
 end 

 
Java 

 
package jEtest; 
public class jEtestSRC { 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
        System.out.println("Earthlings hi"); 
    } 
} 

 
JavaScript as in a web page or HTML document 
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript">  
      document.write("Hullo Planet People") 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 

 
 
Pascal 

program HulloWorld; 
var   xxx :  string ; 
begin 
     writeln (' Hullo world '); 
     readln  (xxx); 
end. 

  
 
Perl 

use English; 
print "\nHullo Mars\n"; 

   
 
Python Python may be standalone, or used in another program such as FreeCAD, or  Blender 
 

print "Hullo Earthlings" 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 

 
 
Visual Basic ~ as in Visual Studio 2013 ~ Visual Studio creates code stubs 
 

Module Module1    ' Studio generated code 
    Sub Main()    ' Studio generated code 
        Dim s As String                          ' user written code 
        Console.WriteLine("Earthlings bow down") ' user written code 
        s = Console.Read()                       ' user written code 
    End Sub      ' Studio generated code 
End Module      ' Studio generated code 
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The following are the smallest complete programs with simple output 
performed by a user function. 
 

 
 
ADA 
 

-- with     these libraries are needed 
with Ada.Text_IO;                        -- put etc 
with Ada.Text_IO.Editing;                -- FORMAT option 
-- use      abbreviate ADA functions and look in here 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M -- adatest1.adb 
procedure adatest1 is 
    
   -- a function to display something 
   function sayHi (k: in integer) return integer is 
   begin 
      put ("earthlings unite"); 
      return 0;  
   end sayHi; 
 
   f1       : integer; 
   begin 
      f1 :=   sayhi(0);   
end adatest1; 

 
 
Algol 
 

PROC hithere = VOID: 
BEGIN 
     print  ( ("Hullo world", new line) ) 
END; 
 
BEGIN  
   hithere 
END 

 
 
BASIC 
 

aa=hithere() 
input "*** END *** <ENTER to exit>"; zzz 
end 
 
function hithere() 
   print "Hullo World" 
end function 

 
 

C 
C++ 
 

#include <stdio.h> 
 
void hithere (){ 
 printf ("Hullo My World\n"); 
} 
int main ()         
{ hithere(); 
     return 0; 
} 

user functions 
no parms 
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C# 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text;    // IDE provides this preamble 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
namespace testCons 
{   class Program 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   int n; 
            string line; 
            n = hithere(); 
            System.Console.WriteLine(n); 
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
        static int hithere() 
        {   System.Console.WriteLine("Hullo oh mortals"); 
            return 123; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 

 
FORTRAN  
   

 call hithere 
 return 
 end 
 
        subroutine hithere () 
      write (*,70) "Hullo Moon" 
      return 
   70 format (A)   
        end subroutine hithere 

 
 
Java 
 

package jEtest; 
 
//scanner is a method of immediate console input 
import java.util.Scanner;  
 
public class jEtestSRC { 
  
 public static void sayHi() { 
  System.out.println("Hullo terranians!"); 
 } 
  
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  String  s   = null; 
  Scanner in  = new Scanner(System.in); 
        sayHi(); 
        s = in.nextLine(); 
        in.close(); 
        System.out.println(s); 
    } 

 } 
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JavaScript  
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
   function hithere () {   
       document.write("Yield Planet Earth to we Martians") 
   }   
   { 
       hithere() 
   } 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 

 
 
Pascal 
 

program HulloWorld; 
 
var   xxx :  string ; 
 
procedure hithere; 
begin 
   writeln (' Hullo oh world '); 
end; 
 
begin 
     hithere(); 
     readln  (xxx); 
end. 

 
Perl 
 

use English; 
sub hithere{ 
   print "\nHullo Venus\n"; 
} 
 
hithere(); 

 
 
Python 
 

def hithere(): 
   print "Hullo Mere Mortals of Earth"; 
   return; 
 
hithere(); 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. '); 

 
 
Visual Basic ~ as in Visual Studio 2013 ~ Visual Studio creates code stubs 
 

Module Module1   ' Studio generated code 
    Dim s As String   ' user written code 
    Function sayHi()   ' user written code 
        Console.WriteLine("Earthlings~bow down now") ' user written code 
    End Function   ' user written code 
 
    Sub Main()   ' Studio generated code 
        sayHi()   ' user written code 
        s = Console.Read()  ' user written code 
    End Sub   ' Studio generated code 
End Module   ' Studio generated code 
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The following are the smallest complete programs with a parameter passed 
to a function and returned, using a user function. 
 

 
 

ADA 
-- with     these libraries are needed 
with Ada.Text_IO;                        -- put etc 
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.Text_IO.Editing;                -- FORMAT option 
-- use      abbreviate ADA functions and look in here 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M -- adatest1.adb 
procedure adatest1 is 
    
   -- a function to add one to a number 
   function addONE (k: in Integer) return integer is 
   begin 
      return k+1; 
   end addone; 
 
   f1       : integer;  
   begin 
      put     ("howdy terranians"); 
      put_line(" ");    
      Get     (f1); 
      f1 :=   AdDoNe(f1);   
      put     (f1); 
end adatest1; 

 
Algol 
 

PROC hithere = (STRING a) INT: 
BEGIN 
     INT myanswer := 999; 
     print  ( (a, new line) ); 
     myanswer := 123; 
     myanswer   
END; 
 
BEGIN  
   INT reply; 
   reply := hithere("Hullo world"); 
   print ( reply) 
END 

 
 
BASIC 
 

repl=hithere("Hullo Kind World") 
print repl 
input "*** END *** <ENTER to exit>"; zzz 
end 
 
function hithere(tx$) 
   print (tx$) 
   hithere = 123.456 
end function 
 
 

user functions 
with parms 
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C 
C++ 
 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
 
int hithere (char * a ){ 
 printf (a); 
 return 1357; 
} 
int main ()         
{ int n; 
     char s[80]; 
    strcpy (s,"Hullo Wally World\n"); 
 n = hithere(s); 
 printf ("%i \n", n); 
    return n; 
} 

 
 
C# 
 

// please include the same preamble as prior C# sample is IDE inserted here 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   int n; 
            string line; 
            n = hithere("Mortals unite!"); 
            System.Console.WriteLine(n);  
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
 
        static int hithere(string abc) 
        {   System.Console.WriteLine(abc); 
            return 123; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 

 
FORTRAN  
  

 integer v 
 call hithere("Hullo Stars", v) 
 write (*,60) v 
 return 
   60 format (i8)  
 end 
 
     subroutine hithere (t, w) 
       character (len=*) t  ! var len 
  integer w 
  write (*,70) t 
  w = 321 
  return   
   70 format (A)   
   end subroutine hithere 
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Java 
package jEclTestPrj ; 
import java.util.Scanner;  
public class jEclTestCls  { 
 
 public static Integer sayHi(String s) { 
  System.out.println(s); 
  return 123; 
 } 
    
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  Integer myI; 
  Scanner in  = new Scanner(System.in); 
  myI = sayHi("From Mars, we say hi"); 
  in.close(); 
  System.out.println(myI); 
 } 
} 
 
 

JavaScript  
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
   function hithere (tx) {   
       document.write(tx) 
       return 123 
   }   
   { 
       vv = hithere("Yield Planet Earth to we Venusians<P>") 
       document.write(vv)  
   } 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 

 
 
Pascal 
 

program HulloWorld; 
 
var   xxx :  string  ; 
var   yyy :  integer ; 
 
{ function because a value is returned } 
function hithere( stuff:string ) : integer ; 
begin 
   writeln (stuff); 
   hithere := 159; 
end; 
 
begin 
     yyy := hithere('Hullo Blue Planet'); 
     writeln (yyy); 
     readln  (xxx); 
end. 
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Perl 
 

use English; 
sub hithere{ 
   my $t = $_[0]  ; 
   # @_ is the array of parameters, and 
   # $_[0] is the first parameter 
   print @_    ; 
   print $t    ; 
   $hithere = 987; 
} 
 
my $ctr ; 
$ctr = hithere("\nHullo Mars and Venus\n"); 
print $ctr 

 
 
Python 
 

def hithere( txt ): 
   print txt; 
   return 123; 
 
nn=hithere("Hullo Planet Earth"); 
print nn; 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. '); 

 
 
Visual Basic ~ as in Visual Studio 2013 ~ Visual Studio creates code stubs 
 

Module Module1 
    Function sayHi(sss) 
        Console.WriteLine(sss) 
        Return 123 
    End Function 
 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim i As Integer 
        Dim s As String 
        i = sayHi("Earthlings, listen up") 
        Console.WriteLine(i) 
        s = Console.Read() 
    End Sub 
End Module  
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The following illustrate trigonometric functions 
 

 
ADA 

-- with     these libraries are needed 
with Ada.Text_IO;                        -- put etc 
with Ada.Float_Text_IO;                  -- float 
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.Numerics.Elementary_Functions;  -- sin cos tan 
with Ada.Text_IO.Editing;                -- FORMAT option 
-- use      abbreviate ADA functions and look in here 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Float_Text_IO; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
use  Ada.Numerics.Elementary_Functions; 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M 
procedure adatest1 is 
   -- dial latitude and longitude as float 
   lat      : float ; 
   slat     : float ; 
 
   begin 
   put ("Enter latitude  as  nn.n "); 
   Get      (lat); 
   slat     := sin(lat*2.0*3.1416/360.0); 
   put      ("sin of lat:           "); 
   put      (slat); 
   put_line (" "); 
   lat      := 123.456; 
   lat      := 360.0*arcsin(slat)/(2.0*3.1416); 
   put      (lat); 
      
 end adatest1; 

 
 
Algol  
 

BEGIN  
  REAL lat, slat, tlat; 
  print  ( "Enter an angle: " ); 
  read   ( lat ) ; 
  slat := sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) ; 
  tlat := asin ( slat )*360/(2*3.1416) ; 
  print ( ("lat=",fixed(lat,6,4), "  sin(lat)=",fixed(slat,6,4), "  

lat.again=",fixed(tlat,6,4), new line) )   
END 
 

 
BASIC 
 

input "Enter an angle:    " ;  mmm 
snmmm = sin(2*3.1416*mmm/360) 
print "angle:  ", mmm 
print "sin is: ", snmmm 
print "angle:  ", asn(snmmm) * 360 / (2*3.1416) 
input "*** END *** - hit ENTER to terminate"; zzz 
end 
 

 

trigonometry 
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C 
C++ 
 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define  degtorad   ((2 * 3.1416) / 360) 
#define  radtodeg   (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) 
int main ()            
{   float     j;       
    float   mmm;       
    float   snm;      
    printf ("Enter an angle: a:  "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &mmm) ; 
    snm  = sin( degtorad*mmm ) ; 
    j      = asin(snm)*radtodeg; 
    printf ("a: %6.2f sn: %6.2f asn: %6.2f\n", mmm, snm, j ); 
    scanf  ("%f", &j);    
    return 0; 
} 

 
 
C# 
 
 // please include the same preamble as prior C# sample is IDE inserted here 

{   class Program 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   float n ; 
            string line; 
            n = 30.0f; 
            System.Console.WriteLine(Math.Sin(n*2*3.1416/360));  
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 
 
FORTRAN   
  

 real mmm, snm, j 
 character pause     ! MUST INPUT AT LEAST ONE DECIMAL 
 write (*,70) "Enter angle as  nn.nn   a: "   
 read   40, mmm 
 snm  = sin((mmm * 2 * 3.1416) / 360)    
 j    = asin(snm) * 360 / ( 2 * 3.1416)  
 write (*,50) "a: ", mmm, " an: ", snm, " ang: ",j  
 read    70, pause 
 return 
   50 format (A, f8.2, A, f8.2, A, f8.2) 
   70 format (A) 
   40 format (f4.2) 
 end 
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Java 
 

package jEclTestPrj; 
import java.util.Scanner;  
public class jEclTestCls  { 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
   double x,y,z; 
            z=30.001; 
             
            x=Math.sin(2*3.1416*z/360); 
            y=Math.cos(2*3.1416*z/360); 
         z   = 360*(Math.atan(1.00))/(2*3.146); 
          
         System.out.println("x is sin..."); 
         System.out.println(x); 
         System.out.println("y is cos..."); 
         System.out.println(y); 
         System.out.println("z is atan..."); 
         System.out.println(z);          
     } 
 } 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JavaScript  
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
   { 
       vv = 30 
       ww = Math.sin (vv*2*3.146/360) 
       xx = Math.asin(ww) * 360/(2*3.146) 
       document.write("angle: ",vv, "<P>")  
       document.write("sine: " ,ww, "<P>", " angle: ", xx)  
   } 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 

 
 
Pascal 
 

program test; 
uses math; 
var   mmm, snm, j :  single ; 
var   xxx :  string ; 
begin 
      writeln ('Enter angle nn.n      '); 
      readln  (mmm); 
      snm     := sin( mmm * 2 * 3.1416 / 360 ) ; 
      j       := 360 * arcsin(snm) / (2*3.1416) ; 
      writeln ('a: ',mmm:6:2, ' sn: ',snm:6:4,' a: ',j:6:2 ); 
      readln  (xxx); 
end. 
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Perl 
 

use English; 
use Math::Trig;           # needed for asin 
 
print "\nEnter an angle: "; 
my $mmm = readline(*STDIN); 
 
$snm = sin($mmm*2*3.14159/360); 
print $mmm   ; print "\n"; 
print $snm   ; print "\n"; 
$ctr = Math::Trig::asin($snm)*360/(2*3.1416)  ; 
print $ctr   ; 
print "\nany input to exit"; 
$mmm = readline(*STDIN);  # pause 

 
 

Python 
 

# program testtrig; 
import math       # needed for the ... math.sin(xx) etc 
mmm   = float(raw_input('angle: ')) 
snm   = math.sin(math.radians(mmm)) 
 
print "angle:     ", mmm 
print "sine :     ", snm 
 
xxx   = math.degrees( math.asin(snm) ) 
print "asn  :     ", xxx   
oko   = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
 
 
 

Visual Basic  
 

Module Module1 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim ang, sv, tv As Double 
        Dim s As String 
        Console.WriteLine("TEST TRIG") 
        ' 33.5 and 2 should result in 17.67505 
        sv = 33.5 
        tv = 2 * 15 
        ang = System.Math.Atan(System.Math.Sin(sv * (2 * 3.1416) / 360) *  
  System.Math.Tan(tv * (2 * 3.1416) / 360)) 
        Console.WriteLine(ang) 
        ang = ang * 360.0 / (2.0 * 3.1416) 
        Console.WriteLine(ang) 
        s = Console.Read() 
    End Sub 
End Module 
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The following illustrate loops 
 

 
ADA 

-- with     these libraries are needed 
with Ada.Text_IO;                        -- put etc 
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.Text_IO.Editing;                -- FORMAT option 
-- use      abbreviate ADA functions and look in here 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M 
procedure adatest1 is 
   hr   : integer; 
   begin  
   -- start the loop 
   hr := 6 ; 
   loop 
      put ("Counter: "); 
      put ( hr);   put_line(" "); 
      exit when hr = 10; 
      hr := hr + 1 ;   
   end loop; 
 

 end adaTest1; 
 
 
Algol  

 
BEGIN  
  FOR h FROM -6 TO 6 
  DO  
     print ( ("ctr=",h, new line) )   
  OD 
END 
 

 
BASIC 
 

For i = 5 To 12 Step 1 
    print "ctr: " ;tab(8); i 
Next i 
 

 

C 
C++ 
 

#include <stdio.h> 
int main ()          
{   int i ; 
      
    for    (i = -6 ; i <7 ; i++  )   
    {      printf ("ctr: %3i \n", i ); 
    } 
 
    printf ( "*** END *** (any letter to quit)\n") ; 
 
    scanf  ("%i", &i);   // pause using any variable 
    printf  ("%i", i); 
    return 0; 
} 

 
 

iteration 
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C# 
 

// please include the same preamble as prior C# sample is IDE inserted here 
{   class Program 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   for ( int n=0; n<5; n++){ 
                System.Console.WriteLine("0 to less than 5");  
            } 
            System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
}  
 

 
 

FORTRAN   
  

 integer i  
        i = -6 
        do while (  i .lt. 6 )   
           write (*,40) i 
           i = i + 1 
        end do 
 return 
   40 format (i3) 
 end 

 
Java 
 

package jEtest; 
 
public class jEtestSRC { 
  
 public static Integer sayHi() { 
  System.out.println("From Mars, hi"); 
  return 123987; 
 } 
  
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  Integer myI; 
  for ( myI = -3; myI<4; myI=myI+1) {  
              System.out.println(myI); 
  } 
    } 
} 

 
 
JavaScript  
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
   { 
          for (i = -5; i<6; i++) {  
              document.write('<P>' , i )   
          } 
   } 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 
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Pascal 
 

program funtimes; 
 
var   i   :  integer ; 
      ii  :  integer ; 
 
begin 
      for i := -6 to +6  do 
 
      begin 
           writeln ('ctr:  ', i ); 
      end ; 
 
      writeln ( '*** END ***') ; 
      readln  (ii); 
end. 
 
  

Perl 
 

use English; 
 
$hr=-6; 
while ($hr<7) {          # NOTE: ctrl-C will break a loop in Windows 8 
    print "\nctr: " , $hr  ; 
    $hr = $hr + 1; 
} 
 
print "\nbye.\n"; 
$hr = readline(*STDIN);  # any old input to pause screen 
# end # 

 
 

Python 
 

# program testloops  
 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    print "ctr:  ", i  
    i = i + 1 
 
print '*** END ***' 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
# END  
 

 

Visual Basic  
 

Module Module1 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim ang, sv, tv As Double 
        Dim s As String 
        Console.WriteLine("TEST LOOP") 
        For i = ‐3 To +3 Step 1 
            Console.WriteLine(i) 
        Next 
        s = Console.Read() 
    End Sub 
End Module 
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The following illustrate tests 
 

ADA http://www.adahome.com/rm95/rm9x-05-03.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algol  

BEGIN  
  FOR xx FROM 1 TO 12 
  DO 
     print  ( ("ctr", xx, new line) )  ; 
     IF xx = 6 OR xx < 3 THEN 
        print  ( ("ctr =6 or < 3", new line ) )   
     ELSE 
        print  ( ("- - - - - -", new line ) )   
     FI 
  OD     
END 
 

 
BASIC 

for n=1 to 15 step  1 
   if n < 12 then 
      if n = 6 or n<3 then 
         print "ctr = 6 or lt 3" 
      else 
         print "ctr not 6 and >2" 
      end if 
   end if 
   print n 
next n 

conditional execution 
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C 
C++ 

#include <stdio.h> 
int main ()          
{   int i ; 
    for    (i = -6 ; i <7 ; i++  )   
    {      printf ("ctr: %3i \n", i ); 
           if  (i == 3 or i>5) { 
               printf ("ctr = 3 or gt 5 \n"  ); 
      } 
      else { 
     printf ("- - - - - - - - - \n"); 
      } 
    } 
    printf ( "*** END *** (any letter to quit)\n") ; 
    scanf  ("%i", i);   // a pause using any old variable 
    return 0; 
} 

 
 
C# 
 
// please include the same preamble as prior C# sample is IDE inserted here 
{   class Program 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   for ( int n=0; n<5; n++) 
            { 
                System.Console.WriteLine("0 to less than 5: "+n);  
                if  (n == 3 || n>5) { 
                     System.Console.WriteLine("ctr = 3 or gt 5"  ); 
              } 
              else { 
            System.Console.WriteLine ("‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐"); 
              } 
            } 
            System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 
 
 
FORTRAN   
  

 integer i  
        i = -6 
        do while (  i .lt. 6 )   
           write (*,40) i 
           i = i + 1 
           if ( i .eq. 3) then 
              write (*,30) "i will be three" 
           end if 
        end do 
 return 
   40 format (i3) 
   30 format (a) 
 end 
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Java 
 

package jEtest; 
 
public class jEtestSRC { 
  
 public static Integer sayHi() { 
  System.out.println("From Mars, hi"); 
  return 123987; 
 } 
  
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  Integer myI; 
  for ( myI = -3; myI<4; myI=myI+1) {  
    
   if (myI == 0)     
                 { System.out.println("zero");} // with { 
                else 
                 System.out.println(myI); // or without { 
   ; 
    
  } 
    } 
} 

 

 
JavaScript  
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
   { 
       for (i = -5; i<6; i++) {  
           document.write('<P>' , i ) 
           if (i>-1 && i<2) { 
               document.write('<P>i> -1 and < 2') 
           }   
       } 
   } 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 
 
 

Pascal 
 

program funtimes; 
var   i   :  integer ; 
      ii  :  integer ; 
begin 
      for i := -6 to +6  do begin 
           writeln ('ctr:  ', i ); 
           if ((i=0)  or (i=3)) then BEGIN 
               writeln ('zero or three'); 
           end else BEGIN 
               writeln ('non zero and not three'); 
           end; 
      end ; 
      writeln ( '*** END ***') ; 
      readln  (ii); 
end. 
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Perl 
 

use english; 
$hr   =   -6; 
while ($hr<7) 
{   print "\nctr: " , $hr; 
    if ( ($hr == 0) || ($hr == 3) )   { 
       print "zero or three"; 
    } 
    else { 
       print "non zero AND not three"; 
    } 
    $hr = $hr + 1 ; 
} 
 
print "\nbye.\n"; 
$hr = readline(*STDIN); 

 
 

Python 
 

i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    print "ctr:  ", i  
    if (i == 3) or (i == 5): 
       print " three or five" 
       print "  ... ok ..." 
    else: 
       print " not three OR five" 
    i = i + 1 
print '*** END ***' 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ')  
 
 
 

Visual Basic  
 

Module Module1 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim ang, sv, tv As Double 
        Dim s As String 
        Console.WriteLine("TEST LOOP") 
        For i = ‐3 To +3 Step 1 
            If i = 0 Then 
                Console.WriteLine("zero") 
            ElseIf i = 2 Then 
                Console.WriteLine("two") 
            Else 
                Console.WriteLine(i) 
            End If 
        Next 
        s = Console.Read() 
    End Sub 
End Module 
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The following illustrate filling a multi dimensional array 
 

 
ADA http://www.adahome.com/rm95/rm9x-03-06.html 
 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/17548979/defining-multiple-elements-of-a-multi-dimensional-array 

 
-- with     these libraries are needed 
with Ada.Text_IO;                        -- put etc 
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.Text_IO.Editing;                -- FORMAT option 
-- use      abbreviate ADA functions and look in here 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M 
procedure adatest1 is 
   x,y   : integer; 
   type crt is array (1 .. 4) of string(1..6); 
   A : crt; 
   type mrx is array (1..4, 1..6) of integer; 
   B : mrx; 
   begin 
   -- start the fill loop 
   y := 1 ; 
   loop 
      x := 1; 
      loop 
         A(y)(x) := '.';  -- string array 
         B(y,x) := 0;     -- integer array 
         exit when x = 6; 
         x := x + 1 ;  
      end loop; 
      y := y + 1; 
      exit when y = 4; 
   end loop; 
    
   A (3)(5) := 'x'; 
   B (3,5) := 1;    
    
   -- start the display loop  
   y := 1 ; 
   loop 
      x := 1; 
      loop 
         put (A(y)(x));   
         exit when x = 6; 
         x := x + 1 ;  
      end loop; 
      put_line(" "); 
      y := y + 1; 
      exit when y = 4; 
   end loop; 
    
   put_line(" "); 
   -- start the display loop 
   y := 1 ; 
   loop 
      x := 1; 
      loop 
         put (B(y,x));   
         exit when x = 6; 
         x := x + 1 ;  
      end loop; 
      put_line(" "); 
      y := y + 1; 
      exit when y = 4; 
   end loop; 
 
 end adaTest1; 

arrays 

NOTE: The definition of an array for integer arrays 
differs from string arrays when more than one 
dimension. Both are thus shown in this example. 
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Algol  
 

BEGIN  
  # FORMAT an array # 
  [1:5,1:10] CHAR crt;  
  INT  xx, yy; 
 
  FOR yy FROM 1 TO 5 
  DO 
    FOR xx FROM 1 TO 10 
    DO 
      crt[yy,xx] := "."  # ";" rule p30 a68gdoc.pdf # 
    OD        
  OD ;    
 
  # DISPLAY the array # 
  crt[ 1, 5] := "B";              
  print  ( ( new line ) ) ; 
  crt[ 5, 5] := "T" ;             
  FOR yy FROM 1 TO 5 
  DO 
     FOR xx FROM 1 TO 10 
     DO 
       print (crt[6-yy,xx] ) 
     OD ;                # ";" here as separates from next# 
     print ( new line )  # new line rule p15 a68gdoc.pdf # 
  OD #                     ";" here if a "print" follows # 
  #  ;                     but no ; if last statement before END 
# 
END 
 
 

BASIC 
 

dim crt(5,10)   ' AN ARRAY OF NUMBERS 
for y=0 to 4 step  1 
    for x=0 to 9 step  1 
        crt(y,x) = 0 
    next x 
next y 
crt(0,5) = 5 
crt(4,5) = 9 
for y=0 to 4 step  1 
    for x=0 to 9 step  1 
        print crt(y,x), 
    next x 
    print " " 
next y 
 

 
The above BASIC code is for numbers, the code below is for characters and prints them 
as shown… 
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dim crt$(5,10)   ' for numbers use: dim crt(5,10) 
                 ' and fill with:   crt(y,x) = 0 
for y=0 to 4 step  1 
    for x=0 to 9 step  1 
        crt$(y,x) = "." 
    next x 
next y 
crt$(0,5) = "T" 
crt$(4,5) = "B" 
for y=0 to 4 step  1 
    t$ = "" 
    for x=0 to 9 step  1 
        t$ = t$+crt$(y,x) 
    next x 
    print t$  
next y 

 
 
 

C 
C++ 

#include <stdio.h> 
int main ()                 
{   char c; 
    char  crt[10][20];   // y is 10, x is 20 
    int        y,  x ; 
    for (  y = 0; y<=10; y++){ 
           for (  x = 0; x<=20; x++){ 
      crt[y][x] = '.'; 
           }; 
    }; 
    crt[0][10] = 'T'; crt[9][10] = 'B'; 
    for (  y = 0; y<10; y++){ 
          for (   x = 0; x<20; x++){ 
          printf ("%c",crt[y][x]); 
       }; 
       printf ("\n"); 
 } ;   
    c = getchar();          
    return 0; 
} 

 
C# 

// please include the same preamble as prior C# sample is IDE inserted here 
{   class Program 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            // not int table[][];     
            int[,] nums = new int[10,5];  // nums is int array of any size 
                                          // initialised to a 10 x 2 
            for ( int y=0; y<10; y++) 
            {   for ( int x=0; x<5; x++ ) 
                {   nums[y,x] = y*1000 + x; 
                } 
            } 
            System.Console.WriteLine ("should be: 5002: "+nums[5,2]); 
            System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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FORTRAN   
  

 integer x, y      
        character, dimension(10,20)::crt   
        y = 1   ! arrays in Fortran start with 1 not 0 
        do while (  y <= 10)        
           x = 1 
           do while (  x <= 20) 
              crt(y,x) = '.' 
              x = x + 1 
           end do 
           y = y + 1 
        end do 
        crt(1,10)  = 'T' 
        crt(10,10) = 'B' 
        ! print the array 
        y = 1 
        do while (  y .le. 10) 
              WRITE(*,70) (crt(y,x), x=1,20) 
              y = y + 1 
        end do 
 return 
   70   format (20a) 
        end 

 
Java 
 

package jEclPrjArray; 
public class jEclClsArray  { 
    public static void main(String[] args) { 
 Integer y,x; 
 String [][] crt  =  new String[4][8];   
 String s; 
 for ( y = 0; y<4; y=y+1) {  
  for ( x = 0; x<8; x=x+1) {  
   crt[y][x] = "."; 
  } 
 } 
 crt[2][6] = "*"; 
 for ( y = 0; y<4; y=y+1) {  
  s = ""; 
  for ( x = 0; x<8; x=x+1) {  
   s = s + crt[y][x] ; 
  } 
  System.out.println(s); 
 }   
    } 
} 
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JavaScript  Java Scripts does not directly support multi dimensional arrays, so…  
   http://www.kavoir.com/2009/02/javascript-multi-dimensional-array.html 
   http://javascript.about.com/library/blarraym.htm 
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
   {   // JavaScript has no multidimensional arrays 
       // it has arrays of arrays, used in a similar way. 
       var crty = new Array(5) ;       // 5  y elements 
       for (y = 0; y<5;  y++) { 
           crty[y] = new Array(10);    // 10 x elements 
           for (xx = 0; xx<10; xx++) { // init x elements 
               crty[y][xx] = y; 
           }  
       } 
 
       crty[0][5] = 't'; crty[2][8] = '+'; crty[4][5] = 'b'; 
 
       for (y = 0; y<5; y++)   
       {   for (x = 0; x<10; x++)  
           {   document.write(crty[y][x]); 
           }  
           document.write('<P>');  
       } 
   } 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 

 
 
Pascal 
 

program busybee; 
var   crt    :  ARRAY [1..5,1..10] OF char  ; 
      xx, yy : integer       ; 
begin for yy := 1 to 5  do  egin 
             for xx := 1 to 10  do begin 
                  crt[yy,xx] := '.'; 
             end ; 
      end ; 
      crt[1,5] := 'T';        crt[5,5] := 'B'; 
      crt[3,3] := 'M'; 
      for yy := 1 to 5  do begin 
             for xx := 1 to 10  do begin 
                  write  (crt[yy,xx])  ; 
             end ; 
             writeln (' '); 
      end ; 
      writeln (' '); 
      writeln ( '*** END ***') ; 
      readln  (xx); 
end. 
 
 
 

00000t0000 

1111111111 

22222222+2 

3333333333 

44444b4444 

....T..... 

.......... 

..M....... 

.......... 

....B..... 
 
*** END ***   
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Perl 
 

use english; 
$crt[5,10]  ; 
$y = 0; 
while ($y<5){ 
   $x = 0; 
   while ($x<10) { 
      $crt[$y][$x] = '.'; 
      $x = $x + 1; 
   } 
   $y = $y + 1; 
} 
$crt[0][5] = 'T';$crt[2][8] = '*'; 
$crt[4][5] = 'B'; 
$y = 0; 
while ($y<5){ 
   $x = 0; 
   while ($x<10) { 
      print $crt[$y][$x] ; 
      $x = $x + 1; 
   } 
   $y = $y + 1; 
   print ("\n"); 
} 
print "\nbye\n"; 
$hr = readline(*STDIN); 

 
 

Python   
 http://www.effbot.org/zone/python-list.htm 
  

 
crt= [ 10*['*'] for i in range(5) ] 
for i in range(5):       # these three lines do what 
    for j in range(10):  # the... 10*['*']... above 
        crt[i][j]= '.'   # did 
 
crt[0][5] = 't' 
crt[1][7] = '+' 
crt[4][5] = 'b' 
 
for i in range(5): 
    for j in range(10): 
        print crt[i][j] ,# the trailing comma stops NL 
    print 
 
print '*** END ***' 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.....T.... 

.......... 

........*. 

.......... 

.....B.... 
 
bye 

. . . . . t . . . . 

. . . . . . . + . . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . b . . . . 
*** END *** 
Any key to end. 
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Visual Basic  
 

Module Module1 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim crt(5, 8) As String   ' y is 0 to 4 and x is 0 to 7 
        Dim s As String 
        Dim y, x As Integer 
        Console.WriteLine("TEST ARRAYS") 
        For y = 0 To 4 Step 1 
            For x = 0 To 7 Step 1 
                crt(y, x) = "." 
            Next 
        Next 
        crt(2, 6) = "*" 
        For y = 0 To 4 Step 1 
            s = "" 
            For x = 0 To 7 Step 1 
                s = s & (crt(y, x)) 
            Next 
            Console.WriteLine(s) 
        Next 
        s = Console.Read() 
    End Sub 
End Module 
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The following take a string with nnn.nn and convert it to 
float, then integer, then back to float, and finally to string 
again. Type conversion has been a problem of 

documentation for decades. Being repetitive, the IBM PL/I compiler used the founding value that 
if a programmer could write an apparently correct line of code, then the compiler or at least the 
execution of compiled code, should make sense and do appropriate conversions. Some 
languages are loose in type casting, others very strict. Many of the newer languages have 
marginal documentation describing type conversions. A by-product possibly of the language 
designers (1) showing their sophistication compared to those of the mere mortals who read their 
pages of obtuse text, or (2) showing a lack of real world commercial programming experience.  
 
In 1967, Bryan Higman in A Comparative Study of Programming Languages wrote almost 50 
years ago on page 111 “When we turn to the question of “types” we find evidence of the unsettled 
state of our present knowledge in this area.” One must ask if newer language designers have 
learned much since then. 
 
 

 string integer float 
other (eg fixed 
point) 

string automatic        
integer   automatic      
float     automatic    
other        automatic  

 
ADA This example is limited, ADA demands EXACT string length for string work. ADA has at 

best some marginal documentation, and even less when it comes to library functions. 
There is help on the internet, however many of the examples do not work. 

 
 

with Ada.Text_IO;                         
with Ada.Float_Text_IO;                   
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.Numerics.Elementary_Functions;   
with Ada.Text_IO.Editing;        
-- unbounded strings needed for variable length strings 
-- with Ada.Strings.Unbounded; 
-- with Ada.Strings.Unbounded.Text_IO; 
 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Float_Text_IO; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
use  Ada.Numerics.Elementary_Functions; 
-- unbounded strings needed for variable length strings 
-- use Ada.Strings.Unbounded; 
-- use Ada.Strings.Unbounded.Text_IO; 
 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M 
procedure adatest1 is  
    
   -- function to convert integer to string still does not bypass 
   --    the string length issue because the returned string size 
   --    still must match the user's defined string size 
   -- http://stackoverflow.com/questions/6866877/default-integerimage-width-in-ada 
   function iTOs (iIn : in Integer) return String is 
       myS : constant String := Integer'Image (iIn); 
   begin 
       return myS; 
   end iTOs;    
    
   f       : float; 
   i,j     : integer; 
   s       : String(1..6); 

type casting and conversions    
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begin 
   put ("[enter a number eg: 12.345] "); 
   get (f); 
   put ("[f:]"); put(f); put_line(" "); 
   i := integer(f); 
   put ("[f->i:]"); put (i);  put_line(" ");             
   f := float(i); 
   put ("[i->f:]"); put (f);  put_line(" "); 
    
   -- s:= integer'image(i) ; 
   FOR j IN 1..6 LOOP           --  Blank contents of string 
         s(j) := ' '; 
   END LOOP; 
   put ("[enter a string.no eg: 98.765 of 6 chars] "); 
   get (S) ;    
   put ("[s:]"); put (s);  put_line(" ");      
   f := Float'Value(s); 
   put ("[s->f:]"); put (f);  put_line(" ");  
    
   put ("[enter 5 digit integer eg: 13500] "); 
   get (i);   
   -- i := 13500;  -- 1350 fails -- 13500 works -- 135000 fails -- 
   s := iTOs(i); 
   put ("[iTOs:]"); put (s);  put_line(" ");     
    
   s := "980765"; 
   put ("assuming 980765:  ");  
   i := Integer'Value(s); 
   put ("[s->i:]"); put (i);  put_line(" ");   
    
   j := 0; 
   -- http://objectmix.com/ada/716643-converting-integer-float-string.html 
   -- Get ( s, i, j ) ; 
   -- put (s); put_line(" "); 
    
   -- s := integer'Image(s);     -- requires a known string length 
     
end adaTest1; 
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Algol Algol uses the semi colon “;” to separate statements and if you have one where it is not 

needed, then Algol objects. So, there is no “;” after the last print in the program below. 
Algol originally had no defined input nor output, thus the need for some type (what Algol 
calls mode) conversions was not crucial. The following code works on the Algol compiler 
mentioned in this book.  

 
BEGIN  
   STRING sss; 
   REAL   rrr; 
   INT    iii; 
     
   # string to real to int # 
          print  ( ("123.456 str->real->int", new line) ) ; 
   # http://rosettacode.org/wiki/Increment_a_numerical_string # 
   sss := "123.456";   
          print(("sss:  ", sss, new line)) ; 
      BEGIN   
          FILE f;     
          associate(f, sss); # 7.13 p144 Algol pdf # 
          get(f,rrr);  
          reset(f);  
          put(f,rrr)  
      END; 
          print(("rrr:  ", rrr, new line)); 
   iii := ROUND(rrr);  # or ENTIER() # 
          print(("iii:  ", iii )); 
   # int to float to string # 
   print  ( (new line, "123     int->real->str", new line) ) ; 
   rrr := iii;     rrr := rrr + 0.456;  # make decimal again # 
          print(("rrr:  ", rrr, new line));   
   sss := whole (iii, 6);   # 10.7.10 p244 algol doc # 
          print(("sss:  ", sss, new line)) ; 
   sss := real  (rrr, 10, 4, 2, 1) ; 
          print(("sss:  ", sss, new line))   
END 
 

 
BASIC The “val” and “str$” functions, see: http://tedfelix.com/qbasic/ 
 

' string to decimal to integer 
input "Enter a string nnnnn.nnn   ";  sss$ 
fff = val(sss$) 
    print ("string is:    "; sss$) 
    print ("s-> float is: "; fff)  
iii = int(fff) 
    print ("f-> int is:   ";iii) 
fff = iii 
    print ("f<-i: ";fff) 
sss$ = str$(fff) 
    print ("s<-f: ";sss$) 
' *** END *** 

no trailing semi colon “;” 
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C 
C++ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
int main ()     
{   int    i ; 
    float  f ;    
    char   c[80] ;   
    char   s[80] ;     
    printf ("\n123.456 original, 123 output\n"); 
     
    // string to float to int 
    strcpy(c, "123.456");     
    sscanf(c, "%f", &f); 
    // i = int (f);     // not in C, ok in C++ 
 i = (int) f;        // ok in C and C++ 
    // int to float to string 
    f =  (float) i;  
    sprintf(s, "%f", f); 
 printf ("result: %s \n", s ); 
  
    printf ( "*** END ***\n") ; 
    scanf  ("%f", &c);   
    return 0; 
} 
 
 
 
 

C#   
// please include the same preamble as prior C# sample is IDE inserted here 
{   class Program 
    {   static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   string line = "123.456", lineout; 
            double ld; 
            float lf; 
            int li; 
            System.Console.WriteLine ("using 123.456 in, and 123 out"); 
            // string to integer via float/double 
               ld = Convert.ToDouble(line); 
               lf = (float) ld; 
               li = (int)lf; 
            // integer to string vis float/double 
               lf = li; 
               ld = lf; 
               lineout = Convert.ToString(ld); 
               System.Console.WriteLine(lineout); 
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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FORTRAN  To perform input and output conversion, use the Fortran I/O system on an 
“internal file” which in Fortran is simply a CHARACTER*n variable. Give the 
name of the variable instead of the unit number in a Fortran READ or WRITE 
statement. 

 http://www-mipl.jpl.nasa.gov/portguide/subsection3.9.5.html 
 http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=290512 
 http://www.eng-tips.com/viewthread.cfm?qid=4337 

 
 CHARACTER *80  sss , newsss 
 CHARACTER *80  ttt , newttt , lllttt 
 REAL      *8   rrr , newrrr 
 INTEGER        iii 
 
 write (*,70)   "Enter  nn.n (we double it) "    
 read     70,   sss ! we get a string 
 READ(sss,80)   rrr ! read from sss to real rrr 
 rrr = rrr * 2      ! only to shw data works 
 write (*,80)   rrr ! say it 
 
 iii = rrr 
 write (*,81)   iii 
 
 newrrr = iii 
 write (*,80)   newrrr 
 
 write (*,70) "next is the output conversion  "  
 newttt = "(f8.4)"  ! build a format 
 write (ttt,newttt) newrrr 
 write (*,70)   ttt ! above wrote text newttt to real newrrr 
 
 read    70, pause 
 return 
 
   70 format (A) 
   80 format (f8.2) 
   81 format (i3) 
 
  999 FORMAT(A80) 
  998 FORMAT(F10.2,F10.2) 
 
 end 
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Java 
 
Type conversions:- 
 

package jEclTestPrj; 
import java.util.Scanner;  
public class jEclTestCls  { 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  String  s   = null; 
  Scanner in  = new Scanner(System.in); 
  int i; 
  float f; 
         System.out.println("Enter a string number"); 
         s = in.nextLine(); 
         System.out.println("you entered..."); 
         System.out.println(s); 
          
         // string to integer 
         i = Integer.parseInt(s); 
         System.out.println("integer is..."); 
         System.out.println(i); 
 
         // string to float 
         // f = Float.valueOf(s.trim()).floatValue(); // or… 
         // f = Float.valueOf(s.trim());  // or… 
  f = Float.parseFloat(s); 
         System.out.println("float is..."); 
         System.out.println(f); 
          
         f = i; // integer to float 
         System.out.println("float is..."); 
         System.out.println(f); 
          
         i = (int)f; // float to integer 
         System.out.println("integer is..."); 
         System.out.println(i); 
          
         s =  Integer.toString(i); // integer to string 
         System.out.println("s.int is..."); 
         System.out.println(i); 
          
         s =  Float.toString(f); // float to string 
         System.out.println("s.float is..."); 
         System.out.println(i); 
          
         in.close(); 
     } 
 } 
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JavaScript as in a web page or HTML document, tested with Firefox browser as it has excellent 
debugging facilities available. 
 

<div> 
   <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
   {   
      var sss = "12.34" ;  
          document.write('sss:  ',sss,'<P>'); 
      var rrr = sss * 2 ; 
          document.write('rrr:  ',rrr,'<P>');  
      var iii = parseInt(rrr); 
          document.write('iii:  ',iii,'<P>');  
      var nrr = iii +0.1122; 
          document.write('nrr:  ',nrr,'<P>'); 
      var nss = "'" + nrr + "'"; 
          document.write('nss:  ',nss,'<P>'); 
          nss = nss + 0.2211; 
          document.write('nss:  ',nss,'<P>'); 
   } 
   </SCRIPT> 
</div> 

 
 
 
 
 
Pascal 
 

program testType; 
var sss : string ; 
    rrr : real; 
    iii : integer; 
 
begin 
   sss := '12.34'; 
   Val(sss, rrr,iii); 
   iii := round(rrr); 
   writeln ('sss->rrr->iii: '); 
      writeln ('   sss: ',sss); 
      writeln ('   rrr: ',rrr); 
      writeln ('   iii: ',iii); 
   writeln ('iii->rrr->sss: '); 
      rrr := iii + 0.43; 
      writeln ('   rrr: ',rrr); 
      Str(rrr, sss); 
      { sss := sss + 5; this should fail to prove string not real } 
      writeln ('   sss: ',sss); 
      sss := Concat('sss concat happy days: ' , sss , ' happy days' ); 
      writeln (sss); 
   writeln ( '*** END ***') ; 
   readln (sss); 
end. 
 

 
Perl 
 

use English; 
 
$sss = "12.34"; 
$rrr = $sss+0.44; 
$iii = int($rrr); 
print "\n[12.34]: "; print $sss; 
print "\n[12.78]: "; print $rrr; 
print "\n[12]:    "; print $iii; 
$iii = $iii + 0.21; 
print "\n[12.21]: "; print $iii; 
$sss = readline(*STDIN);     # any old input to pause screen 
# end # 
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Python Python may be standalone, or used in another program such as FreeCAD, or  Blender 
 

sss   = '12.34' 
print "sss [12.34]:     ", sss 
rrr   = float(sss) 
print "rrr [12.34]:     ", rrr 
iii   = int(rrr) 
print "iii [12]:        ", iii 
rrr   = iii + .43 
print "rrr [12.43]:     ", rrr 
sss   = 'HAPPY ' + str(rrr) + ' DAYS' 
print "sss [HAPPY 12.43 DAYS]:     ", sss 
sss = sss + ' 22 ' 
print "sss [HAPPY 12.43 DAYS 22]  ", sss 
print '*** END ***' 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
# END 
 

 
Visual Basic ~ it just could not be simpler 
 

Module Module1 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim s As String 
        Dim i As Integer 
        Dim f As Double 
        s = "123.45" 
        f = s 
        Console.WriteLine(f) 
        i = s 
        Console.WriteLine(i) 
 
        f = 123.45 
        i = f 
        Console.WriteLine(i) 
        s = f 
        s = s + " ok " 
        Console.WriteLine(s) 
 
        s = Console.Read() 
    End Sub 
End Module 
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The following illustrate code examples of handling situations that would 
normally abort a program. There are three ways of handling such errors.  

 One is to test with logic before acting, but this assumes you know where crashes may 
happen, a  variation of this is the “try – catch” technique 

 Another method is to have a handler for crashes wherever they may happen, and 
example is the ADA example “exception when” 

 
The first method assumes you know where exceptions will happen; the problem is that bugs don’t 
cooperate. The Java try-catch is such an example. The second method is more general but 
poses the question of how do you continue after the error which may have happened anywhere. 
And just what is the purpose of the exception handler ~ is it to gracefully close the program, or is 
it to fix and continue? In the good old mainframe days, the purpose of the STXIT or SPIE and so 
on exception handlers was often to provide better diagnosis of the error rather than letting an 
enormous core dump happen. Another purpose was to terminate the transaction, if it was online, 
but allow the user to start another transaction. In summary, is TRY…EXCEPT really any better 
than IF X<>0 THEN Z=Y/X? Yours is the choice. 
 

You're out of your mind, They said with a shrug,  The customer is happy, What's one little bug? 
But he was determined, The others went home,  He spread out the program,  Deserted, alone 
The cleaning men came, The whole room was cluttered,  With core dumps and listings, I'm close, he muttered. 
The mumbling got louder, Simple deduction,  I've got it, it's right, Just change one instruction. 
It still wasn't perfect, As year followed year, And strangers would comment, Is that guy still here? 
He died at the console, Of hunger and thirst, Next day he was buried, Face down, nine edge first.  
And his wife through her tears,  Accepted her fate,  Said he’s not really gone,  He’s just working late. 
And the last bug of all, An ant passing by, Saluted his tombstone, And whispered Nice try 
      anon, 1974, heard at a Share conference 

 
NOTE:  The web urls shown may change over time, but they may aid in your search for the 
compiler or system that you are using. 
 
ADA http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Ada_Programming/Exceptions 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exception_handling_syntax 
 http://rosettacode.org/wiki/Exceptions 
 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/6019466/ada-how-to-manage-data-error-exception-when-getting-integers 
 

-- adaExcptn.adb 
with Ada.Text_IO;                    
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.IO_Exceptions; 
with Ada.Exceptions; 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
use  Ada.Exceptions; 
--   
procedure adaExcptn is 
   intVar : integer; 
   begin 
      ada.integer_text_io.get(intVar); 
      Ada.Text_IO.Put_Line (  Integer'Image (intVar)); 
      intVar := 123/intVar;  
      Ada.Text_IO.Put_Line (  "END"  ); 
   return ; 
   -- 
   exception 
      when ADA.IO_EXCEPTIONS.DATA_ERROR => 
            Ada.Text_IO.Put_Line ("Integers please."); 
           return; 
      when CONSTRAINT_ERROR  => 
            Ada.Text_IO.Put_Line ("Constraints."); 
            return; 
   -- Ada.Text_IO.Put_Line ("Cant get here.");   
 end adaExcptn; 

Exception Handling 

input=44 ~ good 
input=0 ~ good but results in 
 divide by zero ~ is 
 constraint exception 
input=ab ~ data error 
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Algol http://rosettacode.org/wiki/Exceptions 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3AALGOL_68 

 
BEGIN  
  REAL lat; 
  on math error :  
       BEGIN 
          print  ( "screwed " )  
       END; 
       stop; 
  on value error :  
       BEGIN 
          print  ( "screwed some more " )  
       END; 
       stop; 
  on overflow error :  
       BEGIN 
          print  ( "screwed some more " )  
       END; 
       stop; 
 
  print  ( "Enter 0 to 9 " ); 
  print  ( "please: " ); 
  read   ( lat ) ; 
  lat := 123/lat ; 
  print ( "ok" ) ; 
  stop 
 
END 
 
 
BEGIN  
  REAL lat; 
  # crude exception handling # 
  PROC VOID raise math error := VOID: GOTO exception math error; 
 
  print  ( "Enter 0 to 9 " ); 
  print  ( "please: " ); 
  read   ( lat ) ; 
  lat := 123/lat ; # when lat=0 then math error, but why not caught #  
  print ( "ok" ) ; 
  stop ; 
  # on math error: ( print  ( "screwed " ) );# # doesnt work   # 
  on math error :                              # nor does this #  
       BEGIN 
          print  ( "screwed " );  
          stop  
       END; 
  on value error :  
       BEGIN 
          print  ( "screwed some more " );  
          stop  
       END; 
  on overflow error :  
       BEGIN 
          print  ( "screwed more still " ) ; 
       stop  
       END ; 
  exception math error:  
    print  ( "oh dear " )  
 
END 

 
 In essence, I was unable to successfully use the error handlers even though the compiler 

caught duplicate ON clauses, eg “on math error” coded twice. To be fair, I could find no 
documentation anywhere on how to catch an error, other than short snippets. And the 
manuals shed no light either. 

 

goes straight to print screwed 

crashes 
and does 
not go to 
an event 
handler 
when “0” 
is 
entered 
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BASIC http://justbasic.conforums.com/index.cgi?board=novice&action=display&num=1266361684 

 
ON ERROR GOTO [ooops] 
input "Enter nn as 0 to 9 " ;  mm 
print mm 
mm = 123/mm 
print mm 
stop 
[ooops] 
   PRINT "error happened" 
   stop  
 

 
 

C C itself mostly requires users to test situations that might cause errors. However, some 
errors are detectable. The following code will catch, for example, a divide by 0. The 
program will abort, and that can also be caught.  

 
 http://www.tutorialspoint.com/cprogramming/c_error_handling.htm 
 http://www.on-time.com/ddj0011.htm 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_signal_handling 
 http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/C++Signals.html 
 see also page 255 of the second edition of The C Programming Language, K & R 
 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
static void mathIssue(int signo) { 
    puts("math error.");  // picks up divide by 0 
    abort(); // abort triggers the next handler if desired 
} 
static void userAbort(int signo) { 
    puts("abort found."); // picks up the abort from mathError 
    exit(0);   // a clean return, but still exits program 
} 
int main ()          
{   int i, ii,j ; 
    if (signal(SIGFPE,mathIssue)==SIG_ERR) { 
        fputs("set math err failed.\n",stderr); 
        return EXIT_FAILURE; 
    } 
    if (signal(SIGABRT,userAbort)==SIG_ERR) { 
        fputs("set abrt failed.\n",stderr); 
        return EXIT_FAILURE; 
    } 
    printf ( "enter 0 to 9\n") ; 
    scanf  ("%i", &i);   // pause using any variable 
    printf ( "\nentered : %i\n",i) ; 
 ii = 123/i; 
    printf ( "end") ; 
} 

 
 
 For the C compiler I use (GNU), I have not found a way to return to the point of user 

failure such that the program may continue on. 
 
 The above code also runs the same way in C++, however C++ also has the TRY and 

CATCH mechanism.  
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C++ http://www.cplusplus.com/doc/tutorial/exceptions/ 
 
 // GNU C++ 

#include <stdio.h> 
int main ()          
{   int i, ii,j ; 
    printf ( "enter 0 to 9\n") ; 
    scanf  ("%i", &i);   // pause using any variable 
    printf ( "\nentered : %i\n",i) ; 
 try  { 
  ii = 123/i; 
 } 
 // these do not work... -> // catch (int er)  // catch(const char* msg) 
    catch (int param)  { printf (  "int exception")    ; } 
    catch (char param) { printf (  "char exception")   ; } 
    catch (...)        { printf (  "default exception"); } 
    printf ( "end") ; 
} 
 

For C++ using the GNU system, the above TRY/CATCH crashes. 
 
// Visual C++ console application 
// ConsoleApplication5.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application. 
#include "stdafx.h" 
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[]) 
{ 
 int i, ii; 
 printf("assuming 0\n"); 
 i = 0; 
 try  { 
  ii = 123 / i; 
 } 
 catch (int param)  { printf("int exception"); } 
 catch (char param) { printf("char exception"); } 
 catch (...)        { printf("default exception"); } 
 printf("end"); 
} 
 

 Also, in Visual Studio 2013, C++ console application, this code also fails. 
 
 
C# http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/0yd65esw.aspx 
 http://support.microsoft.com/kb/308345 
 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
namespace ConsoleApplication7 
{   class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        {       int n, nn; 
                nn = 0; 
                try   { n = 123/nn; 
                } 
                catch { Console.Write(999); 
                } 
                Console.Write(123); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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FORTRAN   
  

Exception handling is not defined for FORTRAN. 
 
Java 
 

package jEclPrjErr; 
 
public class jEclClserr { 
 
  public static void main(String[] args) { 
  
        System.out.println("abc"); 
        try { float num = Float.parseFloat(args[6]); }   
        catch (ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException aabbcc) {  
         System.out.println("error "+aabbcc); 
         System.out.println("error "+aabbcc.getMessage());  
        } 
    } 
} 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JavaScript http://www.devshed.com/c/a/JavaScript/JavaScript-Exception-Handling/ 
 

<html> 
  <head></head> 
  <body> 
    <div> 
      <script language="JavaScript"> 
         {    try { j = 123/0; } 
              catch(e) { document.write('<P> ooops!'); }; 
              document.write('<P> j <P>', j, '<P>'); 
         } 
      </script> 
    </div> 
  </body> 
</html> 

 
 The example above conforms to the Java Script guidance for 

catching errors, however, in FireFox, no error was caught by the 
divide by 0. This was because “j” was replaced with the word 
“infinity”. 

 
 
 
 A key point to consider is that the “try…catch” mechanism is not much more than a 

replacement for the programmer doing their own appropriate tests before taking some 
action in the code.  
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Pascal http://www.freepascal.org/docs-html/ref/refse98.html#x206-21600017.2 
 

program testException; 
var   
    i, ii : longint; 
begin 
   ii := 0; 
   i  := 123; 
   Try   
      i :=  123 DIV ii; 
   Except    
      writeln ('div by 0: '); 
   end; 
   writeln ( i) ; 
   readln (ii); 
end. 
 

The above code compiles and executes except the exception is not caught. 
 
  

Perl http://www.perl.com/pub/2002/11/14/exception.html 
 

use English; 
$hr=123; 
 
  eval    { $hr = $hr / 0; 
          } ; 
  if ($@) { print "\nooops\n"; 
          } 
  else    { print "\nok\n"; 
          } 
 
print "\nbye.\n"; 
#$hr = readline(*STDIN);  # to pause screen 

 
 
 
Python https://wiki.python.org/moin/HandlingExceptions 
 

# program textException; 
print "Test Exception" 
i = 999 
try: 
   i = 123/0 
except ZeroDivisionError: 
   print "div by 0" 
print i 
print '*** END ***' 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
# END 
 
 
 
# program textException; 
print "Test Exception" 
i = 999 
try: 
   i = 123/0 
except ZeroDivisionError, eee: 
   print eee 
print i 
print '*** END ***' 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
# END 
 

 

using  $hr = $hr / 1; 
 
 
 

using  $hr = $hr / 0; 
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Visual Basic  http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sf1hwa21(v=vs.90).aspx 
 

Module Module1 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim i, ii As Double 
        Dim s As String 
        On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
        ii = 0 
        Console.WriteLine("TEST DIV 0") 
        i = 123 / ii 
        Console.WriteLine(i) 
        s = Console.Read() 
        Return 
    ErrorHandler: 
        Console.WriteLine("got divide by 0") 
        Resume 
    End Sub 
End Module 

 
 The above code returns a value of “infinity” and the error handler is not invoked. The “on 

error” is what is called the unstructured method of handling errors. 
 
 The structured method of error handling is the usual TRY…EXCEPT concept. You 

cannot have an ON ERROR as well as the TRY…EXCEPT techniques in the same 
program. 

 
  http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8a9f2ew0(v=vs.90).aspx 
 

Module Module1 
    Sub Main() 
        Dim i, ii As Double 
        Dim s As String 
        ii = 0 
        Console.WriteLine("TEST DIV 0") 
 
        Try 
            i = 123 / ii 
        Catch 
            Console.WriteLine("got a goof") 
        Finally 
            Console.WriteLine("help I am lost") 
        End Try 
 
        Console.WriteLine(i) 
        s = Console.Read() 
        Return 
    End Sub 
End Module 

 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION: Just what is the objective of using an error handler. Is it to provide better 
diagnostics, is it to gracefully close out  a program, is it to try and fix and resume? Consider why 
TRY…EXCEPT logic is better than preventative code in the first place? In the days before 
structured code, error handlers could cause a resumption of the program at a different location, 
and provide a mix of corrective as well as diagnostic information. With structured code, such a 
process may be less practical. 
 
While a number of examples in this section did not work with the 
compilers used, it is hoped that the examples do provide ideas for 
error processing. 
 
 
 

thank you 
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 Graphics come in two flavors. One is the old fashioned way using simple 
characters such as “\”, “|”, “/”. “–“, and “+” or characters like that.  The other is 

the modern true graphical depiction. A principle in this book is that a language system should be 
used as is, and not require the programmer to add extra packages, nor get involved in complex 
linkage editor processes (make files). Regardless of whether old fashioned or new presentations 
are used, the same general theory applies: 
 
 1. use a fixed radius, thus:     x = radius * sin(angle)     and     y =  * cos(angle)  
 2a. use a fixed “y” then: x = y * tan(angle) 
  but only draw line segments whose “x” is within bounds. Inefficient. 
 2b. use a fixed “x” then: y = x / tan(angle) 
  but only draw line segments whose “y” is within bounds. Inefficient. 
 3. use 2a or 2b as appropriate with 2a for angles up to 45, then 2b over 45. 
  of course there is never a need to test that “x” or “y” as appropriate is in bounds 
 
In the old days, the X and Y ordinates were changed from floating point to an integer, and scaled 
to fit a 24 * 80 screen, or some other value for a printer. And an aspect ratio was needed as the X 
and Y distances did not match. See the Algol, “C”, FORTRAN, and Pascal sections of this book 
for examples. 
 
In the commercial mainframe world, the first IBM terminal capable of drawing graphics was a 
normal CRT wuth six user programmable symbol sets. Here, graphics were drawn using three 
arrays in the computer memory, one for each primary color. The arrays were X by Y pixels (bits), 
matching the CRT capabilities. The programmer had to manage line drawing at the pixel level 
using the same techniques as were used in the old style character based graphics. Except of 
course they were at the pixel and not the character level, and colors came into play. When a 
graph was ready, it could not be sent to the CRT as it stood. The program then took the arrays 
and selected a pixel group matching a displayable byte, and then generated a user character for 
it, and also a data stream using that symbol set’s character. Thus the program generated 
characters using up all six symbol sets, sent them to the CRT, then sent a data stream using 
those six symbol sets. It took lots of memory, lots of CPU time, and lots of transmission time. IBM 
made this task easier with a package called GDDM, and I was the programmer who built the 
Capex compamy’s graphics package, which I made GDDM compatible at the CALL level. It was 
faster, smaller than the IBM GDDM, and saved license fees. 
 
Next came the APA (all points addressable) terminals where the terminal itself supported the 
LINE, CIRCLE, and other graphics needs. GDDM was the programmer interface still, but less 
memory, CPU, and transmission time was involved. 
 
There are many books written on the newer languages, hundreds of pages in length. I have to 
wonder if their goal is to show how technically knowledgable the author is, rather than to help the 
reader. Many such books mix the theory of structured coding, the theory of classes and objects, 
with the examples which are complex, too release dependant, and not real world commercial 
applications. For this reason, this book uses PBE (programming by example), and minimum 
working chunks of code that achieve a focused limited scope application. And further, this section 
separates examples into small language components. Some of the thinnest books are the best, 
by the way! Go for quality, ease of reading, any day over weight and thickness. 
 
Given that history, here are some notes on how Illustrating Shadows handles sundial graphics. 
   

GRAPHICS 
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The following discusses methods used for different systems, in order to draw geaphics.. 
 
 
ADA There is no standard easy to use package, GTK is commonly referenced 

-- gtkada is the graphics system:  -- http://libre.adacore.com/tools/gtkada/ 
-- -- cairo is the 2d package using it: -- -- http://www.cairographics.org/ 

 
 
Algol The main section in this book on ALGOL has an Algol example which draws the graph 

using old fashioned techniques. It uses method “1” above with a fixed radius. 
 
 
BASIC The JustBASIC package supports tuttle graphics. The elements are shown below. 
 

    open "My Drawing Area" for graphics as #draw 
    ' http://www.libertybasicuniversity.com/lb4help/ 
    print #draw, "home"      ' go to draw area center 
    print #draw, "up"        ' pull the pen up so no draw 
    print #draw, "place 50 100"    ' move to somewhere 
    print #draw, "down"      ' put the pen down 
    print #draw, "north"     ' set basic direction of north 
 
    print #draw, "turn ";45  ' 45 degree turn 
    print #draw, "go ";100   ' draw a line 100 pixels long 
    print #draw, "turn ";45  ' 45 degree turn 
    print #draw, "go ";100   ' draw a line 100 pixels long 
    print #draw, "turn ";90  ' 90 degree turn 
    print #draw, "go ";100   ' draw a line 100 pixels long 
    print #draw, "turn ";-90 ' 90 reversed degree turn 
    print #draw, "go ";30    ' draw a line 30 pixels long 
 
    print #draw, "flush"     ' display it 
    input r$ 
    close #draw 
    stop 
    end 

 
  

 

 
 
 
 
C 
C++ The main section in this book on “C” has an example which draws the graph using old 

fashioned techniques. It uses method “3” above with a fixed “Y” for angles up to 45 
degrees, and then a fixed “X” for angles in excess of 45 degrees. Bounds checking for 
values of X or Y outside a reasonable area is not needed. 

 
C# The main section in this book on “C” has an example which draws the graph using the 

modern “canvas” for C#. It uses method “1” above with a fixed radius. Bounds checking is 
not needed. 

 
 
FORTRAN The main section in this book on FORTRAN has an example which draws the graph 

using old fashioned techniques. It uses method “2a” and “2b” above with a fixed “Y” and 
with bounds checking for values of X outside a reasonable area.  
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Java ~ graphics drawing a number of lines with descriptive text. Java graphics developed from 
AWT (Abstract Window Toolkit), then Swing which was fancier. Both are in the Java Foundation 
Classes (JFC).  SWT was created by IBM as a Swing replacement, is a simpler toolkit than Swing 
but is not available on every Java-supported platform as SWT is not part of the Java release. 
NOTE that Java Script uses “canvas” for graphics. 
 

package jEclPrjGraphText; 
import java.awt.Graphics; 
import javax.swing.*; 
import java.util.Scanner;  
 
public class jEclPrjGraphTextCls { 
 
 public static int xc,yc,xd,yd; 
 public static String t; 
 public static class line extends JPanel{ 
     public void paintComponent(Graphics g) { 
        g.drawLine(xc,yc , xd,yd); 
        if ( t == "") { 
           g.drawString("*", xc+xd, yc+yd); 
        } 
        else { 
        g.drawString(t, xc+xd, yc+yd); 
              } 
     } 
 } 
  
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
     float  f, r; 
     double x, y; 
   
 System.out.println("<enter> to start:");  
     String  s   = null;   
     Scanner it  = new Scanner(System.in); 
     s = it.nextLine(); 
     r = 300;   // set a radius 
 
     // get a graph area and draw angled lines 
     JFrame jf = new JFrame(); 
     jf.setSize(400, 400); 
      
     xc=10; yc=10;  
     for (f=0; f<91; f=f+1){ 
      y=r*Math.sin(2*3.1416*f/360); 
      x=r*Math.cos(2*3.1416*f/360); 
      xd=xc+(int)x;  
      yd=yc+(int)y; 
      t = ""; 
      if ( f == 20  || f == 40) { 
         t =  Float.toString(f); 
      } 
      jf.add(new line()); 
               jf.setVisible(true); 
  
         // small pause to let line draw work  
         try {  Thread.sleep(30); } // 2ms delay 
        catch(InterruptedException ex) { 
      Thread.currentThread().interrupt();  
         } 
     } 
       
     // delete the graph and close the input also 
     System.out.println("<enter> to close"); 
     s = it.nextLine();    
     jf.dispose();     // close the graph 
     it.close();       // close the input device 
     System.exit(0);   // close the program 
 } 
} 
 

NOTE: This does not have a refresh mechanism, so everything vanished if you resize the output. 

draw text

draw numbers at 20 and 40, and 
an * at other angles 
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JavaScript  The Java Script system uses 
“canvas” and the output of 
“hDialG.html” is shown to the right. 
This code uses method “1”, namely 
a fixed radius. Please check 
“hDialG.html” on the web or CD for 
complete code.  

 
The code below is not sundial 
related, and shows a complete 
demo which receives user data, 
then draws some objects. This is a 
complete skeleton for an advanced 
graphics system. 
  
 
 

To the left is the output of :- 
 

miniGraphicDemo.html 
 

whose code is shown below, 
and which is a complete 
skeleton of all the basics 
needed for an advanced 
graphic program. This code is 
in the ZIP file:- 

 
javaScriptPrograms.zip 

 
on the website:- 

 
www.illustratingshadows.com 

 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<HTML> 
    <BODY>  
       <FORM NAME="myOwnForm"   ACTION=""   METHOD="GET"> 
             *** miniGraphicDemo.html ***<BR>  
             <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="myDataIn" VALUE="33"> 
             <P>  
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="cBtn" Value="use data above and draw" 
                    onClick="calcInfo(this.form)"> 
       </FORM> 
    </BODY> 
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    <HEAD>  
        <canvas id="example" width="800" height="500"> 
        Your browser does not support HTML5 Canvas. 
        </canvas> 
 
        <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
 
        /* ****************************************************************** 
           *   CANVAS                                                       * 
           *   1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canvas_element               * 
           *   2. dev.opera.com/articles/view/html-5-canvas-the-basics      * 
           *                                                                * 
           *   NEEDS after <html> <head> before <script>                    * 
           *   <canvas id="example" width="200" height="200">               * 
           *   Your browser does not support HTML5 Canvas.                  * 
           *   </canvas>                                                    * 
           ****************************************************************** 
        */ 
 
        function calcInfo(form) { 
           var myArea = document.getElementById('example'); 
           var context = myArea.getContext('2d'); 
  
           // draw a big box in blue for a border 
           context.fillStyle = 'blue'  // but not filling so ignored 
           context.lineWidth   = 10; 
           context.strokeStyle = 'blue'; 
           context.strokeRect(10, 10, 790, 490); 
 
           // draw some lines 
           context.beginPath(); 
           context.strokeStyle = 'black'; 
           context.lineWidth   = 10; 
           context.moveTo(50,50);   
              context.lineTo(200, 200); 
              context.stroke(); 
              context.closePath(); 
 
           context.beginPath(); 
           context.strokeStyle = 'black'; 
           context.lineWidth   = 5; 
           context.moveTo(50,200);   
              context.lineTo(125, 90); 
              context.stroke(); 
              context.closePath(); 
 
           // draw some text 
           context.fillStyle    = '#00f'; 
           context.font         = 'italic 30px sans-serif'; 
           context.font         = '15px ariel'; 
           context.textBaseline = 'top'; 
           ii = 20.2 
           ii = form.myDataIn.value   
 
              context.fillText  (ii, 125,90); 
 
 
 
  
           // display an image - works on internet and smart phones as long  
           // as "image" is on the host server as well, and on a PC the JPG 
           // is in the same folder as this program 
              //   var img = new Image(); 
              //   img.src = 'minGraphicDemo.JPG' 
              //   context.drawImage(img, 300, 50); 
 
 
 
 
           // draw a white circle with a green border 
           context.beginPath(); 
           r=25 
           context.arc(300,100, r, 0, 360*(2*3.1416/360), false); 
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           context.fillStyle = 'white'; 
           context.fill(); 
           context.lineWidth = 2; 
           context.strokeStyle = 'green'; 
           context.stroke(); 
 
           // end with a small green box 
           context.fillStyle = 'green'; 
           context.strokeStyle = '#f00'; // red 
           context.lineWidth   = 4; 
              context.fillRect(200, 200, 50, 50); 
 
           // and a medium size red bordered box 
           context.fillStyle = 'green'; 
           context.strokeStyle = '#f00'; // red 
           context.lineWidth   = 4; 
              context.strokeRect(250, 250, 150, 150); 
        } 
 
        // code executed once ALLOW SCRIPT clicked in browser 
        document.write("<P>was: miniGraphicDemo.html"); 
 
        </SCRIPT> 
    </HEAD>  
</HTML> 

 
 
Pascal The main section in this book on Pascal has an example which draws the graph using old 

fashioned techniques. It uses method “2a” with a fixed “Y” and with bounds checking for 
values of X outside a reasonable area. 

 
 
Perl The main section in this book on Perl has an example which draws the graph modern 

techniques. It uses method “1” above with a fixed radius. The code below is a skeleton 
which reads console input data and displays it and an arbitrary line.  

 
 The program:     hDialGraphics.pl is in the zip file:        perlDialProgs.zip      
 which is on the web site:  www.illustratingshadows.com 

 
use English; 
 
print "\nEnter data as nn.n   "; 
$myDataIn = readline(*STDIN); 
 
# now start the graphics stuff 
use Tkx; 
 
$mw = Tkx::widget->new("."); 
# http://www.tkdocs.com/tutorial/canvas.html 
$canvas = $mw->new_tk__canvas(-width => 800, -height => 600, -background => 
"yellow") ; 
$canvas->g_grid(-column=>0, -row=>0); 
 
$canvas->create_text(200,20,-text=>"graphicsDemo.pl",-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(200,40,-text=>"USER DATA",-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(300,45,-text=>$myDataIn,-anchor=>"e"); 
 
$xc=400; 
$yc=500; 
$radial = 350; 
$y=$radial*0.9;   # arbitrary values to make 
$x=$radial*0.4;   # the line slope 
$canvas->create_line($xc,$yc,   $xc+$x,$yc-$y); 
 
Tkx::MainLoop(); 
print "\nThe End\n"; 
 
# END # 
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Python Python may be standalone, or used in another program such as FreeCAD, or Blender. 
For modern graphics to work, some libraries are needed for the imports:- 

 
# SPECIAL library for graphics using MATPLOTLIB and it in turn uses NUMPY 
from pylab import *     # these are needed for graphics displays 
from matplotlib.lines   import Line2D 
from matplotlib.patches import Rectangle 

 
 The Python section of this book includes notes on what to install for graphics, as well as 

a complete graphical program. No example is included here since the founding value of 
this section is that no additional packages should be required over and above the 
language system. 

 
 Further, variations of Python exist such as in Blender, and FreeCAD, and each system 

may have different methods of displaying graphics.  
 
 
Visual Basic ~ for graphics, it is not as simple as copying graphics code into a console 

application. Various things are needed for graphics. So, use WINDOWS FORM 
APPLICATION rather then CONSOLE, do not use WPF. A blank form appears, so add 
from the toolkit a button, and double click the button, then insert the code below. Simple. 
You may make the area larger if you like simply by dragging it. Put the button outside the 
graph area because while “Button1.Visible = False” does work, it overlays any 
graphics. Study the Visual Basic chapter for more complete code. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Public Class Form1 
    Private Sub Button1_Click(sender As Object,  
  e As EventArgs) Handles Button1.Click 
        Dim darea As System.Drawing.Graphics 
        darea = Me.CreateGraphics 
 
        Dim pcolr As New 
System.Drawing.Pen(System.Drawing.Color.Red) 
        Dim pcolb As New System.Drawing.Pen(System.Drawing.Color.Blue) 
        Dim pcolg As New System.Drawing.Pen(System.Drawing.Color.Green) 
 
        REM *** draw a boundary area   
        darea.DrawRectangle(pcolr, 10, 10, 400, 400) 
        ' *** draw a sloped line  
        darea.DrawLine(pcolb, 20, 20, 20 + 80, 20 + 180) 
        REM *** make button not displayable 
        Button1.Visible = False 
    End Sub 
End Class 
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WHEN A LANGUAGE OMITS TRIG 
FUNCTIONS 
 
 
  

 
 
 
BASIC LIKE TRIG FUNCTIONS (DELTACAD) 
 

arcsin and arccos 
 
 
 
 
' 
' asn which Delta CAD and their BASIC supplier do not provide 
' 
Function asn  (n As Single) As Single 
If Abs(n) > 0.99999 Then 
   asn = 1 * sgn(n)  
Else 
   q = Atn(n/Sqr(1-n*n)) 
   asn =  q 
End If 
End Function 
 
 
' 
' acs which Delta CAD and their BASIC supplier do not provide 
' 
Function acs (n As Single) As Single 
   acs = (3.1416/2) - asn (n) 
End Function 
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BASIC LIKE TRIG FUNCTIONS (POWERDRAW) 
 

sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atn, and sqrt  
 
PowerDraw uses a Pascal like scripting language, but omits thr trig and the square root functions.  
Powerdraw has issues with user functions being called within user functions, and with user functions divided 
by other user functions. Powerdraw also has significant digit limitations. This is why iterative search 
processes are used in some of this code below. 
 
function sin( aSINin:Double):Double; 
   // works for all angles positive and negative 0 to 450 
   var 
   mysin,a: double; 
   begin 
      a := aSINin; 
      if aSINin > 180 then begin         // 2013 12 23 
          a:= aSINin-180;                // fix if angle great than 270 
      end ;                              //      
      // sin = x - (x**3)/3! + (x**5)/5! - (x**7)/7! + . . . 
      a := a*2*3.14159/360 ; 
      mysin := a   
                - ((a*a*a)/(3*2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a*a)/(5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(15*14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ; 
      result:= mysin ; 
      if aSINin > 180 then begin         // 2013 12 23 
          result:= -mysin;               // fix if angle great than 270 
      end ;                              //            
   end; 
 
function cos( aCOSin:Double):Double; 
   // works for all angles positive and negative 0 to 450 
   var 
   mycos,a: double; 
   begin 
      a := aCOSin; 
      if aCOSin > 180 then begin         // 2013 12 23 
          a:= aCOSin-180;                // fix if angle great than 270 
      end ;                              //      
      if aCOSin <0 then begin            // 2013 12 24 
          a:= 180+acosin;                // fix negative COS 
      end;    
      // cos = 1 - (x**2)/2! + (x**4)/4! - (x**6)/6! + . . . 
      a := a*2*3.14159/360 ; 
      mycos := 1   
                - ((a*a)/(2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a)/(4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a)/(6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ; 
      if aCOSin > 0   then   result:= mycos ;        // a. 2013 12 16 
      if aCOSin <0.01 then   result:= 1;             // b. 2013 12 19 
      if aCOSin <0    then   result:= -mycos;        // c. 2013 12 19  
       
      if aCOSin > 180 then begin                     // 2013 12 23 
         if aCOSin > 0   then   result:= -mycos ;    // a. 2013 12 16 
         if aCOSin <0.01 then   result:= -1;         // b. 2013 12 19 
         if aCOSin <0    then   result:= mycos;      // c. 2013 12 19 
      end ;                                          //                    
   end; 
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function tan( aTANin:Double):Double; 
   // works for all angles positive and negative 0 to 450 
   var 
   mysin,a: double; 
   var 
   mycos: double;    
   begin 
      a := aTANin*2*3.14159/360 ;   
      if aTANin > 180 then begin          // 2013 12 23 
          a:= (aTANin-180)*2*3.14159/360; // fix if angle great than 270 
      end ;                               // 
      // sin = x - (x**3)/3! + (x**5)/5! - (x**7)/7! + . . . 
      mysin := a   
                - ((a*a*a)/(3*2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a*a)/(5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(15*14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ; 
      // cos = 1 - (x**2)/2! + (x**4)/4! - (x**6)/6! + . . . 
      mycos := 1   
                - ((a*a)/(2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a)/(4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a)/(6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a*a)/(14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ; 
      result:= mysin/mycos ; 
   end; 
 
 
function asn( aASNin:Double):Double; 
   /////////////////////////////////////////     
   // works for positive amd negative angles  
   var 
   myasn, myasnincr,asns1,asnnw,p,q,r: double; 
  
   begin                               // "a" input is a tangent value 
      myasn         :=  0 ;            // output result is in degrees*100  )  100 to 1 
      myasnincr     :=  1;             // assuming the increment is 0.01   )  100 to 1 
      result        :=  123456;        // impossible result 
       
      p := aASNin;                     // make "p" positive 
      if aASNin <0 then p := -aASNin;  // as loop assumes positive in compare logic 
       
      while myasn < 8999  do begin     // this limit number should get to 89.9  
            // problem invoking sin and cos in a user function in Powerdraw 
            q  := (myasn/100)*2*3.14159/360;                              // 100 to 1 
            // sin = x - (x**3)/3! + (x**5)/5! - (x**7)/7! + . . . 
            asns1 := q    
                - ((q*q*q)/(3*2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q*q)/(5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(15*14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ;              
            if asns1  >= p then begin                                        
               r      := myasn/100 ;    //  100 to 1   
               myasn  := 999999  ;      // break the loop 
            end ; 
           
            myasn := myasn + myasnincr; 
      end; 
       
      // at this point "myasn" is the angle times 100 
      p := r;                           // get what we have so far 
      if myasn = 0 then begin           // use variable "p" for a new purpose 
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            if aASNin>0 then p := 90;   // fix 0 to 90 if sin was not 0                                      
      end;  
      if myasn = 999999 then p := 90;   // fix to 90 if sin was way high                                     
      if aASNin = 1     then p := 90;  
      result:= p;                       // now finally fix the sign 
      if aASNin < 0 then result:= -p; 
   end;    
 
 
function acs( aACSin:Double):Double; 
   /////////////////////////////////////////     
   // works for positive and negative angles  
   var                                 // 2013 12 25 1710 mst fixes 
   myacs, myacsincr,acsc1,acsnw,p,q,r: double; 
  
   begin                               // "a" input is a tangent value 
      myacs         :=  0 ;            // output result is in degrees*100  )  100 to 1 
      myacsincr     :=  1;             // assuming the increment is 0.01   )  100 to 1 
      result        :=  123456;        // impossible result 
  
      p := aACSin;                     // make "p" positive 
      if aACSin <0 then p := -aACSin;  // as loop assumes positive in compare logic      
      while myacs < 8999  do begin     // this limit number should get to 89.9  
            // problem invoking sin and cos in a user function in Powerdraw       
            q  := (myacs/100)*2*3.14159/360;                              // 100 to 1 
            // cos = 1 - (x**2)/2! + (x**4)/4! - (x**6)/6! + . . . 
            acsc1 := 1   
                - ((q*q)/(2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q)/(4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q)/(6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ;          
            r     := myacs/100 ;        // 2013 12 25                     
            if acsc1  <= p then begin                                        
               myacs  := 998877  ;      // myacs to 99999 breaks the while loop 
            end ; 
            myacs := myacs + myacsincr; 
      end; 
      // at this point "r" is the angle - now use "p" for a new purpose  
      p := r;                           // p is the angle so far 
      if myacs = 998877 then  p := 90;  // fix to 90 if cos loop ended  
      if myacs = 0      then  p := 90;  // fix to 90 if cos loop ended              
      if myacs = 0 then begin           // fix to 90  if cos loop stopped first time        
         if aACSin>=0   then  p := 90;  // ... but input was not 0                                           
      end;  
      if aACSin =0      then  p := 90;  // 2013 12 25 fix these cases                                        
      if aACSin >0.9999 then  p :=  0;  // fix to 0 degrees 
      result:= p;                       // result is now in place 
        
      if aACSin < 0 then p:= -p;        // but finally fix the sign 
   end;    
 
 
function atan( aATNin:Double):Double; 
   /////////////////////////////////////////  
   // works for positive and negative angles 
   var 
   myatan, myatanincr,atans1,atanc1,atant1,atanz,atanw,q,p,r: double; 
  
   begin                               // "a" input is a tangent value 
      myatan        :=  0 ;            // output result is in degrees*100  )  100 to 1 
      myatanincr    :=  1;             // assuming the increment is 0.01   )  100 to 1 
      result        :=  123456;        // impossible result 
       
      p := aATNin;                     // make "p" positive 
      if aATNin <0 then p := -aATNin;  // as loop assumes positive in compare logic 
  
      while myatan < 8999  do begin    // this limit number should get to 89.9  
            // problem invoking sin and cos in a user function in Powerdraw 
            q  := (myatan/100)*2*3.14159/360;                          // 100 to 1 
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            // sin = x - (x**3)/3! + (x**5)/5! - (x**7)/7! + . . . 
            atans1 := q    
                - ((q*q*q)/(3*2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q*q)/(5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(15*14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ;              
            // cos = 1 - (x**2)/2! + (x**4)/4! - (x**6)/6! + . . . 
            atanc1 := 1   
                - ((q*q)/(2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q)/(4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q)/(6*5*4*3*2))   
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))    
                + ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))   
                - ((q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q*q)/(14*13*12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2))  
                ;     
            // get the resulting tangent         
            atant1  := atans1/atanc1;      // still in radians 
            // if we are equal or greater than, then myatan is the result 
            if atant1 >= p then begin 
               r      := myatan/100;       // set the answer into "r" divided by 100                         
               myatan := 999999  ;         // break the loop 
            end ; 
             
            myatan := myatan + myatanincr; 
      end; 
  
      // at this point "myatan" is the angle times 100 
      p := r;                              // get what we have so far 
      if myatan = 0 then begin             // use variable "p" for a new purpose 
            if aATNin>0  then  p := 90;    // fix 0 to 90 if tan was not 0                               
      end;  
      if myatan = 999999 then p := 90;     // fix to 90 if tan was way high                               
      if aATNin >573     then p := 90.0;   // fix 90 degree tangents 
       
      result:= p;                          // now finally fix the sign 
      if aATNin < 0 then result:= -p; 
   end; 
   
    
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// sqrt (n) where n>1, n=1, n=0, n=-1, n=0.000001 to 0.999999 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
function sqrt( a:Double):Double; 
  var 
  iloop: integer; 
   ilow, imid, ihigh, ioriginal, isqar, itemp:  real; 
  begin 
  ioriginal := a; 
   ////////////////////////////////////////////////    
   // sqrt 64       8      works 
   // sqrt  1       1      works 
   // sqrt  0       0      works 
   // sqrt -nnn     -1     works 
   // sqrt .64      .8     works 
   iloop := 2000;                                 // loop limit 
   ilow  := 0;    
   ihigh := ioriginal; 
   imid  := 1;                                    // set a default  
 
   if ioriginal >0 then begin 
      // real numbers as not negative 
      if ioriginal > 1 then begin        // THIS WORKS 
         // square root of a number greater than 1 
         imid := (ilow+ihigh)/2 ;                 // square root so far 
       
         while iloop > 1 do begin    
         
            isqar := imid * imid ;                // square it 
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            if isqar = ioriginal then begin 
               iloop :=  -1;                      // break the loop 
            end ; 
            if isqar < ioriginal then begin 
               itemp := imid; 
               imid  := (imid + ihigh) /2; 
               ilow  := itemp; 
            end ;  
            if isqar > ioriginal then begin 
               itemp := imid; 
               imid  := (imid + ilow) /2; 
               ihigh := itemp; 
            end ; 
 
            iloop := iloop - 1;          
         end; 
      end;    
    
      // if ioriginal=1 then begin;               // THIS IS NOT BEING HIT 
      if ioriginal    < 1.0000000001 then begin   // SO USE A RANGE INSTEAD 
         if ioriginal > 0.9999999999 then begin   // THIS NOW WORKS 
            imid := 1; 
         end ; 
      end;  
    
      if ioriginal < 1 then begin                 // This is being hit  
 
         // square root of a number greater than 0 
         imid := (ilow+ihigh)/2 ;                 // square root so far 
         ihigh := 1 ;                             // for 0.0001 to 0.9999 
 
         while iloop > 1 do begin    
         
            isqar := imid * imid ;                // square it 
 
            if isqar = ioriginal then begin 
               iloop :=  -1;                      // break the loop 
            end ; 
            if isqar < ioriginal then begin 
               itemp := imid; 
               imid  := (imid + ihigh) /2; 
               ilow  := itemp; 
            end ;  
            if isqar > ioriginal then begin 
               itemp := imid; 
               imid  := (imid + ilow) /2; 
               ihigh := itemp;                
            end ; 
 
            iloop := iloop - 1;          
         end; 
      end;             
    end; 
     
   if ioriginal <0 then begin                     // THIS WORKS 
      // imaginary numbers as negative 
      imid := -1; 
   end; 
    
   // if ioriginal =0 then begin                  // THIS IS NOT BEING HIT 
   if ioriginal    < 0.0000000001 then begin      // SO USE A RANGE INSTEAD 
      if ioriginal > -0.9999999999 then begin     // THIS WORKS 
         imid := 0; 
      end ; 
   end;  
    
   result:=imid;   
end; 
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PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES 
 
Gnomon rotation geometry -> trigonometry  
 
The Illustrating Shadows core values were to (1) to almost always have pictorials on the page 
that references them, (2) to use only sin, cos, tan and the law of sines, (3) to show not just the 
use of tools, but how to build many of the tools. And software is one of the tools. Another reason 
for showing the trigonometry to rotate a gnomon is so the author can find these formulae 
derivations easily, rather then re-develop them each time they are needed.  
 
Consider a gnomon depicted below, 0,0 then 0,y then x,y 
which is a gnomon for, in this case, a vertical dial. The 
objective is to rotate that gnomon about 0,0 to become a new 
gnomon, 0,0 then x1,y1 then x2,y2 and this would be for a 
vertical declining dial facing south west. The problem to solve 
is how to perform that rotation. 
 
The value “glh” is the gnomon linear height which the user 
enters; its scale is the same scale as the drawing area. The 
values “sh” and “sd” are the angular style height and style 
distance which would be derived during the calculations for a 
vertical declining dial. The value “ssl” is the sub-style linear 
length. 
 
by definition: tan(sh) = glh / ssl thus ssl = glh / tan(sh) 
 
thus given “sh” and “glh” then  
 
  x = glh 
  y = ssl = glh / tan(sh) 
 
To rotate the gnomon, we have three lines to rotate, the original gnomon sub-style 0,0 to 0,y and 
then the original gnomon style 0,0 to x,y 
and then the line reflecting the gnomon’s 
linear height, “glh”, which is 0,y to x,y  And 
the new gnomon will have a sub-style of 
0,0 to x1,y1 and a style of 0,0 to x2,y2 and 
the rotated gnomon’s linear height “glh” 
which will be x1,y1 to x2,y2 
 
First rotate the sub-style: since the sub-
style length remains the same as “ssl” 
 
 sin(sd)  = x1 / ssl    
 cos(sd) = y1 / ssl 
 
thus the new sub-style coordinates are:- 
 
 0   , 0 
 
 ssl * sin(sd)   ,   ssl * cos(sd)  
 
we will remember these coordinates as “tx1” and “ty1”, the reason we will remember them is 
because they will be needed to draw the new “glh” line. 

ssl 

x1 

y1 
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Second, rotate the sub-style: since the 
sub-style length remains the same as “ssl” 
 
observe that the angle “sd”  which is the 
rotation of the sub-style from the vertical, is 
replicated as the rotation of the original 
“glh” from the horizontal 
 
thus 
 
 sin(sd) = dy / glh    
 
thus 
 
 dy = glh * sin(sd) 
 
and 
 
 cos(sd) = dx / glh 
 
thus 
 
 dx = glh * cos(sd) 
 
and yes, the cos and sin are in the right place. Thus the x2,y2 coordinates are 
 
 x2  = x1 + dx  = tx2 = x1 + glh * cos(sd) 
 
 y2 = y1 + dy  = ty2 = y1 + glh * sin(sd) 
 
we will remember these coordinates as “tx2” 
and “ty2”, the reason we will remember them 
is because they will be needed to draw the 
new “glh” line. Thus the sub-style, style and 
the rotated “glh” can now be drawn by 
remembering tx1,ty1 and tx2,ty2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: the DeltaCAD code that follows on 
the next page to achieve the rotation, 
depicted to the right, actually has “0,1” as the 
dial center as opposed to “0,0” thus you will 
observe “1-Y” kinds of statements. 
 
NOTE: the DeltaCAD code that follows also 
uses “nodusx” and “nodusy” as coordinates 
for the nodus. 

glh 
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   ' ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   ' PHASE 4: draw the gnomon to the nodus (for calendar lines) 
   ' ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   ' put gnomon where it will better represent the gnomon 
 
   ‘ *** NOTE *** 
   ' 0,0 is the bottom of the dial plate area 
   ' 0,1 is where the dial center is 
 
   Dim tx1 As Single 
   Dim ty1 As Single 
   Dim dx  As Single 
   Dim dy  As Single 
   Dim tx2 As Single 
   Dim ty2 As Single 
   Dim ssl As Single   ' sub style length 
 
 
   ' the original non rotated gnomon   
   nodusx = glh  
   nodusy = glh / Tan(rad(sh)) 
 
   dcSetLineParms dcGREEN,dcSOLID,dcNORMAL           
   dcCreateLine    0,    1,   0, 1-nodusy         
   dcCreateLine    0,    1,       nodusx, 1-nodusy  ' draw the style 
   dcCreateLine    0,    1-nodusy,  nodusx, 1-nodusy  ' draw the glh 
 
   dcCreateCircle  0,      1,         0.01 ' circle for dial center 
   dcCreateCircle  0,      1-nodusy,  0.01 ' circle for base of nodus 
   dcCreateCircle  nodusx, 1-nodusy,  0.01 ' circle for nodus 
 
 
   ' the actual gnomon ~ this is used 
   ssl = glh / Tan(rad(sh)) 
 
   tx1 = ssl * Sin(rad(sd)) 
   ty1 = ssl * Cos(rad(sd)) 
 
   dx  = glh * Cos(rad(sd)) 
   dy  = glh * Sin(rad(sd)) 
 
   dcSetLineParms dcBLUE,dcSOLID,dcNORMAL 
   dcCreateLine    0,    1,     tx1,    1-ty1      ' draw the sub-style 
   dcCreateLine    0,    1,     tx1+dx, 1-(ty1-dy)  ' draw the gnomon's style 
   dcCreateLine    tx1,  1-ty1, tx1+dx, 1-(ty1-dy)  ' draw the gnomon's lin ht 
 
   dcCreateCircle  0,      1,           0.02           ' circle for dial center 
   dcCreateCircle  tx1,    1-ty1,       0.02           ' circle for base of nodus 
   dcCreateCircle  tx1+dx, 1-(ty1-dy),  0.01           ' circle for nodus 

 
 
 
 
The code above is in choice “3” of the DeltaCAD macros: MAIN-v-dials.bas 
         MAIN-v-dials[f].bas 
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Azimuth and altitude on a vertical decliner 
 
Depicting the azimuth as vertical lines on a vertical decliner 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 viewed from above looking down 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Angle EDC is by definition the declination of the vertical surface ABCD, thus angle BFC is 90- the 
declination, making angle BFC the declination. Distance XXX = AC 
 
 tan(azi+dec) = AC  /  glh 
 
 thus 
 
 xxx  = glh * tan( azi+dec) [ or azi-dec if declining other direction ] 
 

       A 
             B 
                   C 
F                 
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Some DeltaCAD code looks like this:- 
 
      ' ------------------------- 
      ' create dial azimuth lines 
      ' ------------------------- 
      Dim xxx As Single 
      Dim yyy As Single 
      Dim zzz As Single 
      dcSetLineParms dcBROWN,dcSOLID,dcTHIN    
      dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,3, 0,0,0    
      ' * SOUTH WEST FACING 
      For hr = 0 to 90 step 10  
          zzz = hr   ‘ *** SOME CODE USES: zzz = 90-hr 
    ‘ it doesn’t matter since hr itself is not used 
          ' * On the Hour Line part of the dial plate 
          xxx = glh * Tan(rad(zzz-dec)) 
          If dec < 0 Then                   ' * SOUTH EAST FACING 
              xxx = -glh * Tan(rad(zzz+dec)) 
          End If 
          If zzz<95 Then  
             dcSetLineParms dcBROWN,dcSOLID,dcTHIN    
             dcCreateLine  tx1+xxx   , 1,   tx1+xxx,     1.2 
             dcCreateText  tx1+xxx   , 1.1, 0,           zzz 
             dcSetLineParms dcLIGHTGRAY,dcSOLID,dcTHIN    
             dcCreateLine  tx1+xxx   , 1,   tx1+xxx,     0   
          End If 
          ' * on the blank part of the dial plate 
          xxx = -glh * Tan(rad(zzz+dec)) 
      Next hr 
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Depicting the altitude as curves on a vertical decliner 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
as on the previous page:- 
 
xxx = glh * tan( azi+dec)  
now 
cos(azi-dec) = glh / vvv 
  [ vvv is an intermediate hypotenuse ] 
so: 
vvv  = glh / cos(azi-dec) 
now 
tan(alt)  = yyy / vvv so: yyy = vvv * tan(alt) 
so: 
yyy =  glh    *    tan(alt) 
  cos(azi-dec) 
 

view from slightly 
above looking down 
from the southwest 

 
             glh 
             xxx 
   vvv 
 
 
                            yyy  
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Some DeltaCAD code looks like this:- 
 
      ' --------------------------- 
      ' create dial altitude curves 
      ' --------------------------- 
      Dim vvv, www As Single        ' yyy=hypotenuse      www=altitude                   
      Dim ddx, ddy As Single        ‘ memory joggers for drawing lines 
      dcSetLineParms dcRED,dcSOLID,dcTHIN    
      dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,3, 0,0,0    
      For www = 0 to 60 step 10                 ' www = altitude 
          ddx = 9999 
          ddy = 9999 
          For zzz = 0 to 90 step 10              ' hr  = azimuth 
              xxx = glh * Tan(rad(zzz-dec)) 
              vvv = glh / Cos(rad(zzz-dec))     ' intermediate hypotenuse 
              yyy = glh * Tan(rad(www)) / Cos(rad(zzz-dec)) 
              If dec < 0 Then                   ' * SOUTH EAST FACING 
                 xxx = -glh * Tan(rad(zzz+dec)) 
                 vvv = glh / Cos(rad(zzz+dec))     ' intermediate hypotenuse 
                 yyy = glh * Tan(rad(www)) / Cos(rad(zzz+dec)) 
              End If 
              If zzz<95 Then 
                 If ddx <> 9999 Then 
                    If Abs(tx1+xxx)<1 And Abs(1-(ty1+yyy))<1 Then 
                       dcCreateLine    ddx   , ddy,   tx1+xxx,      1-(ty1+yyy)   
                       dcCreateCircle  ddx   , ddy,   0.005                  
                    End If 
                    ddx = tx1+xxx 
                    ddy = 1-(ty1+yyy) 
                 End If 
                 If ddx = 9999 Then 
                    ddx = tx1+xxx 
                    ddy = 1-(ty1+yyy) 
                 End If 
                 If zzz = 0 Then 
                    dcCreateText tx1+xxx-0.05, 
      1-(ty1+yyy), 0, Abs(www) 
                 End If 
              End If 
          Next hr 
      Next www 
 
 
  Below: looking face on at the dial  Below: from the top down, confirming where the 
      azimuth symmetry happens 
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Depicting Islamic ASR1 on a vertical decliner 
 

Logic in the Vertical Decliner Dial DeltaCAD macro:-  BAS vDecFurniture.bas 
 
The logic simply uses the derived azimuth and altitude (aAzi, aAlt in the previous code):- 
 
      For hr = -23.44 to 23.44 step 0.5  
          hhh=hr    ' hhh is sun declination, from hr            
          '         ‘ cand have FOR HHH= etc due to typing in DeltaCAD 
          nAlt      = DEG(ASN(Sin(RAD(hhh))*Sin(RAD(lat))+Cos(RAD(hhh))*Cos(RAD(lat))))  
                     ' no cos LHA in formula as LHA = 0 
          nShX      = glh/Tan(rad(nAlt)) 
          aAlt      = DEG(Atn(glh/(nShX  + glh))) 
          aAlha     = DEG(ACS(  (Sin(RAD(aAlt))-Sin(RAD(hhh))*Sin(RAD(lat)))  /  

       ( Cos(RAD(hhh))*Cos(RAD(lat))  )  )) 
          aAhr      = aAlha/15                
          aAzi      = DEG(Atn(Sin(RAD(15*aAhr))/(Sin(RAD(lat))*Cos(RAD(15*aAhr))- 
         Tan(RAD(hhh))*Cos(RAD(lat))))) 

 
and using that, draws line segments or little circles as the declination moves from -23.44 to 
+23.44, but only for dials facing southwest since ASR is an afternoon depiction.  
 
The base point for azimuth and altitude depiction is the base of the nodus on the sub-style line, 
“tx1” and “ty1”, where “ssl” is the sub style linear length:- 
 
   ssl = glh / Tan(rad(sh)) 
   tx1 = ssl * Sin(rad(sd)) 
   ty1 = ssl * Cos(rad(sd)) 
 

See also the section “GNOMON ROTATION GEOMETRY -> TRIGONOMETRY” earlier. 
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Some DeltaCAD code looks like this:- 
 
 
 ' *********************************************************************************** 
   ' *** BEGIN ***  ALTITUDE and AZIMUTH first then circles to form a line for ASR1  *** 
   ' *********************************************************************************** 
 
   If iwantasr <>0 And bbbbb.mydec <0 And anm =0 Then   'want ASR1 on southwest face 
 
      ' --------------------------- 
      ' create a point at the asr1 radial(azimuth) and distance 
      ' --------------------------- 
      Dim nAlt     As Single     ' looks good 
      Dim nShX     As Single       
      Dim aAlt     As Single       
      Dim aAlha    As Single    
      Dim aAhr     As Single    
      Dim aAzi     As Single       
      Dim aShDist  As Single    
      Dim hhh      As Single    
      ddx = 9999 
      ddy = 9999                 ' flip the declination sign 
      For hr = -23.44 to 23.44 step 0.5  
          hhh=hr                 ' hhh is sun declination, from hr            
          '  hhh  is the declination here 
          nAlt      = DEG(ASN(Sin(RAD(hhh))*Sin(RAD(lat))+Cos(RAD(hhh))*Cos(RAD(lat))))  
                     ' no cos LHA in formula as LHA = 0 
          nShX      = glh/Tan(rad(nAlt)) 
          aAlt      = DEG(Atn(glh/(nShX  + glh))) 
          aAlha     = DEG(ACS(  (Sin(RAD(aAlt))-Sin(RAD(hhh))*Sin(RAD(lat)))  /  

       ( Cos(RAD(hhh))*Cos(RAD(lat))  )  )) 
          aAhr      = aAlha/15                
          aAzi      = DEG(Atn(Sin(RAD(15*aAhr))/(Sin(RAD(lat))*Cos(RAD(15*aAhr))- 
         Tan(RAD(hhh))*Cos(RAD(lat))))) 
 
          ‘ *** FIX azimuths that wrap around the 90 degree point *** 
          If aAzi < 0 Then 
             aAzi = 180+aAzi          ' so azimuth -85 becomes azimuth +95 etc 
          End If 
 
          ‘ *** DERIVE an X and Y value for the declinationspoint for ASR1 *** 
          ' aAzi is radial from the base of the gnomon (dial center+glh/tan(rad(lat)) 
          ' aAzi is one ordinate for the asr1 point on the dial plate (i.e. direction 
          ' AT THIS POINT WE HAVE:-   (aAzi)) (aAlt)) 
          www = aAlt                        ' www = altitude 
          xxx =  glh * Tan(rad(aAzi+bbbbb.mydec)) 
          vvv =  glh / Cos(rad(aAzi+bbbbb.mydec))     ' intermediate hypotenuse 
          yyy =  glh * Tan(rad(www)) / Cos(rad(aAzi+bbbbb.mydec)) 
 
          ‘ *** ADD the X and Y to the gnomon base X and Y (tx1, ty1 ***   
          If ddx <> 9999 Then 
             dcCreateLine    ddx   , ddy,   tx1+xxx,      1-(ty1+yyy)   
             dcCreateCircle  ddx   , ddy,   0.005      
             ddx = tx1+xxx 
             ddy = 1-(ty1+yyy) 
          End If 
          If ddx = 9999 Then 
             ddx = tx1+xxx 
             ddy = 1-(ty1+yyy) 
          End If 
 
      Next zzz  
      dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,4, 21,0,0   
      dcCreateText  ddx+0.05   , ddy,  0,  "ASR1" 
      dcSetLineParms dcRED,dcSOLID,dcTHIN    
 
   End If 
 
   ' *********************************************************************************** 
   ' ***  END  *** ALTITUDE and AZIMUTH first then circles to form a line for ASR1   *** 
   ' *********************************************************************************** 

 
 

NOTE: Supplemental Shadows, and Illustrating Time’s Shadow, especially chapter 23, contain 
additional programming notes in Python, Java, and Visual Basic for some dial furniture, such as 
declination or calendar curves. 
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THE EARLY COMPUTERS 
 

 
 
Further, he did the same for the IBM 360 as well, using BAL (Basic 
Assembler Language). As with all Illustrating Shadows software, the 
source is available and Open Source. The IBM 360 was common in 
the 1960s and evolved into the IBM 370 and is still in use today in 
various forms. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM ON THE IBM SYSTEM 360  - - -  S WHEATON-SMITH   
========================================================================      
                    LATITUDE IS        033      
                    SIN(LAT) IS      0.544             
                    LONGITUDE DIF      003             
                    IN MINUTES         012                  
           
MORNING HOURS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    
                    HOUR FROM NOON [HA]  HOUR LINE ANGLE    
                         005 [78]              069         
                         004 [63]              047       
                         003 [48]              032          
                         002 [33]              020       
                         001 [18]              010           
                         000 [03]              002          
AFTERNOON HOURS - - - - - - - - - - - - - -           
                    HOUR FROM NOON [HA]  HOUR LINE ANGLE               
                         001 [12]              007          
                         002 [27]              016        
                         003 [42]              027          
                         004 [57]              040         
                         005 [72]              060              
========================================================================   

For nostalgic purposes, and are not sundials nostalgic, 
the author wrote programs for the IBM 1401 system in 
both SPS and Autocoder, and for completeness wrote 
an assembler, loader, and simulator as well as 
debugging aids and this used Lazarus, a GUI Pascal 
Open Source implementation. The IBM 1401 was 
common in the 1950s and 1960s. The source code for 
this program in both SPS and Autocoder is on the CD 
accompanying this book, as well as the entire source 
code the simulator and assembler. Similarly, the entire 
IBM 360 system below is also included. 

The first IBM 360 the author used. 
And later, his business card 
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THE IBM 1401 AUTOCODER AND SPS 
 

TO GET STARTED WITH THIS IBM 1401 SIMULATOR 
 
 

1. Unzip the sim1401c.zip file in any folder you so choose 
 
2. Obviously run your virus checker, although all files on 
 
 www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
 are virus and spy-ware checked before all uploads 
 
3. using MY COMPUTER go to the folder you just used 
 
4. double click     system1401project.exe 
 
5. click the POWER ON button, then the START button 
 
6. ensure the CONSOLE IN area has  hdial.acdr or vdial.acdr or  
      hdialsw.acdr or  
      hdial.sps or whatever 
 
7. then click START and it assembles the  file named in the CONSOLE IN
 area 
 
8. then click START again and  this takes the compiled code and loads 
 core storage.  
 
9. click START which runs the program. Latitude and longitude come from 
 the card reader ( 1401cardrdr.txt ) 
 
10. DUMP for a core dump to be taken. 
 
11. look at the 1401print.txt file for your output, and 1401coredump.txt for 
 the core dump. 
 
 
NOTE: This system uses POWER ON to establish the GUI display area, and 
START to assemble, load, and execute. 
 
NOTE: There are many small test files in the TEST folder and they are all 
called TESTnn.TXT and you can move them to the simulator's folder, and 
assemble them by placing their name in the CONSOLE IN area. 
 
NOTE: This system provides a vertical as well as a horizontal sundial program 
with latitude and longitude difference entered by cards in the card reader. The 
switches could have been used, but I chose to use cards instead.  A dial west of 
meridian is assumed, for dials east of the legal meridian, use PM for AM and 
vice versa. 
 
NOTE: Excellent 1401 web sites are:- 
 
 http://www.ed-thelen.org/1401Project/SimulatorStatus.html 
 http://www.ed-thelen.org/1401Project/1401RestorationPage.html 
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TO RECOMPILE THIS IBM 1401 SIMULATOR 
 
 
 

1. Install the Lazarus system, see the Lazarus section of this booklet. 
 Even for Vista win64, use the 32 bit version, it is more portable, and some extra 

features only work on the 64 bit system. 
 Do not use the version with QT in the file name. 
 

   http://www.osalt.com/lazarus   web site for Lazarus 
 
  And locate the download link: 
 
   http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=89339 
 
  and locate the Windows 32 bit version even if you have a 64 bit machine. 
 

YES  lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  58455268 i386 

 NO lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  58420736 i386 

 
  the version for Windows XP was about 58mb:   
 
   lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe 
  
  but do NOT download:  
 
    lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  
 
  because you will get very frustrated trying to locate: qtcore4.dll  

 
 
2. Unzip the sim1401c zip file in any folder you so choose 
 
3. Obviously run your virus checker, although all files on 
 
  www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
 are virus and spy-ware checked before all uploads 
 
4. Bring up Lazarus 
 
5. select PROJECT, and then OPEN PROJECT 
 
6. locate the folder from step 2 
 
7 double click on the *.lpi file: ibm1401project.lpi 
 
8. to compile select RUN, if the compiler stops after the build and does not 
 bring up the program, select RUN and RESET DEBUGGER 
 
9. That is all there is to it. 
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 The above is the current simulator panel as of April 12, 2009. 
 
 Subsequent pages my show earlier versions of the panel for clarity. 
 

Power ON initializes the system. 
 
Power OFFshuts the system down. 
 
START assembles, then load to memory, then executes the program. It 
also continues after a program HALT instruction or a console output 
function (MU opcode). 
 
STOP closes the log and print files, needed for VIEWLOG and 
VIEWPRINT. 
 
VIEWPRINT, VIEWLOG, VIEWDUMP, and VIEWASM allow those 
printouts to be immediately looked at without having to locate and 
double click those file names.  
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IBM 1401 Simulator with GUI  and Autocoder and Simulator integrated 
 
Go to this web site,    http://www.illustratingshadows.com 
  
and there is a section on IBM System 360 as well as IBM 1401 systems. Each section has 
several simulators, and this is the Lazarus based IBM 1401. 
 
 
Info 
 
 
 
Current status 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Controls 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What START will do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Textual display and 
 console input 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At startup time, POWER ON is visible. When pressed then other elements of the panel are 
displayed. START is then used to do whatever the prompt says, namely assemble (pass 1 and 
2), LOAD, or EXECute the program. The actual simulator panel has more than shown above, but 
it can be ignored. This is a true install, power on, start and run turnkey system. 
 
At any time the simulator can enter INSTRUCTION STEP mode or resume normal mode, the 
STEP or RUN button is used for this and the current mode is shown below that button. 
 

says what START does 
next

STEP or RUN mode 
and current mode.

last card 
status
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OUTPUT LISTINGS 
 
SOURCE CODE:- 
 
     * TEST  
               ORG  501 
     START     H    PQR                          
     * 
     * 
     CONSTNUMW DCW  123456789012345678901234567890       
     CONSTALFW DCW  @123456789012345678901234567890@     
     * 
     CONSTNUM  DC   123456789012345678901234567890       
     CONSTALF  DC   @123456789012345678901234567890@   
     * 
     TXCON     DCW  PQR       
     * 
     SPACENUM  DS   123456789012345678901234567890  
     SPACEALF  DC   @123456789012345678901234567890@   
     * 
     * 
               ORG  999                    
     PQR       H    PQR                  
               END  START    
 
PASS 1 OUTPUT TO PASS 2:- 
 
0000    > ?                                       * TEST                   
0501    > G                                                 ORG  501                                
0501 04 . EOJ                                     START     H    EOJ                               
0505    > ?                                       *                                               
. . . 
. . . 
0635    > ?                                       *                                                
0635    > ?                                       *                                               
0999    > G                                                 ORG  999                              
0999 04 . EOJ                                     EOJ       H    EOJ                              
1003    > $ 0501                                            END  START         
 
PASS 2 OUTPUT TO LOADER 
 
0000    >                               * TEST  
0501    >                                         ORG  501     
0501 04 . [0]999[0]                     START     H    EOJ      
0505    >                               *                        
0505    >                               *                         
0505 20 > [12345678901234567890]        CONSTNUM  DC   12345678901234567890..... 
0525 19 > [1234567890123456789]         CONSTALF  DC   @1234567890123456789..... 
0544    >                               *                                         
0544 22 > {1234567890123456789012}      CON$TNUM  DCW  1234567890123456789012...    
0566 27 > {123456789012345678901234567} CON$TALF  DCW  @123456789012345678901234567...   
0593    >                               *                                       
0593 03 > {PQR}                         TXCON     DCW  PQR                      
0596    >                               *                                        
0596 20 > [12345678901234567890]        SPACENUM  DS   12345678901234567890... 
0616 19 > [1234567890123456789]         SPACEALF  DC   @1234567890123456789... 
0635    >                               *                                   
0635    >                               *                                     
0999    >                                         ORG  999                    
0999 04 . [0]999[0]                     EOJ       H    EOJ                    
1003    >                                         END  START  
 
NOTE: The maximum  reliable constant size in this assembler is 27 characters. Long constants 
can be coded as a DCW first with no label, followed by a DC the last of which has a label. This 
works because constants are addressed by the low order character whereas instructions are 
addressed by their high order position.  
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THE SYMBOL AND ADVISORY TABLE 
 
********************************************************************             
* SYMBOL          TYPE           ADDRESS   SIZE   END-ADDR                       
*                                        
* START           OP-CODE        0501        4     504                            
* CONSTNUM        NO WM CONSTANT 0505        20    524                           
* CONSTALF        NO WM CONSTANT 0525        19    543                           
* CON$TNUM        CONSTANT       0544        22    565                           
* CON$TALF        CONSTANT       0566        27    592                           
* TXCON           CONSTANT       0593        3     595                            
* SPACENUM        STORAGE        0596        20    615                           
* SPACEALF        NO WM CONSTANT 0616        19    634                           
* EOJ             OP-CODE        0999        4     1002                           
*                                        
* INSTRUCTIONS ADDRESSED BY HI ORDER, DATA ADDRESSED BY LOW ORDER.    
*         
* CODING ABSOLUTE ADDRESSES:  0NNN AND NOT NNN (EG H, CS, ETC)  
*                                                                                
* DSA SPACE HOLDER ACTS LIKE DC, SO CORE STORE IS INITIALIZED   
*     
* DCW MAX GUARANTEED LENGTH OF USER DATA IS 27 CHARACTERS  
*   
* ENSURE OPCODES HAVE A WORD MARK AFTER THEM.  
*                                             
********************************************************************     

 
 
THE CORE DUMP 
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THE LOG 
 
POWER ON: 
SOURCE CODE FILE OPENED: hdial.acdr 
ASM PASS 1: STARTED 
ASM PASS 1: ENDED 
ASM PASS 2: STARTED 
ASM PASS 2: ENDED 
LOAD PHASE: STARTED 
LOAD PHASE: ENDED 
EXEC PHASE: STARTED 
EXEC PHASE: IN PROGRESS 
EXECUTING: 00401 I COUNTER: 000001 INSTRUCTION=/332/2M527 A REG: 000000 B REG: 000000 
                 CCODE: 0          -----              1          X1:clear X2:clear 
X3:clear 
                                               W...WWW... 
  
EXECUTING: 00405 I COUNTER: 000002 INSTRUCTION=/2M5272902 A REG: 000299 B REG: 000000 
                 CCODE: 0          -----          1              X1:0 X2:0 X3:0 
                                               WWW......W 
  
EXECUTING: 00406 I COUNTER: 000003 INSTRUCTION=2M5272902/ A REG: 000199 B REG: 000000 
                 CCODE: 0          -----         1               X1:0 X2:0 X3:0 
                                               WW......WW 
 
. . . 
. . . 
 
EXECUTING: 01398 I COUNTER: 009662 INSTRUCTION=2mTO 445W. A REG: 001903 B REG: 000228 
                 CCODE: 2          -----            1            X1:12 X2:0 X3:7 
                                               WW.......W 
  
EXECUTING: 01399 I COUNTER: 009663 INSTRUCTION=mTO 445W.4 A REG: 001903 B REG: 000333 
                 CCODE: 2          -----           1             X1:12 X2:0 X3:7 
                                               W.......W. 
  
    MESG:   
EXEC PHASE.  
POWER OFF: 
 
 
 

 
 
THE CARD FILE FOR HDIAL AND VDIAL  
 
33       * 
02 
WEST                              
END      * 

 
Card 1 is two digits for latitude, card 2 is two digits for longitude, card 3 is East or West, while 
card four is not used for now.   
 
 
 
INDEX REGISTER AND ADDRESS 1000s IN THE ASSEMBLER PASS 2 LISTING 
 
 INSTR LEN   OP  000  ADDRESS  INDEX   
 07          M   [3]  830       [1]  
 
          opcode is M 
     address is 3830 plus index register 1 
 
             seven char opcode 
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INCOMPATIBILITIES AND DIFFERENCES AND LISTINGS -    DSA and DCA and DS 
 
The IBM 1401 specifications for Autocoder has DCW LABEL as generating an address constant 
however, this was more of an equate with assembly insertion. This assembler uses DCA LABEL 
which is not a true IBM 1401 feature, and it is an address constant in the sense that the term was 
used with the IBM 360 and later systems. Incompatibilities thus are that (1) DCA is specific to this 
simulator, and that (2) DSA is not implemented except as the same as DS.  The coding below 
should clear up any possible misunderstanding.  
 
ASSUME THE FOLLOWING SOURCE:-    
 
 * TEST10.ACDR  CONSTANT TYPES 
           ORG  501 
 START     H    EOJ                          
 * 
 * 
 CONSTNUM  DC   123456789012345678901234567890       
 CONSTALF  DC   @123456789012345678901234567890@  
 * 
 CON$TNUM  DCW  123456789012345678901234567890       
 CON$TALF  DCW  @123456789012345678901234567890@     
 * 
 ADCON     DCA  EOJ       
 * 
 SPACENUM  DS   123456789012345678901234567890  
 SPACEALF  DC   @123456789012345678901234567890@   
 * 
 * 
           ORG  999                    
 EOJ       H    EOJ                  
           END  START   
 
 
PASS 1 OUTPUT FOR PASS 2:- 
 
0593    > ?                                       *   
0593 03 > A              COL:66                   ADCON     DCA  EOJ     
0596    > ?                                *  
 

PASS 2 OUTPUT FOR LOADER:- 
 
0593    >                               *     
0593 03 > {999}                         ADCON     DCA  EOJ   
0596    >                               *   
 
CORE DUMP: 
 
* CORE DUMP BEGIN * 
  
IFETCHADDR: 999 
A REGISTER: 0 
B REGISTER: 0 
  
* CORE DUMP BEGIN - CORE STORAGE * 
            
           1...5...10...15...20///..70...75...80...85...90...95..100 
000500     W... ...............///..........................W.. ....  
              . ...............///.......................... .. ....  
           .9991234567890123456///2345678901234567890123456799912345  
  
000600     ............... ....///..................................  
           ............... ....///..................................  
           67890123456789012345///                                   
  
* CORE DUMP END *  
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CONSOLE SUPPORT FOR THE IBM 1407 
 
The "MU" opcode is supported as "m" as opposed to "M". Otherwise this is compatible with 
normal Autocoder. The simulator does an internal HALT after console output, and this allows the 
user to enter data into the type in area, and to see each message if there are several messages.  
 
TEST11.ACDR demonstrates console usage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     * TEST11.ACDR  TEST CONSOLE FUNCTION. 
               ORG  501 
     * 
     START     MU   %TO,AREA,W  
     *              THE REAL 1401 HAS HI ORDER ADDRESSED 
     *              AND LOW ORDER HAS A WM, OPPOSITE TO  
     *              ALL OTHER DATA ADDRESSING WHICH IS TO 
     *              ADDRESS LOW ORDER AND STOP ON HI ORDER 
     *              WM. THIS IS BECAUSE OF SERIAL DATA XFR 
     *              TO THE TYPEWRITER.    
     *              THE SIMULATOR HALTS ON A TYPE SO THEY CAN TYPE  
               MU   %TO,INAR,R         
               H    EOJ                          
     * 
               ORG  601  
     * 
     *              AREA IS THE HIGH ORDER ADDRESS, AND WE 
     *              HAVE A WORD MARK ON THE LAST CHAR 
     AREA      DC   @T@           
               DC   @HIS A TEST MESSAG@    
               DCW  @E@            
     * 
               ORG  701  
     INAR      DC   @*@           
               DC   @*****************@    
               DCW  @*@  
     * 
     * 
     * 
               ORG  999  
     * 
     EOJ       H    EOJ                  
               END  START  

 
 
 
 
 
LIMITATIONS 
 
The largest DC or DCW constant is 27 characters or 28 if numeric. However, there can be 
multiple DCs in a sequence. The simulator does its own add and subtract thus there is no actual 
limit. A LAZARUS compile time limit is set at 99 characters, however this can be any number at 
all. 
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Autocoder is the primary language for which this simulator was designed. 
 
The original source for the horizontal dial is in a file called:- 
 
 hdial.acdr reads cards for lat, long.diff, and EAST or WEST 
 hdialsw.acdr reads sense switches for lat then for long.diff and EAST or WEST  
 vdial.acdr   reads cards for lat, long.diff, and EAST or WEST 
 
and whereas SPS was fixed format, Autocoder was free format, and coded on worksheets such 
as shown below. This simulator can convert SPS to Autocoder, see next page. 
 

 
 
The code is compiled into the executable program. This is a two phase assembler. The version 
implemented with this particular simulator has the appearance of being one pass, in fact it is one 
large program that is part of the IDE. 
 
The IBM 1401 was a decimal machine, with 6 bits and with two left over bits for things like "word 
marks" which are how the computer knows (a) when an instructions operands have ended, and 
(b) how the computer knows when to stop moving or adding data.  
 
 
IBM 1401 SPS 
 
  ZA  NUM32  LATUD  zero LATUD and then add NUM32 
 
IBM 1401 Autocoder 
 
  ZA NUM32,LATUD   zero LATUD and then add NUM32 
 
 
This simulator uses three arrays for each core storage character. One is for word marks, the 
second is for address-thousands and for indexing, the last is the actual character. 
 
This simulator does not translate ASCII to BCD, and little is lost by that omission. 
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SPS preceded Autocoder, and this simulator can convert SPS to Autocoder. 
 
 hDial.sps   
 
and whereas Autocoder was free format, SPS was fixed format, and coded on worksheets such 
as shown below. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The program begins by looking something like the following. This code states that this is a 
HORIZONTAL DIAL and after looking at the sense switches A through G, it has determined the 
desired latitude:- 
 

00001        ORG0500                   START AT 500 
00002  START CS 0332                   CLEAR THE 
00003        CS                        PRINT AREA 
       * 
       *     SAY THIS IS A HORIZONTAL DIAL 
       * 
00004        MCWMESSG      0258        MOVE TEXT TO PA 
00005        W                         PRINT IT 
00006        NOP                       GET LATITUDE 
00007  GETLT CS 0332                   CLEAR THE 
00008        CS                        PRINT AREA 
       * 
00009  *     DETERMINE LATITUDE FROM SWITCHES 
       * 
00010        ZA LATZZ      LAT         ZERO DESIRED LATITUDE 
00011        B  IS64                  ASWITCH IS 64  
00012        B  NO64                   SKIP ADDING 64 
00013  IS64  A  LAT64      LAT         ADD 64 TO LATITUDE   
00014  NO64  B  IS32                  BSWITCH IS 32 
00015        B  NO32                   DONT ADD 32 
00016  IS32  A  LAT32      LAT         ADD 32 TO LATITUDE   
00017  NO32  B  IS16                  CSWITCH IS 16 
00018        B  NO16                   DONT ADD 16 
00019  IS16  A  LAT16      LAT         ADD 16 TO LATITUDE   
00020  NO16  B  IS08                  DSWITCH IS 08 
00021        B  NO08                   DONT ADD 08 
... 
... 
... 
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 CS 0320 clear storage to 300 
 CS  no operand means 
   continue below, ie 
   299 to 200 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the days of the IBM 1401, core storage (memory) was limited. So one feature that saved 
program size was the internal registers, if operands were omitted then the registers were used. 
This was called chaining. Chaining is used above on a second CS with no operands. 
 
 
 
 
 
   chaining discussed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As an aside note, the concept of chaining made automated conversion of IBM 1401 programs at 
the source code level to the new (then) IBM 360, very difficult. This was because automation of 
the source code conversion had to determine the context of operands, as well as how the 
machine worked, and build new operands into the new IBM 360 source code.  The author wrote 
such conversion programs, and also wrote an IBM 30 simulator for the IBM 1401. 
 
And, additionally, while the IBM card reader always put cards at 001 through 080 of memory, 
punched from 101 through 180, and printed from 201 through 332, the IBM 360 did not have that 
concept. Automated conversion programs that converted Autocoder or SPS could manage that. 
 
And, additionally, document R29-0044 states on page 8 that only BRANCH IF NOT EQUAL was 
standard, HI, LO, EQ were special features. In those days the systems were truly very basic. 
 
This simulator supports COMPARE BH/BL. Thus the ATAN routine is shorter than the SPS 
version. The simulator using SPS did not always support BH/BL after a compare. 
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Operand address  arithmetic was made possible 
by the index registers. This feature would be 
used by the latitude look up operations. NOTE: 
never compare addresses on the 1401, high 
order bits were used and comparing produces 
erroneous results. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 C     FROM&X1,TO 
 
 the &X1 causes Autocoder to 
 modify the address by setting 
 index register 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Addressing op-codes (high order) and data (low order):       
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
High order position of both data and op-codes has the word mark (WM) 
Addressing an op-code or data however was different... 
 For data: Low order (right) position is what is addressed 
 For instructions: High order (left) position is what is addressed 
 
Numeric data has sign in low order position zone bits 
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Branching:  
BWZ as opposed to B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Branching:  
B as opposed to BWZ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  Whereas the IBM 360/370 use B to A operands in its design, the IBM 1401 used A to B 
operands with the exception of compare BH and BL. That is the way they designed it, don't blame 
me. Also, the original IBM 1401 had HI/LO as a special feature. See the SPS HDIAL program for 
ATAN showing how HI/LO compares were not used and only BE/BU were used. The BH/BL was 
a special feature on the IBM 1401. A pain in the rear.  
 
 
NOTE:  Also, BIN and BSS convert to the same opcode, so you may use either. 
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Other useful information:- 
 
Memory is 7 bit BCD characters:- 
 
 6 5  4 3 2 1 0 
 
 word B bit A bit 8 4 2 1 
 mark        zone           digit   
 
In BCD, signs are encoded in the zone bits, with 00, 01, and 11 being positive, and 10 being 
negative. 
 
Memory allocation:- 
 
       0....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95...99 
0     1.........................................................................................................80       card in area 
                                                                                                                             87.89 index 1 
                                                                                                                             92.94 index 2 
                                                                                                                             97.99 index 3 
100 101.......................................................................................................180   card punch area 
 
201 201......................................................................................................// 
            ..................................232                   print area 
 
 
 
For assembly, in SPS all absolute addresses are 4 
digits, even though assembled into 3 characters, if you 
coded: 
 
 CS 280 
 
you would get an error, you must code: 
 
 CS 0280 
 
Also, high order bits in the first and third characters of 
an address manage addresses above 0999, see the 
table to the right. 
 
Also, the high order bits of the second character of an 
address field identify the index register, if one is being 
used. There are three of them, at locations 0087-0089, 
0092-0092, and 0097-0099.  
 
This explains why you should not compare addresses 
for high or low. Those high order bits confuse the 
results. 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: The 6 bits shown above are implemented with three arrays, one for the word mark, 
another for address thousands as well as indexing, the third for actual data. Nothing is lost by this 
simplification.  
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The IBM 1401 op-
codes are shown to 
the right. 
 
Multiply and Divide 
were special features. 
The author had to 
write a 1401 simulator 
for the IBM 360 
because non of the 
(very few) available 
simulators had the 
sterling feature, and 
at that time the UK 
currency was still 
pounds, shillings, and 
pence. 
 
Compare and testing 
for results had to be 
double checked, and 
even HI, LO, EQ were 
special features. 
 
 
There were two 
assembler languages, 
one was SPS, which 
this program uses, 
the other was the 
improved Autocoder, 
which the author used 
when programming 
the IBM 1401. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The IBM 1401 didn't really have "words" as commonly used, things were variable length and 
delineated by word marks, and they could be set and cleared by SW and CW instructions. Normal 
MOVE instructions did not copy a word mark, that required a LOAD instruction. 
 
Below is a data field showing the word mark:- 
 
  400   401   402   403   404   405   406   407 
  wm 
      char  char  char  char  char  char  char char  
 
 this is the field's address: 
 i.e.  A-address, and B-address of op-codes 
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Op-codes have a word mark with the one character op-code, and there must be another word 
mark to mark the end of the instruction. This is usually implied since on instruction follows 
another. However, the last instruction must have a word mark after it. This is because instructions 
are variable length, unlike the IBM 360 which used 2, 4, or 6 byte (aligned on half word 
boundaries) op-codes.  
 
This variable length op-code is what provided the ability for op-codes to be chained, since the A 
and B registers kept track of where things were with data operands, and if omitted, the A or B or 
both registers were used in lieu of actual operands. 
 
  CS 0320  / 3 2 0 
     wm 
  CS   / 
     wm 
  xxx   opcode 
     wm 
 
The first instruction clears storage starting at 0320, note that four digits are used for SPS, 
however the actual compiled address uses only three positions.  
 
CS clears down to the next lowest hundreds, and like all other instructions the A-register moved 
down. So the next instruction "/" has no operands, thus the A-register is used, clearing the next 
100 positions.  This is called chaining. 
 
Some op-codes could be added together! For example read a card was 1, print a line was 2, and 
punch a card was 4. You could add them so that 7 for example would read a card, print a line and 
punch a card. In days when memory was very valuable, every trick was used to maximize its 
usage.  
 
The core dump extracts below show the systems dump process and its easy to use features:- 
 
 
     word mark 
 

                             
   positive number 
 
 
 
 
op code  thousands 
  in an  
  address  index reg 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Collating sequence for the IBM 1401 
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HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL – hdial.acdr 
 
The output is in a file called:-  1401print.txt 
 
 
HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM ON THE IBM 1401 - - -  S WHEATON-SMITH    
=================================================================    
                 LATITUDE        33                        
                  SIN LAT      .544                        
                 LNG DIFF         2                        
            MINUTES DIFF         08                        
=================================================================     
         
    HR   HRANGL   TAN.-------   TAN.HLA   HLA              
                          *1K       *1K                     
         
   00                                                    PM HOURS    
   01      013        000230    000125     08              
   02      028        000531    000288     17              
   03      043        000932    000507     27              
   04      058        001600    000870     42              
   05      073        003270    001778     61              
   06      088        028636    015577     87              
         
                                                         AM HOURS    
   01      017        000305    000165     10              
   02      032        000624    000339     19              
   03      047        001072    000583     31              
   04      062        001880    001022     46              
   05      077        004331    002356     68              
   06      092                    
         
   00      002        000034    000018     02            --NOON--    
         
   HOUR LINE ANGLES ARE CLOSE                         
   HNOON ANGLE IS PRETTY GOOD                         
         
   FREE SUNDIAL NOTES AT   WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM                         
         
   THIS DIAL IS WEST OF MERIDIAN. IF EAST OF MERIDIAN THEN SWITCH AM FOR PM   
   CHECK    WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM FOR THE LATEST PROGRAMS            
   DOWNLOAD    MICRO-SHADOWS.PDF   FROM THE WEBSITE FOR TIPS AND FAQS     
 
 
     
 
Each latitude entry covered hours from noon to 6 from noon.  The latitude is read from the first of 
three cards in the 1401, longitude difference in card two, and east/west of meridian in card three. 
 
  1401cardrdr.txt 
 
 
 

  33        
  02 
  WEST      
  END        
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SAMPLE CODE FOR THE HDIAL PROGRAM (CHECK FILE FOR CURRENT VERSION) 
 
               JOB  HORIZONTAL DIAL 
               CTL  6611 
     * 
     *     HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL V4     WRITTEN IN IBM 1401 AUTOCODER 
     * 
     *     APRIL 11, 2009            SIMON WHEATON-SMITH  
     * 
     *     WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM 
     *     DOCUMENTATION FILE                 IBM1401AUTOCODERGUISWS.pdf 
     *     ON WEB PAGE                        IBM 1401 
     * 
     *     DISPLAYS THE HOUR LINE ANGLES        
     * 
     *     LATITUDE     IS READ AS CARD 1     NN      ( EG 33 ) 
     *     LONGITUDE    IS READ AS CARD 2     NN      ( EG 02 )  
     *     EAST OR WEST IS READ AS CARD 3     CCCC    ( EG WEST )  
     * 
     *     DOES NOT USE MULTIPLY NOR DIVIDE BUT USES SUBROUTINE HEREIN 
     *     DOES USE INDEX REGISTER 1 SYNTAX IS LABEL&X1 NOT LABEL&1 
     *     USES SUBROUTINES SIN TAN MULT AND ATAN 
     *     ENTIRE MATH PACKAGE IS HERE FOR SIN COS TAN COT ATAN MULT 
     * 
     *        
     *  
     * HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM ON THE IBM 1401 - - -  S WHEATON-SMITH    
     * =================================================================    
     *                  LATITUDE        33                        
     *                   SIN LAT      .544                        
     *                  LNG DIFF         2         WEST OF MERIDIAN 
     *             MINUTES DIFF         08                        
     * =================================================================     
     *          
     *     HR   HRANGL   TAN.-------   TAN.HLA   HLA              
     *                           *1K       *1K                     
     *          
     *    00                                                    PM HOURS    
     *    01      013        000230    000125     08              
     *    02      028        000531    000288     17              
     *    03      043        000932    000507     27              
     *    04      058        001600    000870     42              
     *    05      073        003270    001778     61              
     *    06      088        028636    015577     87              
     *          
     *                                                          AM HOURS    
     *    01      017        000305    000165     10              
     *    02      032        000624    000339     19              
     *    03      047        001072    000583     31              
     *    04      062        001880    001022     46              
     *    05      077        004331    002356     68              
     *    06      092                    
     *          
     *    00      002        000034    000018     02            --NOON--    
     *          
     *    HOUR LINE ANGLES ARE CLOSE                         
     *    NOON ANGLE IS PRETTY GOOD                         
     *          
     *    FREE SUNDIAL NOTES AT   WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM                         
     *          
     *    THIS DIAL IS WEST OF MERIDIAN. IF EAST OF MERIDIAN THEN SWITCH AM FOR PM   
     *    CHECK    WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM FOR THE LATEST PROGRAMS            
     *    DOWNLOAD    MICRO-SHADOWS.PDF   FROM THE WEBSITE FOR TIPS AND FAQS        
     *  
     *      
     * 
     * 
               ORG  401                 GOOD STARTING PLACE  
     START     CS   0332                CLEAR THE 
               CS                       PRINT AREA 
               W                        BLANK LINE 
     * 
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     *     SAY THIS IS A HORIZONTAL DIAL 
     * 
               MCW  DTYPE,0290          MOVE HDIAL HEADER 
               W                        PRINT IT 
               CS   0290                CLEAR STORAGE 
               MCW  EQUAL,0290          MOVE EAUALS         
               W                        PRINT THEM 
               CS   0290                THEN PROCEED 
               W                        SPARE LINE 
     ****************************************************************************** 
     *         CARD 1      LATITUDE                                             *** 
     ****************************************************************************** 
               R                        READ LATITUDE OR 1ST CARD 
               MCW  0002,LATZZ          SAVE LATITUDE 
     ****************************************************************************** 
     *         CARD 2      DIFF LONG                                            *** 
     ****************************************************************************** 
               R                        READ DIFF LONG OR 2ND CARD 
               MCW  0002,LNGDL          SAVE LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE 
     ****************************************************************************** 
     *         CARD 3      EAST OR WEST                                         *** 
     ****************************************************************************** 
               R                        READ EAST OR WEST ON 3RD CARD 
               BCE  WEST,0001,W         IF WEST OK 
               MCW  LNGEOW,LNGES        ELSE MAKE EAST 
     *  
     WEST      MZ   LATZZ,LAT           CLEAR ZONES 
               MCW  ISLAT,0250          DESCRIPTION 
               MCW  LAT,0260            AND DISPLAY IT 
               W                        PRINT IT 
               CS   0320                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               CS                       ALL OF IT 
               W                        SPARE LINE 
     * 
     *     LOCATE SIN OF THE DESIRED LATITUDE 
     * 
               LCA  LAT,SININ           * SET SIN IN            
               B    SINFN               * DO SIN FUNCTION       
               MCW  SINOUT,SINLAT       * GET SIN OUT         
               CS   0280                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               MCW  SINLAT,0260         SAY SIN LAT 
               MCW  SLATMS,0250         SAY WHAT THIS IS 
               MCW  DOT,0257            MAKE DECIMAL PRETTY 
               W                        DISPLAY IT  
               CS   0280                AND THEN DO A 
               W                        BLANK LINE 
     * 
     *         DETERMINE DIF IN LONGITUDES  
     * 
     WESTS     MCW  LNGDL,0260          SAY LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE 
               MCW  LNGMSG,0250         SAY WHAT THIS IS 
               C    LNGES,LNGEOW        IF EQ THEN EAST 
               BE   EASTMSG              
               MCW  HEADRA,0285         PROMPTS                 
               B    WESTMSG                
     EASTMSG   MCW  HEADRAE,0285        PROMPTS                 
     WESTMSG   NOP   
               W                        PRINT 
               CS   0290                CLEAR 
               W                        PRINT 
               CS   0280                CLEAR 
               ZA   LNGDL,LNGMIN        GET DEGREES 
               A    LNGMIN,LNGMIN       TIMES 2 
               A    LNGMIN,LNGMIN       TIMES 4 
               MCW  MINMSG,0249         SAY MINUTES DIFF 
               MZ   LATZZ,LNGMIN        CLEAR ZONES 
               MCW  LNGMIN,0260         AND ITS VALUE 
               W                        PRINT 
               CS   0280                CLEAR 
               W                        BLANK LINE 
               CS   0290                CLEAR STORAGE 
               MCW  EQUAL,0290          MOVE EQUALS         
               W                        PRINT THEM 
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               CS   0290                THEN PROCEED 
               W                        SPARE LINE 
               W                        SPARE LINE 
               W                        SPARE LINE 
     * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
     * END OF LONGITUDE FROM LEGAL MERIDIAN CALCULATIONS 
     * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
               CS   0280 
               MCW  HEADR,0270          HR,HRANGL,TAN, ETC  
     * //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
     *         ----------------------------------------------- 
     *              HR   HRANGL   TAN.-------   TAN.HLA    HLA 
     *               *        *             *         *      * 
     *             230      239           253       263    270 
     *         ----------------------------------------------- 
     * //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
               W                        PRINT HEADER 
               CS   0280                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               MCW  HDRTAN,0253         SAY TIMES 1000 
               MCW  HDRTAN,0263         AND TIMES 1000 
               W                         
               CS   0280                    
               W                                   
     * 
     *     FIRST - - - LOOP ON HR AFTERNOON HOURS 
     *   
               MCW  PMMSG,0290          SAY PM HOURS 
               ZA   HR00,HRWKG          PRIME INITIAL HOURS FROM NOON 
     * 
     HLOOP     SW   0097                WM FOR INDEX 3 
               MCW  HRWKG,0099          FOR DEBUGGING PUT HRWKG IN X3 
               C    HRLIM,HRWKG         HAVE WE HIT A LIMIT 
               BH   HHALT               IF WKG GT LIM 
     * 
               MCW  HRWKG,0230          HR OF DAY FROM NOON 
               C    HR00,HRWKG          IF NOON SKIP IT 
               BE   SKIP01              AS NOON DONE ELSEWHERE 
               ZA   HRWKG,HRWKGM        COPY HOUR TO HOUR ANGLE 
               ZA   HRDEG,MPLIER        * SET MULTILPIER   * 15 DEG PER HR 
               ZA   HRWKGM,MCAND        * SET MULTIPLICAND * WORKING HR 
               B    MULTP               * DO MULTIPLY      * MULTIPLY 
               MCW  MULTPP,HRANGL       * GET PRODUCT      * RESULTS 
               SW   0246                LIMIT RESULT OF HR ANGLE SIZE 
     *     NOW WE ADD OR SUBTRACT SOME HOUR ANGLE DEGREES BASED 
     *          ON         1 LNGES DCW* 0 WHERE 0 IS WEST 1 IS EAST 
     *          AMOUNT     2 LNGDL DCW* 00LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE 
               B    SBWEST,LNGES,0      MEANS WEST SO SUB  
               A    LNGDL,HRANGL        HRANGL IS FIXED 
               B    ADEAST              ADDED AS EAST 
     SBWEST    B    SKIP01,HRWKG,0      DO NOTHING AS NEGATIVE INDEX  
               S    LNGDL,HRANGL        SUB IF WE ARE WEST HOWEVER 
     *                                  UPSETS THINGS 
     ADEAST    MZ   ZERO,HRANGL         GET NICE ZONES 
               SW   0237                LIMIT SIZE OF HRANGL TO 3 CHARS 
               MCW  HRANGL,0239         RESULTS TO PRINT AND WAS 10 CHARS 
               MCW  HRANGL,CURHRA       GET 2 CHARS OF HOUR ANGLE ADJUSTED 
               B    SKIP01,CURHRA-001,9     ANGLE 90 OR GREATER 
               MCW  HRANGL,TANIN        * SET TAN 2 CHARS  * 
               B    TANFN               * DO TAN FUNCTION  * 
               MCW  TANOUT,HRATAN       * GET TAN OUT      * 
               MCW  HRATAN,0253         PRINT ATAN HRA 
               ZA   SINLAT,MPLIER       * SET MULTILPIER   *   
               ZA   HRATAN,MCAND        * SET MULTIPLICAND *   
               B    MULTP               * DO MULTIPLY      *   
               MCW  MULTPP-003,HLANGT   * GET PRODUCT      *    
               MCW  HLANGT,0263         PRINT IT   
               ZA   HLANGT,ATNIN        * SET ATAN 6 CHARS * 
               B    ATNFN               * DO ATAN FUNCTION * 
               MCW  ATNOUT,HLANGL       * GET ANGLE 2 CHARS* 
               MZ   HR00,HLANGL         LOSE THE ZONE 
               MCW  HLANGL,0270    
     * 
     *     ONE COMPLETE LINE DERIVED 
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     * 
     SKIP01    W                        PRINT THE DATA 
               CS   0320                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               CS                       ALL OF IT 
               A    ONE,HRWKG           ADD ONE TO HRWKG 
               B    HLOOP               DO AGAIN 
     *** 
     ***   NOW - - - LOOP ON HR AFTERNOON HOURS 
     *** 
     HHALT     CS   0320                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               CS                       ALL OF IT 
               W                        SEPARATOR LINE 
               MCW  AMMSG,0290          SAY AM HOURS 
     * //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
     *         ----------------------------------------------- 
     *              HR   HRANGL   TAN.-------   TAN.HLA    HLA 
     *               *        *             *         *      * 
     *             230      239           253       263    270 
     *         ----------------------------------------------- 
     * //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
               ZA   HR00,HRWKG          PRIME INITIAL HOURS FROM NOON 
     HLOOP1    MZ   HR00,HRWKG          ZA STILL LEFT A ZONE 
               C    HRLIM,HRWKG         HAVE WE HIT A LIMIT 
               BH   HHALT2              IF WKG GT LIM 
               C    HR00,HRWKG          IF NOON SKIP IT 
               BE   SKIP02              AS NOON DONE ELSEWHERE 
               MCW  HRWKG,0230          HR OF DAY FROM NOON 
               ZA   HRWKG,HRWKGM        COPY HOUR TO HOUR ANGLE 
               ZA   HRDEG,MPLIER        * SET MULTILPIER   * 15 DEG PER HR 
               ZA   HRWKGM,MCAND        * SET MULTIPLICAND * WORKING HR 
               B    MULTP               * DO MULTIPLY      * MULTIPLY 
               MCW  MULTPP,HRANGL       * GET PRODUCT      * RESULTS 
               SW   0237                LIMIT RESULT OF HR ANGLE SIZE 
               B    SUWEST,LNGES,0      0 MEANS WEST SO ADD IF MORNING  
               S    LNGDL,HRANGL        HRANGL IS FIXED 
               B    ADEEST              SUBTRACTED AS EAST 
     SUWEST    B    SKIP02,HRWKG,0      DO NOTHING AS NEGATIVE INDEX  
               A    LNGDL,HRANGL        SUB IF WE ARE WEST HOWEVER 
     ADEEST    MZ   ZERO,HRANGL         GET NICE ZONES 
               MCW  HRANGL,0239         RESULTS TO PRINT AND WAS 10 CHARS 
               MCW  HRANGL,CURHRA       GET 2 CHARS OF HOUR ANGLE ADJUSTED 
               B    SKIP02,CURHRA-001,9     ANGLE 90 OR GREATER 
               MCW  HRANGL,TANIN        * SET TAN 2 CHARS  * 
               B    TANFN               * DO TAN FUNCTION  * 
               MCW  TANOUT,HRATAN       * GET TAN OUT      * 
               MCW  HRATAN,0253         PRINT ATAN HRA 
               ZA   SINLAT,MPLIER       * SET MULTILPIER   *   
               ZA   HRATAN,MCAND        * SET MULTIPLICAND *   
               B    MULTP               * DO MULTIPLY      *   
               MCW  MULTPP-003,HLANGT   * GET PRODUCT      *    
               MCW  HLANGT,0263         PRINT IT   
               ZA   HLANGT,ATNIN        * SET ATAN 6 CHARS * 
               B    ATNFN               * DO ATAN FUNCTION * 
               MCW  ATNOUT,HLANGL       * GET ANGLE 2 CHARS* 
               MZ   HR00,HLANGL         LOSE THE ZONE 
               MCW  HLANGL,0270    
     *** 
     ***   ONE COMPLETE LINE DERIVED 
     *** 
     SKIP02    W                        PRINT THE DATA 
               CS   0320                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               CS                       ALL OF IT 
               A    ONE,HRWKG           ADD ONE TO HRWKG 
               B    HLOOP1              DO AGAIN 
     *** 
     ***   DO THE NOON HOUR DATA 
     *** 
     HHALT2    W                        GET A CLEAR 
               CS   0290                LINE 
     * //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
     *         ----------------------------------------------- 
     *              HR   HRANGL   TAN.-------   TAN.HLA    HLA 
     *               *        *             *         *      * 
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     *             230      239           253       263    270 
     *         ----------------------------------------------- 
     * //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
               MCW  NNMSG,0290          SAY NOON HOURS 
               MCW  HR00,0230           HR OF DAY FROM NOON 
               ZA   LNGDL,HRANGL        * GET PRODUCT      * RESULTS 
               MZ   ZERO,HRANGL         CLEAR THE ZONE 
               SW   0237                LIMIT SIZE OD HR ANGL 
               MCW  HRANGL,0239         RESULTS TO PRINT AND WAS 10 CHARS 
               MCW  HRANGL,CURHRA       GET 2 CHARS OF HOUR ANGLE ADJUSTED 
               MCW  HRANGL,TANIN        * SET TAN 2 CHARS  * 
               B    TANFN               * DO TAN FUNCTION  * 
               MCW  TANOUT,HRATAN       * GET TAN OUT      * 
               MCW  HRATAN,0253         PRINT ATAN HRA 
               ZA   SINLAT,MPLIER       * SET MULTILPIER   *   
               ZA   HRATAN,MCAND        * SET MULTIPLICAND *   
               B    MULTP               * DO MULTIPLY      *   
               MCW  MULTPP-003,HLANGT   * GET PRODUCT      *    
               MCW  HLANGT,0263         PRINT IT   
               ZA   HLANGT,ATNIN        * SET ATAN 6 CHARS * 
               B    ATNFN               * DO ATAN FUNCTION * 
               MZ   ZERO,ATNOUT         CLEAR THE ZONE 
               MCW  ATNOUT,0270         * GET ANGLE 2 CHARS* 
               W                        PRINT ANY RESIDUAL DATA 
               CS   0320                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               CS                       ALL OF IT 
               W                        PRINT A BLANK LINE 
               MCW  HEADR3,0259         ADVISE ON ACCURACY 
               W                        SAY SO 
               MCW  HEADR4,0259         ADVISE ON NOON ISSUES 
               W      
               CS   0320                CLEAR PRINT AREA 
               CS                       ALL OF IT 
               W                        PRINT A BLANK LINE 
               MCW  HEADR5,0254         GET HELP AT THIS URL 
               MCW  HEADR6,0284         GET HELP AT THIS URL 
               W    
               CS   0290                CLEAR 
               W    
               MCW  EQUAL,0290          MOVE EQUALS         
               W                        PRINT THEM 
               CS   0290                CLEAR 
               W    
               C    LNGES,LNGEOW        IF EQ THEN EAST 
               BE   EASTHDR              
               MCW  HEADR7,0283         PROMPTS                 
               B    WESTHDR                
     EASTHDR   MCW  HEADR7E,0283        PROMPTS                 
     WESTHDR   NOP                           
               W    
               MCW  HEADR8,0285         PROMPTS                 
               W    
               MCW  HEADR9,0289         PROMPTS                 
               W    
     *              THE REAL 1401 HAS HI ORDER ADDRESSED 
     *              AND LOW ORDER HAS A WM, OPPOSITE TO  
     *              ALL OTHER DATA ADDRESSING WHICH IS TO 
     *              ADDRESS LOW ORDER AND STOP ON HI ORDER 
     *              WM. THIS IS BECAUSE OF SERIAL DATA XFR 
     *              TO THE TYPEWRITER.    
               MU   %TO,HMSG,W          TYPE WRITER MESSAGE 
               H    START               *** END PROGRAM *** 
     * 
     ** 
     ****************************************************************************** 
     *              L A T I T U D E    D A T A                                    * 
     ****************************************************************************** 
     BASLAT    DCW  00                  A BASE LATITUDE - SINCE SW A NOT USABLE   * 
     *              30                  A GOOD BASE LATITUDE IS 00 OR 30          * 
     ****************************************************************************** 
     * 
     LATZZ     DCW  32    
     LAT64     DCW  64    
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     LAT32     DCW  32    
     LAT16     DCW  16 
     LAT08     DCW  08 
     LAT04     DCW  04 
     LAT02     DCW  02 
     LAT01     DCW  01 
     LAT       DCW  33                
     * 
     L91       DCW  91                  TEST FOR BAD LATITUDE 
     L90       DCW  90                  CORRECT BAD LATITUDE 
     DOT       DCW  @.@                 MAKE SENSE OF DECIMAL ON PRINTOUT 
     BLAT      DCW  @LAT GT 90@         ERROR MESSAGE 
     * 
     *              AREA IS THE HIGH ORDER ADDRESS, AND WE 
     *              HAVE A WORD MARK ON THE LAST CHAR 
     HMSG      DC   @*@           
               DC   @** NORMAL EOJ **@    
               DCW  @*@  
     * 
               DCW  @HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL @                
               DC   @PROGRAM ON THE IBM @                 
               DC   @1401 - - -  S @                           
     DTYPE     DC   @WHEATON-SMITH@     
     * 
               DCW  @===================@               
               DC   @===================@                 
               DC   @==============@                           
     EQUAL     DC   @=============@              
     * 
     ISLAT     DCW  @LATITUDE@          NAME THE NEXT FIELD TO PRINT 
     BSLAT     DCW  @BASE LATITUDE@     NAME THE NEXT FIELD TO PRINT 
     USLAT     DCW  @ENTERED LATITUDE@  NAME THE NEXT FIELD TO PRINT 
     SLATMS    DCW  @SIN LAT@           NAM SIN LAT 
     SINLAT    DCW  0000                1000 * SIN OF LATITUDE 
     * 
     INDX      DCW  000                 DESIRED LATITUDE READY FOR MULTIPLY 
     K032      DCW  032                 SIZE OF AN ENTRY FOR MULTIPLY 
     ZERO      DCW  0                   INITIAL INDEX VALUE 
     * 
     CTR       DCW  00                  COUNT UP TO LATITUDE IN LOOP 
     ONE       DCW  01                  DECREMENT AMOUNT 
     * 
     * 
     *     OTHER DATA   
     * 
     *              HR   HRANGL   TAN.-------   TAN.HLA    HLA 
     *               *        *             *         *      * 
     *             230      239           253       263    270 
     *                                     
     * 
               DCW  @HR   HRANGL   TAN.@                        
               DC   @-------   TAN.HLA @                       
     HEADR     DC   @  HLA@                          
     * 
               DCW  @HOUR LINE ANGLES @  
     HEADR3    DC   @ARE CLOSE@  
     * 
               DCW  @NOON ANGLE IS ALS@ 
     HEADR4    DC   @O CLOSE  @                            
     * 
               DCW  @FREE SUNDIAL @             
     HEADR5    DC   @NOTES AT@ 
     * 
     HEADR6    DCW  @WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM@ 
     * 
               DCW  @THIS DIAL IS WEST @                           
               DC   @OF MERIDIAN. IF EA@                        
     HEADR7    DC   @ST SWITCH AM FOR PM@                              
     * 
               DCW  @THIS DIAL IS EAST @                           
               DC   @OF MERIDIAN. IF WE@                        
     HEADR7E   DC   @ST SWITCH AM FOR PM@  
     * 
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     HEADRA    DCW  @WEST OF MERIDIAN@                              
     HEADRAE   DCW  @EAST OF MERIDIAN@                              
     * 
               DCW  @CHECK WWW.ILLUS@  
               DC   @TRATINGSHADOWS.COM@                        
               DC   @ FOR THE LATEST PR@                               
     HEADR8    DC   @OGRAMS@                            
     * 
               DCW  @DOWNLOAD MICRO-@  
               DC   @SHADOWS.PDF FROM@                        
               DC   @ THE WEBSITE FOR T@                               
     HEADR9    DC   @IPS AND FAQS@    
     * 
     HDRTAN    DCW  @*1K@               SAYS TIMES 1000 
     * 
     HR00      DCW  00                  START HR FROM NOON 
     HRM6      DCW  06                  MINUS 6 
     HRK6      DCW  06                  SIX 
     HRWKG     DCW  00                  WORKING HOUR 
     HRLIM     DCW  06                  SIX HOURS  
     *                                  A TWO DIGIT LIMIT ON SIN COS TAN 
     HRDEG     DCW  000015              15 DEGREES PER HOUR 
     HRWKGM    DCW  000000              WORKING HOUR FOR MULTIPLY 
     HRANGL    DCW  0000000000          HR ANGLE IS HR FR NOON * 15 
     HLANGT    DCW  000000              HR LINE ANGLE AS A TAN 
     HRATAN    DCW  000000              HR ANGLE BUT TAN 
     HLANGL    DCW  00                  RESULTS OF ATAN 
     CURHRA    DCW  00                  HOUR ANGLE AFTER LONG DIFF CALC 
     * 
     LNGZZ     DCW  00                  LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE ZEROES 
     LNGDL     DCW  3                   LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE 
     LNGEOW    DCW  1                   1 IS EAST 
     LNGES     DCW  0                   0 IS WEST 1 IS EAST 
     LNGMSG    DCW  @LNG DIFF@          NAME THE NEXT FIELD TO PRINT 
     REFMSG    DCW  @1-EAST 0-WEST@     NAM EAST OR WEST 
     MINMSG    DCW  @MINUTES DIFF@      SAY MINUTES OF DIFF 
     LNGMIN    DCW  00                  VALUE OF MINUTES OF DIFF 
     * 
     PMMSG     DCW  @PM HOURS@ 
     AMMSG     DCW  @AM HOURS@ 
     NNMSG     DCW  @--NOON--@  
     * 
     * 
     ****************************************************************************** 
     * 
     ******************************************************************* 
     *                                                                 * 
     * - - M A T H    F U N C T I O N S    F O L L O W    - - - - - - -*  
     *                                                                 * 
     ******************************************************************* 
     * 
     * 
     * - - M U L T I P L Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
     * 
     * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     BEGIN MULTIPLY SUBROUTINE * USES SBR AND 3 PARMS * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     MPLIER - -MULTP - - MULTPP  ARE RESERVED LABELS  * 
     *     MCAND- - -                  SET WITH ZA NOT MCW  * 
     *     6                   10      SIMPLE PRODUCT       * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     INPUT EACH  6 CHARS MAX   * OUTPUT 10 CHARS      * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     ZA VAL1       MPLIER      * SET MULTILPIER       * 
     *     ZA VAL2       MCAND       * SET MULTIPLICAND     * 
     *     B  MULTP                  * DO MULTIPLY          * 
     *     MCWMULTPP     XXXXX       * GET PRODUCT          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     MULTP     SBR  MULTPV-001          SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
               LCA  MULTPC,MULTPA       CLEAR ENTIRE AREA   
               LCA  MPLIER,MULTPA-020   LOAD MULTIPLIER TO -20 
               ZA   MULT00,MULTPP       SET PRODUCT TO 0 
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               C    MPLIER,MULT00       IS MULTIPLIER 0 
     *                                  U IF SO STOP - U MEANS B GT A 
     *                                  T IF SO STOP - T MEANS B LT  A 
     *                                  / IF SO STOP - / MEANS B NE  A 
     *                                  S IF SO STOP - S MEANS B EQ  A 
               BE   MULTPR              IF ZERO THEN EXIT  
               C    MCAND,MULT00        IS MULTIPLICAND 0 
               BE   MULTPR              S IF ZERO THEN EXIT    
     MULTPZ    MN   MULTPA-020,MULTPT   MOVE CURRENT LOW ORDER CHAR 
               BCE  MULTPM,MULTPT,0     BRANCH ZERO 
     BEGIN     A    MCAND,MULTPA-010    ADD MCAND 
               S    MULTP1,MULTPA-020   SUB 1 FROM MULTIPLIER 
               B    MULTPZ              REPEAT 
     MULTPM    BWZ  MULTPX,MULTPA-020,1   TEST FOR WM 
               LCA  MULTPA-001,MULTPA   SHIFT AREA RIGHT ONE POS 
               B    MULTPZ              REPEAT FOR THIS PART 
     MULTPX    MCW  MULTPA-002,MULTPP   MULTIPLY IS COMPLETE 
     MULTPR    B    0000                ADDRESS COMES FROM SBR 
     MULTPV    NOP                      SBR TO HERE -1 AS PLUS  
     *                                  UPSET SPS ASSEMBLER 
     * 
     *                     -20       -10        -0 
     *              ----10---*----10---*----10---* 
     *                  MPLIER     MCAND    MULTPP   
     MULTPC    DCW  000000000000000000000000000000 
     * 
     MULTPA    DCW  000000000000000000000000000000   MPLIER/MCAND/PRODUCT  
     MPLIER    DCW  000000000            MULTIPLIER - - 9 CHARS 
     MCAND     DCW  000000000            MULTIPLICAND - 9 CHARS 
     MULTPP    DCW  0000000000           PRODUCT - - - 10 CHARS 
     MULT00    DCW  000000000            0 BUT IS 9 CHARS FOR COMPARE 
     MULTP1    DCW  1                    VALUE OF 1 FOR SUBTRACT 
     MULTPT    DCW  0                    TEST AREA FOR ONE BYTE 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     END MULTIPLY SUBROUTINE                          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     * 
     * 
     * - - S I N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
     * 
     * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     BEGIN SIN SUBROUTINE      * USES SBR AND 2 PARMS * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     INPUT       2 CHARS       * OUTPUT  4 CHARS      * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     SININ - - SINFN - - SINOUT  ARE RESERVED LABELS  * 
     *     2                   4       SIN * 1000           * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     LCAVAL1       SININ       * SET SIN IN           * 
     *     B  SINFN                  * DO SIN FUNCTION      * 
     *     MCWSINOUT     XXXXX       * GET SIN OUT          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     SINFN     SBR  SINEXT-001          SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
               LCA  SININ0,SININI       RESET IN CASE USED BEFORE 
               MCW  SININ,SININI        LOAD THEIR ANGLE IN DEGREES 
               A    SININI,SININI       DOUBLE IT 
               A    SININI,SININI       NOW FOUR TIMES 
               MCW  SININI,0089         87-89 IS INDEX REG 1 
     *                                  92-94 IS INDEX 2, 97-99 IS INDEX 3 
     * -------------------------------- USE INDEX REGISTER 1 
               MCW  SIN00&X1,SINOUT     GET SIN00 PLUS INDEX 1 
     *                   &X1            THE  1 MEANS INDEX WITH REGISTER 1 
               B    0000                ADDRESS COMES FROM SBR 
     SINEXT    NOP                      SBR TO HERE -1 AS PLUS  
     *                                  UPSET SPS ASSEMBLER 
     SININ     DCW  00                  SIN ANGLE IN DEGREES INCOMING 
     SININ0    DCW  000                 MAKES THIS SERIALLY REUSABLE 
     SININI    DCW  000                 WORKING ANGLE IN DEGREES  
     SINOUT    DCW  0000                SIN OF ANGLE * 1000 OUTGOING 
     ******************************************************** 
     *  END SIN FUNCTION SUBROUTINE                         * 
     ******************************************************** 
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     * 
     * 
     * - - C O S I N E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
     * 
     * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     BEGIN COS SUBROUTINE      * USES SBR AND 2 PARMS * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     LOGIC IS TO SUB THEIR ANGLE FROM 90 AND THEN USE * 
     *     THAT AS ANGLE INTO THE SIN SERIES TO SAVE SPACE  * 
     *     WHEREAS COS BY ITSELF HAS ITS OWN TABLE          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     INPUT       2 CHARS       * OUTPUT  4 CHARS      * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     COSIN - - COSFN - - COSOUT  ARE RESERVED LABELS  * 
     *     2                   4       COS * 1000           * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     LCAVAL2       COSIN       * SET COS IN           * 
     *     B  COSFN                  * DO COS FUNCTION      * 
     *     MCWCOSOUT     XXXXX       * GET COS OUT          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     COSFN     SBR  COSEXT-001          SAVE RETURN ADDRESS   
               MCW  COS90,COSINI        SET 90 DEGREES TO OUR ANGLE 
               S    COSIN,COSINI        SUB THEIR ANGLE FROM 90 
               MN   COSINI,COSWK        GET LOW ORDER AND LOSE ZONES 
               MCW  COS00,COSINI        ONE BYTE ONLY        
               MN   COSWK,COSINI        NOW COSINI HAS NO ZONES 
     *     NOW THIS IS SIN 
               A    COSINI,COSINI       DOUBLE IT 
               A    COSINI,COSINI       NOW FOUR TIMES 
               MCW  COSINI,0089         87-89 IS INDEX REG 1 
     *                                  92-94 IS INDEX 2, 97-99 IS INDEX 3 
     * ------------------------------ USE INDEX REGISTER 1 
               MCW  SIN00&X1,COSOUT     GET COS00 IE SIN00 NOW PLUS INDEX 1 
     *                   &X1            THE 1 MEANS INDEX WITH REGISTER 1 
               B    0000                ADDRESS COMES FROM SBR 
     COSEXT    NOP                      SBR TO HERE -1 AS PLUS  
     *                                  UPSET SPS ASSEMBLER 
     COSIN     DCW  00                  SIN ANGLE IN DEGREES INCOMING 
     COSINI    DCW  000                 WORKING ANGLE IN DEGREES  
     COS90     DCW  090                 90 FOR 90-ANGLE HENCE SIN 
     COS00     DCW  0                   0 FOR INITIALIZING 
     COSWK     DCW  0                   FOR LOSING ZONES 
     COSOUT    DCW  0000                COS OF ANGLE * 1000 OUTGOING 
     ******************************************************** 
     *  END COS FUNCTION SUBROUTINE                         * 
     ******************************************************** 
     * 
     * 
     * - - T A N G E N T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
     * 
     * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     BEGIN TAN SUBROUTINE      * USES SBR AND 2 PARMS * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     INPUT       2 CHARS       * OUTPUT  6 CHARS      * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     TANIN - - TANFN - - TANOUT  ARE RESERVED LABELS  * 
     *     2                   6       TAN * 1000           * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     LCAVAL1       TANIN       * SET TAN IN           * 
     *     B  TANFN                  * DO TAN FUNCTION      * 
     *     MCWTANOUT     XXXXX       * GET TAN OUT          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     TANFN     SBR  TANEXT-001          SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
               LCA  TANIN0,TANINI       RESET IN CASE USED BEFORE 
               MCW  TANIN,TANINI        LOAD THEIR ANGLE IN DEGREES 
               A    TANINI,TANINI       DOUBLE IT 
               A    TANINI,TANINI       NOW FOUR TIMES 
               A    TANIN,TANINI        NOW FIVE TIMES 
               A    TANIN,TANINI        NOW SIX TIMES 
               MCW  TANINI,0089         87-89 IS INDEX REG 1 
     *                                  92-94 IS INDEX 2, 97-99 IS INDEX 3 
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     * -------------------------------- USE INDEX REGISTER 1 
               MCW  TAN00&X1,TANOUT     GET TAN00 PLUS INDEX 1 
     *                   &X1            THE 1 MEANS INDEX WITH REGISTER 1 
               B    0000                ADDRESS COMES FROM SBR 
     TANEXT    NOP                      SBR TO HERE -1 AS PLUS  
     *                                  UPSET SPS ASSEMBLER 
     TANIN     DCW  00                  SIN ANGLE IN DEGREES INCOMING 
     TANIN0    DCW  000                 MAKES THIS SERIALLY REUSABLE 
     TANINI    DCW  000                 WORKING ANGLE IN DEGREES  
     TANOUT    DCW  000000              TAN OF ANGLE * 1000 OUTGOING 
     ******************************************************** 
     *  END TAN FUNCTION SUBROUTINE                         * 
     ******************************************************** 
     * 
     * 
     * - - C O T A N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
     * 
     * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     BEGIN COT SUBROUTINE      * USES SBR AND 2 PARMS * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     LOGIC IS TO SUB THEIR ANGLE FROM 90 AND THEN USE * 
     *     THAT AS ANGLE INTO THE TAN SERIES TO SAVE SPACE  * 
     *     WHEREAS TAN BY ITSELF HAS ITS OWN TABLE          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     INPUT       2 CHARS       * OUTPUT  4 CHARS      * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     COTIN - - COTFN - - COTOUT  ARE RESERVED LABELS  * 
     *     2                   4       COS * 1000           * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     LCAVAL2       COTIN       * SET COS IN           * 
     *     B  COTFN                  * DO COS FUNCTION      * 
     *     MCWCOTOUT     XXXXX       * GET COS OUT          * 
     ******************************************************** 
     COTFN     SBR  COTEXT-001          SAVE RETURN ADDRESS   
               MCW  COT90,COTINI        SET 90 DEGREES TO OUR ANGLE 
               S    COTIN,COTINI        SUB THEIR ANGLE FROM 90 
               MN   COTINI,COTWK        GET LOW ORDER AND LOSE ZONES 
               MCW  COT00,COTINI        ONE BYTE ONLY        
               MN   COTWK,COTINI        NOW COTINI HAS NO ZONES 
               MCW  COTINI,COTWIN       SAVE WHAT WAS IN FROM 90 
     *     NOW THIS IS TAN 
               A    COTINI,COTINI       DOUBLE IT 
               A    COTINI,COTINI       NOW FOUR TIMES 
               A    COTWIN,COTINI       NOW FIVE TIMES 
               A    COTWIN,COTINI       NOW SIX TIMES 
               MCW  COTINI,0089         87-89 IS INDEX REG 1 
     *                                  92-94 IS INDEX 2, 97-99 IS INDEX 3 
     * ------------------------------ USE INDEX REGISTER 1 
               MCW  TAN00&X1,COTOUT     GET COT00 IE TAN00 NOW PLUS INDEX 1 
     *                   &X1            THE 1 MEANS INDEX WITH REGISTER 1 
               MCW  TAN00     10220 
               B    0000                ADDRESS COMES FROM SBR 
     COTEXT    NOP                      SBR TO HERE -1 AS PLUS  
     *                                  UPSET SPS ASSEMBLER 
     COTIN     DCW  00                  TANANGLE IN DEGREES INCOMING 
     COTINI    DCW  000                 WORKING ANGLE IN DEGREES  
     COTWIN    DCW  000                 USED AS WE MULT BY 6 
     COT90     DCW  090                 90 FOR 90-ANGLE HENCE TAN 
     COT00     DCW  0                   0 FOR INITIALIZING 
     COTWK     DCW  0                   FOR LOSING ZONES 
     COTOUT    DCW  0000                COT OF ANGLE * 1000 OUTGOING 
     ******************************************************** 
     *  END COT FUNCTION SUBROUTINE                         * 
     ******************************************************** 
     * 
     * - - A R C T A N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
     * 
     * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     BEGIN ATN SUBROUTINE      * USES SBR AND 2 PARMS * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     INPUT       6 CHARS       * OUTPUT  2 CHARS      * 
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     ******************************************************** 
     *     LOGIC       THE COMPARE HI AND LO WORKS ON THE   * 
     *                 SIM THAT SUPPORTS THIS AUTOCODER SO  * 
     *                 THAT IS WHY ATTOCODER HAS JUST ONE   * 
     *                 PASS AND WHY SPS HAS MULTIPLE PASSES * 
     *                 IT IS A SIMULATOR ISSUE NOT AN SPS   * 
     *                 NOR AUTOCODER ISSUE.                 * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     ATNIN - - ATNFN - - ATNOUT  ARE RESERVED LABELS  * 
     *     6                           TAN * 1000 IN AND    * 
     *                         2       ANGLE IS 2 BACK      * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *     ZA VAL1       ATNIN       * SET ATN IN           * 
     *     B  ATNFN                  * DO ATN FUNCTION      * 
     *     MCWATNOUT     XXXXX       * GET ATN OUT IN DEGREES 
     ******************************************************** 
     ATNFN     SBR  ATNEXT-001          SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
               ZA   ATNZRO,ATNANG       SET 000 TO RESULTING ANGLE TO 00  
               ZA   ATNZRO,ATNNDX       COPY OF I1 
               MZ   ATNZO,ATNNDX        LOSE ZONES 
               MZ   ATNZO,ATNNDX-1      LOSE ZONES 
               MZ   ATNZO,ATNNDX-2      LOSE ZONES 
               MCW  ATNNDX,0089         SET INDEX 1 AT 0089 TO 0 INITIALLY 
     *                                  87-89 IS INDEX REG 1 
     *                                  92-94 IS INDEX 2, 97-99 IS INDEX 3 
     * 
     *     LOOP 1 LOOKS FOR EXACT MATCH 
     * 
     ATNFN1    MZ   ATNZO,ATNANG        CLEAR ZONE 
               ZA   ATNANG,ATNOUT       SAVE ANGLE AS OUTPUT JUST IN CASE 
               MCW  ATNNDX,0089         SET INDEX 1 AT 0089 TO NEW VALUE 
     *                   &X1*-----------MEANS USE INDEX 1 
               ZA   TAN00&X1,ATNWK      COPY TABLE INDEXED FOR COMPARE 
               C    ATN90,ATNANG        COMPARE 90 TO CURRENT ANGLE SO FAR 
               BH   ATNFN2              IF 90 LOWER THAN WORKING ANGLE THEN EXIT 
               BE   ATNFN2              IF 90 EQUALS WORKING ANGLE THEN EXIT 
               MZ   ATNZO,ATNWK         CLEAR 
               MZ   ATNZO,ATNIN         ZONES FOR COMPARE 
               C    ATNWK,ATNIN         COMPARE CURRENT TAN TABLE ENTRY TO INPUT 
               BE   ATNEXX              ATN00 TABLE ENTRY EQUALS OUR PARAMETER 
               BL   ATNEXX              IF IN IS LOW THEN USE WHAT WE GOT   
     *     WORKING ANGLE LT 90 AND NOT EQUL WHERE WE ARE IN TABLE 
               A    ATNSIX,ATNNDX       SO ADD 6 TO OUR COPY OF INDEX 
               A    ATNONE,ATNANG       AND ADD 1 TO FINAL ANGLE 
               B    ATNFN1              AND DO IT AGAIN 
     * 
     ATNFN2    ZA   ATN90,ATNOUT        SET 90 IF THINGS ARE BALLED UP THEN EXIT 
     ATNEXX    MZ   ATNZO,ATNOUT        FIX ZONE 
               B    0000                ADDRESS COMES FROM SBR 
     ATNEXT    H    0999                SBR TO HERE -1 AS PLUS  
     * 
     *     LOOP 2 IS NOT USED IN THE AUTOCODER VERSION BECAUSE 
     *     THE SIMULATOR COMPARE BH BL WORKS HERE 
     * 
     ATNZRO    DCW  000                 ZERO TO START SEARCH 
     ATNZO     DCW  00                  ZERO FOR COMPARE 
     ATNANG    DCW  00                  ANGLE I.E. NTH ENTRY IN TAN TABLE 
     ATNSIX    DCW  006                 INCREMENT SIZE FOR TAN TABLE 
     ATNONE    DCW  001                 INCREMENT SIZE FOR DEGREES 
     ATNNDX    DCW  000                 INDEX 0 6 12 ETC FOR I1 
     ATN90     DCW  90                  LIMIT 
     * 
     ATNOUT    DCW  00                  ANGLE IN DEGREES OUTGOING 
     ATNIN     DCW  000000              TAN OF ANGLE * 1000 INCOMING 
     ATNWK     DCW  000000              WKAREA - COPY FROM TAN00 INDEXED 
     * 
     ******************************************************** 
     *  END ATN FUNCTION SUBROUTINE                         * 
     ******************************************************** 
     * 
     * 
     * 
     * - - T A B L E S    F O R    T A N    A N D    A R C T A N - - - -  
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     * 
     *     *** NOTE *** HERE ARE NO MINOR CHANGES OF ABOUT 1/10 DEGREE  
     *     HERE COMPARED TO THE SPS ATAN - THIS IS BECAUSE MULTIPLE  
     *     PASSES ARE NOT NEEDED SO THAT ADJUSTMENT IS NOT NEEDED. 
     * 
     * 
     TAN00     DCW  000000              EACH ENTRY IS 1000 * TAN 
               DCW  000017 
               DCW  000034 
               DCW  000052 
               DCW  000069 
... 
... 
... 
               DCW  028636 
               DCW  057289 
               DCW  999999 
     * 
     * 
     * 
     * - - T A B L E S    F O R    S I N    A N D    C O S I N E - -  
     * 
     * 
     * 
     SIN00     DCW  0000                EACH ENTRY IS 1000 * SIN 
               DCW  0017 
               DCW  0034 
...  
... 
...  
               DCW  0999 
               DCW  0999 
     SIN90     DCW  1000 
     * 
               END  START    
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IBM SYSTEM 360 
ASSEMBLER 

 
 

 
supporting  

 a graphical control panel 
 an assembler 
 with elementary macro support 
 a link editor 
 an execution phase with SVC support 
 a core dump feature 
 a trace feature 
 many sample test programs 
 two sundial programs for a horizontal and a vertical dial 

 
 

NOTE: SIM360C has 16k of memory, programs start at 400, address displacements are 
now 000 to FFF (4095), and an advanced core dump. It runs the H and V sundial 
programs.   
 
 
NOTE:  To change core storage size, alter maxCoreBytes from 16384 to a new value  
  To change start address, alter startAddrIs from 400 to a new value  
   and then recompile the simulator in Lazarus. 
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TO GET STARTED WITH THIS IBM 360 SIMULATOR 
 
 
 

1. Unzip the sim360c zip file in any folder you so choose 
 
2. Obviously run your virus checker, although all files on 
 
  www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
 are virus and spy-ware checked before all uploads 
 
3. using MY COMPUTER go to the folder you just used 
 
4. double click     system360project.exe 
 or     ~0start here.bat 
 
5. click the POWER ON button, then the IPL button 
 
6. ensure the CONSOLE IN area has  sysin.txt 
 or your desired source code 
 
7. then click INTERRUPT which has a code of '1' and it assembles the 
 file named in the CONSOLE IN area 
 
8. then click INTERRUPT again, which should now have a code of '2' 
 which loads core storage. Also you will not that the code by the 
 INTERRUPT BUTTON is now a 3 
 
9. if desired, enter your latitude tens digit into switch 1, and the unit digit 
 into switch 2, similarly load the longitude difference from the meridian 
 into switches 3 and 4. Never place two digits into one switch. 
 
10. click INTERRUPT which now has code 3, and the program will run. 
 
11. click SYSTEM RESET then START and START again if you wish, 
 which takes a core dump. Microcode in the IBM 360/2030 used this with 
 090E in the rightmost rotary switches for a standalone dump. 
 
12. look at the SYSPRINT file for your output, and SYSDUMP has the core 
 dump. Buttons let you do this easily. 
 
NOTE:  This system uses POWER ON to establish the GUI display 
area, and IPL to get things ready internally. INTERRUPT is used for things the 
old BPS and BOS programs did, in this case, assemble, link, and execute. 
 
NOTE:  There are many small test files in the TEST folder and they are 
all called TESTnn.TXT and you can move them to the simulator's folder, and 
assemble them by placing their name in the CONSOLE IN area. 
 
NOTE:  This system provides a vertical as well as a horizontal sundial 
program with latitude and longitude difference enterable by switches. A dial west 
of meridian is assumed, for dials east of the legal meridian, use PM for AM and 
vice versa. 
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TO RECOMPILE THIS IBM 360 SIMULATOR 

 
 

1. Install the Lazarus system, see page 15 approx of this booklet 
 even for Vista win64, use the 32 bit version 
 do not use the version with QT in the file name 
 

   http://www.osalt.com/lazarus   web site for Lazarus 
 
  And locate the download link: 
 
   http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=89339 
 
  and locate the Windows 32 bit version even if you have a 64 bit machine. 
 

YES  lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  58455268 i386 

 NO lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  58420736 i386 

 
  the version for Windows XP was about 58mb:   
 
   lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe 
  
  but do NOT download:  
 
    lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  
 
  because you will get very frustrated trying to locate: qtcore4.dll  

 
 
2. Unzip the sim360c zip file in any folder you so choose 
 
3. Obviously run your virus checker, although all files on 
 
  www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
 are virus and spy-ware checked before all uploads 
 
4. Bring up Lazarus 
 
5. select PROJECT, and then OPEN PROJECT 
 
6. locate the folder from step 2 
 
7 double click on the *.lpi file: system360project.lpi 
 
8. to compile select RUN, if the compiler stops after the build and does not 
 bring up the program, select RUN and RESET DEBUGGER 
 
9. That is all there is to it. 
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The first IBM 360 the author used at Thos Cook 
& Son Ltd, this is a  360/30 and the author used 
BPS, BOS, and DOS on this system.  
 
Later he used the 360/50 and 65, the 370/145, 
138, 148, 158 under various operating systems 
including MFT and MVT, VS1/SVS, VS2/MVS, 
then GCS under VM. 
 
This simulator is close to the 360 architecture 
however it has subtle differences. The source 
code is open source and is very easy to extend  
and even SVC code can be easily added. 
 
  
 
The actual panel is larger than below, but the 
panel below helps emphasize the features. 
 
 
 
key notes 
 
 
 
 
registers – ignore the  
high order 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
program status 
 
 
 
switches and buttons 
 
 
hints on switches 
 
 
 
 
 
asm, lnk, exec status 
 
 
 
console input 
current status 
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SIM360C IS AN IBM 360 SIMULATOR WITH A BUILT IN ASSEMBLER, LINKER, AND 
INSTRUCTION SIMULATOR, WITH TRACE, CORE DUMP, AND SVC SUPPORT. 
  
Sim360c is a program that gives the flavor of Basic Assembler Language programming for an 
IBM 360. It is a subset design that does not implement all the machine instructions of the IBM 360 
or all of the pseudo instructions of an assembler for that machine. 
 
Sim360c has three distinct phases, an assembler with its own three phases, a linkage editor, and 
a simulator.  The first assembler phase inserts macros, the second reads assembly language 
instructions and generates machine language and an assembler listing, and also generates a 
symbol and USING table. The third assembler phase completes symbols and addressability and 
stores intermediate code and constant data.  In the second simulator phase, after the assembler 
phases, the link edit phase loads the final assembler output into core storage, and additional 
checks are made. In the third simulator phase the program fetches and executes instructions.  
 
RESTRICTIONS:  
 

SVC is supported with SVC 1 for printing, SVC 2 for reading the four data rotary 
switches, SVC 3 for a blank line, SVC 4 for reading 1052 input, SVC 5 for trace on/off, 
etc, and SVC 14 for EOJ, etc.  A list of SVC codes appears later.  
 
Certain features that are completely absent include  
 

the floating point hardware,  
some decimal arithmetic feature,  
some instruction formats of types SI and SS.  

 
Recall that the idea is to give the flavor of, not an exact simulation. However, what is 
implemented is reasonably faithful to the original. 

 
NOTE: The console in area can be used in two ways:- 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: INTERRUPT and code 1 means assemble, and the source file name comes from the 
console input area which defaults to "360sysin.txt" but any file name in the simulator's folder can 
be named. 
 
NOTE: The console input area is always looked at when INTERRUPT and code 1 is used. 
However, a program can use that area with SVC 4 for a single line of user text input. 
 
FILENAMES:  
 
 360sysin.txt  default file that IPL and code 1 assembles, you can type in a 
    different file name    
 360syslog.txt  console information and tracing is desired 
 360sysdump.txt  core dump with SYSTEM RESET, START, START 
 360sysprint.txt  print output that SVC 1 produces 
 360sysMacro.txt macro library 
 ~360asmPass1.txt check for macros expanded properly 
 ~360asmPass1.txt check for *** ERROR ***, pass 1 output 
 ~360asmPass2.txt check for *** ERROR ***, pass 2 output and object code 
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With this simulator comes a horizontal sundial program hdial.asm which to be assembled and 
executed is saved as  360sysin.txt  although at INTERRUPT-1 time any file name can be 
entered in the console input area. USING is supported for all registers and there can be several 
CSECTs each with their own USING. The START ADDRESS for all programs is specified in the 
simulator source code, with 400 being a wise choice. 
 
 
SAMPLE PASS 1 OF ASSEMBLER OUTPUT 
 
000400                             HDIALPGM CSECT ,                       MAIN PROGRAM                       
000400 >U 12                                USING *,12                    TELL ASSEMBLER                     
000400 RR 18 ra:rb                          LR    12,15                   SET R12 AS BASE 
000402                             *                                                                         
000402                             *---------------------------------------------------- 
000402                             *                                                                         
000402                             *******                                                                  
000402                             *BEGIN*--         GETSWITCHES            
000402                             *******                                                                   
000402                             * SWITCHES SAVED BY                                   
000402 RR 1B ra:rb                          SR    1,1                     CLEAR R1                           
000404 RR 1B ra:rb                          SR    2,2                     CLEAR R2                           
000406 RR 1B ra:rb                          SR    3,3                     CLEAR R3                           
000408 RR 1B ra:rb                          SR    4,4                     CLEAR R4                          
000410 RR 0A ra:rb                          SVC   0,2                     LOAD REG 
000412                             *******                                                                   
000412                             **END**--         GETSWITCHES           
000412                             *******                                                                   
000412 RR 18 ra:rb                          LR    5,1                     SEE IF ANY                         
000414 RR 1A ra:rb                          AR    5,2                     SWITCHES                           
000416 RR 1A ra:rb                          AR    5,3                     WERE ENTERED                      
000418 RR 1A ra:rb                          AR    5,4                     BEFORE IPL 3                       
000420 RR 12 ra:rb                          LTR   5,5                     TEST R5                            
000422 RX 47 ra xx:bb:dddd                  BC    08,BEGIN                   ZERO THEN    
 

 
SAMPLE PASS 2 OF ASSEMBLER OUTPUT 
 
000412 RR 18 05:01                          LR    5,1                     SEE IF ANY                         
000414 RR 1A 05:02                          AR    5,2                     SWITCHES                           
000416 RR 1A 05:03                          AR    5,3                     WERE ENTERED                       
000418 RR 1A 05:04                          AR    5,4                                                     
000420 RR 12 05:05                          LTR   5,5                     TEST R5                            
000422 RX 47 08 00:12:0062                  BC    08,BEGIN                ZERO THEN    

 
 
SAMPLE SYSLOG 
 
POWER ON: 
ASM PASS 1: started 
ASM PASS 1: ended 
ASM PASS 2: started 
ASM PASS 2: ended 
LINK EDIT: started 
LINK EDIT: ended 
EXECUTE:  
EXEC: ADDR=0      CTR=1 OPCODE(S)=05C0 1B11 1B22  CC=0 
   R0-3: 0 1 2 3     R4-7: 4 5 6 7 
    R8-B: 8 9 10 11     RC-F: 2 7992 14 0 
EXEC: ADDR=2      CTR=2 OPCODE(S)=1B11 1B22 1B33   CC=0 
   R0-3: 0 0 2 3     R4-7: 4 5 6 7      
   R8-B: 8 9 10 11     RC-F: 2 7992 14 0 
. . . 
EOJ:  
CORE DUMP: started 
POWER OFF: 
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SAMPLE SYSDUMP   
 
* CORE DUMP BEGIN - REGISTERS [DECIMAL]* 
  
 GPR  0   56 
 GPR  1   1456 
 GPR  2   1080 
 GPR  3   0 
 GPR  4   0 
... 
 GPR 12   400 
 GPR 13   328 
 GPR 14   950 
 GPR 15   1624 
  
* CORE DUMP BEGIN - CORE STORAGE * 
* NOTE - XX IS HEX OR DECIMAL    * 
*      - X. IS CHARACTER         * 
  
CONTROL PROGRAM 
  
DEC.ADR    +0        +4        +8        +12       +16       +20       +24   .... etc     
000000     ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  
000040     ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::   
000080     ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  E.X.E.C.  ::::::::   
... 
000280     ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::   
000320     ::::::::  ::::0A14  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::   
000360     ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::  ::::::::   
   
USER PROGRAM   
DISPLACEMENTS ARE DECIMAL, IF > 999 THEN THOUSANDS SHOWN ABOVE DDD 
DEC.ADR    +0        +4        +8        +12       +16       +20       +24      ... 
   
000400                                                                  0       ... 
  0400     18CF1B11  1B221B33  1B440A02  18511A52  1A531A54  12554780  C0621B00 ...  
000440                1                   0                   1                 ... 
  0440     1B005000  C0421B00  181341F0  00101C0F  1A145010  C0420A03  0A034100 ... 

 
SAMPLE SYSPRINT 
 
  
HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM ON THE IBM SYSTEM 360  - - -  S WHEATON-SMITH                                     
========================================================================                                     
  
                    LATITUDE IS        033                                                                   
                    SIN(LAT) IS      0.544                                                                   
                    LONGITUDE DIF      003                                                                   
                    IN MINUTES         012                                                                   
  
MORNING HOURS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -                                                             
                    HOUR FROM NOON [HA]  HOUR LINE ANGLE                                                    
                         005 [78]              069                                                           
                         004 [63]              047                                                          
                         003 [48]              032                                                           
                         002 [33]              020                                                           
                         001 [18]              010                                                           
                         000 [03]              002                                                           
AFTERNOON HOURS - - - - - - - - - - - - - -                                                             
                    HOUR FROM NOON [HA]  HOUR LINE ANGLE                                                     
                         001 [12]              007                                                           
                         002 [27]              016                                                           
                         003 [42]              027                                                          
                         004 [57]              040                                                           
                         005 [72]              060                                                           
========================================================================                                     
 

Two sundials programs are provided, hdial.asm and vdial.asm (test98.asm), and latitude as well 
as longitude are specifiable with the console switches. 
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THE SYSTEM 360 ASSEMBLER  AND LINK EDIT DESIGN 
 
In pass one (Lazarus source code says pass0), macros are expanded. Then pass two (Lazarus 
source code pass 1) saves labels and assigns instruction and constant sizes, and places a 
generic instruction model and generic data models for instructions and constants. Pass three 
(Lazarus source code pass 2) completes instructions, and assigns base/displacement addresses. 
CSECT and USING is supported however unlike the real assembler, you cannot switch back and 
forth among CSECTs at assembler time, as some IBM assemblers allowed. But you can have 
very large programs provided each CSECT is kept to the span of one register. The maintained V2 
simulator has 16K which you can expand, and has normal displacements allowed of 000 to 4095. 
 
This link edit phase loads assembler output to core, and manages character constant loading. 
 

 
THE SYSTEM 360 SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE 
 
The console, and the core dump, provide clues on how this simulator functions internally. The 
System 360 obviously supports several arithmetic systems, however, this system internally does 
things differently. 
 
 SYSTEM 360   SIMULATOR 
 
 half and full word binary  Pascal decimal 
  
 double word as in CVD  Pascal decimal but with a sign byte in the last low order 
 
 packed    usable for UNPK 
 
 character   stores in alternating Pascal bytes 
 
NOTE: as long as you program correctly, this is transparent to the programmer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: however it is possible to misuse the code and still work, because of the internal workings 
of this simulator. 
 
NOTE: registers are thusly stored internally in Pascal decimal. 
 
NOTE: instructions look as if they are in hex, in fact the two nibbles of an instruction are stored 
as two Pascal characters. 
 
NOTE: code that modifies itself will be incorrect. For this reason, code is assumed to be 
reentrant, not just serially reusable. 
 
KEY POINT: Because decimal is used as opposed to hex, for the most part transparently 
provided good 360 coding techniques are used, displacements in B-DDD addresses can still be 
up to 4095 because a special array (only visible in a core dump) handles thousands. Address 
constants don’t need a special array, and can address CSECTs, and there is no limit on the 
number of CSECTs, each of which has their own USING. Also the old BPS and BOS trick of 
resetting a base and USING works, although this is terrible programming practice, the sundial 
programs show this as commented code. 

*** CORRECT CODE IF R1 HAS A DC F'xxx' 
 LA    2,DWD        GET ADDRESS OF DWD 
 CVD   1,DWD        CONVERT IT 
 MVC   SINLATH,6(2) FROM DWD+6 

*** WORKS ON THIS SIM IF R1 HAS A DC OF  
*** F'xxx' BUT IS WONT WORK ON Z390 ETC 
 STH   1,SINLATH          SAVE SIN LAT 
 UNPK  M3HDRSIN,SINLATH   MAKE PRINTABLE 
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THE SYSTEM  
360 CONSOLE 
 
[ to the right is an earlier version of 
the panel. The current panel is more 
involved] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The PSW instruction address shows the last instruction executed when everything comes to a 
screeching halt. It shows the condition code, the instruction, its address (again), and the 
instruction counter. 
 
The registers are shown in decimal. 
 
In the simulator code, exceptions are not handled. Provided STRIP and UPX were not used, 
Lazarus will take you to the source code that got upset. Either way, if the simulator crashes, 
always do the following:- 
 
 1. look at pass 1 for errors 
 2. ditto for pass 2 
 3. and the link edit may say there was a B-DDD error with a DDD > 999 

The four data 
switches each can 
hold one digit 0-9, 
and are read by 
an SVC if desired. 

The 1052 console 
typewriter displays 
output. It thus says if 
assembling, linkediting, 
or executing, or has hit 
a problem or an EOJ 
(SVC 14), etc. 

POWER ON is needed before anything is displayed. POWER ON enables internal 
software, and  INTERRUPT with a code of 1 assembles, and with a code of 2 linkedits, 
and with a code of 3 executes. 
 
The interrupt button is on the left of the three switches, the IPL button is the right most.  
 
The middle switch turns on and off tracing, the right controls assembly, link, or 
execute. The left switch does nothing at present. 

The 1052 can be read 
by  SVC 4 in the user 
program 
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Implemented mnemonic operation codes by type follow: 
 
RR: most implemented including DR and MR 
RS: not implemented LM STM 
RX: most implemented 
 
(The following extended mnemonics for BC and BCR are also implemented:  
 
B BE BH BL BNE BNH BNL BNM NOP  
 
The pseudo assembler instructions also exist: DC H F D C P 
      CSECT USING  
      END CNOP 
 
The RX instructions can only accept a few combinations of operands. The memory designation, 
will normally be a label.  Base and displacement notation is allowed in some cases, but base, 
index and offset notation is not allowed. Neither is a label followed by a + and constant.  
 
The mask specification of the BC must be a simple decimal integer in the range 0-15. Normally 
useful masks: such as B'1100' are not accepted. 
 
Literals are not allowed, use constants, and if code is large, use multiple CSECTs and address 
constants. 
 
The type specifications for a DC are H, F, D, C and P 
 
UNPK requires you to study the source field, define a DC P or DC C of an appropriate length. 
That target field's length determines the entire operation, in other words the source length field is 
not used. 
 
EQU is supported but only with the implied operand of "*", useful for code such as:- 
 
  LA 0,ENDOFCON END OF A CONSTANT AREA  defined as EQU * 
  LA 1,STROFCON START OF CONSTANT AREA  defined as DC C'...' 
  SR 0,1  R0 = SIZE, R1 = AREA 
  SVC 1  WRITE A LINE 
 
I/O is provided by SVC, and the SVC codes are shown later in this document. SVC code is 
implemented in the simulator's I-CYCLE phase (EXECUTE) and not in low or high core as part of 
a control program. The only control program or any other stuff places in low or high core is the 
SVC 14 that R14 points to at program start up (to simulate MVT code conventions) and a save 
area to which R13 points on entry, also for MVT conventions. DOS (IBM 360 DOS) conventions 
work, namely BALR 12.0/USING *,12 and EOJ also work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Document A22-6821-0 is available online in a number of places and is the IBM System 
360 Principles of Operation. 
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SOME GUIDELINES FOR SIM360C 
 
The format for an assembly language statement is: 
 
 1.......10....16.......................41...................... 
 [LABEL]  OPCDE OPERANDS            COMMENTS 
 
where:  Label: is an optional 1-8 character label that identifies this statement or variable. 
 
Opcode: one of the instructions of the machine, the opcode determines the format of the operand 
field. Pseudo opcodes as well as simple macros are supported. 
 
Operands: usually two or three operands with no intervening blanks. Macros only have one 
operand available, and that must be in column 16, and is &PARM 
 
Comments: Any text following the operands is ignored. A line starting with an asterisk (*) is 
ignored as a comment. 
 
Variables are declared using the DC (for initialization), there is no DS 
 
A DC often has a label, so that it may be referenced using that label in an instruction. The 
assembler uses the DC length attribute for SS instructions. 
 
Op-codes implemented 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
*1 IC/STC is numeric not any character, as sim has decimal registers.

RR 
 
05      BALR 
06      BCTR 
07      BCR  
0A   SVC 
10      LPR 
11      LNR 
12      LTR 
13      LCR 
15      CLR  
19      CR as CLR  
18      LR 
1A      AR 
1C      MR 
1E      ALR as AR 
1B      SR 
1D      DR 
1F      SLR as SR 
 
 

RX SI 
 
40      STH 
41      LA 
42      STC *1 
43      IC  *1 
45      BAL 
46      BCT 
47      BC 
48      LH 
49      CH 
4A      AH 
4B      SH 
4C      MH 
4E      CVD 
50      ST 
55   CL 
58      L 
59   C   as CL 
5A      A 
5B      S  
5C      M 
5E      AL as A 
5F      SL  as S 
92      MVI 
95      CLI 

SS 
 
D2     MVC 
D5     CLC 
F2     PACK 
F3     UNPK 
F8     ZAP  
F9     CP 
 
 
SS Decimal use only 
one length in this 
simulator. 

RS  
 
90      STM   
98      LM  
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Op-codes not implemented 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RR 
 
SPM     04 
 
very unlikely 
 
NR      14 
OR      16 
XR      17   
 

RS RX SI
 
EX      44 
CVB     4F 
D       5D 
SRL     88 
SLL     89 
SRA     8A 
SLA     8B 
TS      93 
CLM     BD 
STCM    BE 
ICM     BF  
 
unlikely 
 
BXH     86 
BXLE    87  
 
very unlikely 
 
N       54 
O       56 
X       57   

SS 
 
XC      D7 
TR      DC 
TRT     DD 
ED      DE 
EDMK    DF 
SRP     F0 
MVO     F1 
AP      FA 
SP      FB 
MP      FC 
DP      FD  
 
unlikely 
 
TM      91 
NI      94 
OI      96 
XI      97    
 
very unlikely 
 
NC      D4 
OC      D6 
MVN     D1 
MVZ     D3  
 

CORE STORAGE 
 
ab cd ef hex as in op-codes is stored looking like hex in 360  
  nibbles as PC bytes 
 
ab cd eS decimal packed is in 360 nibbles as PC bytes 
 
A. B. C. character is stored as A~Z 0~9 etc in one nibble with the  
  next nibble a "." 
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MACRO FACILITY FOR THIS ASSEMBLER 
 
The assembler has three passes, pass zero expands macros, pass one assigns labels and 
instruction models, pass two completes the object code. Pass zero reads the macro file and 
builds a list of macros, and when they are found in the source code they are expanded. Unlike the 
IBM 360 assembler, &NAME and &PARM are special keywords and do not have to be on the 
macro prototype. 
 
* 
* USER SOURCE CODE 
* 
* 1...5...10...15...20...25 
* label    macro parm 
* |              | 
* |              +---> inOperands -> &PARM 
* |               
* +------------------> inLabel ----> &NAME 
* 
* When &NAME found then inLabel is substituted if in cols 1-8 
* 
* When &PARM found then inOperands is substituted if in cols 16 on 
* 
* NOTE:  &NAME and &PARMS are special words so use them and do not 
*        use other &values 
* 
* NOTE:  When &PARM is used, you must leave at least 3 spaces 
*        for example 
*                      DC    A(&PARM)      is wrong 
*                      DC    A(&PARM   )   is correct 
 
 

 
the left is 
the same 
as the right 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Look at 360sysMacro.txt for macro availability. For example, EOJ is a macro and expands as 
follows:- 
 
000224                      *******                                                    
000224                      *BEGIN*--         EOJ            EXIT                      
000224                      *******                                                    
000224 RR 0A 01:04                   SVC   1,4                                         
000226                      *******                                                    
000226                      **END**--         EOJ            EXIT                      
000226                      *******                    
 
 
 

         MACRO 
&NAME    CALL  &PARM 
         CNOP  0,4          
&NAME    BALR  15,0         
         BAL   15,8(15)     
         DC    A(&PARM   ) 
         L     15,0(15)     
         BALR  14,15        
         MEND 

         MACRO 
         CALL    
         CNOP  0,4          
&NAME    BALR  15,0         
         BAL   15,8(15)     
         DC    A(&PARM   )  
         L     15,0(15)     
         BALR  14,15        
         MEND 
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OPERATING SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR THIS SIMULATOR 
 
The simulator includes an assembler with elementary macros, a link editor which mostly loads 
compiled programs into core, and an execution phase. Programs are of little use if they cannot 
read requests and cannot output answers. 
 
INPUT ~ The simulator provides two SVC codes for reading the console in area and the switches 

on the CPU console. Just make sure that the switches are set and the console in area 
loaded before executing the program with IPL and code 3. 

 
OUTPUT ~ The simulator allows a text area of a given size to be printed to SYSPRINT, and this 

is handled with an SVC code. 
 
SVC SUPPORT ~ is in the execute phase of the simulator, and is very easy to modify.  

 
  SVC 1 R0=area size R1=DC C area  print ioarea to SYSPRINT.TXT 
  SVC 2 R1, 2, 3, 4     these four registers have the contents of  
        switches 1, 2, 3, 4 set before IPL code 3 
  SVC 3       print one blank line to SYSPRINT.TXT 
  SVC 4 R0=area size R1=DC C area  place in this area text in  the 1052 input  
        area that  set before IPL code 3 
 SVC 5 R0=0 for off, 1 for on   turn trace on or off, uses SYSLOG.TXT 
 SVC 6 R0=area size R1=DC C area  print ioarea to the 1052 

SVC 7 R0=offset    shift right print lines by an offset 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTROL PROGRAM (MFT and MVT) or SUPERVISOR (DOS) ~ The simulator loads low core 
(memory) with a few things. First, if the STARTADDRIS value is less than 100 then there 
is no such preloading, and all programs should follow DOS conventions. DOS demands 
the user load a base and terminate with EOJ. 

  
 PROGRAM CSECT 
  BALR 12,0  
  USING *,12        
         - - - - - - - - - - - 
  EOJ 
 
 Whereas MFT/MVT preloads R15, and a BR 14 (or a RETURN) terminates a program. 
 
 PROGRAM CSECT 
  USING *,12        
  LR 12,15 
         - - - - - - - - - - - 
  BR 14 
 

As long as STARTADDRIS is appropriate, then low core has a save area established and an 
SVC 14 as well, and they are above the PSW old and new areas. So, with the default 
STARTADDRIS = 400 then any program may use DOS or MFT/MVT conventions. While the 
simulator says what operating system conventions are used, this is informational only.  
 
The core dump will show an EOJ in low core (0A14) and a save area, and the SVC new PSW 
interrupt address will say EXEC. The EOJ/0A14 and the save area are for real. The EXEC is not 
for real, it is just a clue that the execute phase of the simulator handles the SVC calls. 
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LAZARUS ~ Open Source version of, and almost compatible with:- DELPHI 
 
At this website there are some downloads for Lazarus:  http://www.osalt.com/lazarus  
 
And locate the download link: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=89339 
 
and locate the Windows 32 bit version even if you have a 64 bit machine. 
 

YES  lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  Mirror  58455268 i386 

 NO lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  Mirror  58420736 i386 

 
the version for Windows XP was about 58mb:  lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe 
 
but do NOT download:     lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  
because you will get very frustrated trying to locate: qtcore4.dll  
 
documentation is available online at a url something like:- 
 
  http://wiki.lazarus.freepascal.org/Lazarus_Documentation#Lazarus_and_Pascal_Tutorials 
 
The download is one single file, installs first time, and runs first time. The tutorial to get started is 
helpful, and located at:- 
 
  http://www.lazarus.freepascal.org/ 
  http://wiki.lazarus.freepascal.org/Lazarus_Tutorial 
 
DELPHI 
 
This can be compared to DELPHI, which is 332 mb, and the pre-reqs another 234 mb. Delphi can 
be found at: http://www.turboexplorer.com/delphi 
 
 
COMMENTS 
 
LAZARUS is an Open Source program, based on PASCAL, and is somewhat compatible with 
Delphi. 
 
One of the shortcomings of JAVA, and other object oriented languages is their type conversion 
issues. The graphical program for sundials highlights this problem, namely converting from 
floating point to integer requires an intermediate string conversion!  Harking back to IBM's PL/I 
language, some lessons that the new language developers could learn emerge.  
 
First: PL/I had as one of its values the concept that if a programmer could write something that 
made sense to him or her, then the PL/I compiler should also be able to make sense of it. All 
these newer languages or language adaptations are very weak on real world needs of 
commercial programmers, and seem to be more suited to those who delight in getting around 
complexities of a language. LAZARUS is no exception, and the documentation is designed for 
those who already know the system. 
 
Second: PL/I had the ability for almost any data type to be converted implicitly so that a 
programmer could take in a string of characters that contained numbers and implicitly convert it to 
an integer, or floating point number, and vice versa.  
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A PROJECT'S HIERARCHY 
 
In LAZARUS, as in Microsoft's VISUAL languages, there is a hierarchy. In a conventional 
program there is always a main program, and it calls sub programs, that use functions as well as 
language structure. 
 
Lazarus, based on PASCAL, at least doe not confuse inherent language function with functions 
and classes. Some languages tae classes to extreme and the blurring of those discrete 
boundaries causes programmers to fight the language in order to achieve the end goal. 
 
There is a hierarchy in Lazarus similar to that of Visual Basic. The front end is the FORM. 
 

 
 
The FORM is what essentially starts up when the "project" is executed, and one or more buttons 
in the form trigger code. And that code can use variable data such as the TEDIT areas. 
 
  PROJECT projectname.lpi 
 
   FORM aame.lfm 
 
    BUTTON  TEDIT 
 
     code programname.pas 
 

FORM 
   

     BUTTON      TEDIT
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NOTES ON LAZARUS 
 
Lazarus has an IDE and the forms window is simple to use to design a form that will drive the 
program. The content and activities for each button are intuitive. 
 
 

 
 
Running a program that you built as an application may cause the debugger to crash. The 
debugger is how the IDE runs programs. However, locate the folders in which the programs are 
stored, bring up those folders and double click the program, and all will run, albeit without 
debugging. The folder containing the program can be found by SAVE AS, or by looking at the 
area circled in the about picture of the Lazarus IDE desktop. 
 
The cause of Lazarus problems in execution is simple, the designers and implementers did not 
manage folders with blanks in a name. So, if you wish to debug in Lazarus, you must save files in 
a folder or chain of folders whose names from the root folder up to the folder holding the project, 
have no names with blanks in them. 
 
This issue of blanks in a name is not uncommon, so simply create folders with no blanks in their 
names for Open Source systems. 
 
 
 
NOTE: Please refer to file:       LazarusProgrammingNotes.pdf      for detailed notes 
  on Lazarus programming, the preceding two pages are merely an overview. 
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LAZARUS – REDUCE EXECUTABLE FILE SIZE 
 
Lazarus files are very large, some 12mb for a small program. This is because of enormous 
amounts of debug data. And while the compiler can remove that, there are bugs, so that is not an 
option. 
 
The solution is to locate programs STRIP and UPX, however they only work on 32 bit systems.  
 
STRIP is Pascal specific and locates and removes the debug data after the fact, making the 
executable some 20% of its original size, 12mb becomes less than 2mb.  
 
UPX  works on any executable, and shrinks the executable even further, some 2mb becomes 
about 0.5mb. 
 
 
 
c:\whereever\lazarus\fpc\2.2.2\bin\i386-win32\strip 
 
move to your folder 
 
go to that folder 
 
do      "strip --strip-all system360project.exe" 
 
which reduces it from 12mb to just under 2mb 
 
 
 
c:\whereever\lazarus\fpc\2.2.2\bin\i386-win32\upx 
 
move to your folder 
 
go to that folder 
 
do      "upx system360project.exe" 
 
which reduces it from just under 2mb to just under 0.5mb 
 
 
 
WINDOWS VISTA WIN64 ISSUES 
 
The Lazarus 32 bit system works on Windows XP as well as Vista win64, and generated code 
can be compressed with STRIP and UPX. However, the 64 bit version of Lazarus produces code 
than will not run on win32 nor on Windows XP, and cannot be compressed either with STRIP and 
UPX since they do not support 64 bit executables. At best, WINZIP will do a fair job of 
compression. 
 
LAZARUS APEARS TO HANG AFTER “RUN”, AND THE PROGRAM DOES NOT APPEAR 
 
Lazarus 32 bit in Vista sometimes does not bring up the program after a RUN. Click RESET 
DEBUGER, when all proceeds normally. However you will get an OOPS message from Lazarus 
when your program ends, which you can ignore. 
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RELEASE NOTES  
 
{*********************************************************************************** 
************************************************************************************ 
***                                                                              *** 
***   I B M     S Y S T E M      3 6 0                                           *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***             GUI version of a simple system 360 model 30                      *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***             * Supports displacements >999, i.e. 000 to FFF (4095)            *** 
***             * Has 16k of main memory, amd maxCoreBytes is this value         *** 
***             * Vista win64 and XP win32 as far back as SP1                    *** 
***                                                                              *** 
************************************************************************************ 
***                                                                              *** 
***   L I N K    E D I T    N O T E S                                            *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   B:DDD  displacements are in decimal                                        *** 
***          displacements > 999 now handled, inefficiently, by a special        *** 
***          separate core array to hold thousands so ddd range                  *** 
***          is 000 to 4095                                                      *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   Core storage is two PC bytes per IBM 360 byte                              *** 
***          for character constants they exist as  C.H.A.R.A.C.T.E.R.           *** 
***          constants such as A, F, H are saved normally but as decimal         *** 
***          Only seen in a core dump is the special array holding the thousands *** 
***          for displacements > 999. Remember this is a decimal ASCII 360       *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   This sim uses decimal where it possibly can and that plus                  *** 
***          two for one bytes in core storage make everything                   *** 
***          simpler most of the time.                                           *** 
***                                                                              *** 
************************************************************************************ 
***                                                                              *** 
***   E X E C U T E    P H A S E    N O T E S                                    *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   SUPERVISOR CALLS IMPLEMENTED                                               *** 
***   SVC 1   PRINT CHARS IS DONE BY SVC 0,1 AND R1:DATA R0:SIZE                 *** 
***   SVC 2   READ 4 SWITCHES                                                    *** 
***   SVC 3   PRINT ONE BLANK LINE                                               *** 
***   SVC 4   GET CONSOLE IN AREA                                                *** 
***   SVC 5   TRACE ON OR OFF                                                    *** 
***   SVC 6   DISPLAY SOME OUTPUT INTO THE CONSOLE AREA                          *** 
***   SVC 7   OFFSET PRINTOUT BY THIS MANY BYTES                                 *** 
***   SVC 14  TERMINATE USER PROGRAM                                             *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   MACROS SUPPORTED                                                           *** 
***   GETSWITCHES    CALL    SAVEAREA    EOJ  and others, see 360sysMacro.txt    *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   B:DDD  displacements are in decimal and assembler as well                  *** 
***          as linkedit detect displacements > 999, and the link phase uses     *** 
***          another array for thousands in the ddd fild                         *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   Core storage is two PC bytes per IBM 360 byte                              *** 
***          character constants which are C.H.A.R.A.C.T.E.R                     *** 
***          other constants such as A, F, H are saved normally                  *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   This sim uses decimal where it possibly can and that plus                  *** 
***          two for one bytes in core storage make everything                   *** 
***          simpler most of the time.                                           *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   Code is assumed to be reentrant, namely it cannot                          *** 
***          change itself. Actually it can, but it is not                       *** 
***          supported mainly because of the HEX and DECIMAL                     *** 
***          concepts used in this simulator, thus BIT and HEX                   *** 
***          per se are not properly implemented.                                *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   Decimal SS instructions, eg CP and ZAP etc, use one length field           *** 
***          and thus both operands must be the same length.                     *** 
***                                                                              *** 
***   Program with consideration to the above, and it works well.                *** 
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***                                                                              *** 
***   Refer to "LAZARUS-sim360c-notes.doc" for current details and               *** 
***          lists of what is and is not supported                               *** 
***          check the IBM 360 page of   www.illustratingshadows.com             *** 
***                                                                              *** 
************************************************************************************ 
************************************************************************************ 
 
   ================================ begin  credits ============================== 
 
   Sim360 was inspired by several items. One was the Sim360a and Sim360b written 
   in Pascal based on BAL/SX written by the following persons:- 
 
   Stanley A Wileman          1981 
   Curt Hall                  1995 2007 
   Simon Wheaton-Smith        2009 
 
   Second, on a 370 simulator that ran on the 370 itself, strange you may say, but 
   the reason was to provide much better online debugging than MVS provided, and 
   third, on the IBM 1401 simulator I wrote in the late 1960s that supported the 
   sterling feature, but it had to be object deck compatible. Also, this simulator 
   fulfils a fantasy I had about what a 360 would have looked like if it had been 
   decimal based as opposed to the much wiser choice of hexadecimal. I had studied 
   the Amdahl patent for the 360 in the early 1970s, and it held me in awe. 
 
   So, here is a decimal based IBM 360 which allows 'binary' as in register work 
   as well as decimal as in CVD, and character as in UNPK. And this supports a 
   start address allowing a control program to be in low core if desired, and it 
   supports multiple CSECTs each with USINGs if desired, and the TEST99.TXT program 
   for a horizontal dial demonstrates all that. Because of the decimal base rather 
   than a hex base system, B-DDD were limited to a displacement of 999 and not 4095, 
   and the assembler pass 2 and the linkedit detect this. However, June 24, 2009 
   this limit was lifted with a new array for thousands in the displacement. 
 
   Because of all this, the control panel displays registers in decimal. 
 
   This program is open source under the GNU common license terms, you may copy 
   it and extend it and so on with the sole provise that these historical notes and 
   credits are retained. And while this uses little of Stanley A Wileman's and 
   Curt Hall's work, some of their concepts were used and thus their credit should 
   be retained. 
 
   Simon Wheaton-Smith 
   March 8, 2009 
   www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
   ================================ end of credits ============================== 
 
 
   * Feb  4 2009   basic elements of pass 1 of the assembler are in place 
                   most opcodes supported and pseudo opcodes generated to pass 2 
                   but operands not generated except for DC and USING 
   * Feb  7 2009   symbol table complete and pass 1 partial code outputted 
   * Feb 12 2009   pass 1 and pass 2 complete but still need 
 
                   * SS with a label(size) 
                   * char limitation is 20 in a DC C'...' 
                   * displacements are saved as decimal nnn and thus max 999 
                   * displacements > 999 are flagged in assemble and linkedit 
                   * need to handle LM and STM operans formats 
                   * label+disp  is not implemented 
                   * because hex and bit methods are not fully enabled, and 
                     because of our hex:char methodology, code should be written 
                     as re-entrant, not just serially reusable. 
 
   * Feb 19 2009   Altered character constants from CHARACTER......... internally 
                   to C.H.A.R.A.C.T.E.R. which only involved LINK and EXEC 
                   and no changes at all to PASS 1 and PASS 2 assembler phases. 
   * Feb 19 2009   CR, CH, C, CL works, BC assembles, and BH BE BL BNE is ok 
                   in EXEC phase 
   * Feb 20, 2009  KEY POINT: "IBM binary" in this simulator decimal, and that 
                   works fine as long as BIT INSTRICTIONS (TM, etc) are not used. 
                   Binary in coreStorage is actually string, but in registers 
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                   it is longInteger. 
 
                   KEY POINT: "IBM Decimal" is saved in this simulator as decimal 
                   also, however it has a sign "C" eg, as the last low order digit. 
 
                   THUS:     4E  CVD  IBM: register binary to core storage decimal 
                                      SIMULATOR: BECAUSE OF HOW WE IMPLEMENT 
                                            BINARY as decimal 
                                            DECIMAL as string decimal plus a sign 
                                      actually takes [PC] decimal in a simulated 
                                      register to corestorage as string with a sign. 
 
   * Feb 21, 2009  DC P added, and PACK and UNPK working, see TEST 11 
                   BAL r,label     A   AL  added 
                   BR  added       S       added 
   * Feb 22, 2009  BCT AND BCTR COMPLETE SEE TEST 14 
                   BNL BHE and BNH BLE and LTR added along with BZ 
                   Assembles, links and executes TEST99 as 360sysin.txt which 
                   is the SIM360A or SIM360B HDIAL program modified to use MR and 
                   DR and with SVC 1 instead of their PUTM and PUTD, etc. 
                   multiple USINGs can be used for subroutines and CSECTs 
   * Feb 23, 2009  SVC 5 added, and a documentation package: LAZARUS-sim360c-notes.pdf 
   * Feb 24, 2009  CNOP inserts 0700 etc but only if address is on a hwd boundary 
   * Feb 25, 2009  Available on www.illustratingshadows.com web site as 'SIM360C' 
                   CLC and MVC added, ZAP CP added (as with PACK, this assumes L1=L2) 
   * Feb 26, 2009  Better use of color at startup and on B-DDD error in LINKEDIT 
   * Feb 27, 2009  Source file to assemble with IPL 1 is now named in the console 
                   input area, default is 360sysin.txt but it can be overridden 
                   MVI label,X'xx'    and   MVI   label,C'c' added, and if hex 
                       then nibbles are xx pair, if char then nibbles are C. with 
                       the period '.' indicating this was a character and not hex 
                   CLI label,X'xx'    and   CLI   labelC'c'  added and same 
                       nibble notes at MVI 
   * Mar 1,  2009  STC and IC added, however it does assume the inserted character 
                   is numeric as all registers are DECIMAL NUMERIC in this sim. TEST21. 
                   AH and SH and MH added and M and SL, see TEST22. 
                   Advisory if any instruction is not true 370 compatible 
                   EQU added but only for *, and not for a label 
                   Message cleanup on compatibility issues, check HDIAL.ASM (TEST99) 
                   for notes. For example, DC H and F are stored as packed no sign, 
                   so CVD and UNPK work correctly, but you can cheat with just UNPK 
                   but you will lose compatibility. 
   * Mar 3,  2009  Just as this uses decimal for internal usage (registers, DC H and F), 
                   it also uses the ASCII as opposed to EBCDIC collating sequence. 
                   LM and STM added for r1<, -, > r2 see TEST25 
   * Mar 4,  2009  Panel header clarifies that while ASCII is used vs EBCDIC, and while 
                   registers are internally decimal, correct code works, eg 
                          L     1,F'1234' 
                          CVD   1,DWD 
                          UNPK  xxx,DWD 
                   F1234  DC    F'1234' 
                   works even though the DC F is stored as decimal. As for ASCII vs 
                   EBCDIC the main issue is numeric 0 is lower than letter A, not 
                   higher than letter Z. And since the assembler pass 2 listing 
                   highlights compatibility issues, it is not a big deal. And allowing 
                   address constants and CSECTs with their own USINGs, as in TEST99, 
                   the system is very functional. 
   * Mar 7,  2009  Elementary MACRO facility added as pass 0, rules are in the file 
                   called "360sysMacro.txt" as supplied. These are very simply macros 
                   with one parametric name label and one parameteric operand only 
   * Mar 8,  2009  MNEM and associated tables simplified. SVCs now read 1052 and 
                   switches directly, INTERRUPT 1 and 2 no longer used. Program 
                   STARTADDRIS recommended to be 400 since we set MFT/MVT register 
                   conventions and that places an SVC 14 above control program 
                   old and new psws, although 200 works. DO NOT USE 0 because 
                   the system will object since the initial save area and SVC 14 used 
                   for MFT/MVT conventions will be upset. TEST27 and TEST28 show DOS 
                   and MFT/MVT conventions working. Clean up code for consistency. 
                   SYSTEM RESET and START buttons added for future use. 
                   SVC 6 added to send text to the 1052. 
   * Mar 9,  2009  INTERRUPT no longer triggers a core dump, it sets a message only. 
                   A core dump now happens with SYSTEM RESET, START, START which in 
                   days of old was a PSW RESTART on the 2030, but if the rightmost 
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                   four switches were 090E then a core dump was taken. 
                   Added SVC 7 to allow print line offset. 
   * Mar 11, 2009  Trivial stuff, and refinements to the sundial H program. And name 
                   for linkedit phase is also user inputable, and radio buttons as 
                   markers as a visual aid. 
   * Mar 15, 2009  Resequenced buttons, so that POWER ON is first, then IPL which 
                   enables the "software", and INTERRUPT with 1,2,3 to assemble, 
                   link, and execute is next (as opposed to using IPL 1,2,3). 
                   hdial.asm (test99.txt) as well as vdial.asm (test98.txt) added, 
                   also hdial/test99 shows how to make more code addressable by 
                   doing a poor technique used back in BPS and BOS days. 
                   Misc refinements to the panel. Corrected loop detect in LOG. 
   * Mar 24, 2009  Changes from Tlabel to TstaticText on PSW, instructions, and 
                   the registers, so they flash and look pretty. Same in the 
                   1401 simulator. 
   * Apr 11, 2009  Cosmetic changes. 
   * Apr 20, 2009  viewASM and viewDUMP as well as viewLOG and viewPRINT added. 
   * Apr 26, 2009  Compiled on VISTA 64 bit. 
   * Apr 28, 2009  Common version win32 works on XP and Vista win 64 
 
   //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
   * 20090624      FOR DISPLACEMENTS > 999 
   *               coreStorageK: This is a blank or 0, except when a B-DDD DDD 
   *                             has 1,2,3,4000 
   *               baseDispK:    also is a 12 byte constant in IFETCH logic for 
   *                             big displacements 
   *               Two lines of code are commonly used for displacements > 999 
   *               disp := disp + 1000*strToInt( baseDispK[6] ); 
   *               disp := disp + 1000*strToInt( baseDispK[10] );   
   *               Linkedit tests for ddd>4095 and updates CPU panel and log if found 
   //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
   * June 28, 2009 Cosmetic changes  
   * June 30, 2009 Core dump only shows 1000s if a displacement was > 999   
   * July 1,  2009 maxCoreBytes is user memory area, and the arrays are twice that, 
                   originally it was the other way around in the Version 1 sim. 
} 

 
 
SIMULATOR VERSIONS 
 
sim360a  used the Bloodshed  8mb  free Pasal  compiler and was limited in 
   what it supported but worked well.  The  8mb  compiler is short on 
   documentation but uses modern Windows panes. 
sim360b  used the Free Pascal 28mb compiler and was otherwise the same 
   as sim60a.  The  28mb  compier  has  good  documentation but  is 
   hard to use in that it styles itself after DOS windows. 
sim360c version 1 only allowed displacements in B-DDDs o be 999,  had  4k  of user 
   memory, and is frozen. First Lazarus version. 
 
sim360c version 2 allows full displacements of   0000  to  4095,   has 16k of memory 
   which  you  may  expand  (maxCoreBytes),  and   the  core  dump 
   also  shows  full displacements.   
 
Open Source  sim360c is open source. 
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SOURCE CODE FOR A HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM THAT RUNS ON SIM360C 
 
 
* ********************************************************************* * 
* *      HORIZONTAL DIAL FOR THE IBM 360                              * * 
* ********************************************************************* * 
* 
* TEST99    SUNDIAL PROGRAM ALSO SAVED AS HDIAL.ASM 
* 
* THIS IS FOR SIM360C - OTHER VERSIONS FOR OTHE SIMULATORS 
* 
* NOTE THE COMPATIBILITY NOTES THAT SIM360C ADDS TO THE END OF 
*           A LISTING. AND SEE SOME NOTES IN THIS CODE ALSO. 
* 
* WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM      SIMON WHEATON-SMITH   MARCH 11, 2009 
* 
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -                   
*  
*               HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM ON THE IBM SYSTEM 360  
*                 
*                     LATITUDE IS        033   
*                     SIN(LAT) IS     0.0544  
*                
*                     LONGITUDE DIF      003    
*                     IN MINUTES         012   
*                
*               MORNING HOURS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -        
*                 
*                     HOUR FROM NOON [HA]  HOUR LINE ANGLE        
*                 
*                                005 [78]              069       
*                                004 [63]              047     
*                                003 [48]              032    
*                                002 [33]              020    
*                                001 [18]              010     
*                                000 [03]              002    
*                 
*               AFTERNOON HOURS - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      
*                 
*                     HOUR FROM NOON [HA]  HOUR LINE ANGLE       
*                 
*                                001 [12]              007    
*                                002 [27]              016    
*                                003 [42]              027      
*                                004 [57]              040     
*                                005 [72]              060      
*                 
*                 
*                 
*               ===========================================      
*                 
*               THIS DIAL IS WEST OF MERIDIAN                    
*               IF EAST OF MERIDIAN SWITCH AM FOR PM       
*                 
*               CHECK   WWW.ILLUSTRATINGSHADOWS.COM       
*               FOR THE LATEST PROGRAMS                   
*                 
*               DOWNLOAD    MICROSHADOWS.PDF    FROM        
*               THE WEBSITE FOR TIPS AND FAQS   
*  
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -                               
*  
* 
* SIN COS TAN ATN  ARE INVOKED WITH 'L 15' AND 'BALR 14,45' 
* 
* USES   SVC 2 TO READ SWITCHES   
*        FORMAT OF THOSE FOUR SWITCHES IS     A B C D 
*        A*10+B => LATITUDE 
*        C*10+D => LONGITUDE CORRECTION IF ANY 
*        BUT DONE WITH A MACRO 'GETSWITCHES'  
* 
* MACROS GETSW    GETS SW1-4   
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*        EOJ      DOES SVC 14 
*        CALL     WITH THE SUBROUTINE ADDRESS INLINE 
*        CALLI    CALL BUT THE PARAMETER BEING AN ADDRESS CONSTANT 
* 
*        FOR NO GOOD REASON, AM HOURS USES MACROS, PM USES INLINE CODE 
* 
HDIALPGM CSECT ,                       MAIN PROGRAM 
         USING *,12                    TELL ASSEMBLER  
         LR    12,15                   SET R12 AS BASE AS R15 PRESET BY SIM 
* 
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* 
         GETSW                         GETS SW 1-4   
*                                      MUST BE SET BEFORE EXECUTE 
         LR    5,1                     SEE IF ANY 
         AR    5,2                     SWITCHES 
         AR    5,3                     WERE ENTERED 
         AR    5,4                     BEFORE IPL CODE 3 
         LTR   5,5                     TEST R5 
         BZ    BEGIN                   IF ZERO THEN 
* 
*              SWITCHES 
* 
         SR    0,0                     CLEAR R0 FOR MULTIPLY 
*                                      R1 IS SWITCH 1 IS LATITUDE   
         LA    15,10                   MULTIPLIER IS 10 
         MR    0,15                    IS THUS TIMES 10 
         AR    1,2                     ADD UNIT OF LATITUDE 
         ST    1,LATITUDE              ELSE GOOD DATA SO SAVE 
* 
         SR    0,0                     SINCE WE GOT A LAT, ZERO OUT LNG DIF 
         ST    0,LONGCORR              OBVIOUSLY 
* 
         SR    0,0                     CLEAR R0 FOR MULTIPLY 
         LR    1,3                     R1 IS SWITCH 3 IS LONGITUDE DIFF 
         LA    15,10                   MULTIPLIER IS 10 
         MR    0,15                    IS THUS TIMES 10 
         AR    1,4                     ADD UNIT OF LATITUDE 
         ST    1,LONGCORR              ELSE GOOD DATA SO SAVE         
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*         
*     
* 
BEGIN    SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         SVC   3  
         OFSET 15                      SHIFT PRINT LINE BY 15 BYTES 
*   
*              HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM ON THE IBM SYSTEM 360 
* 
         L     1,M2HDRADR              TEXT 
         LA    0,72                    SIZE 
         SVC   01                      PRINT TEXT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         L     1,M0HDRADR              TEXT 
         LA    0,72                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT TEXT 
         SVC   3  
         SVC   3  
         SVC   3  
         OFSET 30                      SHIFT PRINT LINE BY 30 BYTES 
* 
*              LAT IS  XXX    SIN(LAT) IS                   
* 
         L     1,LATITUDE              GET LATITUDE BINARY (PACKED DECIMAL NO SIGN)                 
         CVD   1,DWD                   AS PACKED DECIMAL WITH A SIGN 
         LA    2,DWD                   SET R2 TO DWD  
*              LA    2,6(2)                 SET R2 TO  NN NC 
*              UNPK  M3HDRLAT,0(2)          PRINTABLE CHARACTERS (STRING) 
         UNPK  M3HDRLAT,6(2)           PRINTABLE CHARACTERS (STRING) 
* 
         L     1,LATITUDE              SET R1 EQ LATITUDE 
         CALLI SINADR                  GET SIN - R1 IN = LAT, OUT = SIN 
         ST    1,SINLAT                SAVE SIN LAT 
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*                                      THE FOLLOWING 3 WORK ON ALL 360 SIMS 
         CVD   1,DWD                   CONVERT IT 
         LA    2,DWD                   GET ADDRESS OF DWD 
         MVC   SINLATH,6(2)            FROM DWD+6 
         UNPK  M3HDRSIN,SINLATH  
* 
         LA    1,M3HDR                 TEXT 
         LA    0,31                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         LA    1,M3HDR1                TEXT 
         LA    0,31                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
* 
*              LONGITUDE CORR IS XXX    IN MINUTES    XXX 
* 
         L     1,LONGCORR              GET IN FULLWORD 
         CVD   1,DWD                   IN DECIMAL 
         LA    2,DWD                   SET R2 TO DWD  
         UNPK  M4HDRLNG,6(2)           PRINTABLE CHARACTERS (STRING) 
*         
         SR    0,0                     R0, R1 MULTIPLICAND 
         L     1,LONGCORR              GET LONGITUDE CORRECTION 
         LA    15,4                    R15 MULTIPLIER  
         MR    0,15                    MULTIPLY 
         ST    1,LONGMINS              SAVE RESULT 
         CVD   1,DWD                   IN DECIMAL 
         LA    2,DWD                   SET R2 TO DWD  
         UNPK  M4HDRMIN,6(2)           PRINTABLE CHARACTERS (STRING) 
* 
         LA    1,M4HDR                 STATE LONGITUDE CORR  
         LA    0,29                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         LA    1,M4HDR1                STATE LONGITUDE CORR  
         LA    0,29                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
* 
* 
*        D O    M O R N I N G    H O U R S 
* 
* 
         L     1,M5HDRADR              TEXT 
         LA    0,43                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         L     1,M6HDR1AD              TEXT 
         LA    0,43                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
* 
* 
*----------------------------------------------------------------* 
*        SWITCH TO A NEW BASE TO MAKE THIS ADDRESSABILITY LAST   * 
*        NOTE.. THIS PROGRAM MAIN CSECT FIT WITHIN ONE USING     * 
*               BUT DUE TO THE SEQUENTIAL MONOLITHIC CODE, THIS  * 
*               TECHNIQUE WORKS TO EXTEND THE ADDRESSABILITY     * 
*               BACK IN THE DAYS OF BOS AND BPS, THIS WAS USED.  * 
*        NOTE.. THIS IS A VERY POOR TECHNIQUE, BUT BACK IN THE   * 
*               OLD DAYS WHEN EVERY BIT COUNTED, THIS WAS DONE.  * 
*                                                                * 
*---         BALR  12,0                    NEW BASE              * 
*---         USING *,12                    SAY OK                * 
*                                                                * 
*----------------------------------------------------------------* 
* 
*        AM    HOUR ANGLE LOOP FOR THE HOURS 
* 
         LA    6,5                  R6 SET R2 TO 5 HOURS FROM NOON 
*  
HOURLOOP LA    15,15                   R15 IS 15 DEGREES PER HOUR 
         SR    0,0                     R0, R1 MULTIPLICAND 
         LR    1,6                  R6 R1 IS HOURS FROM NOON 
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         MR    0,15                 R1 WILL BE HRA WHICH IS HR * 15 
         A     1,LONGCORR              R1 NOW CORRECTED FOR LONGITUDE 
         C     1,HDIAL90               IS ANGLE TOO HIGH 
         BH    HOURNEXT                SKIP IF SO 
* 
         C     6,HDIALZRO              IS THIS NOON 
         BH    NOTNOON1                NO 
         C     1,HDIALZRO              IS HR ANLG PLUS LONG CORR +VE 
         BL    HOURNEXT                NEGATIVE LCLHA SO SKIP HLNA 
* 
*              HOURS FROM NOON THEN HOUR LINE ANGLE   
* 
NOTNOON1 ST    6,HOURWORK           R6 SAVE IN A WORK AREA 
         CVD   6,DWD                   NOW PACKED DECIMAL 
         LA    2,DWD                   POINT TO DWD 
         UNPK  M6HDRHRS,6(2)           DECIMAL PRINT HOURS 
*---------------------- 
         CVD   1,DWD                   SAVE HOUR ANGLE OF THE SUN         
         LA    2,DWD                   INTO THE 
         UNPK  DC3,6(2)                PRINT  
         LA    2,DC3                   LINE 
         MVC   M6HDRHRA,1(2)           FYI ONLY   
*----------------------- 
         ST    1,HOURANGL              SET R1 EQ SUNS HOUR ANGLE 
         CALLI TANADR                  GET TAN OF HOUR ANGLE OF SUN 
         ST    1,TANHOUR               SAVE TAN HOUR ANGLE 
* 
         LA    0,0                     CLEAR R0 FOR MULTIPLY 
         L     1,TANHOUR               R1 TO TAN HOUR ANGLE 
         L     15,SINLAT               R0 TO SIN OF LATITUDE 
         MR    0,15                    GET PRODUCT 
         ST    1,TANHLA                RESULT IS TAN OF HR LINE ANGLE 
* 
         SR    0,0                     CLEAR FOR DR INSTRUCTION 
         L     1,TANHLA                GET TAN HOUR LINE ANGLE 
         L     14,F1000                DIV BY 1000 AS SIN AND TAN  
*                                      ARE 1000 TIMES VALUES SO NOW 
*                                      TANHLA IS 1,000,000 TIMES 
         DR    0,14                    DIVIDE TANHLA BY 1000 
         ST    1,TANHLA                SAVE IT 
* 
         L     1,TANHLA                GET PROPER TAN HLA (*1000 SO OK) 
         CALLI ATNADR                  GET ANGLE OF THIS TAN, R1 IN AND OUT 
* 
         ST    1,HRLNANGL              SAVE HOUR LINE ANGLE IN DEGREES 
         CVD   1,DWD                   NOW PACKED DECIMAL 
         LA    2,DWD                   POINT TO DWD 
         UNPK  M6HDRHLA,6(2)           DECIMAL PRINT HOURS 
         LA    1,M6HDR                 TEXT 
         LA    0,42                    SIZE 
*        
         SVC   1                       PRINT IT   
* 
HOURNEXT S     6,HDIALONE          R6  SUBTRACT FROM HOURS FROM NOON 
         C     6,HDIALZRO          R6  ARE THERE MORE TO GO STILL 
         BNL   HOURLOOP                REPEAT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
* 
* 
*        N O W    D O    A F T E R N O O N    H O U R S 
* 
         L     1,M7HDRADR              TEXT 
         LA    0,43                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         L     1,M6HDR1AD              TEXT 
         LA    0,43                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
* 
*        PM    HOUR ANGLE LOOP FOR THE HOURS 
* 
         LA    6,0                  R6 SET R2 TO 0 HOURS FROM NOON 
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*  
HOURAGIN LA    15,15                   R0 IS 15 DEGREES PER HOUR 
         SR    0,0                     CLEAR R0 
         LR    1,6                  R6 R1 IS HOURS FROM NOON 
         MR    0,15                 R1 WILL BE HRA WHICH IS HR * 15 
         S     1,LONGCORR              R1 NOW CORRECTED FOR LONGITUDE 
         C     1,HDIAL90               IS ANGLE TOO HIGH 
         BH    HOURMORE                SKIP IF SO 
* 
         C     6,HDIALZRO              IS THIS NOON 
         BH    NOTNOON2                NO 
         C     1,HDIALZRO              IS HR ANLG PLUS LONG CORR +VE 
         BL    HOURMORE                NEGATIVE LCLHA SO SKIP HLNA 
* 
NOTNOON2 ST    6,HOURWORK           R6 SAVE IN A WORK AREA 
         CVD   6,DWD                   NOW PACKED DECIMAL 
         LA    2,DWD                   POINT TO DWD 
         UNPK  M6HDRHRS,6(2)           DECIMAL PRINT HOURS 
*---------------------- 
         CVD   1,DWD                   SAVE HOUR ANGLE OF THE SUN         
         LA    2,DWD                   INTO THE 
         UNPK  DC3,6(2)                PRINT  
         LA    2,DC3                   LINE 
         MVC   M6HDRHRA,1(2)           FYI ONLY   
*----------------------- 
         ST    1,HOURANGL              SET R1 EQ SUNS HOUR ANGLE 
         L     15,TANADR               GET ADDRESS OF TAN 
         BALR  14,15                   GET TAN RETURNED IN R1 
         ST    1,TANHOUR               SAVE TAN HOUR ANGLE 
* 
         SR    0,0                     CLEAR R0 FOR MULTIPLY 
         L     1,TANHOUR               R1 TO TAN HOUR ANGLE 
         L     15,SINLAT               R0 TO SIN OF LATITUDE 
         MR    0,15                    GET PRODUCT 
         ST    1,TANHLA                RESULT IS TAN OF HR LINE ANGLE 
* 
         SR    0,0                     CLEAR FOR DR INSTRUCTION 
         L     1,TANHLA                GET TAN HOUR LINE ANGLE 
         L     14,F1000                DIV BY 1000 AS SIN AND TAN 
*                                      ARE 1000 TIMES VALUES SO NOW 
*                                      TANHLA IS 1,000,000 TIMES 
         DR    0,14                    DIVIDE TANHLA BY 1000 
         ST    1,TANHLA                SAVE IT 
* 
         L     1,TANHLA                GET PROPER TAN HLA (*1000 SO OK) 
         L     15,ATNADR               GET ATN SUBROUTINE 
         BALR  14,15                   GET ANGLE OF IT 
* 
         ST    1,HRLNANGL              SAVE HOUR LINE ANGLE IN DEGREES 
         CVD   1,DWD                   NOW PACKED DECIMAL 
         LA    2,DWD                   POINT TO DWD 
         UNPK  M6HDRHLA,6(2)           DECIMAL PRINT HOURS 
         LA    1,M6HDR                 TEXT 
         LA    0,42                    SIZE 
*        
         SVC   1                       PRINT IT                
* 
HOURMORE LA    6,1(6)              R6  ADD TO HOURS FROM NOON 
         C     6,HDIALSIX          R6  ARE THERE MORE TO GO STILL 
         BL    HOURAGIN                REPEAT 
* 
*              *==============================================* 
* 
         CALL  ENDNOTES                END NOTES 
* 
         EOJ                           TIME TO SHUT DOWN 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* * INPUT PARAMETERS                                               * * 
* *                               ***  ARE INPUT PARAMETERS        * * 
* *                               *                                * * 
LATITUDE DC    F'33'              ***  LATITUDE 33                 * * 
SINLAT   DC    F'0'               *    SIN OF LATITUDE  FWD        * * 
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SINLATH  DC    H'0'               *    SIN OF LATITUDE  HWD        * * 
COSLAT   DC    F'0'               *    COS OF LATITUDE             * * 
*                                 *                                * * 
LONGCORR DC    F'3'               ***  WEST 3 DEGREES OF MERIDIAN  * * 
LONGMINS DC    F'0'                    EQUIVALENT MINUTES          * * 
* *                                                                * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* * WORK AREAS                                                     * * 
* *                                                                * * 
HOURANGL DC    F'0'                    AN HOUR ANGLE               * * 
HRLNANGL DC    F'0'                    AN HOUR LINE ANGLE          * * 
F1000    DC    F'1000'                 CONSTANT FOR DIVIDE ETC     * * 
TANHOUR  DC    F'0'                    TAN OF HOUR ANGLE           * * 
HOURWORK DC    F'0'                    A HUMBLE WORK AREA          * * 
TANHLA   DC    F'0'                    TAN OF HOUR LINE ANGLE      * * 
HDIALONE DC    F'1'                    1 FOR LOOPS AS NO BCT/BCTR  * * 
HDIALZRO DC    F'0'                    0 FOR TESTS                 * * 
HDIALSIX DC    F'6'                    6 FOR TESTS                 * * 
HDIAL90  DC    F'90'                   LIMIT OF 90 DEGREES         * * 
DC3      DC    C'VVV'                  INTERMEDIATE AREA           * * 
         CNOP  0,8                                                 * * 
DWD      DC    D'0'                                                * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*              ADDRESSES OF SUBROUTINES 
* 
* 
SINADR   DC    A(SINSUBR)              ADDRESS OF SIN SUBROUTINE 
COSADR   DC    A(COSSUBR)              ADDRESS OF COS SUBROUTINE 
TANADR   DC    A(TANSUBR)              ADDRESS OF TAN SUBROUTINE 
ATNADR   DC    A(ATNSUBR)              ADDRESS OF ARCTAN SUBROUTINE 
* 
* 
*              ADDRESSES OF HEADERS 
* 
* 
M0HDRADR DC    A(M1HDR)                
M2HDRADR DC    A(M2HDR)                ADDRESS OF HEADER *H-DIAL 
M5HDRADR DC    A(M5HDR)                ADDRESS OF HEADER *AM~NOON 
M6HDR1AD DC    A(M6HDR1)               ADDRESS OF HRS NOON HR LN ANGLE 
M7HDRADR DC    A(M7HDR)                ADDRESS OF HEADER *PM~NOON 
* 
* 
* 
*              HEADERS THEMSELVES 
* 
* 
*        31 BYTE LINES ABOUT LATITUDE 
* 
M3HDR    DC    C'      LATITUDE IS   '    
         DC    C'     '                  
M3HDRLAT DC    C'XXX'                  UNPK CAME FROM CVD   
         DC    C'   '                      
*      
M3HDR1   DC    C'      SIN(LAT) IS   '                     
         DC    C'   0.' 
M3HDRSIN DC    C'XXX'                  UNPK CAME FROM HWD      
         DC    C'    '                    
* 
*        29 BYTE LINE ABOUT LONGITUDE 
* 
M4HDR    DC    C'      LONGITUDE DIF ' 
         DC    C'     ' 
M4HDRLNG DC    C'XXX'                  UNPK FROM CVD 
         DC    C' '                      
* 
M4HDR1   DC    C'      IN MINUTES    ' 
         DC    C'     ' 
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M4HDRMIN DC    C'XXX'                  UNPK FROM HWD 
         DC    C' ' 
* 
* 
* 
*        42 BYTE HEADER 
* 
M6HDR    DC    C'                 '                   
M6HDRHRS DC    C'XXX' 
         DC    C' ['                
M6HDRHRA DC    C'XX'               
         DC    C']              '            
M6HDRHLA DC    C'XXX' 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* *                                                                * * 
* *      C O N S T A N T S    T H A T    A R E    N O T            * * 
* *      BASE-DISPLACEMENT    A D D R E S S A B L E                * * 
* *                                                                * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* 
*  
* 
* 
* 
         CNOP  0,8                    
HEADERTX CSECT ,   
* 
* 
*        72 BYTE HEADER   
* 
M1HDR    DC    C'=================='                        
         DC    C'=================='                        
         DC    C'=================='                        
         DC    C'=================='                        
* 
* 
*        48 BYTE HEADER BUT UP TO 132 IS OK 
* 
M2HDR    DC    C'HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL' 
         DC    C' PROGRAM ON THE IB' 
         DC    C'M SYSTEM 360  - - ' 
         DC    C'-  S WHEATON-SMITH' 
* 
*        43 BYTE HEADER  
* 
M5HDR    DC    C'MORNING HOURS - - - '                      
         DC    C'- - - - - - - - - - '   
         DC    C'- -'                   
* 
*        43 BYTE HEADER 
* 
M6HDR1   DC    C'      HOUR FROM NOON'                   
         DC    C' [HA]  HOUR LINE ANG'                                  
         DC    C'LE '            
* 
*        43 BYTE HEADER   
* 
M7HDR    DC    C'AFTERNOON HOURS - - '                       
         DC    C'- - - - - - - - - - ' 
         DC    C'- -'                   
* 
*        72 BYTE HEADERS  
* 
M9HDR    DC    C'THIS DIAL IS WEST '                          
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         DC    C'OF MERIDIAN. IF EA'                       
         DC    C'ST OF MERIDIAN THE'                       
         DC    C'N SWITCH AM FOR PM'                             
* 
MAHDR    DC    C'CHECK    WWW.ILLUS' 
         DC    C'TRATINGSHADOWS.COM'                       
         DC    C' FOR THE LATEST PR'                              
         DC    C'OGRAMS            '                           
* 
* 
MBHDR    DC    C'DOWNLOAD    MICRO-' 
         DC    C'SHADOWS.PDF   FROM'                       
         DC    C' THE WEBSITE FOR T'                              
         DC    C'IPS AND FAQS      '   
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* *                                                                * * 
* *      T R I G O N O M E T R Y    A N D    M A T H    C O D E    * * 
* *                                                                * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* 
*  
* MLT    IS DONE BY 'MR' INSTRUCTION HERE, FOR THE MLT SUBROUTINE 
*        SEE THE OTHER IBM 360 SIMULATOR'S H-DIAL PROGRAM 
* 
* DIV    IS DONE BY 'DR' INSTRUCTION HERE, FOR THE DIV SUBROUTINE 
*        SEE THE OTHER IBM 360 SIMULATOR'S H-DIAL PROGRAM 
* 
* SIN    INVOKED BY BALR 14,45 
* COS    INVOKED BY BALR 14,45 
* TAN    INVOKED BY BALR 14,45 
* ATN    INVOKED BY BALR 14,45 
* 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        BEGIN SIN SUBROUTINE          TESTS OK JAN 18 2009        * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        INPUT       R1 EQUALS THE NUMBER WE WANT SIN OF           * * 
*        OUTPUT      R1 EQUALS THE SIN OF THE INPUT PARAMETER      * * 
*        USES        R2 AS A WORKING REGISTER                      * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
         CNOP 0,8        
SINSUBR  CSECT , 
         USING *,15                    CALLED WITH BALR 
SIN      ST    2,SINWORK               SAVE WORK REGISTER 
         AR    1,1                     ANGLE IS NOW ANGLE * 2 
         AR    1,1                     ANGLE IS NOW ANGLE * 4 
         L     2,SIN00ADR              R2 IS SIN TABLE OF FULL WORDS 
         AR    2,1                     R2 IS NOW OUR ENTRY 
         L     1,0(2)                  R1 NOW IS SIN OF ANGLE 
         L     2,SINWORK               RELOAD WORK REGISTER  
         BR    14                      RETURN  
*  
         CNOP  0,4      
SINWORK  DC    F'0'                    SAVED WORKING REGISTER 
SIN00ADR DC    A(SINTABLE)             ADDRESS OF TABLE                   
* 
* 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        BEGIN COS SUBROUTINE          TESTS OK JAN 19 2009        * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        INPUT       R1 EQUALS THE NUMBER WE WANT COS OF           * * 
*        OUTPUT      R1 EQUALS THE COS OF THE INPUT PARAMETER      * * 
*        USES        R2 AS A WORKING REGISTER                      * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
         CNOP 0,8        
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COSSUBR  CSECT , 
         USING *,15 
COS      ST    2,COSWORK               SAVE WORK REGISTER 
         LA    2,90                    PLACE 90 IN A REGISTER 
         SR    2,1                     RS IS NOW 90-INPUT ANGLE 
         AR    2,2                     ANGLE IS NOW (90-ANGLE) * 2 
         AR    2,2                     ANGLE IS NOW (90-ANGLE) * 4 
         L     1,COSINADR              R1 IS SIN TABLE OF FULL WORDS 
         AR    2,1                     R2 IS NOW OUR ENTRY 
         L     1,0(2)                  R1 NOW IS SIN OF ANGLE 
         L     2,COSWORK               RELOAD WORK REGISTER  
         BR    14                      RETURN  
*  
         CNOP  0,4      
COSWORK  DC    F'0'                    SAVED WORKING REGISTER 
COSINADR DC    A(SINTABLE)             ADDRESS OF SIN TABLE 
* 
* 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        BEGIN TAN SUBROUTINE          TESTS OK JAN 18 2009        * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        INPUT       R1 EQUALS THE NUMBER WE WANT TAN OF           * * 
*        OUTPUT      R1 EQUALS THE TAN OF THE INPUT PARAMETER      * * 
*        USES        R2 AS A WORKING REGISTER                      * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
         CNOP 0,8        
TANSUBR  CSECT , 
         USING *,15 
TAN      ST    2,TANWORK               SAVE WORK REGISTER  
         AR    1,1                     ANGLE IS NOW ANGLE * 2 
         AR    1,1                     ANGLE IS NOW ANGLE * 4 
         L     2,TAN00ADR              R2 IS TAN TABLE OF FULL WORDS 
         AR    2,1                     R2 IS NOW OUR ENTRY 
         L     1,0(2)                  R1 NOW IS TAN OF ANGLE 
         L     2,TANWORK               RELOAD WORK REGISTER  
         BR    14                      RETURN  
*  
         CNOP  0,4      
TANWORK  DC    F'0'                    SAVED WORKING REGISTER 
TAN00ADR DC    A(TANTABLE)             ADDRESS OF TAN TABLE 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        BEGIN ATN SUBROUTINE          TESTS OK JAN 19 2009        * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        INPUT       R1 EQUALS A TAN WE WANT THE ANGLE OF          * * 
*        OUTPUT      R1 EQUALS THE ANGLE OF THE INPUT TAN PARAMETER* * 
*        USES        WORKING REGISTERS                             * * 
*                       R2 IS ANGLE SO FAR                         * * 
*                       R3 IS ENTRY IN TAN TABLE                   * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* 
ATNSUBR  CSECT , 
         USING *,15 
ATN      ST    2,ATNWORK2              SAVE WORK REGISTERS  
         ST    3,ATNWORK3              FOR LATER 
*              SHOULD USE STM/LM BUT SIM NOT DOING IT YET 
         LA    2,0                 R2  IS RESULTING ANGLE 
         L     3,ATN00ADR          R3  IS TAN TABLE OF FULL WORDS 
ATNLOOP  ST    2,ATNANGL               SAVE R2 ANGLE SO FAR IN ATNANGL  
         C     2,ATN89                 IS RESULTING ANGLE 90 YET 
         BH    ATNEXIT9                EXIT WITH R2 AT 90           
         C     1,0(3)                  COMPARE INPUT TO TABLE CONTENT 
         BL    ATNEXIT                 INPUT LOW SO EXIT 
         BE    ATNEXIT                 INPUT EQUAL SO EXIT 
*              INPUT IS LOWER THAN TABLE SO TRY AGAIN  
ATNNEXT  LA    3,4(3)              R3  ADD 4 TO TABLE ENTRY FOR NEXT  
         LA    2,1(2)              R2  ADD 1 TO CURRENT ANGLE 
         B     ATNLOOP                 AND RRY AGAIN 
*   
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ATNEXIT9 LA    1,90                    SET RESULT TO 90 
         ST    1,ATNANGL               SAVE IT THEN EXIT AS BELOW 
ATNEXIT  L     2,ATNWORK2              RELOAD WORK REGISTERS  
         L     3,ATNWORK3              TO STATUS QUO ANTE 
*              SHOULD USE STM/LM BUT SIM NOT DOING IT YET  
         L     1,ATNANGL               LOAD ANGLE FOR RETURN 
         BR    14                      RETURN 
*  
         CNOP  0,4      
ATNWORK2 DC    F'0'                    SAVED WORKING REGISTERS 
ATNWORK3 DC    F'0'                      
ATNANGL  DC    F'0'                    ANGLE THAT RESULTS FROM TAN 
ATN89    DC    F'89'                   IF HIGHER THAN ANGLE THEN EXIT 
ATN00ADR DC    A(TANTABLE)             ADDRESS OF TAN TABLE 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* - - T A B L E S    F O R    S I N    A N D    C O S I N E - -  
* 
* 
         CNOP  0,8  
SINTABLE CSECT ,                       
SIN00    DC    F'0000'                 EACH ENTRY IS 1000 * SIN 
         DC    F'0017' 
         DC    F'0034' 
         DC    F'0052' 
         DC    F'0069' 
         DC    F'0087' 
         DC    F'0104' 
. . .  
. . . 
         DC    F'0996' 
         DC    F'0997' 
         DC    F'0998' 
         DC    F'0999' 
         DC    F'0999' 
         DC    F'1000' 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        END SIN FUNCTION SUBROUTINE                               * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* 
* 
* - - T A B L E S    F O R    T A N    A N D    A R C T A N - - - -  
* 
* 
         CNOP  0,8  
TANTABLE CSECT ,                       
TAN00    DC    F'000000'             EACH ENTRY IS 1000 * TAN 
         DC    F'000017' 
         DC    F'000034' 
         DC    F'000052' 
         DC    F'000069' 
         DC    F'000087' 
. . . 
. . . 
         DC    F'011430' 
         DC    F'014300' 
         DC    F'019081' 
         DC    F'028636' 
         DC    F'057289' 
         DC    F'999999' 
* 
* 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        FINAL FOOT NOTES                                          * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
*        HERE TO SAVE MEMORY IN MAIN CSECT                         * * 
* ****************************************************************** * 
* 
ENDNOTES CSECT ,                       ENTER 
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         USING *,15                    SET USING  
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         OFSET 15                      SHIFT PRINT LINE BY 15 BYTES 
         L     1,M1HDRADR              TEXT 
         LA    0,72                    SIZE 
         SVC   1                       PRINT TEXT 
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
         LA    0,72                    R0 IS SIZE 
         L     1,M9HDRADR              R1 IS TEST  
         SVC   1                       ADVISE ON EAST/WEST DIALS          
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
* 
         LA    0,72                    R0 IS SIZE 
         L     1,MAHDRADR              R1 IS TEST  
         SVC   1                       ADVISE ON WEB SITE          
         SVC   3                       BLANK LINE 
* 
         LA    0,72                    R0 IS SIZE 
         L     1,MBHDRADR              R1 IS TEST  
         SVC   1                       ADVISE ON NOTES          
         SVC   3                       ON WEB SITE 
         BR    14                      EXIT 
* 
M1HDRADR DC    A(M1HDR)                ADDRESS OF HEADER *=====* 
M9HDRADR DC    A(M9HDR)                ADVISOR  
MAHDRADR DC    A(MAHDR)                ADVISOR  
MBHDRADR DC    A(MBHDR)                ADVISOR  
* 
         END    
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THE IBM 7094 SIMULATOR IMPLEMENTING 
FORTRAN II 

 
An IBM 7094 simulator for the PC can be found at::-   
 
 http://www.members.optushome.com.au/intaemul/Emul7094.htm  
 
And with it comes the simulator, scripts, and an implementation of FORTRAN II for the 7094. 
 
Some manuals are located at:- 
 
 http://www.bitsavers.org/pdf/ibm/7094/ 
  A22-6760_7094model2.pdf   summary 
  A22-6703-4_7094_PoO_Oct66.pdf  principles of operation 
  
The zip file when unloaded has some critical files:- 
 
 B7094.exe  the raw simulator, which is GUI and friendly 
 
 B7094.INI  the startup script which sets the machine size 
    and a startup script. 
 

[Operation] 
StartupScript=B7094.EC7 
RunStartUpScript=1 
CoreInitCheck=0 
 
[Forms] 
Main.Top=0 
.... 
.... and a lot of other lines 
.... 

 
 B7094.EC7  the script to compile, assemble and then run this h-dial program 
 

;--------------------------------------------------------- 
;  Setup to IPL IBSYS 
;--------------------------------------------------------- 
Config Set Channels=2           
Config Del All                  
Config Add Tape=A1              
Config Add Tape=B1 
Show Window Tape                
Mount Tape=1201 File='ASYS1.BIN'      
Mount Tape B1 File=''                 
Set SenSw 1 ON                        
Show Reader                           
 
:MainLoop 
Display 
'IBSYS operating system.' 
space 
'Click on one of the following options:-' 
space 
Option('Return to previous screen') 
space 
Option('Compile and run a HDIAL.FOR program') 
 
; Prepare system for (Re)IPL 
Show Printer                          
Rewind Tape A1                        
Press Clear                           
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; Process selected option 
If OptNum=1 Exit 
If OptNum=2 Goto JOB1 
If OptNum=3 Goto JOB2 
Goto MainLoop 
 
;--------------------------------------------------------- 
; Compile and run a Fortran program 
;--------------------------------------------------------- 
:JOB1 
 
Config Del All                      
Config Add Tape=A1                  
Config Add Tape=A2 
Config Add Tape=A3 
Config Add Tape=A4 
Config Add Tape=A5 
Config Add Tape=A6 
Config Add Tape=A7 
Config Add Tape=B1 
Config Add Tape=B2 
Config Add Tape=B3 
Config Add Tape=B4 
Config Add Tape=B5 
Config Add Tape=B6 
Config Add Tape=B7 
Show Window Tape,Printer            
Mount Tape=A1 File='ASYS1.BIN'      
Mount Tape=A2 File='ASYS8.BIN'      
Mount Tape=A3 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=A4 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=A5 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=A6 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=A7 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=B1 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=B2 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=B3 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=B4 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=B5 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=B6 SCRATCH 
Mount Tape=B7 SCRATCH 
Set Sensw 1 ON                      
// Load a job to the reader 
Reader Clear 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B1' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSOU1' 
Reader Card '$DATE          081699' 
Reader Card '$JOB           IBFORT' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        RDA' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSIN1' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        A1' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSLB1' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        A2' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSLB2' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        A3' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSLB3' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        A4' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSLB4' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        A5' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSUT1' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        A6' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSUT2' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        A7' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSUT3' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B1' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSOU1' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B2' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSOU2' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B3' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSPP1' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B4' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSPP2' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B5' 
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Reader Card '$AS            SYSUT4' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B6' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSUT5' 
Reader Card '$ATTACH        B7' 
Reader Card '$AS            SYSUT6' 
Reader Card '$EXECUTE       IBJOB' 
Reader Card '$IBJOB         GO,LOGIC,MAP,FIOCS' 
Reader Card '$IBFTC DECK1   FULIST,REF,NODECK,M94/2,XR7' 
Reader Load File='hdial.FOR'         
;Reader Card ''              
Reader Card '$IBSYS' 
Reader Card '$STOP' 
Reader Card ''               
// Run it 
Press Clear                  
;Pause 'check reader display' 
Press LoadTape               
; .. runs .. 
Press Start                  
; .. runs .. 
TapeView Tape=B1,Mode=BCD,Line=600    
TapeView Save File='hdial.LST' 
Goto MainLoop 

 
 
The simulator's control 
panel looks like:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NOTE: When you first start the simulator, look for a 
panel called "B7094.EC7", it may be almost out of 
sight on the bottom left side, if so bring it up into 
sight, and move the mouse over the COMPILE AND 
RUN A HDIAL.FOR PROGRAM, and continue to 
answer any prompts. 
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The original source for the horizontal dial is in a file called:- 
 
 hdial.FOR 
 
The final program 
 

C 
C     FORTRAN II FOR THE IBM 7094 FOR A HORIZONTAL DIAL 
C 
C     RIGHT NOW, DATA IS ENTERED INTO THE THREE STATEMENTS FOR 
C                LAT 
C                LNG 
C                REF 
      INTEGER I,J,SIZE 
      REAL LAT,SLAT,HOUR,THOUR,LHA,ATNHA 
      REAL LNG,REF 
C       
      WRITE(6,900) 
      WRITE(6,901) 
      WRITE(6,900) 
      WRITE(6,902) 
C     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C     CCC     E N T E R    D A T A    B E L O W    P L E A S E     CCC 
C     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
      LAT = 32.75  
      LNG = 108.2 
      REF = 105.0 
C     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C     FOR LAT 32.75 LNG 108.2 REF 105.0 THE RESULTS SHOULD BE AS BELOW 
C     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C     LAT      Hour:  -6 hour angle:  93.20  Angle: -84.10 
C     32.75    Hour:  -5 hour angle:  78.20  Angle:  68.88 
C              Hour:  -4 hour angle:  63.20  Angle:  46.96 
C     LNG      Hour:  -3 hour angle:  48.20  Angle:  31.18 
C     108.2    Hour:  -2 hour angle:  33.20  Angle:  19.49 
C              Hour:  -1 hour angle:  18.20  Angle:  10.09 
C     REF      noon 
C     105.0    Hour:   0 hour angle:   3.20  Angle:   1.73 
C              noon 
C              Hour:   1 hour angle: -11.80  Angle:  -6.45 
C              Hour:   2 hour angle: -26.80  Angle: -15.28 
C              Hour:   3 hour angle: -41.80  Angle: -25.81 
C              Hour:   4 hour angle: -56.80  Angle: -39.58 
C              Hour:   5 hour angle: -71.80  Angle: -58.71 
C              Hour:   6 hour angle: -86.80  Angle: -84.10 
C     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
      DO 10 I = 1,13 
      J = I-7 
C 
C     J IS INTEGER HOUR FOR DISPLAYING 
C 
C     NOTE THE USE OF TRAILING .0 ETC BECAUSE OF TYPE CONVERSION RULES 
C          IN FORTRAN II AS IMPLEMENTED IN THE 7079 COMPUTER SERIES 
C     TAN(TIME) 
C 
      HOUR  = J 
      LHA   = (15.0 * HOUR) - (LNG - REF) 
      LHA   = (LHA * 2.0 * 3.1416) / 360.0 
C 
C     FORTRAN II ON THE IBM 7090 HERE HAS NO TAN FUNCTION HENCE SIN COS 
      THOUR = SIN(LHA) / COS(LHA) 
      SLAT  = SIN((LAT * 2.0 * 3.1416) / 360.0) 
      ATNHA = SLAT * THOUR 
      ATNHA = ATAN(ATNHA) * 360.0 / (2.0 * 3.1416) 
      WRITE (6,905) J, LHA, ATNHA 
C 
   10 CONTINUE 
C 
      WRITE(6,900) 
      WRITE(6,901) 
      WRITE(6,900) 
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      WRITE(6,906) 
      WRITE(6,907) LAT, LNG, REF 
      WRITE(6,900) 
C 
   50 STOP 
C 
C     NOTE - THE LENGTH BEFORE AN H IS CRITICAL - EG 45H 36H ETC 
  900 FORMAT(1X, 45HXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 
  901 FORMAT(1X, 45HXX HORIZONTAL DIAL - FORTRAN II - IBM 7094 XX) 
  902 FORMAT(1X, 45HHOUR-NOON       HOUR ANGLE    HOUR LINE ANGLE) 
  903 FORMAT(I4) 
  904 FORMAT(F10.4) 
  905 FORMAT(I5, F18.1, F15.2) 
  906 FORMAT(1X, 36HLATITUDE           LONGITUDE     REF)  
  907 FORMAT(F6.2,F20.2,F15.2)  
      END 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Of course, the purist would say that this program does nothing more than the other FORTRAN 
programs or any other programs on this web site. However, my response is that just as sundials 
hark back to an earlier era, so too does the IBM 7094.  This document shows how to locate the 
simulator which is in a zip file and with the scripts here, how to hark back to those days of 
yesteryear. 
 
TAN was not functional, so SIN/COS was used.  
 
NOTE:  The output is in    "hdial.LST"    down towards the end, or, in the     
"SCRATCH02201.BIN"   panel which you can scroll, and looks like the following. 
 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   
XX HORIZONTAL DIAL - FORTRAN II - IBM 7094 XX   
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   
HOUR-NOON       HOUR ANGLE    HOUR LINE ANGLE   
  -6             -93.2          84.10     
  -5             -78.2         -68.88     
  -4             -63.2         -46.96     
  -3             -48.2         -31.18     
  -2             -33.2         -19.49     
  -1             -18.2         -10.09     
   0              -3.2          -1.73     
   1              11.8           6.45     
   2              26.8          15.28     
   3              41.8          25.81     
   4              56.8          39.58     
   5              71.8          58.71     
   6              86.8          84.10     
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   
XX HORIZONTAL DIAL - FORTRAN II - IBM 7094 XX   
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   
LATITUDE           LONGITUDE     REF      
32.75              108.20         105.00  
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  
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SPREADSHEETS ~ EXCEL ~ OPEN OFFICE 
 

Describing a formula or set of formulae (English) or formulas (American) is easier said than 
actually getting them into a spreadsheet for real usage. The following points all relate to a 
common spreadsheet, the one used for this book. 
 
ANGULAR MEASURE 
 
Angular measures are commonly in degrees, 90 degrees being a right angle and there are 360 
degrees in a circle. However, spreadsheets use radians, which are different to degrees. There 
are 2 * pi radians in a circle of 360 degrees. 
 
Thus, every formula that uses degrees needs the measure to be converted to radians. 
 
 =RADIANS(360)  would return 6.283 
 
Thus the trigonometric functions SIN, COS, TAN, COTAN, and so on, need the radian conversion 
first.  
 
 =TAN(RADIANS(45))  would return 1.0 
 
Similarly, any function that returns an angular measure, such as ATAN, ACOS, ASIN, or 
ARCTAN, ARCOS, ARCSIN, also printed as TAN-1, COS-1, SIN-1, would need to be converted 
back to degrees, and this is done using the DEGREES function. 
 
 =DEGREES(6.283)  would return 359.984 or 360.0 depending on precision 
 
Which raises another issue, that of rounding and precision. The number of significant digits on the 
fractional side not only determines accuracy, it also controls rounding. Thus when the above 
function is given one decimal position, the results is 360.0 rather than 359.9.  
 
ROUNDING 
 
The number of significant digits after the decimal point is controlled by the FORMAT, CELLS, 
NUMBER option. Some functions do rounding of their own, and in some surprising ways. 
 
 =INT(5.1) =INT(5.9) =INT(-5.1) =INT-(5.9) returns 
 5  5  -6  -6 
 
The INT (integer) function returns the integer part of a number on the left side of the decimal 
point, rounds down. And the number below 5.9 is 5, however the number below -5.1 is -6 
because this is already in the negative scale. 
 
However, the ABS (absolute) function which removes the sign may be used if the above rounding 
down on the negative side is not desired. 
 
 =INT(ABS(5.5))   =INT(ABS(-5.5))  returns 
 5    5  
 
If the sign must be retained, then the SIGN function can be used. Assume that cell B3 has a 
value of 5.5 and cell B4 has value of -5.5 then the following results can be obtained: 
 
 =SIGN(B3)*INT(ABS(B3)) =SIGN(B3)*INT(ABS(B3)) returns 
 5    -5 
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TIME CONVERSION 
 
Second, they show the use of methods to convert "hh.mm" for example to "hh.hh". Assume cell 
B3 has a value of 4.30 meaning a time but in a decimal cell, meaning to us humans, four thirty, 
and we wish the time in hours and decimals of hours then: 
 
 =((100*b3-INT(100*b3/100)*100)/60)+INT(100*b3/100)  returns  4.5 
 

Sun's apparent hour angle             LHA=local hour angle     

Time   From LHA Radians sin cos tan cot PM PM 

hhmm hh.hh midday      hh.hh hhmm 

4.00 4.00 8.00 120.0000 2.0944 0.8660 
-

0.5000 
-

1.7321 
-

0.5774 8.00 8.00 

4.15 4.25 7.75 116.2500 2.0289 0.8969 
-

0.4423 
-

2.0278 
-

0.4931 7.75 7.45 

4.30 4.50 7.50 112.5000 1.9635 0.9239 
-

0.3827 
-

2.4142 
-

0.4142 7.50 7.30 

 
The above extract from a spreadsheet shows this conversion, hh.mm is in the left most column, 
and hh.mm is in the second column. In this case, the hh.hh is the local hour angle: 
 
 lha=15*hours from noon 

 
 
CONVERTING DECIMAL MINUTES TO MINUTES AND SECONDS 
 
Always test functions that you use. For example, the integer function =INT(value) is not what you 
might expect. The integer of 10.1 and -10.1 is commonly held to be 10, and -10 however the 
actual INT function in some spreadsheets is the integer after rounding down. Thus the integer of -
10.001 may be -11 and not -10. For example, assume cell C7 is m.mm or –m.mm (such as the 
plus or minus EOT values in decimal):- 
 
=IF(C7<0, -1*(INT(ABS(C7)) + (ABS(C7)-INT(ABS(C7)))*0.6 ),  INT(C7) + (C7-INT(C7))*0.6) 
 
  3.40 ( 3.40 minutes)  results in   3.24  (3 minutes 24 seconds) 
 -3.40 (-3.40 minutes)  results in  -3.24  (3 minutes 24 seconds) 
 
This formula tests the cell's sign, uses the integer of the absolute (positive) value to get around 
the round down, and thus converts plus or minus minutes in decimal to minutes and seconds. 
 
And if you wished the absolute value then you could use =ABS(. . .) or =SIGN(C7)*( . . .), yes it is 
permissible to code: 
 
 =ABS(IF . . . )  or =SIGN(C7) * ABS(IF . . . ) 
 
It is possible to end up with 6:60 meaning 7:00, that is life after computers. 
 
 
BLANKS IN FORMULAE 
 
Some spreadsheets sometimes get upset on long formulae if blanks are used, sometimes they do 
not. It may say they are erroneous when all that is problematic is those blanks. 
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TRIGONOMETRY AND MATH IN A SPREADSHEET 
 

HOUR LINE ANGLES     Horizontal or vertical dial     

            

 
HORIZONTAL DIAL 
LATITUDE               

TIME 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29  

12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 noon 
0.25 1.28 1.35 1.41 1.47 1.53 1.59 1.65 1.70 1.76 1.82 11.75 

0.50 2.58 2.70 2.82 2.94 3.07 3.18 3.30 3.42 3.54 3.65 11.50 
0.75 3.89 4.08 4.26 4.44 4.63 4.81 4.98 5.16 5.34 5.51 11.25 

1 5.24 5.48 5.73 5.98 6.22 6.46 6.70 6.94 7.17 7.40 11 

6 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 6 

 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61  

 VERTICAL DIAL LATITUDE        
 
 
 =DEGREES(ATAN(TAN(RADIANS(15*time))*SIN(RADIANS(lat))))  
 
 hour line angle =DEGREES(ATAN(TAN(RADIANS(15*time))*SIN(RADIANS(lat))))                                 
 hour line angle H = atan (  sin(lat) * tan (ha)  )                           
      
INTERMEDIATE VALUES 
 
Sometimes the cell formula can get vary large and out of hand. If you make an error on entering a 
formula, the spreadsheet will offer a correction. Be very careful of accepting their suggestion. It is 
best to match the parentheses yourself. Luckily, many spreadsheets will highlight a parenthesis's 
matching parenthesis as you move the cursor over, I hate to say it, a parenthesis. 
 
If a formula gets too large, consider using intermediate columns, or cells, that hold intermediate 
data. Intermediary values are usually kept off to one side, the right side in this case, and used as 
working accumulators for the final value. 
 
For example, the latitude is copied from cell B2 into cell E3, and from then on cells look back one 
cell, so E4 copies from E3, E5 from E4 and so on. This makes it easier to copy a row for formula 
and paste them into the next line, while not having to go back and edit the formula. If all cells 
referred to B2, then each copy and paste would change the =B2 to a =B3, a =B4, and so on with 
each copy in the column. 
 
Another technique is discussed later, using hard cell referencing, however, that makes it hard to 
copy and reproduce tables. 
 

A B C D E 
1 LATITUDE   intermediate values 
2 74.3   lat 
3    =b2                      could have coded $B$2 
4    =e3                     which would not change when  
5    =e4                     copied and pasted continuously 

 
In the excerpt above, B2 is the "master latitude", E3 refers to it, and E4 refers to E3. When in a 
spreadsheet, you copy E4 to E5 then it updates the =E3 to E4, and so on as you select or even 
block select, copy, then past lower down in the column. If you copied cell E3 (saying =B2) to the 
next cell down then it would save it as =B3 which is incorrect. One can hard code cell references 
using the $column$row syntax, however the benefits may outweigh the drawbacks. 
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Columns can be used for intermediate values needed in complex formulae, and this is the 
equivalent to using accumulators in an old computer (1960's vintage) or to intermediate values in 
the scientific calculators. 
 
AN EXAMPLE OF INTERMEDIATE VALUES IN COLUMNS OFF TO THE RIGHT 
 

 
 
 

 
The gnomon:chart ratio on the top right of the chart is the ratio and reciprocal of the ratio of the 
style length to the distance from the top of a chart of altitude curves, to the bottom on the lowest 
hour shown, typically about June 20, noon time. 
 
 

SOLAR DECLINATION FOR EVERY TEN DAYS AND HOURLY SOLAR ALTITUDE      
THIS TABLE IS FOR LATITUDE: 30   Gnomon:chart ratio: 0.11 8.70  

  am altitude 
  

        
Intermediate 
values 

Date decl 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 Julian  td lat 
1/1 -23.1 -11.3 0.6 11.7 21.6 29.6 35.0 36.9 1  0 30 

1/10 -22.1 -10.8 1.1 12.3 22.3 30.5 36.0 37.9 10  0.155145 30 
1/20 -20.3 -10.0 2.1 13.5 23.6 32.0 37.7 39.7 20  0.327529 30 

2/1 -17.3 -8.6 3.7 15.3 25.8 34.5 40.5 42.7 32  0.534389 30 
 
 
  conditional 
   formatting to 
    hide negative            td=(2*3.1416*(jul.day-1)) / 365 
     numbers 
 
    julian=use hard coded dates 
                   = previous  
 =DEGREES(ASIN(SIN(RADIANS(decl))*SIN(RADIANS(lat))+       cell  
        COS(RADIANS(decl))*COS(RADIANS(lat))*              above 
     COS(RADIANS(15*(12-(timeofday/100))))))     
 
      i.e. = asin(sin(decl)*sin(lat)+cos(decl)cos(lat)cos(time)) 
 
 
=DEGREES(0.006918 - 0.399912*COS(td) + 0.070257*SIN(td)  -  
   0.006758*COS(2*td) + 0.000907*SIN(2*td) - 0.002697*COS(3*td) +      td is the intermediate 
   0.00148*SIN(3*td))         value above. 

 
Notice the use of radians instead of degrees, and the use of accumulators to the right  for "td" 
which is an intermediate value, and how the latitude is replicated down the column on the right 
also, this means that the use of absolute cell references, $column$row is avoided. Sometimes 
absolute cell references are helpful, sometimes they are not. It is a question of technique. 
 
The Julian date was hard coded because there was a problem with the DATEVALUE function in 
the version of spreadsheet the author used. Always double check formulae as you proceed. 
 
NOTE:   Open Office provides an almost compatible Word and Excel replacement, with a built in 
PDF converter. The spreadsheet syntax is slightly different from Excel, but Open Office converts 
them to its own formatspreadsheet. 

DECLINATION by day and ALTITUDE by day/hour         
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DECLINATION by day and AZIMUTH by day/hour  
          
          

SOLAR DECLINATION FOR EVERY TEN DAYS AND HOURLY SOLAR AZIMUTH   

THIS TABLE IS FOR LATITUDE: 32           
  am azimuth           Intermediate values 
Date decl 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 Julian  td lat 

1/1 -23.1 70.2 62.7 54.1 43.9 31.4 16.5 0.0 1  0 32
1/10 -22.1 71.0 63.5 54.9 44.5 31.9 16.8 0.0 10  0.16 32
1/20 -20.3 72.6 65.0 56.3 45.8 32.9 17.4 0.0 20  0.33 32

2/1 -17.3 75.2 67.4 58.6 47.9 34.7 18.4 0.0 32  0.53 32
      
      
      
      
      
      

12/20 -23.4 69.8 62.4 53.9 43.6 31.2 16.4 0.0 354  6.09 32
             
 
 
 
        td=(2*3.1416*(jul.day-1)) / 365 
   use hard coded Julian days 
 
 
  az=degrees(atan(sin(RADIANS(15*(12-(hour/100))))/(sin(radians(lat)) *  
   cos(RADIANS(15*(12-(hour/100))))-tan(radians(decl))*cos(radians(lat))))) 
 
    or in human terms... 
     
   az =  atan( sin(ha) / (sin(lat)*cos(ha)-tan(decl)*cos(lat) )  ) 
   
 

=DEGREES(0.006918 - 0.399912*COS(td) + 0.070257*SIN(td)  -  
   0.006758*COS(2*td) + 0.000907*SIN(2*td) - 0.002697*COS(3*td) +      td is the intermediate 
   0.00148*SIN(3*td))         value above. 

 
 

When you choose a formula, from whatever source, always test it at extreme as well as in 
between values. For example, there are two versions of the formulae for azimuth in publication. 
One documented on Waugh ch15 p92 and on Mayall ap1 p243, and the other (which is used 
here) is documented on Waugh ch15 p139 and Folkard and Ward page 74. The latter formula 
seems to provide better results at 6am and 6pm, however all other hourly times otherwise match. 
Page references to other authors are approximate since different print editions and different 
revisions may have different page numbers. 
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SUNRISE AND SUNSET SPREADSHEET 
 
DECLINATION by day and APPROX SUNRISE/SUNSET time STANDARD   

        

LATITUDE LONG ref:long   Tables are based on the LATITUDE, LONG and time zone 

51.5 0.50 0  reference in the boxes to the left. EOT is used and is 

London UK      the 3 wave approximation. Summer time not considered. 

    STD TIME   Daylight Sunrise 
Date Julian decl eot rise set duration azimuth 

1/1 1 -23.1 3.4 8.15 15.56 7.45 51.0
 
First intermediate figures are EOT and declination components and the local sunrise hour angle. 

Intermediate values   
LOCAL SUNRISE 
DATA 

eot td lat ha hhmm 

3.4 0.00000 51.5 122.4 8.09
 
The next intermediate values work sunrise to completion, then sunset to completion, and each 
separately make the longitude then the EOT adjustment. 
 
EOT uses formula: 
-1*(9.84*SIN(RADIANS(2*(360*(julday-81)/365))) - 7.53*COS(RADIANS(360*(julday-81)/365)) - 
1.5*SIN(RADIANS(360*(julday-81)/365)))-0.3 where the Julian day in the second final data 
column was entered as-is, it did not use a formula.  
 
 
The LOCAL hhmm of sunrise was derived using: (100*INT(localha/15)+INT(60*((localha/15-
INT(localha/15)))))/100 where  The local hour angle of sunrise was based on:  
DEGREES(ACOS(TAN(RADIANS(latitude))*TAN(RADIANS(declination)))) 
 

 
sun rise time   sun set time   

std time intermediate      std time intermediate     
STD rise  rise plus  STD set plus  daylength
ha h.hh eot h.hh  set h.hh eot h.hh  h.hh 

122.9 8.19 8.25  15.9 15.93  7.74
 
The STD ha was equal to the LOCAL ha in the preceding intermediate value section, plus the 
difference of the user's longitude and the reference longitude. 
 
Times were kept decimal until the final conversion using: INT(T8)+0.6*(T8-INT(T8))  where T8 
was a decimal time. 
 
Sunset was a similar process, sunset h.hh was found by 24-sunrise.h.hh and this must be 
calculated before the EOT or longitude corrections are applied. 
 
The EOT shown above is in mm.mm (decimal), it may be converted to mm.ss with a formula such 
as:- 
 
 =IF(L8>0,INT(L8)+0.6*(L8-INT(L8)),-1*(INT(ABS(L8))+0.6*(ABS(L8)-INT(ABS(L8))))) 
 
where L8 is the time in decimal minutes (mm.mm) 
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USING A SPREADSHEET GRAPHING FUNCTION TO DRAW HOUR LINE ANGLES 
 
Using a formula or raw data from a table in the appendix, it is possible to generate a chart using  
the spreadsheets charting function so that hour lines can be drawn for a dial plate. 
 

A B C D E F G H I J 

2 Enter the latitude 32       

3          

4 To have a spreadsheet generate a chart of hour line angles, eg, latitude 32 horizontal dial 

5 first get the hour line angles (from the tables or from calculation):-   

6          

7 pm time 12 1 2 3 4 5 6  

8 angle 0 8.08 17.01 27.92 42.55 63.18 90  

9          

10 Then generate a set of differences or steps     

11          

12 difference 0 8.08 8.93 10.91 14.63 20.63 26.82  

13 [formula] =0 =D8-C8 =E8-D8 etc etc etc =I8-H8  

14          

15 Then we need to bring the angles up to 360 degrees so we can have a pie chart of 360 

16 degrees. To do this we add a trailing number of 360-the sum of the steps:  

17          

18 difference 0 8.08 8.93 10.91 14.63 20.63 26.82 270 

19        
=360-
SUM(C18:I18) 

20          

21 Select the cells from the left to right and INSERT, CHART, PIE to get a true angular chart. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The spreadsheet chart was captured as a JPG file, imported into a CAD program, and 
INSERT, MEASUREMENT, ANGULAR, options were used to measure the angles which as 
can be seen are well within reading tolerances. 

  
This chapter is not a thesis on spreadsheet programs, it provides hints about numerical methods 
for effective spreadsheet usage. Some of these spreadsheets are available on the web site 
named at the beginning and the end of this book. Spreadsheets are included to help deduce the 
design latitude of a store bought dial, and to assist in determining a wall's declination.  
 
Another option is to convert hour line angles to x,y pairs and do an insert chart X:Y SCATTER, 
and use one of the several graphical depiction options, the main spreadsheet provided with this 
book also uses that technique for horizontal and vertical dials.  
 
A combined utility spreadsheet is on the web site as:   illustratingShadows.xls 
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The book “Illustrating Time’s Shadow” uses Excel spreadsheets extensively.  
 
 
Angular measure uses radians, there are 2 * pi radians in a circle of 360 degrees. The 
trigonometric functions SIN, COS, TAN, COTAN, and so on, need the radian conversion first. Any 
function that returns an angular measure, such as ATAN, ACOS, ASIN, also printed as    TAN-1, 
COS-1, SIN-1, would need to be converted back to degrees using the DEGREES function. The 
number of significant digits after the decimal point is controlled by the FORMAT, CELLS, 
NUMBER option. Some functions do rounding of their own. The INT (integer) function returns the 
integer part of a number on the left side of the decimal point, rounds down. And the number 
below 5.9 is 5, however the number below -5.1 is -6 because this is already in the negative scale. 
However, the ABS (absolute) function which removes the sign may be used if the above rounding 
down on the negative side is not desired. If the sign must be retained, then the SIGN function can 
be used. Sometimes the cell formula can get vary large and out of hand. If you make an error on 
entering a formula, the spreadsheet will offer a correction. Be very careful of accepting their 
suggestion. It is best to match the parentheses yourself. If a formula gets too large, consider 
using intermediate columns, or cells, that hold intermediate data. Intermediary values are usually 
kept off to one side, the right side in this case, and used as working accumulators for the final 
value. One can hard code cell references using the $column$row syntax. And finally, when you 
choose a formula, from whatever source, always test it at extreme as well as in between values. 
For example, there are two versions of the formulae for azimuth in publication, only one works for 
all hours.  Bellow a simple spreadsheet is depicted with comments. 
 
 
 
 

This cell is D16 
=DEGREES(ATAN(TAN(RADIANS(15*C16))* 
  SIN(RADIANS($F$8))))    

 $F$8 being latitude 
 C16 being the time for this row 

Dial's latitude     32.75 

Dial's longitude   108.20 

legal time zone longitude   105.00 

B11 C11 D11 12.8 
long 
corr 

B12 C12 D12 E12 F12 

B13 C13 
Hour 
line 

Horizontal hour 
line 

TIME DAY h-dial angles w long corr 

am pm angles am pm 

12.00 12.00 0.00 1.73 -1.73 
   

11.50 0.50 4.07 5.84 2.33 

11.00 1.00 8.25 10.09 6.45 

10.50 1.50 12.63 14.59 10.73 

10.00 2.00 17.35 19.49 15.28 

9.50 2.50 22.54 24.95 20.26 

9.00 3.00 28.41 31.18 25.81 

8.50 3.50 35.18 38.42 32.17 

8.00 4.00 43.14 46.96 39.58 

7.50 4.50 52.56 57.08 48.34 

7.00 5.00 63.65 68.88 58.71 

6.50 5.50 76.32 82.09 70.75 

6.00 6.00 90.00 -84.10 84.10 

 no longitude These have 

 correction 
longitude 
correction 

=DEGREES(ATAN(TAN(RADIANS((15*C22)+ 
  ($F$9–$F$10)))*SIN(RADIANS($F$8)))) 
 
=DEGREES(ATAN(TAN(RADIANS((15*C22)– 
  ($F$9–$F$10)))*SIN(RADIANS($F$8)))) 
 

 $F$8 being latitude 
 C22 being the time for this row 
 $F$9-$F$10 being long-ref.long 

The hours depicted match those of the 
JustBASIC program on the preceding page, as 
well as those produced by the DeltaCAD macro 
results. 

In the above, the top left cell is B8, the top right 
cell is B12. Cells B11~D11, B12~F12, and 
B13~B14 are shown in italics purely for 
rererence.  
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DELTA CAD ~ PROGRAMMING & USE 
 
 
Many projects in this book used Delta CAD macros whose resulting dial plates were printed, cut 
out, and used as templates. The reason for using Delta CAD was because it is popular,and 
programmable. The author uses glass, clay, and copper on his outside dials. 
 
 
The author's first career before winding up as an airline pilot was in programming computers. 
Some work was commercial, but most work was in operating system software. The first system 
he programmed was an IBM 1401 in Autocoder. Then an IBM 360 in BAL (Basic Assembler 
Language), with a bit of PL/I, and FORTRAN. All his work on the IBM 370 and later machines 
was in BAL  and on some other machines he used C and C++. Operating systems used were 
BOS, MFT, and MVT on the IBM 360s, and VS1 and MVS on the IBM 370s, and GCS under VM .  
One pet peeve the author has is that documentation for languages is drawn up by programmers 
as language specifications, and the human interface is covered is somewhat academic. This 
tendency became worse when object oriented programming became the standard because the 
novice is faced with several struggles. Thus the examples in this section for the BASIC macro 
language for Delta CAD are intended to be "conversational" as opposed to transaction oriented. 
In other words less object oriented and more of a natural flow. As background, the author 
designed FIDO and PATCHES which were early spooling systems on IBM 360 mainframes in the 
1970s, and TOTO and later SHADOW which were teleprocessing programs running under DOS 
and MVS on the IBM 370 and later ranges which were sold worldwide from 1972 until 1997. 
SHADOW in particular made over $55m in sales before the author lost track and interest. 
 
 
Older style conversational programs had a natural flow, assumed a sequence of events, and 
were less well suited to random events controlling the program flow. The next development was 
transaction oriented programs which used discrete pieces of code invoked when things 
happened. Less natural, more adaptable to random events controlling program flow, and could 
still easily be made to look conversational if so desired. Then came object oriented code, here 
"objects" were defined which had "methods" associated with them which handled "things" that 
affected the objects. Objects were defined by "classes" with an inheritance structure, and inter-
relationships between objects. Thus one simple change here would trigger many "methods" in 
many "objects" resulting in lots of activity. Hard to make conversational, but highly generalized 
and ideally suited for random events coming in (a screen input, an interrupt from an outside 
source), but clearly not a simple natural program flow. 
 
 
USING A CAD SYSTEM and USING CAD MACROS 
 
A CAD system is a computer program that draws, usually better than the average human. The 2d 
systems such as Delta CAD are simple to use and provide professional draftings. The author 
prefers TurboCAD deluxe which is a full 3d modeling system and which was used for most of the 
pictorials in this series of books. It also has excellent after the fact dimensioning tools. DeltaCAD 
leads TurboCAD in having the computer do all of the work, including calculating angles and then 
drawing them. TurboCAD programming is only available in the Professional edition. Computers 
do what they are told and thus special techniques are needed to do simple things a human can 
intuitively do, such as constraining a line to the boundaries of a box. This not a definitive work on 
Delta CAD and its associated macro language, but rather a few pointers to help write macros. 
The author spent less than half a day reading the DeltaCAD manual and its macro manual, and 
then proceeded forth. Writing macros for DeltaCAD is within reach of any computer literate 
person. To simplify concepts, code in this chapter is extracted and reduced from the programs on 
the CD or website and thus may not handle some special cases.   
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This section extracts some code and explains what it is doing, and shows final resulting dial 
plates. There are many macros available for Delta CAD which are well worth exploring. The 
author has his own versions of Delta CAD macros on the web site for those who are interested, 
and these complement the spreadsheets which are also made available. However, these 
spreadsheets and macros which are fully functional are aimed at education first and foremost, 
and as a tool second. They are not polished works, they are not intended to produce final 
polished products, nor are they intended to compete with the excellent macros available. 
 
Programs usually begin with initial setup, then they define variables to hold information being 
worked on, and they also ask humans what they want, and finally they produce the results. 
 
 
' ********************************************************************* 
' A horizontal dial macro for Delta CAD but in conversational mode as 
' opposed to the more modern object oriented mode, but with notes      
' page numbers refer to Manual.pdf or Basic.pdf provided with delta cad 
' ********************************************************************* 
 
Sub Main()                      ' main procedure is required 
 
' ********************************************************************* 
' Initial house keeping - clear the screen - set the drafting area unit 
' ********************************************************************* 
 
' select all objects that may exist on the screen - p223 of Manual 
' then erase them all - page 189 of Manual 
 
If (dcSelectAll) Then  
   dcEraseSelObjs 
End If  
 
' set the entire future drafting area to inches or centimeters, etc 
' page 43 of the Manual: 1.0 generates inches, and 2.54 is cm 
 
dcSetDrawingScale 0.80 
 
 
At this point, a few thoughts on hard coded numbers, specific dimensions and programming 
practice are relevant. 
 
Good program practice is not to code numbers inline in a program, rather, those numbers should 
be in a data definition area. This makes the program easier to change, however, it also makes the 
program a little harder to understand. 
 
It is similarly bad practice to define display areas, as this program does, of say 0,0 to 1,1 
however, if the end result is scalable there is little harm, however good practice would still use 
symbolic numbers, with those defined in the data definition area. 
 
Programming practice has been for many years to use structured coding techniques, that is IF-
END IF, DO-END DO, FOR NEXT, and the like, and never to use the GOTO statements.  
 
Another more recent architecture of programming systems has been to move towards object 
oriented methods, where an object not only holds the data, but also the methods for altering or 
reading it. And further, all objects can have inter-relationships, so if something changes that might 
affect one object, then that and other objects will find out and act accordingly. For example, in 
Windows bring up two displays of the same folder, and in one display, delete an entry. Object 
oriented methods are what cause the other folder display to update itself and reflect the first 
display's changed status.  
 
While BASIC as supplied with Delta CAD is not fully object oriented, it does use some of its 
concepts, for example the structures needed to talk with humans. Next some programming 
structures are needed for human interaction. These are not  difficult, neither are they quite as 
simple as elementary BASIC. 
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' ********************************************************************* 
' A generic definition is required for a screen input area        
' ******************************************************************** 
' 
' Here a box on the screen for user dialog is structurally defined,  
' it is only a definition of the generic area, it does not create it 
' .....  Dialog aaaaa 
' 
' To create the area, there must be a Dim statement making a label 
' relate to this definition 
' .....  Dim bbbbb as aaaaa     
' 
' To use bbbbb there must be a ..... yyy = Dialog(xxxxx) which causes  
' human interaction. So... 
' 
' create an area on the screen starting at x=20, y=20 
' whose size is 200 left to right and 100 top to bottom 
' whose title is "Location" - where 0,0 is top left 
 
Begin Dialog aaaaa 20, 20, 200,100, "Location" 
' the first text string starts at x=5,y=15 on the screen  
' and the text string itself starts at x=60 for a height of 10 
  Text          5, 15,   60,10,  "Enter latitude" 
 
' the input area starts at x=65 (further right) y=15 (same height) for a  
' size of x=50, y=10 
  TextBox      65, 15,   50, 10, .mylat 
 
' the second text string starts at x=5 but now y=30, i.e. lower down  
' and the text string itself starts at x=60 for a height of 10 
  Text          5, 30,   60, 10,  "Enter longitude" 
 
' and the input area starts at x=65 (further right) y=30  
' (same height) for a size of x=50, y=10 
  TextBox      65, 30,   50, 10, .mylng 
 
' the third text string starts at x=5 y=45  
' and the text string itself starts at x=60 for a height of 10 
  Text          5, 45,   60, 10,  "Enter ref longitude" 
 
' and the input area starts at x=65 y=30 for a size of x=50, y=10 
  TextBox      65, 45,   50, 10, .myref 
 
' and two buttons for what the user means, location first, button size 
' next – and all such boxes must have at least one button by the way 
  OKButton     65, 65,   40, 10 
  CancelButton 65, 85,   40, 10 
End Dialog 
 
 

At this point, a few comments might be helpful. The Begin Dialog has nothing to do with a dialog. 
It is an encyclopedia definition of what you might wish to actually create.  
 
It is created with the Dim statement. 
 
 
' ******************************************************************** 
' The generic definition must then be generated with a name   
' ******************************************************************** 
' 
' this defines "bbbbb" as an instance of aaaaa dialog 
Dim bbbbb As aaaaa 
 
 

And used later..... 
 
 
' ******************************************************************** 
' Now define the initial general working variables          
' ******************************************************************** 
' 
' define a lat and a long, and a reference longitude  
Dim lat  As single 
Dim lng  As single 
Dim ref  As single 

 
... continued on the next page
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... continued from the last page 
 
 
' ******************************************************************** 
' Now get the lat, long, and reference longitude                    
' ******************************************************************** 
 
' first set the defaults - here bbbbb.mylat uses the structure  
' from aaaaa 
bbbbb.mylat = "32.75" 
bbbbb.mylng = "108.2" 
bbbbb.myref = "105.0" 
 

........., in fact here it is being used! 
 
' here the dialog is invoked and the button results returned to ccccc 
' page 20 and 24 etc of Basic discusses the Dialog function 
ccccc = Dialog(bbbbb) 
' which causes the answer to be returned 
lat = bbbbb.mylat 
lng = bbbbb.mylng 
ref = bbbbb.myref 
' CANCEL button returns 0 
' OK     button returns -1 
' you can determine the button with - Print ccccc, lat, lng, ref 
 
 
HORIZONTAL DIAL 
 
The rest of the program is straight forward. 
 
 
' ********************************************************************* 
' ok, what was returned? if "ok button" then do the program itself          
' ********************************************************************* 
 
' ccccc = -1 means the ok button was used and not the cancel button 
If ccccc = -1 Then 
 
   ' ****************************************************************** 
   ' this is the main program to draw the horizontal dial itself     
   ' ****************************************************************** 
 
   ' calculate hour line angles next, but first define them  
   Dim h, hx, hy As Single   ' Delta CAD is fussy about data attributes 
 
   ' the formula is... hourlineangle  = atan ( sin(lat) * tan (lha) ) 
   ' almost all systems us radians 
   ' the formula also needs adjustment for longitude displacement 
 
   ' line color  is 0 is black 
   ' line type   is dcsolid 
   ' line weight is dcnormal 
 
   ' set the text color, font, size, etc also  
   dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,8, 20,0,0  ' p321 of Manual 
   dccreatetext -1.25,   -0.3, 0, "Hour and hour line angle H-DIAL" 
   dccreatetext -1.25,   -0.9, 0, "Lat: " 
   dccreatetext -0.8,    -0.9, 0, Int(lat) 
   dccreatetext  0.0,    -0.9, 0, "Long: " 
   dccreatetext  0.3,    -0.9, 0, Int(lng) 
 
   For hr = 6 To 18 Step 1 
   ' ================================================================= 
       ' for the hour (hr) calculate the hour line angle (h) 
       h = deg(Atn(Sin(rad(lat))*Tan(rad((hr*15) +(ref-lng))))) 
 
       ' show the time in hours 
       dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,8, 21,0,0  ' p321 Manual 
       dccreatetext (-1.2+((hr-6)/5)), -0.5, 0, Abs(hr) 
       ' show the angle 
       dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,6, 21,0,0  ' p321 Manual 
       dccreatetext (-1.2+((hr-6)/5)), -0.7, 0, Int(h) 
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       If hr < 12 Then 
       '  ------------------------------------------------------------ 
       '  morning hours ~ NOTE code for keeping lines in a boxed area 
       '  ------------------------------------------------------------ 
          dcsetlineparms dcblue,dcsolid,dcthin  ' page 228 Manual 
          If Abs(h) < 45 Then             ' lines touch top of box 
             dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,8,21,0,0 ' p321  
             hx = Tan(rad((h)))            
             dccreateline   0,     0, hx,  1 
             dccreatetext  (hx), 1.1,  0,  Abs(hr) ' page 187 of Manual             
          Else                             ' lines touch side of box 
             dcSetTextParms dcBLACK,"Ariel","Bold",0,8, 20,0,0  ' p321 
             hy = Tan(rad((90-h)))            
             dccreateline   0,     0, -1,  -hy 
             dccreatetext  -1.1, -hy,  0,  Abs(hr) ' page 187 of Manual             
          End If  
 
       ElseIf hr = 12 Then 
       '  ------------- 
       '  noon hours 
       '  ------------- 
       ... similar code which is straight forward 
 
       Else 
       '  --------------- 
       '  afternoon hours 
       '  --------------- 
       ... similar code except the sign of the angle goes –ve if 90 
 
       End If  
   ' ================================================================ 
   Next h 
 
 

The program concludes with drawing a couple of boxes.  
 
 
   ' draw a box around everything 
   dccreatebox   -1,     0,    1,    1   ' page 184 Manual 
   dccreatebox   -1.2, -.2,  1.2,  1.2   ' page 184 Manual 
   dcviewbox     -1.1, -1.1, 1.1,  1.3   ' page 225 Manual  
End If 
 
' ********************************************************************* 
' *** this ends the entire program                            
' ********************************************************************* 
End Sub 
 
 

And after the end of the program, there are the DEGREES and RADIANS functions. 
 
 
' *********************************************************************** 
' Useful routines or functions  - Functions must be defined at the end   
' after the main program which is  sub(xx) ... end sub               
' ********************************************************************* 
 
' Convert degrees to radians 
Function Rad ( n As single )  As single 
' page 83 basic.pdf for functions 
    Rad = (n * 2 * 3.14159) / 360 
End Function 
 
' Convert radians to degrees  
Function Deg ( n As single )  As single 
' page 83 basic.pdf for functions 
    Deg = (360 * n) / (2 * 3.14159) 
End Function 
 
 
The actual code on the web site may differ and have code to correct for certain situations, 
however, the objective here has been to step through most of the procedural coding. There are 
some coding violations, however they have been somewhat intentional in order to make the 
process of a complete macro, when accompanied by DeltaCAD's two books, MANUAL.PDF and 
BASIC.PDF, more understandable.  NOTE” The Windows VISTA version of DeltaCAD has a few 
differences, these are covered in appendix 10 of the big book. 
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MERIDIAN DIAL 
 
The horizontal dial and vertical dial methods are simple and straight forward. However, the 
meridian dial, uses distances along an equinox line rather than angles. And just as the horizontal 
and vertical dial have commonalities and differences, so do the east and west non declining 
meridian dials. Distance calculations use a gnomon linear height. 
 
Things increase in complexity if calendar lines are added, and a bit more complex if those 
calendar lines are to terminate the hour lines. 
 
While the horizontal and vertical dials had code to constrain the hour lines within a boundary box, 
this was less of a concern in the meridian dial, however, hours lines in this case would be 
constrained between solstice curves. The meridian dial logic allows the user to specify a gnomon 
linear height, and since it does, the hour lines can be far away, and exceed any boundary box. 
So, this meridian dial logic will not focus on constraining those hour lines and calendar lines 
within a box, but instead will focus on the conversion from trigonometry to sequential 
programming, and also show how the hour lines are constrained inside the calendar curves. 
 
The process is straightforward. 
 
   ' First, lets gather the x,y for the solstice lines for L.A.T. 6pm  
   '        this will be used for the solstice curves 
   '        the distance from the equinox line to a solstice line is 
   '        found from:    tan(23.5) = dist.fr.gnomon.base / glh 
   '        thus:          dist.fr.gnomon.base = glh * tan(23.5) 
   '        and we can use the same method for finding the x,y of 
   '        the summer and the solstice points for 6pm L.A.T. 
 
   ' 
   ' 
   '        *  winter solstice shadow point for 6pm L.A.T. 
   '         \ 
   '          \  <-- the linear distance from gnomon base to solstice  
   '           \                  shadow tip for 6pm L.A.T. is simply 
   '            * gnomon base     gnomon linear height * tan(23.5) 
   '             \               [23.5 is solstice solar declination] 
   '              \ 
   '               \ 
   '                * summer solstice shadow point for 6pm L.A.T. 
 
   winterx = - lat6distsolstc * Cos ( rad(lat)) ' minus as left of 1,1 
   wintery =   lat6distsolstc * Sin ( rad(lat)) ' plus as above 1,1 
   summerx =   lat6distsolstc * Cos ( rad(lat)) ' plus as right of 1,1 
   summery = - lat6distsolstc * Sin ( rad(lat)) ' minus as below 1,1 
 
   ' the above four lines prime an x,y difference from 1,1 which is  
   ' the top right which is the gnomon base and the top right of the  
   ' boundary box 
 
   ' the above four are differences from 1,1 so we need to remember  
   ' that before we use them, and for fun lets put circles at those  
   ' points which will show how the x and y differences from 1,1  
   ' are used 
 
   winterx = 1 + winterx 
   wintery = 1 + wintery 
   summerx = 1 + summerx 
   summery = 1 + summery 
 
   dccreatecircle winterx, wintery, 0.01  ' page 154 Manual 
   dccreatecircle summerx, summery, 0.01  ' page 154 Manual 

 
The logic above takes the gnomon base at x=1, y=1 and derives the x,y coordinates for the 
solstice calendar points, summer and winter, and draws a couple of circles at those points, and 
then saves those points for the adjacent hour line. Not for the hour line location, but for (a) the 
end points of the hour line which will be centered on the equinox line, and (b) so a line can be 
drawn from 6 pm L.A.T. to the hour line, being the start of the calendar line. 
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That is how the calendar lines are drawn, and how the hour lines are constrained. 
 
Rather then duplicate the code which is well commented, please refer to the web site: 
 
 www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
And from thence to the free DeltaCAD section which has all the code in current form. 
 
This has not been intended to be an exhaustive treatise on Delta CAD macros, nor the BASIC 
language it uses, rather it is a summary of the human interface method, and the conversion from 
trigonometry to procedural code. 
 
These dial plates are produced with the DeltaCAD macros available on the web site.  

 

 
 
Note how the meridian dials clearly show the sub-style line, and how they also clearly show the 
style's linear height above the sub-style.  A model style is especially important when working with 
clay dial plates, since clay shrinks approximately 10% 
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The vertical dial is similar to the horizontal dial, however, the dial with calendar data, and the 
equatorial dial have interesting logical methods. 
 
CALENDAR HORIZONTAL DIAL 
 
The logic is not that different from the horizontal dial already discussed, however the addition of 
calendar lines brings up some dilemmas. 
 
Should hour lines be bounded by the solstice curves? This brings to the fore the reason that 
styles sometimes have a nodus, and sometimes they do not. Meridian dials do not face this 
dilemma, horizontal and vertical dials do. 
 
The nodus is for calendar indications. The style is for hour line accuracy. Some horizontal dials 
have a tiny gnomon because of the perceived need to have the calendar lines fit on a dial plate, 
that is the tail wagging the dog. The two are not related. 
 
The logic used in the calendar dial has phases. One phase draws longitude corrected hour lines, 
bounded by a box. And thus uses a healthy long style, the longer the better for ease of reading. 
 
The calendar curves use local apparent time and do their own thing, independent of the hour 
lines. They are two independent elements, not related, and yet a lot of software goes to a great 
deal of trouble to accommodate a nexus that never really existed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
EQUATORIAL DIAL 
 
On the face of it, what could be difficult programming a dial whose hour lines are a fixed 15 
degrees apart. Well, first, those line have to be drawn and limited to a circle or a box. That 
immediately employs special logic depending if the lines drawn from the boundary center, located 
at 0,0 hit the top, left, right, or bottom side. Then comes the circles for the calendar data, followed 
by the sunrise and sunset line, and like the meridian dials, the gnomon length is critical. And 
finally, the rotation of the south facing plate is the opposite of the north facing plate, and similarly 
the numbers go clockwise for one, counter clockwise for the other. 

Chapter 23 discusses the logic and 
thus those pages are not repeated here 
except for some key pointers. In 
particular how do you limit the calendar 
line size compared to the rest of the 
dial plate? Several ideas are... 
 
 Draw each calendar line segment 

and whenever an "x" or "y" 
ordinate exceeds the boundaries, 
then derive a new pair that starts 
at a boundary. 

 The method used in the program 
provided with this book is not  to 
draw any line segment if any of 
the x or y coordinates of a line  
exceeds any boundary 

 Use limiting hours 
 
And so on. 
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To the left is the result of the equatorial dial 
macro provided on the CD as well as available 
on the website. This is a plate facing north in 
the northern hemisphere as can be seen by the 
sunrise/set line being above the nodus, 
whereas for the other half of the dial it would be 
below, the hours reversed, and the longitudinal 
correction rotation would also be different. 
 

 
To the right is an azimuth dial longitude corrected. 
This program or macro can use the spline (curved 
line) or straight line method of showing the hour 
point curve by calendar date. This allows an albeit 
stylistic DXF file to be exported and subsequently 
imported into engraving software such as Dr 
Engrave, as supplied with the Roland engraving 
printers. 
 
 

 
To the left is a polar dial also longitude 
corrected. This macro used a series of 
lines rather than a spline function. 
 
 

 
To the right is a shepherd's dial which does not use the 
spline function, rather it calculates the sun's declination 
every two days and draws the curves of over 180 small 
two day line segments. 
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The sample DeltaCAD programs or macros, available on the CD accompanying this book, as well 
as on the web site, also provide for animation. For example some dial macros allow  
 

 the hour lines and calendar lines to be animated as the latitude changes, or  
 the gnomon shadow is animated through the day for a given declination. 

 
DeltaCAD was not designed for animation, but the results of these macros available on the CD 
and web site can be highly educational.  So, how can one make animation work in DeltaCAD? 
 
One way would probably be to use drawing layers. One layer might hold the hour lines, and 
another layer hold the shadow of the gnomon.  The gnomon shadow holding layer could be 
deleted and re-generated with the next shadow. However that is easier to do by hand on the work 
surface than by programming since the layer must be empty before deletion if done 
programmatically.   
 
Alternatively, one layer per shadow could be used, with all but the desired active layers turned off. 
However, that would be expensive in terms of resources.   
 
Another method would be to redraw the shadow lines with a null color thus deleting a line's pixels, 
all work would then be done in one shadow layer separate from the hour line layer, but there is no 
null color available.  
 
Another approach would be to redraw the shadow lines in white, but that would still obliterate the 
underlying lines, unless a separate layer were used.  
 
Or, the shadow lines could be unique, and then all objects that held that uniqueness could be 
deleted, leaving only the permanent lines.  And so on... 
 
Regardless of the method used, it appears that actual drawing and displaying are asynchronous 
with the dc-commands or functions. Hence lines still seem to be clobbered, sometimes the 
drawing stops until the end if the computer is busy. And that can happen if any programs are 
open even if they are not doing anything. So, "yer pays yer money and takes yer choice". 
 
The simple fact is that animation can be an enormous benefit in understanding how a dial 
changes with latitude or by time of day. 
 
As a reminder, these are conversational programs and do not use object oriented features, they 
are as simple as they can be. 
 
In keeping with this book, these DeltaCAD macros or programs are for their educational benefit 
more than for being polished stellar examples of a finished product. However the dial plates they 
produced were actually used by placing the paper dial plates on clay, and thus were fashioned 
the clay dials seen in this book. If you use any software by anyone at all for actual dial plate 
design, always double check the resulting dial plate, angular, and linear measurements for 
appropriateness.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  DeltaCAD for Windows Vista formalized some syntax that was looser in prior versions. 
For example function calls require parameters not required in prior versions. Also, sloppy coding 
of DeltaCAD features, such as DCCREATETEXT no longer works, rigid parameter coding is 
required. These changes are simple and enforce better programming methods. 
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PRINTING TECHNIQUES ~ ~ ~ FOR DIAL PLATES LARGER THAN PRINT PAPER SIZE 
 
Once you have a DeltaCAD macro executed and a dial plate depicted, printing is easy.  
 
FILE 
 PRINT SETUP 
  select printer 
  select properties 
  landscape or portrait 
  OK 
 
 
 
 
FILE  
 SET PRINT REGION 
  check portrait or landscape 
  set print scale so that the 
   result is the final 
   size you want,  
   recall that paper 
   is often 8.5 x 11  
   inches. The left 
   used a print scale 
   of 0.1 and needed 
   12 sheets, this would 
   be a big dial, the 
   right used a scale  
   of 0.3 and used 2 
   sheets and the final 
   dial plate size can be  
   visually estimated. 
 
FILE 
 PRINT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above process can be used to print dial plates using DeltaCAD for dials larger than the print 
paper size. CAUTION: Some screen capture programs do not accurately preserve aspect ratios, 
so be careful if you use a screen captured layout and paste it into a word processor.  
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PRINTING TECHNIQUES ~ ~ ~ PRINTING A SMALL PART OF A DIAL PLATE 
 
This is typically declining vertical dials facing about east or west 
 
Once you have the dial plate drawn, as shown to the left, use 
DeltaCAD VIEW (top row, not third row of tabs in DeltaCAD)  
 and then zoom to get the area you desire. 
If you use screen capture, beware that some capture  
 programs may distort DeltaCAD angles. The angles  
 in DeltaCAD are correct as tabulated and as  
 displayed. 
 
Because of hour line bunching, use the following print  
 technique: 
 
VIEW (third row, not top row) then  
VIEW OBJECT IN RECTANGLE and draw its rectangle 
FILE then SET PRINT REGION and in that box... 
    in PRINTAREA do SET TO CURRENT WINDOW 
    you may enter print scale numbers also 
FILE then PRINT PREVIEW and then you may print 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
     VIEW on top row 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        
        VIEW on third row 
 
    OBJECT IN RECTANGLE 
 
The above process can be used to print dial plates using DeltaCAD for dials smaller than the 
displayed size. CAUTION: Some screen capture programs do not accurately preserve aspect 
ratios, so be careful if you use a screen captured layout and paste it into a word processor.  
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NANOCAD ~ A FREE CAD SYSTEM 
USES VBS AND JAVA SCRIPT 

 
  

1. www.nanocad.com  
2. download is a multi step process 
 
after the initial registration, go to your email and click on the download link. The notes below are 
for NanoCAD 4,5 however NanoCAD 5 is similar but simpler to install; do not forget to move 
the VBS and JS scripts for NanoCAD 5, otherwise the SCRIPTS VBS and JS option may show 
nothing. 
 
FIRST ESSENTIAL EMAIL ~ this has the serial number:- 
 

 
 
 
then begin the download which you would SAVE AS somewhere that you can find it 
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SECOND ESSENTIAL EMAIL ~ this gives you a userid (email) and password:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then you install the software, it will ask for the serial number from the first email:- 
 

    Nxxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxxxx-xxxxxxx 
 
then it will need the license, which is done online with the logon id (your email you gave them) 
and a password they emailed to you:- 
 

nanoCAD.com login:   anyuseron@yahoo.com 

Password:    sdfghjklrtyuio 
 
 
 
Installation needs not only the registration code, but also a license which is free and also done on 
line with a minimum of fuss. 
 
No addon software is needed, it uses the VBS in a new Windows system. 
 
Tested on Wondows VISTA through Windows 8.

Your nanoCAD 4.5 serial number: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  
 
Your nanoCAD.com login: anyuseron@yahoo.com 
Password:  sdfghjklrtyui 
 
Thank you for using our software! 
 
-- 
nanoCAD.com Administration 
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Some useful web links:- 
 
 http://nanocad.com/page/Programming1 
 
 http://nanocad.com/page/Programming2 
 
 http://www.w3schools.com/vbScript/vbscript_ref_functions.asp 
 
 http://forum.nanocad.com/index.php?/topic/13-script-example/ 
          has line draw example 
 
 Page  529  of “User guide.pdf” 
 
 
 
VBS ~ Visual basic Script  
 
NOTE: In NanoCAD 5 you must do FILE/NEW or NEW at the cmmand line, or click GET 
STARTED,  otherwise TOOLS/SCRIPTS will have JS and VBS greyed out.  
 
NanoCAD loads visual basic scripts from “appdata” in “users\yourname\xxx.” as shown below”- 
 

 
 
 
USERS  yourname  APPDATA needs to be typed  
   because it does NOT show up  
   when you look at the USERS  
   then “yourname” folder 
 
and using this folder saves lots of clicks. However, you are allowed to browse and load VBS 
programs from anywhere. Same process for JS also, by the way. 
 
TOOLS, SCRIPTS, VBS SCRIPTS is how you load a VBS program which runs immediately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Look for 
command line 
prompts  
 
 
AND input data 
at the screen 
bottom. 
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As with many free systems, it is not overburdened by documentation. So these notes continue the 
PBE (programming by example) method of explaining what is happening. 
 
The good news is that VBS is installed on your Windows system so VBS programs will run 
straight away once NanoCAD is installed. 
 

 
 
 output area for text  input area 
 
The script “NChDial.vbs” can be loaded by placing it in the standard folder, or picked up from 
browsing in TOOLS, SCRIPTS, VBS SCRIPTS.   
 
The plotting area is cleared of prior information with ctrl-A and delete, that simple. 
 
Printing is done by the plotter.  FILE, PAGE SETUP, EDIT will allow you to select any printer, 
which is simplicity itself, however if not done, PLOT PREVIEW and PLOT will not work. 
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Measuring an angle is simple. DIMENSIONS on the top row, then ANGLE 
DIMENSION and then move the mouse to a line, click, and to the next 
line, click, and the angle is displayed. 
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' ############################################################################## 
' #  NChDial.vbs  #                 Simon Wheaton-Smith march 30, 2013                                               # 
' ##############################################################################  
' #  a horizontal sundial program written in VBS for the NanoCAD software                                      #  
' #  NanoCAD is available at:       http://nanocad.com/                                                                       #  
' #                                 free but needs registering and a license                                                        #  
' #                                 see "installUseNanoCAD.pdf"  on                                                                  # 
' #                                 www.illustratingshadows.com                                                                        # 
' ############################################################################## 
 
' http://www.w3schools.com/vbScript/vbscript_ref_functions.asp 
' http://nanocad.com/page/Programming1 
' http://forum.nanocad.com/index.php?/topic/13-script-example/  
'                                     ' has line draw example 
 
' The Dim for swsms simply creates a variable into which the Set 
' swsms places the system thingy called ThisDrawing.ModelSpace 
' this allows "swsms." to be used in place of ThisDrawing.ModelSpace 
Dim swsms  
Set swsms = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace  
 
Dim ms  
Set ms    = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace  
 
 
' The Dim and Set below allow ThisDrawing.Utility to be replaced by 
' the variable "ut" as shown in the "Prompt" statements below 
Dim ut  
Set ut    = ThisDrawing.Utility  
 
ThisDrawing.Utility.Prompt("www.illustratingshadows.com") 
ThisDrawing.Utility.Prompt("VBS-script NChDial.vbs") 
ut.Prompt("March 30, 2013 1736 mst") 
msgbox ("*** enter data on the command line as prompted ***") 
 
' ############################################################################## 
' Ask for latitude, longitude, and legal meridian 
' ############################################################################## 
 
' Now predefine some variables, although vbs will define them on the fly if uses 
Dim latr 
Dim lat 
Dim lats 
 
latr = ThisDrawing.Utility.GetReal("Enter a latitude as nnn.n ") 
' 
' ThisDrawing.Utility.Prompt(latr) 
lats = sin(2*3.14162*(latr)/360) 
'ThisDrawing.Utility.Prompt(lats) 
' 
dim lng 
lng = ThisDrawing.Utility.GetReal("Enter longitude as nnn.n ") 
dim ref 
ref = ThisDrawing.Utility.GetReal("Enter legal meridian as nnn.n ") 
 
' ############################################################################## 
' draw the hour lines 
' ############################################################################## 
dim x, y, z 
x = y = z = 0 
' establish a radius of 100 for arbitrary reasons 
r = 100 
for i = 5 to 19  
 
    ha = (ref-lng + (i * 15) ) * 2 * 3.1416 / 360 
    ' get an hour line angle in degrees 
    hla = 360*atn(lats*tan(ha))/(2*3.1416) 
 
    x=r*sin(2*3.1416*hla/360) 
    y=r*cos(2*3.1416*hla/360) 
 
    ' late afternoon code to stop it showing up as morning 
    if i > 12 then 
       if hla < 0 then 
          x = -x 
          y = -y 
       end if 
    end if 
    ' early morning code to stop it showing up as afternoon 
    if i < 12 then 
       if hla > 0 then 
          x = -x 
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          y = -y 
       end if 
    end if 
 
    ' draw the hour line 
    ptb = "0,0,0" 
    pte = CStr(x)+","+CStr(y)+","+CStr(0) 
    Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
 
    ' name the hour line 
    Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText(i,   pte , 5)  
 
    hlap = int(hla*100) / 100 
    ' show its angle also 
    if hlap < 0.01 then 
       ptq = CStr(x-10)+","+CStr(y+10)+","+CStr(0) 
    else 
       ptq = CStr(x+10)+","+CStr(y+10)+","+CStr(0) 
    end if 
    Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText(hlap, ptq , 3)  
 
next  
 
' ############################################################################## 
' #  Draw the gnomon sub style                                                 # 
' ############################################################################## 
 
k = 3 
' k is the divisor of the "R" value so things look reasonable 
ptb = "0,0,0" 
pte = CStr(0)+","+CStr(130)+","+CStr(0) 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
 
x = r * tan(latr*2*3.1416/360)    /k 
' use a sub style length.......  1/k ...... of the R setting 
ptb = "0,0,0" 
pte = CStr(x)+","+CStr(r/k)+","+CStr(0) 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
 
ptb = CStr(0)+","+CStr(r/k)+","+CStr(0) 
pte = CStr(x)+","+CStr(r/k)+","+CStr(0) 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
 
' save the point on the dial plate relating to the nodus 
nodusx = 0 
nodusy = r/k 
' as well as the gnomon linear height, needed for calendar curves 
glh    = (r/k) * tan(latr*2*3.1416/360) 
 
' ############################################################################## 
' #  Draw the equinox line                                                     # 
' ############################################################################## 
  
' k is the divisor of the "R" value so things look reasonable, must be same 
' as was used when drawing the gnomon 
x  = r * tan(latr*2*3.1416/360)    /k 
yd = (r/k)  +  x / tan((90-latr)*2*3.1416/360)  
' yd is the displacement up the dial plate from the dial center 
' 
ptb = CStr(-100)+","+CStr(yd)+","+CStr(0) 
pte = CStr( 100)+","+CStr(yd)+","+CStr(0) 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText("   equinox " , pte , 4)  
 
 
' ############################################################################## 
' #  MAIN LOOP   #   solstice and equinox declinations                         # 
' ############################################################################## 
 
'# this uses NODUSX,Y from the gnomon drawing earlier 
wx = 0                     '# these, when 0, tell the calendar 
wy = 0                     '# line draw to draw nothing 
hr = 7                     '# start at 0700 am (1st seg not drawn) 
 
while hr < 17              '# end at 1700   
   '# get an altitude and azimuth for this one hour at this winter SOLAR declination 
 
   al =  alt( hr, latr, -23.44 )    ' degrees altitude 
   d  = glh / tan(al*2*3.1416/360)  ' radial distance fr nodus base to point on cal curve 
 
   az =  azi( hr, latr, -23.44 )    ' degrees azimuth 
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   xxx=  d * sin(2*3.1416*(az)/360) 
   yyy=  d * cos((2*3.1416*(az)/360)) 
 
   if wx<>0 and wy<>0 then 
         xl=nodusx+wx  
         yl=nodusy+wy  
         xn=nodusx+xxx 
         yn=nodusy+yyy 
         ptb = CStr(xl)+","+CStr(yl)+","+CStr(0) 
         pte = CStr(xn)+","+CStr(yn)+","+CStr(0) 
         if abs(xl) < 130 and abs(xn)<130 then        ' all x values in range? 
            if yl > -80 and yl>0 then                ' last Y in range ? 
               if yn > -80 and yn>0 then             ' last Y in range ? 
                  Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
               end if 
            end if 
         end if 
   end if 
   wx = xxx 
   wy = yyy 
   hr = hr + 0.25 
wend 
 
' >>>>> not needed because equinox line drawn earlier <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
'# this uses NODUSX,Y from the gnomon drawing earlier 
wx = 0                     '# these, when 0, tell the calendar 
wy = 0                     '# line draw to draw nothing 
hr = 7                     '# start at 0700 am (1st seg not drawn) 
 
while hr < 17              '# end at 1700   
   '# get an altitude and azimuth for this one hour at this winter SOLAR declination 
 
   al =  alt( hr, latr, 0 )    ' degrees altitude 
   d  = glh / tan(al*2*3.1416/360)  ' radial distance fr nodus base to point on cal curve 
 
   az =  azi( hr, latr, 0 )    ' degrees azimuth 
 
   xxx=  d * sin(2*3.1416*(az)/360) 
   yyy=  d * cos((2*3.1416*(az)/360)) 
 
   if wx<>0 and wy<>0 then 
         xl=nodusx+wx  
         yl=nodusy+wy  
         xn=nodusx+xxx 
         yn=nodusy+yyy 
         ptb = CStr(xl)+","+CStr(yl)+","+CStr(0) 
         pte = CStr(xn)+","+CStr(yn)+","+CStr(0) 
         if abs(xl) < 130 and abs(xn)<130 then        ' all x values in range? 
            if yl > -80 and yl>0 then                ' last Y in range ? 
               if yn > -80 and yn>0 then             ' last Y in range ? 
                  Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
               end if 
            end if 
         end if 
   end if 
   wx = xxx 
   wy = yyy 
   hr = hr + 0.25 
wend 
 
'# this uses NODUSX,Y from the gnomon drawing earlier 
wx = 0                     '# these, when 0, tell the calendar 
wy = 0                     '# line draw to draw nothing 
hr = 7                     '# start at 0700 am (1st seg not drawn) 
 
while hr < 17              '# end at 1700   
   '# get an altitude and azimuth for this one hour at this winter SOLAR declination 
 
   al =  alt( hr, latr, 23.44 )    ' degrees altitude 
   d  = glh / tan(al*2*3.1416/360)  ' radial distance fr nodus base to point on cal curve 
 
   az =  azi( hr, latr, 23.44 )    ' degrees azimuth 
 
   xxx=  d * sin(2*3.1416*(az)/360) 
   yyy=  d * cos((2*3.1416*(az)/360)) 
 
   if wx<>0 and wy<>0 then 
         xl=nodusx+wx  
         yl=nodusy+wy  
         xn=nodusx+xxx 
         yn=nodusy+yyy 
         ptb = CStr(xl)+","+CStr(yl)+","+CStr(0) 
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         pte = CStr(xn)+","+CStr(yn)+","+CStr(0) 
         if abs(xl) < 130 and abs(xn)<130 then        ' all x values in range? 
            if yl > -80 and yl>0 then                ' last Y in range ? 
               if yn > -80 and yn>0 then             ' last Y in range ? 
                  Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
               end if 
            end if 
         end if 
   end if 
   wx = xxx 
   wy = yyy 
   hr = hr + 0.25 
wend 
 
' ############################################################################## 
' #  display key design data                                                   # 
' ############################################################################## 
 
ptq = "-140,110,0" 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText("Horizontal Dial v130330" , ptq , 4)  
 
ptq = "-140,100,0" 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText("Latitude: " , ptq , 4)  
ptq = "-100,100,0" 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText( latr, ptq , 4)  
 
ptq = "-140,90,0" 
'Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText("Longitude: "+Cstr(lng) , ptq , 4)  
' could do above but alignment is better if we do the below 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText("Longitude: " , ptq , 4)  
ptq = "-100,90,0" 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText( lng, ptq , 4)  
 
ptq = "-140, 80,0" 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText("Legal: " , ptq , 4)  
ptq = "-100, 80,0" 
Set hourObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddText( ref, ptq , 4)  
 
' ############################################################################## 
' #  Draw a box to bound the depiction                                         # 
' ############################################################################## 
 
ptb = "-150,-80,0" 
pte = "+150,-80,0" 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
ptb = "-150,130,0" 
pte = "+150,130,0" 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
ptb = "-150,-80,0" 
pte = "-150,130,0" 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
ptb = " 150,-80,0" 
pte = " 150,130,0" 
Set lineObj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddLine(ptb,pte) 
 
' ############################################################################## 
' #  make sure you can find the darn thing                                     # 
' ############################################################################## 
 
ThisDrawing.Utility.Prompt "Perform a ZoomAll" 
ThisDrawing.Application.ZoomAll 
 
ThisDrawing.Utility.Prompt("*** END ***") 
' ####### 
' # END # 
' ####### 
 
' ############################################################################## 
' #  F U N C T I O N S                                                         # 
' ############################################################################## 
' 
' http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/vbscript_procedures.asp 
' 
 
Function arcSin(no1) 
   '# -------------------------------------------------------- 
   '# asn which VBS in NanoCAD does not provide 
   '# -------------------------------------------------------- 
   ' get the ASN of a number in degrees 
   ' ################################### 
   if abs(no1) > 0.99999 then         '# this makes up 
      if no1 > 0.99999 then           '# for the missing 
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         no2 = 1                      '# asn function 
      end if                          '# 
      if no1 < -0.99999 then          '# 
         no2 = -1                     '# 
      end if                          '# 
   else                               '# 
      no2 = atn(no1/(sqr(1-no1*no1))) '# 
   end if                             '# 
   no3 = 360*no2/(2*3.1416)           '# 
   ' ################################### 
   arcSin = no3 
End Function 
 
 
Function azi(hr, lat, decl) 
'# -------------------------------------------------------- 
'# Return the azimuth Azi in degrees (decl= -23.5 to +23.5) 
'# -------------------------------------------------------- 
'#  
   th = hr       
   if th > 12 then                    '# ensure hour in formula below is hours from noon 
      th = th - 12 
   else  
      th = 12 - th 
   end if 
 
   Rlat   = lat  * 2  *    3.1416 / 360 
   Rdecl  = decl * 2  *    3.1416 / 360 
   Rth15  = th   * 15 * 2* 3.1416 / 360 
 
   tz = 360*(atn(sin(Rth15)/(sin(Rlat)*cos(Rth15)-tan(Rdecl)*cos(Rlat))))/(2*3.1416) 
                                      '# atn is in radians, so we make the end result degrees 
   if tz > 90 then                    '# ensure that negative azimuths are handles correctly 
         tz = 180 - tz 
   end if 
   if tz < 0 then                     '# test this second 
         tz = 180 + tz 
   end if 
 
   if hr >= 12 then 
      tz = -abs(tz) 
   else 
      tz = abs(tz) 
   end if  
 
   azi = tz                           '# azi = tz 
 
End Function 
 
 
'# --------------------------------------------------------- 
'# Return the altitude Alt in degrees (decl= -23.5 to +23.5) 
'# --------------------------------------------------------- 
'# 
Function alt(hr, lat, decl)           '# ensure hour in formula below is hours from noon 
   th = hr 
   if th > 12 then 
      th = th - 12 
   else  
      th = 12 - th 
   end if 
 
   Rlat   = lat  * 2  *    3.1416 / 360 
   Rdecl  = decl * 2  *    3.1416 / 360 
   Rth15  = th   * 15 * 2* 3.1416 / 360 
 
   ta = arcSin(sin(Rdecl)*sin(Rlat)+cos(Rdecl)*cos(Rlat)*cos(Rth15)) ' arcsin is in degrees 
 
   if ta < 0 then                     '# If below the horizon, return 0 or leave it as, whatever you decide 
      ta = ta 
   end if 
 
   alt = ta 
End Function 
 
 
 
 
' ####### 
' # END # 
' #######
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Horizontal dial: 
NChDial.vbs 
 
The display has a black background, but 
when printed it is white. However, a screen 
capture would capture it as black with white 
lines. The result looks something like:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vertical dial: 
 
NCvDial.vbs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vertical decliner: 
 
NCvDec.vbs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: The web site and CD have both VBS and JavaSCRIPT programs for NanoCAD. 
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FREECAD ~ A FREE CAD SYSTEM 
USES PYTHON 

 
FreeCAD is a free CAD system that supports 3d and 2d, it is more focused on using scripting, 
however the Illustrating Shadows Python scripts show FreeCAD is an equal to DeltaCAD in many 
cases. It is not well suited to manual drafting where DeltaCAD and TurboCAD excell.  

 
 
First, go to this web page:- 
 
http://www.freecadweb.org/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
click on DOWNLOADS which is:- 
 
http://www.freecadweb.org/wiki/index.php?title=Download 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
select the .msi package:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then execute the .msi file after you have 
verified it is virus free, which it was. 
 
At this point, you now have FreeCAD installed. 
 
Useful scripting web pages are something like:- http://www.freecadweb.org/wiki 
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Bring up FreeCAD 
 

 
 
 
       click to get rid of unwanted 
       screens 
 
 paste the Python scripts here 
 
 
 
 
   Syntax error messages appear at the screen bottom but 
   only for a very short time. If the error is unbalanced  
   parentheses, then the line indicated is the line after the  
   line with the error. 
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Once a macro works, it can be installed:- 
 
 
 
click MACRO and in the pull down window,  
 
 
click MACRO then click 
 
 
 
click CREATE and then  
 
enter a macro name which causes an EDITING 
panel to be created, then 
 
paste your macro or Python script into the editing 
window 
 
then close the window which will promt you to save 
the macro. 
 
From then on you may click MACRO, MACROS, 
click on the name and either click on EDIT or 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
This makes it easy to edit a macro, test it, and subsequently edit it.  Useful links are:- 
 
 Use of the built in macro editor 
 
  http://www.freecadweb.org/wiki 
 
 Creating user interaction: 
 
  http://www.freecadweb.org/wiki 
 
 Python tutorial for FreeCAD 
 
  http://docs.python.org/2/tutorial/index.html 
 

 
 
 
 
TO SET THE BACKGROUND COLOR TO WHITE:- 
 

EDIT 
 PREFERENCES 
  DISPLAY 
   COLORS 
    BACKGROUND 
     choose for example white
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A basic horizontal sundial Python script for FreeCAD 
 

 FChDial.py  you alter dial location in the macro 
 FChDialGUI.py  you enter dial location in a dialog box 
 and other such macros 

 
 
###################################################################################### 
#                                                                                    # 
#          H O R I Z O N T A L    D I A L    G E N E R A T O R                       # 
#                                                                                    # 
# March 11, 2013 1032 mst   Simon Wheaton-Smith    www.illustratingshadows.com       # 
#                                                                                    # 
###################################################################################### 
 
from   PyQt4 import QtCore, QtGui 
import FreeCAD  
import math 
import Mesh 
import BuildRegularGeoms 
import FreeCAD #,Draft            
from   FreeCAD import Base 
from   FreeCAD import Part 
from   FreeCAD import Draft 
 
class Ui_Dialog(object): 
   def setupUi(self, Dialog): 
       Dialog.setObjectName("Dialog") 
       Dialog.resize(350, 250) 
 
       self.title = QtGui.QLabel(Dialog) 
       self.title.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect         (10,  10, 271, 16)) 
       self.title.setObjectName      ("title") 
 
       self.helping = QtGui.QLabel(Dialog) 
       self.helping.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect       (200, 10, 271, 16)) 
       self.helping.setObjectName    ("title") 
 
       # describe latitude 
       self.label_width = QtGui.QLabel(Dialog) 
       self.label_width.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect   (10,  50, 300, 16)) 
       self.label_width.setObjectName("label_width") 
       # describe longitude 
       self.label_height = QtGui.QLabel(Dialog) 
       self.label_height.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect  (10,  90, 300, 16)) 
       self.label_height.setObjectName("label_height") 
       # describe legal meridian 
       self.label_moreinfo = QtGui.QLabel(Dialog) 
       self.label_moreinfo.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect(10, 130, 300, 16)) 
       self.label_moreinfo.setObjectName("label_moreinfo") 
 
       # get latitude 
       self.width = QtGui.QLineEdit(Dialog) 
       self.width.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect        (200,  40,  80, 26)) 
       self.width.setObjectName("width") 
       # get longitude 
       self.height = QtGui.QLineEdit(Dialog) 
       self.height.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect       (200,  80,  80, 26)) 
       self.height.setObjectName("height") 
       # get legal meridian 
       self.moreinfo = QtGui.QLineEdit(Dialog) 
       self.moreinfo.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect     (200, 120,  80, 26)) 
       self.moreinfo.setObjectName("moreinfo") 
 
       self.create = QtGui.QPushButton(Dialog) 
       self.create.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect       ( 50, 160, 150, 26)) 
       self.create.setObjectName("create") 
 
       self.anote  = QtGui.QPushButton(Dialog) 
       self.anote.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect       ( 50, 190, 150, 26)) 
       self.anote.setObjectName("anote") 
 
       self.retranslateUi(Dialog) 
       QtCore.QObject.connect(self.create,QtCore.SIGNAL("pressed()"),self.createPlane) 
       QtCore.QObject.connect(self.anote, QtCore.SIGNAL("pressed()"),self.enditall) 
       QtCore.QMetaObject.connectSlotsByName(Dialog) 
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   def retranslateUi(self, Dialog): 
       Dialog.setWindowTitle      (QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "Horizontal 
Dial",        None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
       self.title.setText         (QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "Dial 
Location", None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
       self.helping.setText       (QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "red X to 
return", None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
       self.label_width.setText   (QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "Latitude",      
None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
       self.label_height.setText  (QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "Longitude",     
None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
       self.label_moreinfo.setText(QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "legal 
meridian",None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
       self.create.setText        (QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "MUST CLICK 
HERE to draw!", None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
       self.anote.setText         (QtGui.QApplication.translate ("Dialog", "click to exit 
FreeCAD", None, QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8)) 
 
#################################################################################### 
# createPlane # The real guts of the horizontal dial generator                     # 
#################################################################################### 
 
   def createPlane(self): 
       try: 
           # first we check if valid numbers have been entered 
           w = float(self.width.text()) 
           h = float(self.height.text()) 
           m = float(self.moreinfo.text()) 
       except ValueError: 
           print "values must be valid numbers!" 
       else: 
           #  get my values 
           lat = w 
           lng = h 
           ref = m 
 
           ############################################################### 
           # draw the hour lines                                         # 
           ############################################################### 
 
           mesh = Mesh.Mesh() 
 
           #   CONFIGURATION VALUES, LEAVE ALONE 
           r   = 2        # the length of an hour line 
           dd  = 1.5      # drop the Y value down by this at DRAW time 
 
           #   MAIN LOOP 
           i = -6 
           while i < 7: 
               #     i      is the hour 
               #     ha     is the hour angle 
               #     hlat   is the tan of the hour line angle 
               ha    = i*15 - (lng-ref)   
               hlat  = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) * math.tan(math.radians(ha))   
               hla   = math.degrees(math.atan(hlat)) 
 
               #     r      is the radius of an hour line 
               #     x,y    is the coordinate of the hour line tip  
               x     = r * math.sin(math.radians(hla))                              
               y     = r * math.cos(math.radians(hla)) 
 
               if lng > ref: 
                  if  i == -6: 
                     y = - y 
                     x = - x 
               if lng < ref: 
                  if  i == 6: 
                     y = - y 
                     x = - x 
 
               # make noon line longer 
               if i == 0 :  
                  x = 1.2 * x 
                  y = 1.2 * y 
 
               # draw an hour line 
               c = Part.makeLine((0,-dd,0), (x,y-dd,0)) 
               Part.show(c) 
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               Draft.makeText(12+i,FreeCAD.Vector(x,y-dd,0),"TRUE") 
               j = 100*hla 
               j = int(j) 
               k = float(j) / 100  
               if x > 0 : 
                  Draft.makeText(k,FreeCAD.Vector(x+0.2,y+0.2-dd,0),"TRUE") 
               if x < 0 : 
                  Draft.makeText(k,FreeCAD.Vector(x-0.3,y+0.2-dd,0),"TRUE") 
 
               Draft.makeText(12+i,   FreeCAD.Vector( 2.7,-1.8+(0.2*(12-i)),0),"TRUE") 
               Draft.makeText(k,      FreeCAD.Vector( 3.4,-1.8+(0.2*(12-i)),0),"TRUE") 
 
               i = i + 1  
 
           # draw a border 
           c = Part.makeLine((-3,-2,0), ( 3,-2,0)) 
           Part.show(c) 
           c = Part.makeLine((-3, 2,0), ( 3, 2,0)) 
           Part.show(c) 
           c = Part.makeLine((-3,-2,0), (-3, 2,0)) 
           Part.show(c) 
           c = Part.makeLine(( 3,-2,0), ( 3, 2,0)) 
           Part.show(c) 
 
           # add dial description 
           Draft.makeText("Lat: ",FreeCAD.Vector(-3.6,1.8,0),"TRUE") 
           Draft.makeText(lat,    FreeCAD.Vector(-2.9,1.8,0),"TRUE") 
           Draft.makeText("Lng: ",FreeCAD.Vector(-3.6,1.6,0),"TRUE") 
           Draft.makeText(lng,    FreeCAD.Vector(-2.9,1.6,0),"TRUE") 
           Draft.makeText("Ref: ",FreeCAD.Vector(-3.6,1.4,0),"TRUE") 
           Draft.makeText(ref,    FreeCAD.Vector(-2.9,1.4,0),"TRUE") 
 
 
           ############################################################### 
           #   MAIN LOOP   #   solstice and equinox declinations         # 
           ############################################################### 
             
           # ESTABLISH "glh" for the rest of the program 
           glh = r * math.sin(math.radians(lat)) / 1.5 
           # set the summer and winter x,y coordinates to 0 to begin with 
           wx = 0                     # these, when 0, tell the calendar 
           wy = 0                     # line draw to draw nothing 
           qx = 0                     # if non zero then calendar lines 
           qy = 0                     # are drawn 
           sx = 0                     # and either way the three x,y pair 
           sy = 0                     # are updated with this hours points 
           hr = 6.5                   # start at 0700 am (1st seg not drawn) 
           while hr < 18 :            # end at 1700 or 5pm 
                 if hr < 11.5 or hr > 12.5: 
                     wz = cal ( hr, lat, -23.44,  glh )  # last parm = decl 
                     qz = cal ( hr, lat,  0.0 ,   glh )  # last parm = decl 
                     sz = cal ( hr, lat,  23.44 , glh )  # last parm = decl 
                     # get the LAT hour line angle also 
                     ha    = hr*15    # no longitude correction needed  
                     hlat  = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) * math.tan(math.radians(ha))   
                     hla   = math.degrees(math.atan(hlat)) 
                     zh    = hla 
                     nwx = math.sin(math.radians(zh)) * wz                 
                     nqx = math.sin(math.radians(zh)) * qz  
                     nsx = math.sin(math.radians(zh)) * sz 
                     nwy =(math.cos(math.radians(zh)) * wz  ) - dd 
                     nqy =(math.cos(math.radians(zh)) * qz  ) - dd  
                     nsy =(math.cos(math.radians(zh)) * sz  ) - dd  
 
                     if wx<>0 and wy<>0 and qx<>0 and qy<>0 and sx<>0 and sy<>0 and wy > 
qy and nwy > qy: 
                        # is this the start of the curves, or are we already drawing them 
 
                        # if winter show a smaller span 
                        if hr > 8.5 and hr < 16: 
                           if wx<2 and wx>-3 : 
                              # is it within bounds 
                              c = Part.makeLine((wx, wy, 0), (nwx, nwy, 0)) 
                              Part.show(c) 
 
                        # eqxinox lines can also get excessive 
                        if qx<2 and qx>-3 : 
                           c = Part.makeLine((qx, qy, 0), (nqx, nqy, 0)) 
                           Part.show(c) 
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                        # summer for an hDial is usually ok for the range of hours 
                        c = Part.makeLine((sx, sy, 0), (nsx, nsy, 0)) 
                        Part.show(c) 
 
                     # regardless of showing a line, we are now in the middle of curve  
                     wx = nwx  
                     wy = nwy 
                     qx = nqx  
                     qy = nqy 
                     sx = nsx  
                     sy = nsy 
 
                 # end of one set of line segments so get the next 
                 hr = hr + 0.2 
 
           # draw SH 
           x = glh                                     
           y = glh / math.tan(math.radians(lat))     
           c = Part.makeLine((0, -dd,0), (0-x,y-dd,0)) 
           Part.show(c) 
           Draft.makeText("SH",FreeCAD.Vector(0-x,y-dd,0),"TRUE") 
           # draw glh 
           c = Part.makeLine((0, y-dd,0), (0-x,y-dd,0)) 
           Part.show(c) 
           # Draft.makeText("glh",FreeCAD.Vector(0,y-dd,0),"TRUE") 
           xxx2 = 0-x 
           yyy2 = dd-y 
           c = Part.makeLine((0, -dd,0), (0,2,0)) 
           # say dial type and yymmdd program version 
           Draft.makeText("Horizontal dial v130311",FreeCAD.Vector (-0.5,-1.8,0),"TRUE") 
           Part.show(c) 
           # END 
 
#################################################################################### 
# enditall    # The real guts of the horizontal dial generator                     # 
#################################################################################### 
 
   def enditall(self): 
       exit() 
 
 
#################################################################################### 
# This is the last thing and it runs the above dialog which in turn runs the dial  # 
#################################################################################### 
 
class plane(): 
    d = QtGui.QWidget() 
    d.ui = Ui_Dialog() 
    d.ui.setupUi(d) 
    d.show() 
 
##################### 
# F U N C T I O N S # 
##################### 
def azi (hr, lat, decl): 
   # 
   th = hr       
 
   if th > 12:         
      th = th - 12 
   else: 
      th = 12 - th 
 
   tz = 
math.degrees(math.atan(math.sin(math.radians((15*th)))/(math.sin(math.radians(lat))*math.
cos(math.radians((15*th)))-math.tan(math.radians(decl))*math.cos(math.radians(lat))))) 
 
   if tz > 90:             
         tz = 180 - tz 
   if tz < 0 :                             
         tz = 180 + tz 
 
   return tz                              # azi = tz 
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# --------------------------------------------------------- 
# Return the altitude Alt in degrees (decl= -23.5 to +23.5) 
# --------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
def alt(hr, lat, decl):                # ensure hour in formula below is hours from noon 
   # 
   th = hr 
 
   if th > 12: 
      th = th - 12 
   else: 
      th = 12 - th 
 
   ta = 
math.degrees(math.asin(math.sin(math.radians(decl))*math.sin(math.radians(lat))+math.cos(
math.radians(decl))*math.cos(math.radians(lat))*math.cos(math.radians(15*th)))) 
 
   if ta < 0 :             
      ta = ta 
 
   return ta 
 
 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Return distance on an hour line for a lat, hour, and decl for a gnomon linear height 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
#  
def cal (hr, lat, decl, aglh) : 
   # 
   sll  = aglh / math.sin(math.radians(lat)) 
 
   # get the azimuth 
   xazi = azi ( hr, lat, decl ) 
 
   # if azi is negative, handle it 
   if xazi <0: 
      xazi = 180 - azi 
 
   # get the altitude 
   xalt = alt ( hr, lat, decl ) 
 
   # second, ensure hour in formula below is hours from noon 
   th = hr 
   if th > 12 : 
      th = th - 12 
   else: 
      th = 12 - th 
 
   top = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) * sll * (math.sin(math.radians((180-xazi))))    
  
   bot = math.tan(math.radians((xalt))) * math.sin(math.atan(   
math.sin(math.radians(lat)) * math.tan(math.radians(15*(th)))  )) 
 
   # handle 6 am, 6 pm, and noon when 0 can be a factor 
   if bot == 0 :  
      td = 0 
   else:  
      td = top / bot 
 
   # correct some large values 
   if td < 0 : 
      td = td * -1 
   return td 
 
####### 
# END # 
#######
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For a dial at the specified:   lat=33.5   long=112.1   legal=105 
 
freeCAD then provides using the Python script: FChDial.py (below left) 

 
which compares favorably with the DeltaCAD macro (above rght). 
 
The aspect ratio should always be verified, however, when captured with a screen capture and 
subsequently tested, the angles appeared to be correct. 
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Hints and kinks of Python and FreeCAD ~ how to fix things 
 
Initial Python macro loading and parsing errors that are displayed, and clues to avoid them. 
Syntax error messages appear on the bottom of the screen for a second or two. 
 

 Indentation is critical 
 Case is critical 
 IF a == 2: construct is critical both for the “==” and the “:” 
 WHILE construct is equally critical 
 If the syntax error is unbalanced parentheses, then the line indicated is the line after the 

line with the error. 
 do not use tabs in the editer, use spaces 

 
Execution errors are hard to detect, here are some clues and ideas 
 

 Never do a Draft..makeText after a mesh= UNLESS you have drafted a graphic object 
first. If you do, the Python program will halt and you will have no idea what happened. 

 
mesh = Mesh.Mesh() 
c = Part.makeLine((0,0,0), ( 1,1,0)) 
Part.show(c) 
Draft.makeText("+", FreeCAD.Vector(xc,yc,0),"TRUE") 

 
 

 
 
Debugging is frustrating, and one 
technique is to add “Draft.makeText” at 
strategic places, and hope for the best. I 
suggest this as TOGGLE BREAKPOINT 
and DEUBG MACRO do not seem to 
function. 
 
Also, to see execution errors, EDIT, 
PREFERENCES, GENERAL, OUTPUT 
WINDOW, and check the bottom redirect 
statements. And make sure the VIEW, 
VIEWS, REPORT VIEW is checked, when 
errors appear on the bottom left if 
execution related. Nowhere does HELP 
suggest this, at least, not that I could find.  
 
However, this is still an excellent program. 
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PROGECAD ~ USES LISP 
(AutoCAD compatible) 

 
LISP is in use in both ProgeCAD and AUTOCAD. ProgeCAD has a free 2D version which is 
appropriate for dial plate design. The following notes may not be fully current and they refer to the 
free version that is available for non commercial use at:- 
 

http://www.progesoft.com/en/products/progecad-smart/ 
 
They are included here because of the references to LISP, as opposed to proegCAD itself. 
 
The process was tested in January of 2013 to ensure that most of this information was valid. 
 
 
First, download "ProgeCAD" from ProgeSOFT, then register it. This is some 90mb, and the 
registration process which used to take some time is now instant. 
 
 
Second, go to the: illustratingShadowsCD  folder and then to 
   LISP 
 

and then locate the ".dcl" and files in the Illustrating Shadows CD folder  
called “LISP” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and copy them into:- 
 
 c:\Program Files (x86)"\progeSOFT\progeCAD 2009 Smart! ENG 
 
 This is required because the dialog panels (*.dcl files) are only loaded from this folder 
  
 hdialForm.dcl   vdialForm.dcl vdecForm.dcl 
 
In fact, you can copy the entire LISP folder from Illustrating Shadows into the progeCAD folder if 
you so desire. 
 
 
Third, then, run "ProgeCAD" 
 

 in TOOLS "load LISP or SDS Application" 
 use the ADD FILE and locate the "hdial.lsp" program or "vDial.lsp", or "vdec.lsp" 
 then LOAD only one of them, it doesn't remember them if you load several at a time. 
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Then back in "ProgeCAD" 
 
 look at the bottom of the screen which has two lines,  
  the top line (which you can expand) is what the system has done 
  the bottom line is what you enter. 
 
 the system, in response to your "LOAD" it will show you the name 
  of the application it loaded, in this sample it will be "HDIAL" 
  on the top line 
 
 on the bottom line enter "HDIAL", this is not case sensitive, the "hdial" is entered 
  because it is named in the hdial.lsp program file. Changing the file name  
  does not change the invoking name, unless you change that also. 
 
The program then runs. 
 
     ditto with VDIAL  which is NOT a decliner, it is a pure south dial. 
 ditto with VDEC  dial which is a decliner 
 
  
 
 
 
PROGRAMMING NOTES:  [frustrating messages when debugging LISP] 
 
 a malformed list:  mismatched ( ) may cause this but the message 

may also be  invalid floating point value happens  
on a LOAD of a program, but can be ( ) problems,  

     as in...    (setq vhr ctr)    vs    (setq vhr ctr)) 
 
 too many arguments  often in (IF... if a (PROGN group is missing 
 
 error messages   are not intuitive 
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TOOLS  
 
 
 
   load LISP or SDS Application  is about half way down the menu 
 
 
 
   then you get a blank panel, and you must ADD the hdial 
   program (each time you start ProgeCAD) and the first time 
   you must locate it with BROWSE, then ADD it. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
        Results of commands and  
        also the hour line angle 
The first data entry screen     data is displayed here. 
 
If you change the latitude etc, then the  
DRAW button is no longer the default,  
so ENTER doesn't do its thing, you will    This is the command line where, after a 
need to actually click on DRAW.    LOAD from TOOLS, you will type in 
       HDIAL, VDIAL, or VDEC, 
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      The display of data, and the graphical depiction. 
 
 
 
 
  This is the command line where, after a 
  LOAD from TOOLS, you will type in 
  HDIAL, VDIAL, or VDEC 
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hDialForm : dialog {  
     label = "Horizontal Dial Parameters";  
     : column {  
          : boxed_column {  
               : edit_box { 
                    key = "dLat"; 
                    label = "Latitude:"; 
                    edit_width = 15; 
                    value = "32.75"; 
               } 
               : edit_box { 
                    key = "dLng"; 
                    label = "Longitude:"; 
                    edit_width = 15; 
                    value = "108.2"; 
               } 
               : edit_box { 
                    key = "dRef"; 
                    label = "Ref Long:"; 
                    edit_width = 15; 
                    value = "105.0"; 
               } 
 
          } 
          : boxed_row { 
               : button { 
                    key = "draw"; 
                    label = " Draw "; 
                    is_default = true; 
               } 
               : button { 
                    key = "cancel"; 
                    label = " Cancel "; 
                    is_default = false; 
                    is_cancel = true; 
               } 
          } 
     }  
} 
 

The Data Entry panel     (for the h-dial) 
 
This is saved in c:\Program Files\progeSOFT           
 
or wherever the program was installed into. 
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; =============================================================== 
; FUNCTION: to move data from the panel to the program 
; =============================================================== 
 
(defun gDialParms()                            ; Invoked after 
  (setq lat(atof(get_tile "dLat")))            ; the DRAW 
  (setq lng(atof(get_tile "dLng")))            ; button is used 
  (setq ref(atof(get_tile "dRef"))) 
) 
 
 
; =============================================================== 
; FUNCTION: to get user parameters and display a dial plate 
; =============================================================== 
 
; This is a horizontal dial program written in AutoCAD LISP 
; This is intended for ProgeCAD from ProgeSOFT CAD system 
; This is a skeleton only, but the data for hour line angles validates 
; 
; KNOWN BUG:  hours between 7 and 5pm are shown, this is because  
;             tan fails when angles approach 90 degrees in this version 
;             of LISP. And there is a d.long test to limit it. 
; 
; HISTORY:    Jan 4, 2008 I only started Jan 3 on this and finished  
;             this skeleton Jan 4, in one day, never having used  
;             LISP before. LISP uses polish notation. 
;             Jan 5, 2008 added text for the hours 
; AUTHOR:     Simon Wheaton-Smith FRI, MBCS, CITP   Jan 7, 2008 0842 
 
(defun C:hDial() 
 
  ; dont echo graphical commands to the log 
  (setvar "cmdecho" 0) 
 
  ; ------------  Load the h-dial form 
  (setq dcl_id (load_dialog "hDialForm.dcl")) 
 
  ; ------------  If the form wasnt there them do bad things 
  (if (not (new_dialog "hDialForm" dcl_id)) 
    (progn 
     (alert "The hDialForm.DCL file could not be loaded!") 
      (exit) 
    ) 
  ) 
 
  ; ------------  do this set of commands when something happens 
  (action_tile "draw" "(setq ddiag 2)(gDialParms)(done_dialog)") 
  (action_tile "cancel" "(setq ddiag 1)(done_dialog)") 
 
  ; ------------  Display the panel 
  (start_dialog) 
 
  ; ------------  Unload the panel 
  (unload_dialog dcl_id) 
 
  ; ------------  If Cancel 
  (if(= ddiag 1)                               ; LISP uses Polish 
    (princ "\n ... no dial will be generated") ; notation, get over it. 
  ) 
 
  ; ------------  If draw 
  ;[lat]     is a design latitude 
  ;[lng]     is a design longitude 
  ;[ref]     is a reference longitude 
  ;[dlong]   is longitude correction 
  ;[slat]    is the SINE of the latitude 
  ;[thra]    is the tan of the hour angle 
  ( if(= ddiag 2) 

The Main Program     (for the h-dial) 
 
This is saved anywhere, but in ProgeSOFT, do a:- 
 TOOLS 
 load LISP or SDS Application 
 
then browse, locate the folder with this in it, highlight this file, and click LOAD 
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       (progn 
         (grclear) 
         (princ "\n... H dial will be generated v.200801070842") 
         (princ "\n") 
         (setq dlong (- lng ref)) 
         (princ "Latitude:    ")       (princ lat)        (princ "\n") 
         (princ "Longitude:   ")       (princ lng)        (princ "\n")    
         (princ "   ref.long: ")       (princ ref)        (princ "\n") 
         (princ "   dif.long: ")       (princ dlong)      (princ "\n") 
 
 
         ; keep d.long to within 15 degrees      
         (setq adlong (abs dlong))             ; get absolute long and ref 
         ( if ( > adlong 14 )                  ; difference 
              (progn 
                  (alert "Longitude and reference not to exceed one time zone") 
                  (exit) 
              ) 
         ) 
 
         ; 
         ; CONSTANT TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION FOR LATITUDE  
         ; 
         ; get SINE(LATITUDE) 
         ;     Convert degrees to radians 
         ;     Rad = (n * 2 * 3.1416) / 360 
         (setq latR (* lat  2))                ; LISP uses Polish 
         (setq latR (* latR pi))               ; notation, get over it.  
         (setq latR (/ latR 360))                 
         (setq slat (sin latR)) 
         ;(princ "Sin(lat):    ")       (princ slat)       (princ "\n")  
 
         ; >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
         ; draw a two part box - left side 
         ;         x    y     x    y 
         (grdraw '(50   50) '(250  50)  -1) 
         (grdraw '(50   50) '( 50 250)  -1)  
         (grdraw '(250 250) '( 50 250)  -1)  
         (grdraw '(250 250) '(250  50)  -1)  
 
         ; draw a two part box - right side 
         ;         x    y     x    y 
         (grdraw '(250  50) '(450  50)  -1) 
         ;(grdraw '(250  50) '(250 250)  -1)  
         (grdraw '(450 250) '(250 250)  -1)  
         (grdraw '(450 250) '(450  50)  -1)  
 
         ; draw a reference 45 degree line - center to top right 
         ;(grdraw '(250  50) '(450 250) -1) 
         ; draw a reference 45 degree line - center to top left 
         ;(grdraw '(250  50) '( 50 250) -1) 
         ; 
         ; The dial center is x=250 y=50 
         ; the x and limits are + and - 200 
         ; 
 
 
         ; >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
         ; MAIN HOUR LINE LOOP 
         ; >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
         ;[cx]   is center of dial plate x  
         ;[cy]   is center of dial plate y      
         (setq cx 250) 
         (setq cy 50) 
 
         (setq ctr 6)                     
         (while (< ctr 19)     
 
                ; for ease of reading separate out noon 
                ( if(= ctr 12) 
                  (princ " \n") 
                ) 
             
                ; SHOW THE HOUR 
                (princ " HR:") 
                (princ ctr)  
                ; SHOW THE ANGLE IN DEGREES  
                (setq hr (- ctr 12)) 
                ;  (princ "  hrFr12:") 
                ;  (princ hr)  
                (setq hra (* hr 15)) 
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                ;  (princ "  hra:") 
                ;  (princ hra)  
                (setq lha (- hra dlong)) 
                ;  (princ "  lha:") 
                ;  (princ lha)  
 
                ; ==================================================== 
                ; we have the sun's local  hour angle angle in degrees 
                ;    now we need the hour line angle itself 
                ; ==================================================== 
 
                ; [tlha] is the tangent of the local hour angle                 
                ; get TANGENT(HOUR ANGLE) 
                ; Convert degrees to radians 
                ;    Rad = (n * 2 * 3.1416) / 360 
                (setq tlha (* lha  2))         ; get lha times 2        
                (setq tlha (* tlha pi))        ; then times 3.1416        
                (setq tlha (/ tlha 360))       ; divided by 360  
 
                ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
                ; LISP TAN returns bad data on tan(radians(90)) 
                ; so we set flag=1 meaning ok to do a tan, flag=0 not ok  
                (setq flag 1)                  ; default is ok 
                ( if (= lha -90)  
                     (setq flag 0) 
                ) 
                ( if (= lha  90)  
                     (setq flag 0) 
                ) 
                ; before doing a tan, check and see if tan will work  
                (if (= flag 1)        
                    (setq tlha (tan tlha)) 
                ) 
                ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
 
                (if (= flag 1) 
                (progn 
                ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
                    ; print the real or false tan (flase is one we made up) 
                    ; (princ "  tan(lha):")          (princ tlha)   
 
                    ; the guts of this part of the program is here 
                    ; [thrlan] is the tangent of the hour line angle 
                    ; 
                    ; F O R M U L A    F O R    H O U R    L I N E    A N G L E 
                    ;  
                    ; hrLnAng = atan (  sin(lat) * tan (lha)  )  
                    ;                       slat       tlha 
                    ; 
                    ; F O R M U L A    F O R    H O U R    L I N E    A N G L E 
                    ; 
                    (setq thrlan ( * slat tlha)) 
                    ; (princ "  tan(hr.ln.ang):")    (princ thrlan)   
 
                    ; [hrlan] is the hour line angle in radians 
                    (setq hrlan ( atan thrlan)) 
                    ; (princ "  atan(hr.ln.ang)[rad]:")  (princ hrlan)      
                    ; >>>>> [hrlan] is the hour line angle, radians for polar coordinates  
     
                    ; [hrlanD] is the the hour line angle in degrees 
                    (setq hrland ( / hrlan 2)) 
                    (setq hrland ( / hrland pi)) 
                    (setq hrland ( * hrland 360)) 
                    (princ "  hour line angle[deg]")   (princ hrland)       
 
                    ; ABOVE FIGURES have been validated for 32.57 lat, 108.2 lng, ref 105 
 
                    ; now we need to convert the angle in radians >>> hrlan 
                    ; to coordinates for line drawing, with dial center at >>> x=250 y=50 
                    (setq Pt0 '(250 50)) 
                    ; i.e.      cx  cy 
                    (setq rotation (- hrlan 1.571)) 
                    ; 1.570796 is 90 degrees in radians, and LISP here needs a 90 shift 
                    (setq pt1  (polar Pt0(- rotation) (* 200))) 
 
                    ; dont show hour lines off the plate area 
                    ( if(> lha -90) 
                        (progn 
                        ( if(< lha 90) 
                            (progn 
                                 (command "pline" Pt0 Pt1 "")   
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                                 (command "text" pt1  8   0.0 ctr )             
                            ) 
                        ) 
                        ) 
                    ) 
                ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
                ) ; end progn for if flag=1 
                ) ; end if flag = 1 
              
                ; ======================= 
                ; BUMP HOUR FOR NEXT LOOP 
                ; ======================= 
                ; for ease of reading separate out noon 
                ( if(= ctr 12) 
                  (princ " \n") 
                ) 
                (setq ctr(+ ctr 1))  
                (princ "\n")              
         )  
         (princ "\n") 
 
 
       ) 
  ) 
 
  (princ) 
 
)   

 
 

The code for all LISP files for ProgeCAD is found in the ZIP file:  lispDials.zip 
which also holds the VDIAL and the VDEC dial code, their data  
forms and this documentation. 
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TURBOCAD ~ USING VBS (with the SDK) 
 
TurboCAD, like DeltaCAD, offers a programming methodology. However, rather than use one 
third party system as does DeltaCAD, TurboCAD elected to use the set of languages available 
from Microsoft. Further, the interface is only available with the Professional version, not with the 
more affordable Deluxe installation. Thus, DeltaCAD is likely to remain the CAD system of choice 
for the average diallist, and has probably passed critical mass for that reason. 
 
 The TurboCAD VBS (Visual Basic Script) macros are to be stored in:- 
  c:\Program Files 
     IMSI\TCWP11 or later release, such as TCWP12 
      SDK\Samples\VBS\WshScriptPack 
      (Wsh means: GUI Windows Script Host ) 
 
In TurboCAD 11, 12 and 14  Professional, folders are found for:- 
 
 C#, CPP, DELPHI, VB NET, VBASIC, VBS, vc, and finally vcnet 
 
Several problems come to light at this juncture.  
 
1. Microsoft languages come and go, and the languages themselves are not stable as they 
 are enhanced, and some features are dropped. 
 
2. Most have either an involved build processes or collections of libraries that must go with
 the program, VBS (visual basic script) is luckily an exception. 
 
3. While TurboCAD has an excellent book for the hands on CAD user, the two or three 
 pages referring to their SDK are in no way enlightening. 
 
4. The computer readable documentation is of use to someone already knowing the system. 
 There is no obvious cross reference between simple CAD functions and their calls, 
 functions, or methods. Thus finding how to draw a line is not intuitively obvious. 
 
5. Luckily there are some third party web sites that are a great help. 
 
While VBS is the slowest interface, it does not require a host of installation libraries, nor a 
complex build. Instead, a simple text editor (WordPad for example) can build the program and 
save it in the appropriate folder, and in TurboCAD Professional, clicking the MACRO tool allows 
the user to then click on FILE FOLDERS, and from thence the VBS program (script) may be run. 
 
These scripts are executed by loading TurboCAD Professional, with a NEW drawing area, and 
clicking on the macro tool (if visible), or if not visible, by clicking on VIEW, MacroRecorderPalette. 
Then locate the file folder, and if needed, set the file type to VBS (so you can see the scripts or 
macros). 
 
 
 
 
  which brings up a sub panel, click on files 
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and then 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 click on the file you wish to run.  NOTE: the drawing area must exist, so do a NEW when  
 bringing up TurboCAD, otherwise the following Windows Script Host message appears. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Useful references sources are:- 
 
 http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms950396.aspx 
 http://www.tyharness.co.uk/tcvbacrashcourse/tcvbacrashcourse.htm 
 http://www.tyharness.co.uk/cad.htm 

tcsdk.chm    in the Docs folder of the TurboCAD SDK, is not without merit. Cryptic at 
times but it can provide clues. And the SEARCH function, once a function or 
method has been identified, is very helpful. 

 
VBS IN TURBOCAD – KEY POINTS TO KNOW  
 
The implementation is object oriented. Thus a graphics area is acquired, and things added to that 
area, or, object within that area. And objects have methods (eg: drawing a line) and properties 
(eg: methods to alter the appearance of a line) 
 
 InputBox   get a line of input (forms are more involved) 
 
 AddLineRectangle  adds a rectangle 
 AddCircleCenterAndPoint adds a circle 
 AddLineSingle  adds a line 
 AddText   adds text into the drawing 
 
 graphic elements built, such as a line, have methods (properties)  that can be invoked 
  Properties("Penstyle").Value = "DASHED" 
     Properties("Pencolor").Value = RGB(0, 255, 0)  
  
Other functions exist including trigonometric functions, however ASN (arcsin) has to be 
programmed by the programmer, as does the "to" and "from" degrees/radians. This is a common 
deficit in many BASIC based systems.  
 
The CD with this book, and this book's web site have functioning dial plate TurboCAD scripts. 
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TURBOCAD ~ USING THE PARAMETRIC PART SCRIPTING 
 
TurboCAD has several programmable options. One uses VBS (Visual Basic Script).  The latest 
version of TurboCAD, version 15.2 (not 15.1 nor earlier), supports Parametric Script entities. In 
essence, a script is written that inserts an entity into a drawing, and from then on, that entity may 
be selected and its parameters may be modified to generate a whole new layout. 
 
The Parametric Script language is interesting in that the "Output" statement is executed last, and 
other statements wherever they may be, are executed first. Case is critical, thus "output" is not 
executable, "Output" is the correct spelling. Trigonometric functions use degrees, however there 
is no INT nor ABS provided. 
 
Some documents are important to have. As happens with IMSI, documentation is not made 
obvious. Searches of the internet are essential for clues to a new feature, and the parametric 
scripting feature is no exception. 
 
Essential notes on parametric script building:  
 
This explains how the editor marks syntax errors:- 
 
 http://www3.turbocadcommunity.com/tiki-index.php?page=PPM+Scripting 
 http://www3.turbocadcommunity.com/tiki-index.php?page=PPM+Scripting+Reference 
 
Useful but incomplete notes on parametric scripts:- 
 
 http://downloads.imsidesign.com/HelpFiles/Scripting%20Parametric%20Parts%20Feb%2029,%202008.pdf 
 
It is only through the above two documents that scripts can easily be written. The Parametric 
Script Editor is invoked by "VIEW" and then "Parametric Script Editor Pallette", and the script can 
be easily typed, or loaded from a file in any folder.  
 
 
 
The Editor uses color coding:   
 black    variables 
 brown   text  
 blue   reserved words 
 magenta  is an error 
   The status line of the palette indicates the error reason for the error. 
 green  comments 
 
 
 
 write a new program 
 
 use this folder to open  
 a program 
 
 save this program (script) 
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"Output(plate);" has "plate" in magenta and thus says "plate" is wrong. Plate has a syntax error in 
that two ")" are missing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once corrected, then "Output(plate);" will show in normal text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A fabulous feature of these script created objects is that once a parametric part has been built on 
the drawing area, it can be selected (as with any entity) and then VIEW, SELECTION INFO will 
enable you to see and change those parameters (set with the "Parameter" statement).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The parameters were changed from lat 52, long 108.2 and 105 to a new set of  32.75, 101.3 and 
105. And the entire drawing redrew itself. 
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Typical output from a script, and accuracy 
 
The TurboCAD Parametric 
Script included here 
generated the following dial 
layout. The hour line angles 
were measured with 
INSERT, DIMENSION, 
ANGULAR, then right click 
and select ANGLE NODE 
and then follow the 
prompts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The angles are very 
close to the same dial 
plate's hour line angles 
produced by another 
CAD system, 
DeltaCAD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

h-dial and calendar using gnomon linear height
Lat: 32.8 d.Long: 03.2

6
84.1

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

6

7
-68.9

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

7

8
-47.0

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

8

9
-31.2

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

9

10
-19.5

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

10

11
-10.1

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

11

12
-1.7

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

12

13
06.4

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

13

14
15.3

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

14

15
25.8

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

15

16
39.6

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

16

17
58.7

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

17

18
84.1

Hours below horizontal use the 90 reference line below horizontal.

18
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The Parametric Script (program) 
 
// HORIZONTAL DIAL  ~  This seems to test correctly, but use as 
//                     a basis for your own code. Not guaranteed. 
//                  ~  TCAD-hDial-3-adv.ppm       [advanced h-dial] 
// www.illustratingshadows.com   Simon Wheaton-Smith  Dec 10, 2008 
// 
// ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// You enter lat, lng, and ref in the three parameter statements below  
//  
lat = Parameter("Latitude",  32.75, ANGULAR, Interval(20,80)); 
lng = Parameter("Longitude", 108.2, ANGULAR, Interval(0,360)); 
ref = Parameter("LegalStd",  105.0, ANGULAR, Interval(0,360)); 
// 
//   you change the values of latitude, longitude, and reference  
//   longitude above  
// -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
//   state the vertical and horizontal limit size 
xyl  = 10;  
//   and the multiplier for the outer border box 
scl  = 0.2; 
scz  = 1+scl; 
 
//    derive the hours of correction for hour lines 
dif  = 4*(lng - ref)/60; 
 
// define the hours 
y06  = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*(6+dif)));  
ha07 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*(5+dif))); 
   x07  = IF( (ha07)>=45, -xyl,               -xyl*tan(ha07) );   
   y07  = IF( (ha07)>=45,  xyl*tan(90-ha07),   xyl           );   
ha08 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*(4+dif))); 
   x08  = IF( (ha08)>=45, -xyl,               -xyl*tan(ha08) );   
   y08  = IF( (ha08)>=45,  xyl*tan(90-ha08),   xyl           );  
ha09 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*(3+dif))); 
   x09  = IF( (ha09)>=45, -xyl,               -xyl*tan(ha09) );   
   y09  = IF( (ha09)>=45,  xyl*tan(90-ha09),   xyl           );  
x10 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15* ( 2+dif))); 
x11 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15* ( 1+dif))); 
x12 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15* ( 0+dif))); 
x13 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15* (-1+dif))); 
x14 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15* (-2+dif))); 
ha15 = -atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*(-3+dif))) ; 
   x15  = IF( (ha15)>=45,  xyl,                xyl*tan(ha15) );   
   y15  = IF( (ha15)>=45,  xyl*tan(90-ha15),   xyl           );  
ha16 = -atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*(-4+dif))) ; 
   x16  = IF( (ha16)>=45,  xyl,                xyl*tan(ha16) );   
   y16  = IF( (ha16)>=45,  xyl*tan(90-ha16),   xyl           );  
ha17 = -atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*(-5+dif))) ; 
   x17  = IF( (ha17)>=45,  xyl,                xyl*tan(ha17) );   
   y17  = IF( (ha17)>=45,  xyl*tan(90-ha17),   xyl           );  
y18 = atan(sin(lat)*tan(15* (-6+dif))); 
 
//    display the dial plate  
plate=Polyline(  
      Point(0,0) ,  Point(-xyl, xyl*tan(90-y06)),   // 0600 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point( x07, y07)            ,   // 0700 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point( x08, y08)            ,   // 0800 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point( x09, y09)            ,   // 0900 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point(-xyl*tan(x10),xyl)    ,   // 1000 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point(-xyl*tan(x11),xyl)    ,   // 1100 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point(-xyl*tan(x12),xyl)    ,   // noon 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point(-xyl*tan(x13),xyl)    ,   // 1300 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point(-xyl*tan(x14),xyl)    ,   // 1400 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point( x15, y15)            ,   // 1500 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point( x16, y16)            ,   // 1600 
      Point(0,0) ,  Point( x17, y17)            ,   // 1700 
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      Point(0,0) ,  Point(xyl, -xyl*tan(90-y18)),   // 1800 
//    now the inner boundary box 
      Point(0,0) , 
      Point(-xyl,0)   ,   
      Point(-xyl,xyl) , 
      Point(xyl,xyl)  , 
      Point(xyl,0)    , 
// back at 0,0 
      Point(0,0) 
      ); 
// 
box=Polyline(  
//    now the outer boundary box 
      Point( 0,      -scl*xyl) ,   
      Point(-scz*xyl,-scl*xyl) , 
      Point(-scz*xyl, scz*xyl) , 
      Point(scz*xyl,  scz*xyl) , 
      Point(scz*xyl, -scl*xyl) , 
      Point( 0,      -scl*xyl) ); 
 
//Output (plate,box); 
Output (plate); 
Output (box); 
// 
 
There are several problems with the above script, one is that it does not handle shifting from a 
fixed x or y-value with a generated x or y-value, except for 0700-0800 and 1500-1700 hours. 
 
Since few diallists use TurboCAD, and fewer still use the TurboCAD Professional version, the 
effort to go to those extremes was not made. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The final display of the 
above program is shown to 
the right. 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: If you save a TCW 
file with an entity created 
with these scripts, and later 
open it, you can modify the 
parametric parms for the 
object and it will redisplay 
itself This has the potential 
for being a significant benefit 
beyond other CAD systems. 
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TURBOCAD ~ NOTES ON  DRAWING AND BUILDING 
 
TurboCAD as such does not have a readily available programming system, its strength lies in its 
3d abilities. These notes review key concepts that trip up new users. First, a review of 3d. 
 
With TurboCAD, a key concept is the work plane. 
Things happen on THE work plane. For example, 
if you wished to place an object on the slope of 
the wedge, you could use the original work plane, 
create the object, tilt it, move it higher above the 
original plane, and hope. Or you could change 
the work plane to match the facet, i.e. the slope, 
and then use the new work plane. 

 
 
 
 
The WORKSPACE, WORK PLANE, BY FACET was 
used with the mouse going close to the slope, and 
upon clicking the facet, the work plane and the grid 
lines changed. The new object, a cylinder, was built 
and it aligned perfectly with that slope. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Another confusion point is moving an object, and which coordinates are used. The cylinder object 
was selected and moved along the X axis, the default is that the entire system's coordinates are 
used. Thus the cylinder displaces along the entire system's X axis and not on the object's X axis. 
The shift was achieved with the POS-X field on the bottom of the TurboCAD screen while the 
object itself was selected. 
 

Another confusion point is rotating an object. Rotating 
around the X axis is done by grabbing the Y axis 
handle and rotating. The Y-axis  uses the Z, and 
rotating around the Z uses the X axis handle. 
 
 
Lighting in 3d is another 
problem area.  With 
nowhere to "hang" a light, 
it is very hard to provide 
good lighting. Key lighting 
points are first that a light 
when added is not white, it 

is grey. Second, a light can be anchored to an object such as a solar 
mesh as depicted to the right, with LOCAL SNAP and ANCHOR ON 
FACET, and the light's focus can also be anchored somewhere. The 
result is calendar and time accurate lighting. 
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The book Illustrating Time’s Shadow covers much more extensively the advanced 3d techniques 
such as 3d subtract, intersection, and 3d add. Of course, 3d add should not be confused with a 
similar beneficial concept of the group, and both should be thoroughly understood. 
 
TurboCAD 2d drafting is simplicity itself. The system does not have a programmable interface 
such as DeltaCAD. However its final drawings are very well formed. And 2d pictorials can be 
converted to solid 3d objects and rotated in 3d. The only area of confusion lies in specifying a 
base for an angular measure and the direction that angle will take. This applies when drawing 
lines at an angle from a base line, which itself may be at any angle. Measuring angles is simplicity 
itself with DIMENSION, ANGULAR MEASURE, and then enter ALT-a and then place the mouse 
at the intersection of the two lines, and then select each of those two lines, and the angle is 
displayed. 
 
Drawing (as opposed to measuring) a line at an angle to another requires that the angle base as 
well as direction be established. OPTIONS and then ANGLE opens the control panel for setting 
the system's defaults. 
 
Assuming a base line from which others will be 
measured is at say 15° then the system is given 
that as a base, and in this example a direction of 
clockwise. 
 
From then on, lines can be drawn from that angled 
base line. 
 
Drawing lines clockwise is now simple, and done 
by completing the line while observing the 
displayed angle. To draw angles counter 
clockwise, the OPTIONS, ANGLE panel is used 
and the counter clockwise box is checked. 
 

 
A line then drawn at a steeper angle from 
the original line will show as an angle 
starting from 0. This simple method allows 
any base line to be used, and then any lines 
to drawn offset by a simple angle, without 
the need for subtracting the desired angle 
from 360. This simple process saves much 
frustration. Alternatively lines can be rotated, 
which has the benefit that an angle can then 
be typed in. 
 
Another problem area is selecting and 
resizing any object. The aspect ratio must be 
set and double checked by a right click on 
the selected object. otherwise hours of 
frustration may ensue.  

 
The manual provided with TurboCAD is extremely thorough, however the above insights may 
make it a lot easier to use the system. Sadly, that same book has little on their SDK 
(programming system), see the next two pages. 
 

Ignore ORTHO 
section for this 
process. 

● Clockwise 

 ● Counterclockwise 
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 POWERDRAW ( a free CAD system ) 
INSTALLING, USING & PROGRAMMING 

 
 
 

 PowerDraw 2.9 Description 

 
Available at::-   
 www.powerdraw.software.informer.com 
 
Misc web pages:-  
 http://fringa.blogspot.com/2011/11/powerdraw-review-date-april-20-2006.html 
    
Installs to:- 
 Tekhnelogos \PowerDraw V29\PowerDraw 
 
Publisher's description:- 

PowerDraw is a free drawing application which you can easily draw any type of drawing. 
PowerDraw is designed in between CAD and Desktop Publishing style so you can use 
the ease of DTP with the power of cad core.  
Using mouse actions or control methods to handle drawings.  
Drawing line, polyline, rectangle, polygon, bezier, circle, ellipse, arc, pie, chord and text 
on the Designer Canvas.  
Modifying the drawed figures.  
Using layers and layer operations like merging.  
Using all colors possible.  
Using different style of pens with different widths.  
Using different style of brushes (including custom hatches) to paint figures.  
Using gradient and texture fills to paint figures.  
Creating text objects with any font installed in the system.  
Saving the drawing as file and opening the file as drawing.  
Printing the file to the printer and/or plotter.  
Making unlimited Undo?s and Redo?s.  
Cutting, copying, pasting and deleting the figures.  
Grouping and ungrouping the figures.  
Combining, welding, breaking figures.  
Ordering the figures (SendToBack, BringToFront, etc.)  
Rotating, scaling and mirroring the figures.  
Making polar and rectangular figure arrays.  
Aligning the figures in any style.  
Inserting bitmaps or jpeg pictures to the drawing.  
Scaling, rotating, mirroring,skewing and flipping bitmaps.  
Inserting WMF/EMF files as editable objects.  
Exporting the drawing as WMF file.  
Using grids and guidelines.  
Snapping the mouse actions to grids, guidelines or the current objects.  
Using block librarries, inserting blocks.  
Using page formats like (A4,letter, etc.) or custom sizes.  
Zooming and panning, viewing the drawing in any scale.  
Making macros in pascal-like language and running them in the designer.  
Using plugins developed as DLL in a special structure(documented). 
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PowerDraw 3.0 Description 

Available at::- http://download.sharewarecentral.com/84/435766/powerdraw.html  

PowerDraw is a free drawing application which you can easily draw any type of drawing. 
PowerDraw is designed in between CAD and Desktop Publishing style so you can use the ease 
of DTP with the power of cad core. 

PowerDraw is a free drawing application which you can easily draw any type of drawing. 
PowerDraw is designed in between CAD and Desktop Publishing style so you can use the ease 
of DTP with the power of cad core. Using mouse actions or control methods to handle 
drawings. Drawing line, polyline, rectangle, polygon, bezier, circle, ellipse, arc, pie, chord and 
text on the Designer Canvas. Modifying the drawed figures. Using layers and layer operations 
like merging. Using all colors possible. Using different style of pens with different widths. Using 
different style of brushes (including custom hatches) to paint figures. Using gradient and 
texture fills to paint figures. Creating text objects with any font installed in the system. Saving 
the drawing as file and opening the file as drawing. Printing the file to the printer and/or 
plotter. Making unlimited UndoOCOs and RedoOCOs. Cutting, copying, pasting and deleting 
the figures. Grouping and ungrouping the figures. Combining, welding, breaking figures. 
Ordering the figures (SendToBack, BringToFront, etc.) Rotating, scaling and mirroring the 
figures. Making polar and rectangular figure arrays. Aligning the figures in any style. Inserting 
bitmaps or jpeg pictures to the drawing. Scaling, rotating, mirroring,skewing and flipping 
bitmaps. Inserting WMF/EMF files as editable objects. Exporting the drawing as WMF file. 
Using grids and guidelines. Snapping the mouse actions to grids, guidelines or the current 
objects. Using block librarries, inserting blocks. Using page formats like (A4,letter, etc.) or 
custom sizes. Zooming and panning, viewing the drawing in any scale. Making macros in 
pascal-like language and running them in the designer. Using plugins developed as DLL in a 
special structure(documented). 

OS: Win95, Win98, WinNT 4.x, WinXP, Windows 2000, Windows 2003 

Published By: 
Tekhnelogos 
Downloads: 
2 
License Type: 
Freeware 
Size: 
7.3 MB 
Date Added: 
07 March, 2013  
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COMMENTS:- Powerdraw does have a macro capability, however, there seems to be no 
trigonometric function availability. This makes it impractical for automated sundial drawing unless 
one writes the appropriate functions.  
 
TRIGONOMETRY:-   See Supplemental Shadows for the algorithms for SIN, COS, TAN, ATAN, 
and SQRT with extensive comments, and a shorter version with less commentary is also in this 
document under “Language comparisons and techniques”. 
 
OPTIONAL NOTES:-  Here are some useful ideas for a macro in Powerdraw, these are the 
notes made when trying to figure out how to write a useful sundial program. It should be noted 
that several bugs were quickly found in Powerdraw version 2.9   

 
 

Powerdraw bug #1: 
 
 answer:= sin(a)/cos(a) 
     
 produces erroneous results, the work around is:-  

 
d1:=(sin(45)); d2:=(cos(45));   answer:= d1/d2; 
 

Powerdraw bug #2: 
 
 answer:= x/cos(a) 
     
 produces erroneous results, the work around is:-  

 
y:=(cos(45));   answer:= x/y; 
 

Powerdraw bug #3: 
 

When a function such as tan() uses within it two other functions such as sin() and cos() 
that in inline code works, this does not work when within a function. The sin() and cos() 
cause erroneous results,  
 

Powerdraw bug #4: 
 

When a function declares a variable, such as dt1, and when the main program also 
declares a variable as the same name, then scope is not honored. Thus functions must 
take care when declaring internal variables. 
 

CAUTION: 
 
 Powerdraw may save your macros in:    USERS\name\APPDATA\..somewhere as 

opposed to the:   Tekhnelogos \PowerDraw V29\PowerDraw\Macros\   folder. In other 
words, be careful when saving or updating or copying macro code over. 

 
NOTE: 
 
 Powerdraw on Windows 8 has program 

exceptions, none of which seem to affect 
output however..  
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 To load a macro 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  TOOLS 
  MACRO MANAGER 
  click the diskette logo to open the macro folder 
 

 
    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

 
   click the arrow logo to execute       
 
                  
Macros are stored in:  Tekhnelogos \PowerDraw V29\PowerDraw\Macros\ 
 
But, watch out, as Powerdraw may save your macros in USERS\name\APPDATA\..somewhere 
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The hDial program ~ ~ ~  dialPD-hDial.cmf 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The vDial program ~ ~ ~  dialPD-vDial.cmf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The vDecl program ~ ~ ~  dialPD-vDecl.cmf 
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The polar dial program ~ ~ ~  dialPD-pDial.cmf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The meridian dial program ~ ~ ~  dialPD-mDial.cmf 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The calendar curve program ~ ~ ~  dialPD-shCal.cmf 
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OPENSCAD ( a free CAD system ) 
INSTALLING, USING & PROGRAMMING 

 
A 2D and 3D  CAD system, employing its own language. Only 2D capabilities are addressed 
here. The system is available at:- 
 
 www.openscad.org 
 
and documentation is located at:- 
 
 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/OpenSCAD_User_Manual 
 
however, there is more at the online version of the printed documentation at:- 
 
 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/OpenSCAD_User_Manual/Print_version 
 
and there are notes that each contains material not in the other. Installation iss very easy, it works 
first time, no additional libraries needed, and a folder is created like:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clicking “openscad.com” or “openscad.exe” loads the system. It is that easy. 
 
Creating a program for “openscad” is simple. 
 
 FILE 
 NEW 
 
lets you create a file, and 
 
 DESIGN 
 PREVIEW 
 
lets you run it. Programs are saved as “xxxxxx.scad”. DESIGN then RENDER will show in one 
color all the objects of a drawing made very easy to see, whereas DESIGN then PREVIEW 
shows objects as programmed, and true to the programmed scale and color. 
 
However, beyond that, there is some stuff that must be emphasized… 
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ASSIGNMENT OF VARIABLES 
 
A key point to understand right at the start is how it does variable assignment. Assignments are 
made at compile time, not run time. This is stated in the documentation. 
 

// example 1 
echo (a); 
a=1; 
a=3; 

 
produces 
 

Saved backup file: 
C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/swsTest1-backup-
FSpy8264.scad 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
ECHO: 3 
Rendering Polygon Mesh using CGAL... 

 
Further, messing with a defined variable causes problems 
 

// example 2 
a=1; 
a=a+1; 
echo(a); 
 

produces 
 
Saved backup file: 
C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/swsTest1-backup-
FSpy8264.scad 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
WARNING: Ignoring unknown variable 'a'.  
ECHO: undef 

 
So to increment a variable, you must use another variable 
 

// example 3 
a=1; 
echo(a); 
b=a+1; 
echo("then ",b); 
b=a+6; 
echo("finally ",b); 

 
but note how both printouts of “b” produce the same number, “7”.  In other words assignments 
must be considered carefully, and the documentation does say this. 
 

Saved backup file: 
C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/swsTest1-backup-
FSpy8264.scad 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
ECHO: 1 
ECHO: "then ", 7 
ECHO: "finally ", 7 
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Even in a FOR loop, things are done be compile time assignment:- 
 

// example 4 
a=1; 
echo(a," then..."); 
for (i=[a:1:5]) 
{ 
    j=i*3; 
    echo(j); 
} 
 

which results in:- 
 
Saved backup file: 
C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/swsTest1-backup-
kkmI2080.scad 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
ECHO: 1, " then..." 
ECHO: 3 
ECHO: 6 
ECHO: 9 
ECHO: 12 
ECHO: 15 

 
But once “j” is assigned, don’t re-assign it:- 
 

// example 5 
a=1; 
echo(a," then..."); 
for (i=[a:1:5]) 
{ 
    j=i*3; 
    j=j+100; 
    echo(j); 
} 

 
results in the second “j” assignment “j=j+100” being in error 
 

Saved backup file: 
C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/swsTest1-backup-
kkmI2080.scad 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
ECHO: 1, " then..." 
WARNING: Ignoring unknown variable 'j'.  
ECHO: undef 
WARNING: Ignoring unknown variable 'j'.  
ECHO: undef 
WARNING: Ignoring unknown variable 'j'.  
ECHO: undef 
WARNING: Ignoring unknown variable 'j'.  
ECHO: undef 
WARNING: Ignoring unknown variable 'j'.  
ECHO: undef 

 
Again, this is documented, it is just not quite the same as many other languages. However, this is 
how TurboCAD handles the “parametric script”, so it is not totally unknown. So what this all 
means is that you must be very careful with variable assignment, and changes to them. 
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Variables are set at compile-time, not run-time 
 
Because OpenSCAD calculates its variable values at compile-time, not run-time, the last 
variable assignment, within a scope will apply everywhere in that scope, or inner scopes 
thereof. It may be helpful to think of them as override-able constants rather than as 
variables. 
 
// The value of 'a' reflects only the last set value 
   a = 0; 
   echo(a);  // 5 
   a = 3; 
   echo(a);  // 5 
   a = 5; 
 
While this appears to be counter-intuitive, it allows you to do some interesting things: 
For instance, if you set up your shared library files to have default values defined as 
variables at their root level, when you include that file in your own code, you can 're-
define' or override those constants by simply assigning a new value to them. 
 
Scope of variables  
 
When operators such as translate() and color() need to encompass more than one action ( 
actions end in ; ), braces {} are needed to to group the actions, creating a new, inner 
scope. When there is only one semicolon, braces are usually optional. 
 
Each pair of braces creates a new scope inside the scope where they were used. Since 
2015.03, new variables can be created within this new scope. New values can be given to 
variables which were created in an outer scope . These variables and their values are 
also available to further inner scopes created within this scope, but are not 
available to any thing outside this scope. Variables still have only the last value 
assigned within a scope. 
 
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/OpenSCAD_User_Manual/Print_version#Conditional_and_Iterator
_Functions 
 
Language  
 
Why am I getting an error when writing a = a + 1?  
 
First of all, the question why we have these "limitations" will become more clear once we 
start better exploiting the opportunities. 
 
We need a "reduce" function to help collecting information depending on a list of input. 
Recursion is fine, but people tend to struggle with it and we could offer some help. 
We should probable disallow any attempt of reassignment, to make it more clear what's 
going on. The only real reason we partially allow it is to allow cmd-line variable 
overrides. 
 
To help think about things: 
 
Imagine every expression in OpenCAD being executed in parallel. Any dependency of 
existing expressions must be made explicit by hierarchical grouping. This will kill the 
idea of iterating in order to accumulate information. 
 
In terms of functions: Imagine a function expression being something you'd type into a 
spreadsheet cell. Not totally mappable, but it might help framing it. 
 
Now, we could add all kinds of sugar to help people apply their existing programming 
problem solving skills. Question is more if it really helps us, secondary who will 
spearhead the design of such language extensions, as we currently don't really have 
attachment for these ideas on the dev-team. 
 
If you think about the OpenSCAD language as something similar to HTML, but for 3D 
modeling, you'd still have a need for various programs generating code in this language 
(similar to the plethora of HTML generators out there). There exist a number of tools for 
helping with OpenSCAD code generation from existing programming languages (python, ruby, 
C++, haskell, clojure off the top of my head) and there are tools offering Javascript 
interfaces for similar purposes (OpenJSCAD, CoffeeSCAD). Until we have a really good 
reason to do so in OpenSCAD proper, and a really good candidate for which language to 
support, I think it's better to keep these things separate. 
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SCOPE 
 
The scope of a variable is within the current scope and further nested scopes.  
 

a=1; 
if (a==1) { 
   a=2; 
   echo (a); 
} 
echo (a); 

 
will produce 
 

Saved backup file: C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/… 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
ECHO: 2 
ECHO: 1 
Rendering Polygon Mesh using CGAL... 
WARNING: No top level geometry to render 

 
This means that within a FOR or IF block of code, that code may not modify a variable higher up 
the food chain. This is significant for example in the example horizontal sundial program where 
corrections are made for the four segments, 0000-0559, 0600-1159, 1200-1800, and 1800-2359. 
It means that some IF statements cannot simply change an “X” and “Y” ordinate, and then have 
one block of code draw the line and place the text, rather, it means that each IF block of code 
must do everything. This means duplicating lots of code. 
 
 
 
READING USER INPUT 
 
It would be nice if one could read answers from the console, replying to “echo”, for example 
allowing the program to ask the human for a latitude, and so on. 
 
It would be nice, but we don’t always get what we want, and openScad does not support user 
data input at the time of execution. Data can be read from a file, however it is just as simple to put 
that data insode the program. 
 
However, openJScad, the web variant, does allow on screen parameters. 
 
 
 
CONDITIONAL TESTING 
 
The use of “= =” in a conditional statement is consistent with many languages:- 
 
 a = 123;  // “=” is an assignment of 123 to the variable “a” 
 
 if (a==123) {  // “==” is not an assignment, it is a test 
             } 
There can be multiple conditions in an IF, such as “&&”:- 
 
 if ((i==12) && (lng<=ref) ) {  
 } 
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A BASIC LIMITED HORIZONTAL SUNDAL PROGRAM THAT IS INCOMPLETE 
 
The obvious question then, is how does one program something like a horizontal dial in 2D using 
this system. 
 

// 2d hDial 
st=6.01; 
en=19.01; 
lat=33; 
text("      33"); 
for (i=[st:1:en]) 
{ 
    hla=atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*i)); 
    //echo (lat,i,hla); 
    l=100; 
    x=sz*sin(hla);       // or x=cos… 
    y=sz*cos(hla);       // or y=sin… 
    echo (lat,i,hla,"....",x,y); 
    polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[0.2,0.1]]); 
} 
// HORIZONTAL SUN DIAL    
//am pm am pm 
//12.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 
//11.00 1.00 8.30 8.30 
//10.00 2.00 17.46 17.46 
//9.00 3.00 28.57 28.57 
//8.00 4.00 43.33 43.33 

 
Produces 
 

Saved backup file: 
C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/example 2d Hdial-
backup-WUjo4924.scad 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
ECHO: 33, 6.01, -89.7246, "....", -99.9988, 0.48068 
ECHO: 33, 7.01, -63.5666, "....", -89.5452, 44.5157 
ECHO: 33, 8.01, -43.1574, "....", -68.4005, 72.9477 
ECHO: 33, 9.01, -28.4486, "....", -47.637, 87.9245 
ECHO: 33, 10.01, -17.3566, "....", -29.8318, 95.4467 
ECHO: 33, 11.01, -8.21719, "....", -14.2926, 98.9733 
ECHO: 33, 12.01, 0.081696, "....", 0.142586, 99.9999 
ECHO: 33, 13.01, 8.38866, "....", 14.5887, 98.9301 
ECHO: 33, 14.01, 17.5548, "....", 30.1619, 95.3429 
ECHO: 33, 15.01, 28.7006, "....", 48.0233, 87.7141 
ECHO: 33, 16.01, 43.5032, "....", 68.8396, 72.5335 
ECHO: 33, 17.01, 64.0419, "....", 89.9114, 43.7714 
ECHO: 33, 18.01, -89.7246, "....", -99.9988, 0.48068 
ECHO: 33, 19.01, -63.5666, "....", -89.5452, 44.5157 
Rendering Polygon Mesh using CGAL... 
Geometries in cache: 17 
Geometry cache size in bytes: 8960 
CGAL Polyhedrons in cache: 0 
CGAL cache size in bytes: 0 
Total rendering time: 0 hours, 0 minutes, 0 seconds 
Top level object is a 2D object: 
Contours: 3 
Rendering finished. 
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Do DESIGN and then PREVIEW, or in this case below, RENDER 
 
Let us analyze this.  
 

 
 
select the correct 
view 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
First, the trigonometric functions use degrees rather than radians, so that is simple. However, the 
2D functions are limited to:- 
 
 square 
 circle 
 polygon 
 
and there is no “line” function, so the “polygon” is used:- 
 
 polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[0.1,0.1]]); 
 
but  the polygon needs to end at a slightly place than it started, otherwise the line may cancel 
itself out, hence the “,[0.1,0.1]]);” ending. (see later for How To Draw A Line) 
 
The reason for 6pm not showing up was because of the sign of the hour line angle variable (hla). 
This was fixed with some conditional statements. 
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TRIGONOMETRY AND SIGNS OF SIN, COS, ETC 
 
OpenScad works well with trigonometric signs as can be seen below:- 
 

// sample 6 
 
st=0; 
en=360; 
text("      sample 6"); 
for (i=[st:10:en]) 
{ 
    hla=i; 
    l=i*2; 
    x=l*sin(hla); 
    y=l*cos(hla); 
    echo (i,,"....",x,y); 
    polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[0.1,0.1]]); 
} 

 
producing 
 

Saved backup file: C:/Users/simon/Documents/OpenSCAD/backups/examples 6 
thru nn-backup-GPwa3784.scad 
Compiling design (CSG Tree generation)... 
ECHO: 0, "....", 0, 0 
ECHO: 10, "....", 3.47296, 19.6962 
ECHO: 20, "....", 13.6808, 37.5877 
ECHO: 30, "....", 30, 51.9615 
ECHO: 40, "....", 51.423, 61.2836 
ECHO: 50, "....", 76.6044, 64.2788 
ECHO: 60, "....", 103.923, 60 
ECHO: 70, "....", 131.557, 47.8828 
ECHO: 80, "....", 157.569, 27.7837 
ECHO: 90, "....", 180, 0 
ECHO: 100, "....", 196.962, -34.7296 
ECHO: 110, "....", 206.732, -75.2444 
ECHO: 120, "....", 207.846, -120 
ECHO: 130, "....", 199.172, -167.125 
ECHO: 140, "....", 179.981, -214.492 
ECHO: 150, "....", 150, -259.808 
ECHO: 160, "....", 109.446, -300.702 
ECHO: 170, "....", 59.0404, -334.835 
ECHO: 180, "....", 0, -360 
ECHO: 190, "....", -65.9863, -374.227 
ECHO: 200, "....", -136.808, -375.877 
ECHO: 210, "....", -210, -363.731 
ECHO: 220, "....", -282.827, -337.06 
ECHO: 230, "....", -352.38, -295.682 
ECHO: 240, "....", -415.692, -240 
ECHO: 250, "....", -469.846, -171.01 
ECHO: 260, "....", -512.1, -90.2971 
ECHO: 270, "....", -540, 0 
ECHO: 280, "....", -551.492, 97.243 
ECHO: 290, "....", -545.022, 198.372 
ECHO: 300, "....", -519.615, 300 
ECHO: 310, "....", -474.948, 398.528 
ECHO: 320, "....", -411.384, 490.268 
ECHO: 330, "....", -330, 571.577 
ECHO: 340, "....", -232.574, 638.991 
ECHO: 350, "....", -121.554, 689.365 
ECHO: 360, "....", 0, 720 
Rendering Polygon Mesh using CGAL... 
Geometries in cache: 132 
Geometry cache size in bytes: 64848 
CGAL Polyhedrons in cache: 0 
CGAL cache size in bytes: 0 
Total rendering time: 0 hours, 0 minutes, 0 seconds 
Top level object is a 2D object: 
Contours: 15 
Rendering finished. 
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and the graphical display is correct:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now the next problem to solve is relocating starts of objects, placing text in the display area, and 
changing colors. It might help if I read the provided documentation. 
 
Text is positioned using “translate”. The size of the text is varied with the second parameter of 
“text” in this example and uses “i/5”, so “text” and “translate” solve that problem. 
 

// sample 7 
st=0; 
en=360; 
text("      sample 7"); 
for (i=[st:10:en]) 
{ 
    hla=i; 
    l=i*2; 
    x=l*sin(hla); 
    y=l*cos(hla); 
    echo (i,,"....",x,y); 
    polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[0.1,0.1]]); 
    translate([x, y]) { 
        text ("*",i/5); 
    } 
} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, how does one change color? 
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THE USE OF COLOR (DESIGN, PREVIEW SHOWS COLORS) 
 

// sample 8 
st=0; 
en=360; 
 
color ("red") { 
    text("      sample 8",100); 
} 
 
translate([0, 0-200]) { 
    color ("green") { 
        circle (30); 
    } 
} 
 
for (i=[st:10:en]) 
{ 
    hla=i; 
    l=i*2; 
    x=l*sin(hla); 
    y=l*cos(hla); 
    echo (i,,"....",x,y); 
     
    color ("black") { 
        polygon([[0,-200],[x,y-200],[10,-200]]); 
    } 
     
    if (i<181){ 
        color ("green") { 
                translate([x-20, y-200-20]) { 
                    text ("*",i/3); 
                } 
        } 
    } else   
    { 
        color ("blue") { 
                translate([x-20, y-200-20]) { 
                    text ("*",i/3); 
                } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

In the above code, the “Y” ordinate is dropped 
down, and “color” is used. Also, the end point of 
the lines (polygon) is widened, the lines are of 
course actually narrow triangles in the above 
code. 
 
Only “VIEW”, “PREVIEW” shows any color other 
than the default of red. And after a DESIGN then 
RENDER, the VIEW then PREVIEW doesn’t 
show the result unless you do a SAVE. 
Alternatively, do a DESIGN then PREVIEW. 
 
Note green “*” for 0 to 180, blue “*” 181 to 360, 
and black lines. 
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ALLOWING VARIABLE DATA TO APPEAR IN A TEXT COMMAND (str) 
 
Below, color is used as well as the “str” feature to display variable text. 
 

// sample 9 
st=0; 
en=360; 
 
color ("red") { 
    text("     sample 9",20); 
} 
 
translate([0, 0]) { 
    color ("green") { 
        circle (30); 
    } 
} 
 
translate([-50, -50]) { 
    color ("blue") { 
        text("blue",20); 
    } 
} 
 
jj=10; 
translate([ 50,  50]) { 
    color ("black") { 
        text(str("this is ",jj),100); 
    } 
} 
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At this point, all the elements of coding for OpenScad are in place for drawing a 2D horizontal 
dial, so here it is:-  
 

// 2d hDial v4 
// = = = = = = = = = variables 
lat=33.5; 
lng=108.2; 
ref=105; 
// = = = = = = = = =  
st=2;     
en=23;  
 
translate([20,-30]) { 
    color("black") { 
        text(str("lat ",lat),6); 
    } 
} 
translate([20,-40]) { 
    color("black") { 
        text(str("lng ",lng),6); 
    } 
} 
translate([20,-50]) { 
    color("black") { 
        text(str("ref ",ref),6); 
    } 
} 
translate([-80, 0]) {square(size=[160,2]);} 
for (i=[st:1:en]) { 
    hla=atan(sin(lat)*tan(15*i-(lng-ref))); 
    sz=80; 
    x=sz*sin(hla);       // or x=cos… 
    y=sz*cos(hla);       // or y=sin… 
    //                   // if so, change below code 
    echo (lat,i,hla,"....",x,y); 
     
    // AM 
    // 0600 to 1200 
    if ((i<=12) && (x<0) && (y>0)) {   
        //x=-x;    y=-y; 
        color("black") { 
            polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[.6,.6]]); 
            translate([x, y]) { 
                color("black"){ 
                    text(str("*",i),4); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
    // 0600 or earlier 
    if ((i<=6) && (x>0) && (y>0)) {   
        x=-x;    y=-y; 
        color("green") { 
            polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[.6,.6]]); 
            translate([x, y]) { 
                color("green"){ 
                    text(str("*",i),4); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    }     
     
    // PM 
    // 1800 or later 
    if ((i>=18) && (x<0) && (y>0)) {   
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        x=-x;    y=-y; 
        color("blue") { 
            polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[.6,.6]]); 
            translate([x, y]) { 
                color("blue"){ 
                    text(str("*",i),4); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    }   
    // 1200 or later 
    if ((i>12) && (i<=18) && (x>0) && (y>0)) {   
        color("red") { 
            polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[.6,.6]]); 
            translate([x, y]) { 
                color("red"){ 
                    text(str("*",i),4); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    }      
  
    // special case for i=12 and lng<=ref  
        if ((i==12) && (lng<=ref) ) {   
        color("blue") { 
            polygon([[0,0],[x,y],[.6,.6]]); 
            translate([x, y]) { 
                color("blue"){ 
                    text(str("*",i),4); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
     
     
    // special case for i=6 and lng=ref  
        if ((i==6) && (lng==ref) ) {   
        color("blue") { 
            polygon([[0,0],[-x,y],[.6,.6]]); 
            translate([-x, y]) { 
                color("blue"){ 
                    text(str("*",i),4); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
     
}   // END OF FOR loop 
// *** END *** 
 

 
Several points.  
 

 The replication of special case code to draw hour lines and text is because openScad 
scope rules are that a change to a variable within an IF does not change the value 
outside the IF 

 Remember ssignment is done at compile time where possible, unfortunately.  
  // sample 10 
  st=0; 
  echo (st);  ECHO: 360                 (not 0) 
  st=360; 
  echo (st);  ECHO: 360 

 Data cannot be read from the console, hence lat/long coded in the program 
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longitude east of reference 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
no longitude 
correction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 longitude west of reference  
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HOW TO DRAW A LINE 
 
While a polygon was used earlier for drawing a line, is it the best solution? In the scheme of 
things, the polygon uses [x,y] and so also does the text function, so they go well together. 
 
Having said that, a line can be drawn with a square that is elongated, and rotated by an angle 
rather than [x,y]. 
  
// 2d example 11 ~ lines by rotates square not polygon 
st=1;     
en=360;  
sz=20; 
 
translate([20,-30]) { 
    color("black") { 
        text(str("start ",st),6); 
    } 
} 
translate([20,-40]) { 
    color("black") { 
        text(str("end ",en),6); 
    } 
} 
 
for (i=[st:10:en]) { 
        color("black") { 
            rotate(a=[0,0,i])  
                square(size=[1,sz+(i/20)]);} 
}  
// *** END *** 
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OPENJSCAD (a web based variant of openScad) 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSCAD 
 http://openjscad.org/      web jsCad 
 http://joostn.github.io/OpenJsCad/    notes 
 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/OpenJSCAD_User_Guide  details 
 https://github.com/Spiritdude/OpenJSCAD.org   misc 
 
2D shapes ~ Two dimensional shapes can be defined through the CAG class. CAG stands for 
'Constructive Area Geometry' which is the 2D variant of CSG. 
 
shift+enter to redisplay 
 
 
VERY BASIC H-DIAL (using:  http://openjscad.org/) 
 
function main(params) 
{   // trig here uses OpenScad sin, cos, tan, atan functions using degrees  
    // not the Math.sin, Math.cos, Math.tan, Math.atan javascript ones 
    // which use radians 
    st=5; 
    en=20; 
    lat=33.5; 
    lng=112.1; 
    ref=105; 
    sz=20; 
    lns = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
     
    for (var i = st; i < en; i++) 
    {   
        // hla= atan( sin(lat) * tan(15*i-(lng-ref)) ); 
        // or just for fun have "sin" use javascript Math.sin 
        // hla= atan( Math.sin(2*3.1416*lat/360) * tan(15*i-(lng-ref)) ); 
        hla= atan( Math.sin(2*3.1416*lat/360) * tan(15*i-(lng-ref)) );         
        lns[i] = rotate([0,0,hla], square([0.2,40]));   
    } 
    return (lns); 
} 
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 A NAUTILAS  (using:  http://openjscad.org/) 
 
function main(params) 
{    
    st=1;    // must start with 1 else errors 
    en=361; 
    lns = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
     
    for (var i = st; i < en; i=i+5) 
    {   
    lns[i] = translate([0,-20,0],     // x=0 y=20 shift 
             rotate(   [0,0,i-1],     // rotate by i-1 
             square(   [0.4,i/5])) ); // thin square = line 
    }     // i-1 corrects back the i=1 start 
    return (lns); 
} 
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 A NAUTILAS AND PARAMETERS  (using:  http://openjscad.org/) 
 
 
 
function getParameterDefinitions() { 
  return [{ name: 'stp', type: 'float', initial: 1,   caption: "Start:" }, 
          { name: 'enp', type: 'float', initial: 361, caption: "End:" } ]; 
} 
// above code enables parameter box on screen 
 
 
 
function main(params) 
{    
    st = params.stp; 
    en = params.enp; 
    lns = [];     // no elements predefined, so array could have voids in it 
     
    for (var i = st; i <= en; i=i+5) 
    {   
    lns[i] = translate([0,-20,0],     // x=0 y=20 shift 
             rotate(   [0,0,i-1],     // rotate by i-1 
             square(   [0.4,i/5])) ); // thin square = line 
    }     // i-1 corrects back the i=1 start 
    return (lns); 
} 
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SLIGHTLY BETTER H-DIAL (using:  http://openjscad.org/) 
 
function getParameterDefinitions() { 
  return [{name:'lat', type:'float', initial: 33.5,  caption: "Latitude:" }, 
          {name:'lng', type:'float', initial: 108.1, caption: "Longitude:"},  
          {name:'ref', type:'float', initial: 105,   caption: "Ref.Long:" }, 
          {name:'st',  type:'float', initial: 6,     caption: "Start HR:" }, 
          {name:'en',  type:'float', initial: 18,    caption: "End HR:" } 
          ]; 
} 
// above code enables parameter box on screen 
 
function main(params) 
{   // trig here uses OpenScad sin, cos, tan, atan functions using degrees  
    // not the Math.sin, Math.cos, Math.tan, Math.atan javascript ones 
    // which use radians 
    st  = params.st;  
    en  = params.en; 
    lat = params.lat; 
    lng = params.lng; 
    ref = params.ref; 
    sz=20; 
    lns = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
    //    for the array of lines to be returned for display 
     
    for (var i = st; i <= en; i++) 
    {   
        // hla= atan( sin(lat) * tan(15*i-(lng-ref)) ); 
        // or just for fun have "sin" use javascript Math.sin 
        // hla= atan( Math.sin(2*3.1416*lat/360) * tan(15*i-(lng-ref)) ); 
        // sin(degrees) and Math.sin(radians) 
        hla= atan( Math.sin(2*3.1416*lat/360) * tan(15*i-(lng-ref)) ); 
         
        // put this line into the array 
        lns[i] = rotate([0,0,hla], square([0.2,40]));   
    } 
    return (lns); 
} 
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MORE MAY FOLLOW
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SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS ~ Euler 
 
 
Download and install Euler from here. 
 
 http://euler.rene-grothmann.de 
 
The program is downloaded, and installed. The simplest thing to do next is to look at the 
documentation, which is on that main page. 
 
 
A simple program is then loaded by FILE, Load EULER File 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The program is then loaded into Euler's "memory banks", and run. Euler programming syntax 
uses:- 
 
 ##  comments 
 ..  comments 
 ;  at end of a command to inhibit showing results on the log 
 printf  similar to, but more restricted than in C, C++, etc 
 string...  there are no string conversions from numeric values 
 <scope> variables in a language structure, such as IF, FOR are local 
   in nature, to access them outside, build a variable outside the 
   structure, and assign it when in the IF, FOR, etc 
 
A program is saved in text form as xxxxxxx.e and can be edited with something as simple as 
Wordpad. When saved, it is loaded as shown above. Euler has two panels it displays, one is for 
text, the other is for graphics. 
 
NOTE: Tested on Windows XP  SP1 and SP2 with Euler version 4 
NOTE: Tested on Windows XP Euler version 7 and notes added on how to display comments, 
and animation improved dramatically. 
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RUNNING EULER PROGRAMS                   FIRST METHOD (or see next page) 
 
First bring up Euler which has two windows. In the window which does not say GRAPHICS click 
FILE then LOAN AND INTERPRET *.e FILE 

 
 

 
 
 
When loaded, the window tells you what 
file it was. Nothing happens yet. In earlier 
editions of Euler the comments were 
displayed, and they specify the prompt. 
But in Euler version 7 this is not the case. 
So after loading an *.e file you must know 
the "command" to enter. And, the 
command entered after a *.e file is loaded 
is shown in the following table. 
 
 
  ACTUAL 
EULER FILE COMMAND  COMMAND entered may not be the same as *.e name 
 
ahdial.e  ahdial   it asks for data however animation does not work in 
     this Euler version 
almanac.e almanac  it asks for input 
avdec.e  avdec   it asks for data however animation does not work in 
     this Euler version 
hDialGr.e hdial (33,8,5)   i.e. lat,long,ref   (note:  hdial   not   hdialgr)  
hdialtab.e hdial (33,8,5)  i.e. lat,long,ref  (note:  hdial   not   hdialgr)  
vdecgr.e vdec(33,8,5,-45) i.e. lat,long,ref,decl (note:  vdec   not   vdecgr) 
vdectab.e vdec(33,8,5,-45) i.e. lat,long,ref,decl (note:  vdec   not   vdectab) 
vdialgr.e vdial (33,8,5)   i.e. lat,long,ref   (note:  vdial   not   vdialgr)  
vdialtab.e hdial (33,8,5)  i.e. lat,long,ref  (note:  vdial   not   vdialgr)  
 
 
NOTE: The command entered after loading vDialGr.e is vdial (lat,lng,ref) and not 
vdialgr(lat,lng,ref). 
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RUNNING EULER PROGRAMS                   SECOND METHOD 
 
First bring up Euler which has two windows. In the window which does not say GRAPHICS click 
FILE then LOAN AND INTERPRET *.e FILE 

 
 

 
When loaded, the window tells you what 
file it was. Nothing happens yet. In earlier 
editions of Euler the comments were 
displayed, and they specify the prompt.  
 
But in Euler version 7 this is not the case. 
So after loading an *.e file you must know 
the "command" to enter, or, try this trick... 
After the LOAD, move the mouse to the 
";" and delete it and hit ENTER again, 
now the comments are displayed. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: The command entered after loading vDialGr.e is vdial (lat,lng,ref) and not 
vdialgr(lat,lng,ref), etc. In other words, READ THE COMMENTS !!! 
 
NOTE: Animation works better in version 7 of Euler. 
 

delete the 
semi colon 
and hit 
ENTER 
again comments are 

now shown 
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Here is the Euler program for the h-dial.     TEXT/TABULAR VERSION 
 
comment 
================================ 
hDialTab.e 
     hdial (lat, long, ref) 
eg:  hdial (32.75, 108.2, 105) 
================================ 
www.illustratingshadows.com 2008 
================================ 
endcomment 
 
function hdial(lat, long, ref)  
.. calculate common data                        .. note: ";" after instr stops echoing 
slat=sin(lat*2*3.1416/360);                     .. sin(lat) 
corm = (long-ref)*4;                            .. correction in minutes 
corh = corm/60;                                 .. correction in hours 
dlong = long-ref;                               .. difference in longitudes 
printf ("Correction in minutes: %4.1f", corm)   .. state correction in minutes 
 
ii = 0;                                         .. ii is a global variable 
 
##   loop for table of hour line angles 
for i = 6 to 18; 
    hr = i-corh; 
    tanlha = tan(hr*15*2*3.1416/360); 
    hla=round(360*atan(slat*tanlha)/(2*3.1416),2); 
    printf ("Hour: %2.0f", i)  
    printf ("      Hour line angle: %4.1f", hla)  
    ii = i;                                      .. if I wanted a global of last HR 
end 
printf ("End of tabular data: Lat:   %4.1f", lat)  .. show the latitude 
printf ("End of tabular data: Dlong: %4.1f", dlong)   .. and diff long 
return 0;  
 
endfunction  
 
 
Here is the Euler program for the v-dial.    TEXT/TABULAR VERSION 
 
comment 
================================ 
vDialTab.e 
     vdial (lat, long, ref) 
eg:  vdial (32.75, 108.2, 105) 
================================ 
www.illustratingshadows.com 2008 
================================ 
endcomment 
 
function vdial(lat, long, ref)  
.. calculate common data                        .. note: ";" after instr stops echoing 
clat=cos(lat*2*3.1416/360);                     .. cos(lat) 
corm = (long-ref)*4;                            .. correction in minutes 
corh = corm/60;                                 .. correction in hours 
dlong = ref-long;                               .. difference in longitudes 
printf ("Correction in minutes: %4.1f", corm)   .. state correction in minutes 
 
##   loop for table of hour line angles 
for i = 6 to 18; 
    hr = i-corh; 
    tanlha = tan(hr*15*2*3.1416/360); 
    hla=round(360*atan(clat*tanlha)/(2*3.1416),2); 
    printf ("Hour: %2.0f", i)  
    printf ("      Hour line angle: %4.1f", hla)  
end 
printf ("End of tabular data: Lat:   %4.1f", lat)  .. show the latitude 
printf ("End of tabular data: Dlong: %4.1f", dlong)   .. and diff long 
return 0;  
 
endfunction  
 
A text/tabular version exists for the vertical decliner also.
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GRAPHICAL VERSIONS OF DIAL CODE 
 
comment 
================================ 
hDialGr.e  Jan 14, 2008 1731 mst 
     hdial (lat, long, ref) 
eg:  hdial (32.75, 108.2, 105) 
================================ 
www.illustratingshadows.com  sws 
================================ 
endcomment 
 
function hdial(lat, long, ref)  
.. calculate common data                        .. note: ";" after instr stops echoing 
slat=sin(lat*2*3.1416/360);                     .. sin(lat) 
corm = (long-ref)*4;                            .. correction in minutes 
corh = corm/60;                                 .. correction in hours 
dlong = long-ref;                               .. difference in longitudes 
printf ("Correction in minutes: %4.1f", corm)   .. state correction in minutes 
 
## define dial center (xc, yc) and the left, right, down values 
## 0,0 is top left in Euler 
xc=0;                                           .. x and y for 
yc=0;                                           ..   dial center 
..                                              .. plots smallest x left, smallest y 
bottom 
xys=1;                                          .. x and y size  
arscale = 0.8 ;        .. trial and error       .. aspect ratio scaling of (whatever) 
..keepsquare(1)                                 .. force Euler to use square coordinate 
window 
hold on;                                        .. stops PLOT(x,y) refreshing 
title("Horizontal Dial");                       .. graph's title 
 
##   loop for table of hour line angles 
for i = 6 to 18; 
.. 
......................................................................................... 
    hr = i-corh; 
    tanlha = tan(hr*15*2*3.1416/360);           .. tan of Local Hour Angle 
    ..                                          .. dont confuse suns LHA with dials HLA 
    thla   = slat*tanlha;                       .. tan of Hour Line Angle 
    hlaR=atan(thla);                            .. hour line angle = sin(lat)*tan(lha) 
    hlaD=round(360*hlaR/(2*3.1416),2);          .. hour line angle in degrees 
    printf ("Hour: %2.0f", i) 
    printf ("      Hour line angle: %4.1f", hlaD) 
 
    ## get vector for this line 
    y = [ xc, xys ];                            .. swapping x,y because of Euler's scales 
    x = [ yc, arscale*xys*thla ];               .. scaling of (arscale) for aspect ratio 
    plot ( x,y ); 
    if i==9  then label( "9", arscale*xys*thla, xys ); endif; 
    if i==12 then label( "noon", arscale*xys*thla, xys ); endif; 
    if i==15 then label( "3", arscale*xys*thla, xys ); endif; 
.. 
......................................................................................... 
end 
printf ("End of tabular data: Lat:   %4.1f", lat)  .. show the latitude 
printf ("End of tabular data: Dlong: %4.1f", dlong).. and diff long 
printf ("Must verify aspect ratio: %4.1f", arscale).. advise aspecr ratio issues 
label( "MUST verify aspect ratio.", xc,yc);  
 
## get vector for a 45 degree line the user can use for aspect ratio determination 
y = [ xc, 0.5*xys ];                                .. do a 45 degree line 
x = [ yc, 0.5*arscale*xys*tan(2*3.1416*45/360) ];   .. to let user test for aspect ratio 
label( "<45>", 0.5*arscale*xys*tan(2*3.1416*45/360), 0.5*xys ); 
plot ( x,y ); 
 
## that is all 
..insimg;                                       .. show image in text area  
return 0;  
 
endfunction  
 
Animated versions of the graphical dials also exit. 
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The program runs and displays hour angles:- 
 
>load "C:\Illustrating Shadows\Euler - - - - -- e\hDialGr.e"; 
================================ 
hDialGr.e  Jan 14, 2008 1731 mst 
     hdial (lat, long, ref) 
eg:  hdial (32.75, 108.2, 105) 
================================ 
www.illustratingshadows.com  sws 
================================ 
>hdial (32.75, 108.2, 105) 
Correction in minutes: 12.8 
Hour:  6 
      Hour line angle: 84.1 
Hour:  7 
      Hour line angle: -68.9 
Hour:  8 
      Hour line angle: -47.0 
Hour:  9 
      Hour line angle: -31.2 
Hour: 10 
      Hour line angle: -19.5 
Hour: 11 
      Hour line angle: -10.1 
Hour: 12 
      Hour line angle: -1.7 
Hour: 13 
      Hour line angle:  6.5 
Hour: 14 
      Hour line angle: 15.3 
Hour: 15 
      Hour line angle: 25.8 
Hour: 16 
      Hour line angle: 39.6 
Hour: 17 
      Hour line angle: 58.7 
Hour: 18 
      Hour line angle: 84.1 
End of tabular data: Lat:   32.8 
End of tabular data: Dlong:  3.2 
Must verify aspect ratio:  0.8 

 
 
 
And the graphical depiction is:- 
 
 
 
 
 
The angles verified by using 
DeltaCAD, the aspect ratio line 
of 45 degrees was checked, 
and used to help adjust the 
programs scaling factor. 
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The vertical dial produces similar depictions. The angles being validated. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The vertical decliner also. 
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SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS ~ Octave 
 
Download and install Octave from here.   http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/ 
 
The program is downloaded, and installed. The install process is very simple.  OCTAVE is 
somewhat like MATLAB, which is part of the community of mathematical  packages such as 
Scilab and Euler, for which I have provided textual as well as graphical dialling programs. 
  
Octave is available at:-  http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/  and click the DOWNLOAD link             
and then scroll down the DOWNLOAD page and look for WINDOWS. It has a link for example to 
"The OCTAVE FORGE", click on the Octave Forge link and look down that page for the 
WINDOWS INSTALLER, look on that page for LATEST and that will have beneath it                   
octave-3.0.0-setup.exe   or something like that.. Click that latest install file and it installs and you 
are ready.  
 
After installation double click on the OCTAVE desktop shortcut. And wait. Up comes a boring 
DOS like window, never fear, after it does its thing type "edit" (without the quotes). From then on 
edit, mess with the code, save, and in the original Octave window, enter the saved file's name. Of 
course, files must be saved in the path used by Octave. And file names are case sensitive. 
 

 
As you can see, Octave has a very boring DOS looking window, however, looks are deceiving. 
Type the word "edit" and a very context sensitive editor appears.  
 
NOTE: Tested on Windows XP  SP2. 
 
NOTE: Octave is provided under the same licensing scheme as Euler and Scilab. It is free and 
donations are solicited. 
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Here is the Octave program for the h-dial.     TEXT/TABULAR VERSION 
 
## 
## hdial.m      A horizontal dial with longitude correction 
## 
 
## OCTAVE is somewhat like MATLAB, which is part of the community of mathematical  
## packages such as Scilab and Euler, for which I have provided textual as well 
## as graphical dialling programs. 
## 
## Octave is available at:-     http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/ 
##      and click the DOWNLOAD link 
##            scroll down the DOWNLOAD page and look for WINDOWS 
##            and it has a link foe example to "The OCTAVE FORGE" 
##            click on the Octave Forge link and  
##            look down that page for the WINDOWS INSTALLER 
##            look on that page for LATEST and that will have beneath it 
##                  octave-3.0.0-setup.exe      or something like that.  
##            click that latest install file and it installs and you are ready. 
##      after the usual virus checking, double click it. 
##      Installation is very simple, and after installation 
##      double click on the OCTAVE desktop shortcut. And wait. 
##      Up comes a boring DOS like window, never fear, after it does its thing 
##      type "edit" (without the quotes). 
## 
##      From then on edit, mess with the code, save, and in the original Octave 
##      window, enter the saved file's name. Of course, files must be saved in 
##      the path used by Octave. 
 
clc; 
printf ("\n\nwww.illustratingshadows.com\n\n"); 
 
## This code written by Simon Wheaton-Smith  FRI, MBCS, CITP  February 13, 2008 
 
 
##sLat = input ("Lat: [32.75]:","s"); 
##printf ("Latitude is: %s\n", sLat); 
fLat = input ("Lat: [32.75]:  "); 
 
fLng = input ("Lng: [108.2]:  "); 
 
fRef = input ("Ref: [105]:    "); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
 
printf ("Latitude is:       %5.2f\n", fLat); 
printf ("Longitude is:      %6.2f\n", fLng); 
printf ("Ref.Long is:       %6.2f\n", fRef); 
corh = (fLng - fRef)/15; 
corm = corh *60; 
printf ("Correction:  hh.h:  %5.2f     mm.m %2.1f \n", corh, corm); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
 
hr = 6; 
while (hr <19) 
       hlat = sin(2*3.14159*fLat/360) * tan(2*3.1416*((hr-corh)*15)/360) ;   
       hla = atan(hlat); 
       hlad = hla * 360 / (2*3.14159); 
       tod = (hr);     
       printf ("Hour:  %3.0f  Hour Line Angle: %5.2f \n", tod, hlad) 
       hr++; 
endwhile 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
printf ("*** END ***\n\n"); 
 
## END 
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GRAPHICAL VERSIONS OF DIAL CODE 
 
## 
## hdialGR.m      A horizontal dial with longitude correction 
## 
 
clc;                                 ## clear the log 
printf ("\n\nwww.illustratingshadows.com\n\n"); 
printf ("Ignore the missing font message that may appear later.\n\n"); 
 
## This code written by Simon Wheaton-Smith  FRI, MBCS, CITP  February 13, 2008 
 
 
##sLat = input ("Lat: [32.75]:","s"); 
##printf ("Latitude is: %s\n", sLat); 
fLat = input ("Lat: [32.75]:  "); 
 
fLng = input ("Lng: [108.2]:  "); 
 
fRef = input ("Ref: [105]:    "); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
 
printf ("Latitude is:       %5.2f\n", fLat); 
printf ("Longitude is:      %6.2f\n", fLng); 
printf ("Ref.Long is:       %6.2f\n", fRef); 
corh = (fLng - fRef)/15; 
corm = corh *60; 
printf ("Correction:  hh.h:  %5.2f     mm.m %2.1f \n", corh, corm); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
 
## define a graphics area which we call:-  gr     ## page 212 etc of manual 
gr = axes();                 ## get a plotting area 
## axis ("equal");           ## force x to equal y 
clf();                       ## clear the current figure 
hold ("on");                 ## each drawing adds to previous drawings 
set (gca (), "defaultlinecolor", "black"); 
axis ([0,20,-10,10],"square");      ## force x to equal y 
##                           ## placed after the set GCA, it works 
 
## dial center is defined as 10,0 and size limit is 10 
xc=10; 
yc=0; 
xysize=10; 
 
## do the loop for the desired hours 
hr = 5; 
while (hr <20) 
      hlat = sin(2*3.14159*fLat/360) * tan(2*3.1416*((hr-corh)*15)/360) ;   
      hla = atan(hlat); 
      hlad = hla * 360 / (2*3.14159); 
      tod = (hr);     
      printf ("Hour:  %3.0f  Hour Line Angle: %5.2f \n", tod, hlad) 
     
      if (hlad < -45 && hr < 12) 
          ## normal early morning hours 
          x = -10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc+y ]; 
          line (xx,yy); 
      elseif (hlad >45 && hr < 12) 
          ## non normal hours more than 90 degrees of noon 
          x = -10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc+y ]; 
          line (xx,yy);             
      elseif (hlad > 45 && hr > 12)  
          ## normal late afternoon hours 
          x = 10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc+y ]; 
          line (xx,yy);   
      elseif (hlad < -45 && hr > 12)  
          ## non normal late afternoon hours 
          x = 10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
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          yy = [ yc, yc+y ]; 
          line (xx,yy);            
      else 
          ## middle of day hours 
          y = 10; 
          x = y * hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc+y ]; 
          line (xx,yy); 
      endif 
      th = num2str(hr); 
      text (  xc+x, yc+y, th);       
      tempangle = ceil(hlad*10); 
      ta = num2str(tempangle/10); 
      text (  xc+x, yc+y-0.7, ta); 
      hr++; 
endwhile 
 
## display the graphics 
set (gca (), "defaultlinecolor", "blue"); 
y = 10; 
x = y;           
xx = [ 5, 10 ]; 
yy = [ -10, -5 ]; 
line (xx,yy); 
xx = [ 10, 15 ]; 
yy = [ -5, -10 ]; 
line (xx,yy); 
 
text ( 8,-6, "CAUTION: to verify the aspect ratio"); 
text ( 8,-7, "         use the 90 degree intersection"); 
text ( 8,-8, "         of the two 45 degree lines"); 
text ( 8,-9, "         to adjust aspect ratio."); 
drawnow(); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
printf ("*** END ***\n\n"); 
 
## END 

 
 
 
 
 
When you enter "hdialGR" in the Octave DOS looking window, without the quotes, the program 
runs and displays two things. One is the detailed text display of hours and data.
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The other display is the graphics display. 
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## 
## vdialGR.m      A vertical dial with longitude correction 
## 
 
clc;                                 ## clear the log 
printf ("\n\nwww.illustratingshadows.com\n\n"); 
printf ("Ignore the missing font message that may appear later.\n\n"); 
 
## This code written by Simon Wheaton-Smith  FRI, MBCS, CITP  February 14, 2008 
 
 
##sLat = input ("Lat: [32.75]:","s"); 
##printf ("Latitude is: %s\n", sLat); 
fLat = input ("Lat: [32.75]:  "); 
 
fLng = input ("Lng: [108.2]:  "); 
 
fRef = input ("Ref: [105]:    "); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
 
printf ("Latitude is:       %5.2f\n", fLat); 
printf ("Longitude is:      %6.2f\n", fLng); 
printf ("Ref.Long is:       %6.2f\n", fRef); 
corh = (fLng - fRef)/15; 
corm = corh *60; 
printf ("Correction:  hh.h:  %5.2f     mm.m %2.1f \n", corh, corm); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
 
## define a graphics area      ## page 212 etc of manual 
gr = axes();                   ## get a plotting area 
clf();                         ## clear the current figure 
hold ("on");                   ## each drawing adds to previous drawings 
set (gca (), "defaultlinecolor", "black"); 
axis ([0,20,-10,10],"square"); ## force x to equal y (do after set gca) 
 
## dial center is defined as 10,0 and size limit is 10 
xc=10; 
yc=0; 
xysize=10; 
 
## do the loop for the desired hours 
hr = 5; 
while (hr <20) 
      hlat = cos(2*3.14159*fLat/360) * tan(2*3.1416*((hr-corh)*15)/360) ;   
      hla = atan(hlat); 
      hlad = hla * 360 / (2*3.14159); 
      tod = (hr);     
      printf ("Hour:  %3.0f  Hour Line Angle: %5.2f \n", tod, hlad) 
     
      flag = 1;               ## say line is displayable 
      if (hlad < -45 && hr < 12) 
          ## normal early morning hours 
          x = -10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc-y ]; 
          line (xx,yy); 
      elseif (hlad >45 && hr < 12) 
          ## non normal hours more than 90 degrees of noon 
          x = -10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc-y ]; 
          ##   no line because can never display it  ## line (xx,yy);             
          flag = 0;               ## say line is not displayable 
      elseif (hlad > 45 && hr > 12)  
          ## normal late afternoon hours 
          x = 10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc-y ]; 
          line (xx,yy);   
      elseif (hlad < -45 && hr > 12)  
          ## non normal late afternoon hours 
          x = 10; 
          y = x / hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc-y ]; 
          ##   no line because can never display it  ## line (xx,yy);    
          flag = 0;               ## say line is not displayable           
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      else 
          ## middle of day hours 
          y = 10; 
          x = y * hlat;           
          xx = [ xc, xc+x ]; 
          yy = [ yc, yc-y ]; 
          line (xx,yy); 
      endif 
         
      if ( flag == 1)   
         ## dont talk of lines that cant be displayed 
         th = num2str(hr); 
         text (  xc+x, yc-y+0.5, th);       
         tempangle = ceil(hlad*10); 
         ta = num2str(tempangle/10); 
         text (  xc+x, yc-y+0.9, ta); 
      endif 
      hr++; 
endwhile 
 
## display the graphics 
drawnow(); 
 
printf ("\n================================================================\n"); 
printf ("*** END ***\n\n"); 
 
## END 
 

 
 

 
The dial does not show hour lines that would be above the horizontal. 
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NOTES ON CONTROLLING GRAPHICS 
 
The graphics area is defined first and the sequence of commands is important:- 
 
## define a graphics area        ## page 212 etc of manual 
gr = axes();                    ## get a plotting area 
clf();                           ## clear the current figure 
hold ("on");                     ## each drawing adds to priors  
set (gca (), "defaultlinecolor", "black"); 
axis ([0,20,-10,10],"square");   ## force x equal y (after set gca) 

 
 
After the graphics area is defined, you may turn on or off the axes and their scales. Those scales 
have numbers obviously, and they can confuse reading the hours and the hour line angles. The 
following code will drop or keep Octave's axes and scales. 
 
## let Octave do a box and scale (0 the default) or do our own (1) 
if ( dbx == 1 ) 
   o = gca();                       ## get current graphical object 
   set (o, "visible", "off");       ## dont draw scales 
endif 
 
 
However, if you drop Octave's box (axes) and their scales, then the dial plate looks somewhat 
naked. So, you can add a box just before the graphics is displayed. 
 
## display the graphics 
if ( dbx == 1 ) 
  ## let Octave do a box and scale (0) or do our own (1) 
  xx = [   0,  20 ]; 
  yy = [ -10, -10 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
  xx = [   0,  20 ]; 
  yy = [   2,   2 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
  xx = [   0,   0 ]; 
  yy = [ -10,   2 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
  xx = [  20,  20 ]; 
  yy = [ -10,   2 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
endif 
drawnow(); 
 
 
NOTE: The box drawn is the same for the vdialGR.m  and vdecGR.m  programs, but for the 
hdialGR.m program, a different box looks better. 
 
if ( dbx == 1 ) 
  ## let Octave do a box and scale (0) or do our own (1) 
  xx = [   0,  20 ]; 
  yy = [ -10, -10 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
  xx = [   0,  20 ]; 
  yy = [  10,  10 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
  xx = [   0,   0 ]; 
  yy = [ -10,  10 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
  xx = [  20,  20 ]; 
  yy = [ -10,  10 ]; 
  line (xx,yy); 
endif 
drawnow(); 
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SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS ~ Scilab 
 
NOTE: SciLab has been tested on Windows XP SP1 and on SP2, and Windows 8. After 
installation, the computer must be restarted. 
 
Home page:  http://www.scilab.org/ 
Online manuals: http://www.scilab.org/product/man/ 
 
From the Scilab home page, download and install the latest Scilab. This used version 4.1.2. Then 
start up Scilab, and at startup first do a FILE, CHANGE DIRECTORY, and locate the folder with 
the desired program hdial.sci. Then do a FILE, OPEN and load it. In the editor click EXECUTE. 
Alternatively, instead of opening the program, once the CHANGE DIRECTORY has been done, 
enter "exec hdial.sci". You can also run the vdial.sci and vdec.sci programs. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FILE, then OPEN, and locate the 
folder and the hdial.sci program. 
This brings up the editor, and the 
program can be changed, and 
executed then and there. It can also 
be run with the exec command. 

OPEN 
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Either way, answer the prompts for the latitude, longitude, and reference longitude. 
 
If you write your own programs, and get the "more y or n" message, ensure you add the ";" to all 
program statements, that eliminates echoing of values set by statements. 
 
 
CAUTION: 
 
The graphical depiction may have the wrong aspect 
ratio, however a 45 degree line is shown so you 
can rescale it. The program solution is to use the 
"square" command, which the hdial.sci, vdial.sci 
and vdec.sci programs do use. 
 
 
  With no SQUARE command 
 
  With the SQUARE command 
 
 
       wrong aspect ratio 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
good aspect ratio 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
CAUTION: Scilab will crash if the program is run a couple of times, simply reload Scilab before 
each use of these Scilab programs. 
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Either way, the program 
ends with a table of hours 
and hour line angles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scilab has a lot in common with C, FORTRAN, and other procedural languages. Like many of the 
newer languages, the documentation is excellent if you already know the language. However 
there are no obviously locatable sample programs to show you a working program that gets user 
input, processes it, and generates simple output. These programs do that, and simply. These 
programs do not have all the code that is in the DeltaCAD examples, that code corrects 
trigonometric quirks relating to quadrants to display data. The purpose of this code is to introduce 
the Scilab language. The h-dial program is shown below. The source for the hdial, vdial, and vdec 
dials is in the zip file. 
 
 
// Horizontal Dial ~ ~ ~ For a given latitude and longitude 
 
// Get latitude, longitude and reference longitude  
lat = input ("Latitude [eg 32.75]: "); 
latR = lat * 2 * 3.1416 / 360; 
tlatR = tan(latR); 
slatR = sin(latR); 
 
lng = input ("Longitude [eg 108.2]: "); 
ref = input ("Ref.Longitude [eg 105]: "); 
clng = lng - ref; 
 
xset ("font", 1, 8); 
 
// Set the parameters for the graphics area                               ) 
xc = 0.65;                                      // x of dial center       ) xc=0.65 
yc = 0.1 ;                                      // y of dial center       ) yc = 0.1 
ysize = .8 ;                                    // size of the y scale    ) ysize=0.8 
xsize = ysize  ;                                // size of the x scale    ) xsize = ysize 
                                                //                        ) 
// This corrects for aspect ratio - must go hand in hand with about values) 
square ( -.2, -.2 , 1.5, 1.5 ) ;                // xmin ymin xmax ymax    ) 
    
for hr = 7:17  ;                                // 6:19 is normal hour range 
   //    However extra code is needed for angles such as for 0600 when dial is  
   //    west of reference longitude, and for angles such as 1800 when the dial 
   //    is east of longitude. The purpose of this program was to show the use  
   //    of Scilab's language and techniques. 
   //    Simon Wheaton-Smith FRI, MBCS, CITP  
   //    www.illustratingshadows.com             Jan 11, 2008 0815 
 
   // calculate the local hour angle in radians  L H A = local hour angle of the sun 
   lha = (15 * hr) - clng    ;                  // local hour angle = hour * 15 degrees 
   lhaR = lha * 2 * 3.1416 / 360 ;              // in radians 
   tlhaR =  tan(lhaR)         ;                 // tlhaR is tan of hour angle 
 
   // calculate the hour line angle per se       H L A = hour line angle on the plate 
   // hrLnAng = atan (  sin(lat) * tan (lha)  )  
   hlaR = atan(slatR * tlhaR)  ;                // hour line angle in radians 
   hlaD = ( hlaR * 360) / (2 * 3.1416) ;        // hour line angle in degrees 
    
   // determine the end point for early, midday, or late hours 
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   if ( hlaD < -45 ) then; 
      // before 0900 
      // assuming x as a fixed end point, what is the y value for the hour 
           xe = xc - xsize  ;                   // x end = 1 x size plus dial center x 
           ye = yc - (xsize / tan(hlaR));       // y end = x size * formula  
   elseif ( hlaD > 45 ) then; 
      // after 1500 
      // assuming x as a fixed end point, what is the y value for the hour 
      xe = xc + xsize   ;                       // x end = 1 x size plus dial center x 
      ye = yc + (xsize / tan(hlaR))  ;          // y end = x size * formula  
    else // 0900 to 1500 
      // assuming y as a fixed end point, what is the x value for the hour 
      ye = yc + ysize        ;                  // y end = 1 y size plus dial center y 
      xe = xc + (ysize * tan(hlaR))  ;          // x end = y size * formula   
    end; 
  
   // draw an hour line 
   xa = [ xc xe  ]; 
   ya = [ yc ye  ]; 
   xarrows(xa,ya); 
    
   // name the hour line 
   // xstring( 1,  sin(lat)*tan(lha) ,"hr"  ) 
   xset ("font", 1, 8); 
   xstring( xe , ye  , string(hr), 0) ;         // show hour at end of hour line 
   xset ("font", 1, 2); 
   xstring( xe , ye+0.1  , string(int(hlaD)), 0); 
    
end; 
 
// draw a pretty box 
xrect  ( xc-xsize, yc+ysize, 2*xsize, ysize) ;  // upper left point, then sizes 
 
// draw a calibration line they must scale to 45 because Scilab aspect ratios  
// leave a lot to be desired. 
xa = [ xc       xc+0.2  ] ;                     // center a 45 degree line and use 
ya = [ yc-0.2   yc  ] ;                         // x for both x and y to force a 45 
xset ("font", 1, 4); 
xstring( xc+0.2 , yc-0.1  , string(45), 0) ;    // used for aspect ratio 
xarrows(xa,ya); 
 
// state the hour line angles now 
printf ("Graphical depiction may or may need aspect ratio adjustment\n"); 
printf ("Lat: %3.1f  Long.corr was: %3.1f \n",lat, clng); 
for hr = 6:18     ;                             // print the hour and hour line angles 
   printf ("Hour: %i   Hour Line Angle: %3.1f \n", hr, ( (atan(slatR * (tan((((15 * hr) –  
           clng) * 2 * 3.1416 / 360)))) * 360) / (2 * 3.1416))); 
end; 
printf ("*** ENTER *** to end program\n"); 
// END 
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As a reminder, the Scilab coordinate system is as follows, with 0,0 bottom left, however boxes 
start with the top left coordinate. The following program and depiction shows a problem with 
aspect ratios, unless corrected. The program fix  is to use the "square" command, which is done 
in the h-dial.sci program. 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Without the SQUARE command 
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BASIC ~ JUSTBASIC 
 

Available at www.justbasic.com is a free BASIC true IDE (integrated development environment). 
A more extensive version called Liberty Basic is available for a small fee. This system is used in 
some of the programs on this book's web site as well as on the CD provided with these books. 
 
This BASIC system is different from DeltaCAD, but very close. What follows is a simple program 
to display data for a simple horizontal dial. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
' ======================================================================== 
'  A simple horizontal dial with longitude correction 
'    by definition it can be a vertical dial for co-latitude 
' ======================================================================== 
 
' Ask for longitude and latitude and the longitude for the legal time zone 
print  "---------------------H-DIAL------------------------" 
print  "If run as an .EXE file, please read [please Read JB.txt]" 
print  "   sws-bas-h-dial.bas  -or-- sws-bas-h-dial.tkn" 
print  "   Last revision:  Jan 27, 2007   0932 mst" 
print  "---------------------------------------------------" 
print  " " 
input "Enter design latitude: [eg 32.75]        " ;  zla 
input  "Enter design longitude: [eg 108.2]       " ; zln 
input  "Enter legal meridian longitude: [eg 105] " ; zle 
 
' if null input then setup defaults 
if zla = 0 then zla=32.75 
if zln = 0 then zln=108.2 
if zle = 0 then zle=105 
 
' Calculate the correction due to longitude, and display the correction 
cor = zln-zle                                    ' This is the correction in degrees 
print  "Lat: " , zla 
print  "long: ", zln, "Ref: ", zle  
print  "corr: ", 4*cor, "minutes"           ' This is the correction in minutes 
print  "---------------------------------------------------" 
 
' Loop the range of hours and show the hour and its angle 
 
print  " " 
print  "If the sign for the earlier hours differ from the later hours" 
print  "   then it means the hour line went past 90, adjust accordingly." 
print  " " 
print  "Hr: ", "no corr: ", "long corr: " 
 
for n=05 to 19 step  1                ' Start with am on left, to pm on right 
   zhr = n - ( 4*cor/60 )                  ' This is the correction in hours 
   '   One could use IF, ELSEIF, etc however JustBASIC does not support ElseIF 
   if n < 12 then 
 if n = 11 then 
  print n, shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-n)), shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-zhr)), "+ve 
is to the left" 
 else 
  print n, shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-n)), shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-zhr)) 
 end if 
   end if 
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   if n = 12 then 
 print "- - - - -" 
 if zln >= zle then 
     print n, shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-n)), shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-zhr)), "to the 
left of sub style" 
 else 
    print n, shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-n)), shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-zhr)), "to the 
right of sub style" 
 end if 
       print "- - - - -" 
   end if 
 
   ' 
 
   if n > 12 then 
 if n = 13 then 
      print n, shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-n)), shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-zhr)), "-ve is 
to the right" 
 else 
      print n, shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-n)), shrink(hdial(zla,zln,12-zhr)) 
       end if 
   end if 
   ' repeat the loop 
next n 
 
print  "Hr: ", "no corr: ", "long corr: " 
print  " " 
print  "If the sign for the later hours differ from the earlier hours" 
print  "   then it means the hour line went past 90, adjust accordingly." 
 
[dial] 
print  "---------------------------------------------------" 
input  "end - hit ENTER to terminate"; zzz 
end 
 
' define a function for returning n hour angle 
' H = atan ( sin(lat) * tan (lha) ) 
function hdial(lat,long,hr) 
 hdial = atn((sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) * tan(hr*15*2*3.1416/360)))*360/(2*3.1416) 
end function 
 
' Shrink to 2 significant digits 
function shrink(a) 
 shrink = int(a*100)/100 
end function 
 
' *** END *** 

 
 
 
The results of this program for the vertical dial on the 
front and the horizontal dial on the top of the cube dial 
to the right are shown on the next page. For those 
with no Excel and no DeltaCAD, this BASIC system is 
an ideal option. 
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JustBASIC supports Turtle graphics, so here is an hDial, this uses a fixed radius for the hour line 
angles. 
 
    input "Latitude: "; lat 
    input "Longitude offset (+ is west, - is east): "; lng 
    open "My Drawing Area" for graphics as #draw 
 
    print #draw, "home"      ' go to draw area center 
    print #draw, "up"        ' pull the pen up so no draw 
    print #draw, "place 350 400"    ' move to our dial center 
    print #draw, "down"      ' put the pen down 
    print #draw, "font Times_New_Roman 10" 
    print #draw, "\hDial: LAT:         ";lat;"\LONG w+ E-:       ";lng 
 
    For hr = -5 To 5 Step 1 
       hl=drawHL(33.5,lng,hr) 
    next hr 
 
    ' *** DisplayDial *** 
    print #draw, "flush" 
    input r$ 
    close #draw 
    stop 
 
function drawHL(lat,long,hr) 
    hrnow = hr - (long*4/60) 
    hla = atn((sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) * tan(hrnow*15*2*3.1416/360))) * 360/(2*3.1416) 
    ' hdial is hour line angle in degrees 
    r = 250 
    x = r * sin(hla*2*3.1416/360) 
    y = r * cos(hla*2*3.1416/360) 
    ' http://www.libertybasicuniversity.com/lb4help/ 
    print #draw, "home"      ' go to draw area center 
    print #draw, "up"        ' pull the pen up so no draw 
    print #draw, "place 300 400"    ' move to our dial center 
    print #draw, "down"      ' put the pen down 
    print #draw, "north"     ' set basic direction of north 
    print #draw, "turn ";hla 
    print #draw, "go ";r 
 
    print #draw, "font Times_New_Roman 10" 
    hlashort$ = using("###.##",hla) 
    print #draw, "\ ";hr+12;"\";hlashort$ 
    drawHL = hla 
end function 
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"C" 
CPP  or  C++ 

C# 
 

 
Windows 8 
 
The notes in subsequent pages refer to a download of C++ that fails in Windows 8. For 
Windows 8, the following links were used:- 
 

 http://www.windows8downloads.com/win8-dev-c--wdoxnrth/ 
 http://sourceforge.net/projects/orwelldevcpp/?source=dlp 

 
 Dev-Cpp 5.5.3 TDM-GCC x64 4.7.1 Setup.exe 
 
This installed and ran first time with no problems. 
 
Jan 14, 2014 
 
 

Windows Vista and before 
 
There is one free C or C++ compiler available with which this program has been tested. 
 
 http://www.bloodshed.net/devcpp.html  about the C products 
 http://www.bloodshed.net/dev/devcpp.html  download options 
 
 If you have no C nor C++ at all, then you should download the full system 
 
 Dev-C++ 5.0 beta 9.2 (4.9.9.2) (9.0 MB) with Mingw/GCC 3.4.2      
 Dev-C++ version 4.9.9.2, includes full Mingw compiler system with 
 GCC 3.4.2 and GDB 5.2.1 See NEWS.txt for changes in this release. 
 
NOTE: Windows 8 ~ this crashes as soon as you try to compile.  See the notes above for Windows 8. 
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SOME NOTES ON PROGRAMMING IN "C"  
 
The program for horizontal dials is shown below. 
 
This is a conversational program and does not use graphics nor a GUI (graphic user interface). 
This does not use object oriented features, it is as simple as it can be. 
 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
 
http://www.windows8downloads.com/win8-dev-c--wdoxnrth/ 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/orwelldevcpp/?source=dlp 
 
#define degtorad  ((2 * 3.1416) / 360) 
#define radtodeg  (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) 
 
int main ()     // main procedure 
{  
    int i , ii ;    // working integers 
    float j;      // working float 
    float lat;     // latitude and 
    float sinlat;    // and sin of latitude 
    float hlat ;    // hour line angle 
    float lng;     // longitude 
    float ref;       // reference meridian 
    float corh;    // correction for longitude 
    float hla;     // hour line angle 
    
    printf ("*------------ Horizontal Dial ------------*\n"); 
    printf ("www.illustratingshadows.com   cpp-hdial.cpp\n"); 
    printf ("*----------- March 7, 2007 0838 ----------*\n"); 
    printf ("Enter latitude           "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &lat) ; 
    printf ("Enter longitude          "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &lng); 
    printf ("Enter legal meridian     "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &ref); 
     
    printf ("Design latitude:       %7.2f \n", lat); 
    printf ("Design longitude:      %7.2f \n", lng); 
    printf ("Reference meridian:    %7.2f \n", ref); 
 
    corh = (4*(lng-ref)) / 60 ;     
    printf ("Correction to shadow   %7.2f  hours \n",   corh); 
    printf ("Correction to shadow   %7.2f  minutes \n", corh*60); 
    printf ("\n"); 
 
    printf ("Corrected hour line angles \n" ) ; 
    printf ("morning hours first\n"); 
 
    for    (i = -6 ; i <7 ; i++  )   
    {      if (i==0)   {printf ("\nnoon\n");}; 
           if (i==1)   {printf ("noon\n\n");  }; 
 
           sinlat = sin( degtorad*lat ) ; 
 
           // get the hour angle of the sun  
           ii = (-1)*i  ; 
           j  = 15 * (ii+corh) ; 
 
           /* get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) */ 
           hlat = sinlat * tan(degtorad*j) ; 
 
           /* get the hour line angle back to degrees */ 
           hla  = radtodeg*( atan(hlat) ) ; 
 
           printf ("Hour: %3i hour angle: %6.2f  Angle: %6.2f \n", i,  j, hla ); 
      } 
       
      printf ( "afternoon hours last\n" ); 
      printf ( " \n"); 
      printf ( "*** END *** (enter any letter and return to quit)\n") ; 
 
      scanf  ("%f", &ref);   // a pause using any old variable 
      return 0; 
} 
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The simple hDial in C but with graphics done the old fashioned way. The code not related to the 
old style graphics is removed, and only relevant graphical code is retained:- 
 
  
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// h Dial      using original C (not C++) techniques                                    // 
//             uses the old fashioned way of printing graphics as in mainframe days     // 
//                                                                                      // 
// www.illustratingshadows.com      Simon Wheaton-Smith FRI, MBCS, CITP   Jan 21, 2014  // 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

// hDial in C, for C++ version see:            cpp-hdial-old-graphics.cpp 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
 
/* 
 * latest version tested in Windows 8 January 15, 2014 
 *      http://www.windows8downloads.com/win8-dev-c--wdoxnrth/ 
 *      http://sourceforge.net/projects/orwelldevcpp/?source=dlp 
 *      Dev-Cpp 5.5.3 TDM-GCC x64 4.7.1 Setup.exe 
 */ 
 
#define degtorad  ((2 * 3.1416) / 360) 
#define radtodeg  (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) 
 
#define xl     80                               // crt array x size 
#define yl     24                               // crt array y size 
#define xs     76                               // x axis is 76 bytes 
#define ys     22                               // y axis is 22 bytes 
#define aspect  1.55                            // one y is "aspect" for a 1:1 aspect ratio 
                                                // assume x 1*x = aspect*y 
int main ()                                     // main procedure 
{   // general variables are declared here 
 
    . . . 
     
    // we define a large area, but we will use only 76 * 22 
    char  crt[xl][yl]; 
    int   x, xx, y, yy; 
    float crtx, crty; 
    
    . . . 
     
    // advise what aspect ration is used 
    printf ("Aspect ratio used      %7.2f   \n", aspect); 
    printf ("\n"); 
     
    . . . 
 
    // format to blanks the crt area 
    for (  y = 0; y<=ys; y++){ 
           for (  x = 0; x<=xs; x++){ 
      crt[x][y] = '.'; 
           }; 
    }; 
     
    . . . 
 
    // get the fixed sin of the latitude 
    sinlat = sin( degtorad*lat ) ; 
 
          /* 
  * now build the dial 
  */ 
      for    (i = -5 ; i <6 ; i++  ){           // "i" is the clock hour -5 to +5 
 
           // get the hour angle of the sun  
           ii = i  ;                           
           j  = 15 * (ii-corh) ;            
           /* get the resulting tan of the hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) */ 
           hlat = sinlat * tan(degtorad*j) ; 
           /* get the hour line angle back to degrees */ 
           hla  = radtodeg*( atan(hlat) ) ; 
           printf ("Hour: %3i hour angle: %6.2f  Angle: %6.2f \n", i,  j, hla ); 
            
           // now generate the crt matrix if between about 9am and 3pm 
  
           // crt[40][0] = char (1);                // works 
           // crt[40][0] = char ("*");              // fails as string to char 
           // crt[70][0] = char ('*');              // works   
  
  if ( hla>=-45  && hla<=45 ){             // I know ~ could use 1 as tan(45) is 1 
              for (  y = 0; y<=ys; y++){ 
                  // HOURS WITHIN ABOUT 45 DEGREES OF NOON 
         // get floating coordinates   
         crty = y;                         // y size is ys or less 
         // crtx = y * aspect * tan(hla);  // "aspect" for x scaling for aspect ratio 
         crtx = -y * aspect * hlat;         // already have tan(hlt) as "hlat" 
         // convert to closest integer 
         xx = int(crtx) + (xs/2);          // center x               
         yy = int(crty);                   // y is ok as is 
                  if ( xx>0 && xx<xs ){          
                      crt[xs-xx][y] = '*';  // some kind of hours as a default 
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                  };       
                  if ( i<0    && i>=-3 && xx>0 && xx<xs ){          
                      crt[xs-xx][y] = '\\'; // morning AM hours 
                  }; 
                  if ( i==0            && xx>0 && xx<xs ){          
                      crt[xs-xx][y] = '|';  // noon hour 
                  }; 
                  if ( i>0    && i<=3  && xx>0 && xx<xs ){          
                      crt[xs-xx][y] = '/';  // afternoon PM hours 
                  };  
              }; 
           }; 
            
           /* 
            * EARLY MORNING 
            * now generate the crt matrix if between about 6 am to around 9am 
            */     
  if ( hla < -45 && hla >= -90 ){         // am hour line angles are -ve here 
              for (  x = 0; x<xs/2; x++){          // 0 to half way is the morning 
                  // from early morning to half way through the morning  
         xx = x-(xs/2);                 
         crtx = x;   
          crty = xx / ( hlat * aspect);    // "aspect" for x scaling for aspect ratio 
          // note: can never have tan(0) i.e. divide by 0, as angle > 45 degrees 
         //       and hla here can never be 0 as no noon possible here 
         // now convert to closest integer 
         xx = int(crtx); 
         yy = int(crty);                    
         if ( yy>=0   && yy<ys ){          
             crt[xx][yy] = '<';            // morning AM hours 
                  }; 
                  if ( (i == -6)          && yy>=0   && yy<ys ){          
             crt[xx][yy] = '-';            // 6 oclock hours 
                  }; 
              }; 
           };   
      
  /* 
            * LATE AFTERNOON 
            * now generate the crt matrix if between about 3 pm to around 6 pm 
            */     
  if ( hla>45  ){                         // am hour line angles are +ve here 
              for (  x = xs/2; x<xs; x++){         // half way to all the way is the afternoon 
              // from early morning to half way through the morning  
     xx = x-(xs/2);                       // xx is for the "y" calculation is -xs/2 to +xs/2 
     crtx = x;              // but x is fot the crt array    is 0     to xs 
      crty = xx / ( hlat * aspect);        // "aspect" for x scaling for aspect ratio 
      if ( crty<0 ){                      
         crty = -crty;                     // so as tan is negative, must reverse y 
      };     
      // note: can never have tan(0) i.e. divide by 0, as angle > 45 degrees 
     //       and hla here can never be 0 as no noon possible here 
     // now convert to closest integer 
     xx = int(crtx); 
     yy = int(crty);                    
     if ( yy>=0   && yy<ys ){     
                 crt[xx][yy] = '>';     // morning AM hours 
              }; 
              if ( (i == 6)    && yy>=0   && yy<ys ){   
                 crt[xx][yy] = '-';     // 6 oclock hours 
              }; 
            }; 
         };            
    }; 
       
    . . . 
    
    /* 
     * display the crt area 
     */ 
    crt[xs/2][0] = '*';           // pretty dial center 
    for (  y = ys; y>=0; y--){ 
          for (  x = 0; x<xs; x++){ 
      printf ("%c",crt[x][y]); 
 }; 
 printf ("\n"); 
     } ;   
     
    printf ( "\n< early morning    > late afternoon") ;    
    printf ( "\n\\ late morning     / early afternoon") ;    
    printf ( "\n* catch all time   | noon \n") ;     
 
    . . . 
 
}  

 
The early, middle, late day code sections are 
faster than the methods used in similar code for 
Pascal, but take more code, obviously. The Pascal and Fortran code has limits on never drawing 
something whose “X” or “Y” ordinates exceed the array, whereas this “C” code determines the X 
and Y bounds and generates the appropriate line accordingly. See also the Algol notes for a third 
method! 
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"C" was the original language in the "C" series of languages. It was structured, in that the IF 
THEN program flow was strongly supported, and the GOTO was diminished. 
 
As programming moved from sequential code towards event driven code, the concept of "objects" 
as opposed to simple variables or structures of variables came into play. And further, the concept 
came into existence of building code into the object to handle standard work that these objects 
might need done for them. These code segments, directly tied to the objects, were known as 
methods. This concept was used for many years in the IBM mainframe world where interrupt 
driven code was not new. However, as the UNIX world moved into more mainstream activity, the 
UNIX community considered these to be new concepts. 
 
Be that as it may, the development of objects and their methods was formalized as a concept in 
the development of C++, a language derivative of "C". The object and its methods were 
abstracted further into classes. 
 
A class was a definition of an object, or rather what it would be like. Thus a class was more of a 
dictionary, and the objects themselves were constructed from that dictionary. This was seen in 
the DeltaCAD definition of a human interaction window, and its subsequent generation or 
construction, and its subsequent use. 
 
However, in a true object oriented system, the methods became inter-related. That interaction 
allowed simple events to cause the updating of many objects. One example is the Windows 
display of a folder of files, and how that display is updated automatically when in another window 
a file is added or dropped from that folder. 
 
NOTE:  January 2008:  Microsoft provides a free Visual C++ Express system available at:- 
 http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/express/downloads/default.aspx 
 
These programs can be pasted directly into them if you use their Win32 Console selection, and 
they run. However, whereas these free systems from BLOODSHED are simple and 
unsophisticated, they produce executable files easily sent to others. Whereas the Visual C++ 
Express system is glossy and up to date, sending applications is nowhere near as simple. As an 
overview, this is shown on the next few pages. 
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SOME NOTES ON PROGRAMMING IN   C++ 
 
Always check the current program for the latest, with corrections. 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// h or v Dial but using object oriented methods TO SOME EXTENT                         // 
//             mostly to show class, method, and function constructs                    // 
//                                                                                      // 
// www.illustratingshadows.com      Simon Wheaton-Smith FRI, MBCS, CITP   Jan 15, 2014  // 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
/* 
 * latest version tested in Windows 8 January 15, 2014 
 *      http://www.windows8downloads.com/win8-dev-c--wdoxnrth/ 
 *      http://sourceforge.net/projects/orwelldevcpp/?source=dlp 
 *      Dev-Cpp 5.5.3 TDM-GCC x64 4.7.1 Setup.exe 
 */ 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
 
#define radians (2*3.14159/360) 
#define degrees (360/(2*3.14159)) 
 
class sunDial {  
 // the dial itself 
  float    lat ; 
  float    lng ; 
  float    ref ; 
  char *   dType; 
 // an hour line 
  float    hr  ; 
  float    hla ; 
   
 // methods 
 public: 
 // set and fetch the dial type 
 void setType (char * dialType){ 
  this->dType = dialType; 
  // printf ("type was: ");  printf (this->dType);  printf ("\n"); 
 }; 
    char * getType (){ 
  return this->dType; 
 };   
 // set dial location 
 void setLat (float latParm){ 
  this->lat = latParm; 
  this->hr  = 12.001; 
  this->hla = 0.001;   
 }; 
 void  setLng (float lngParm){ 
  this->lng = lngParm; 
 }; 
 void  setRef (float refParm){ 
  this->ref = refParm; 
 }; 
 // set a time and get an hour line angle 
 void  setHr     (float hrParm){ 
  this->hr  = hrParm; 
 }; 
 float getHla    () { 
  float wkhr; 
  /*  
   *                                          am   pm      am      pm 
   * test data for h dial 33.5/112.1/105:     9.00 3.00   -35.34   23.25 
   * test data for v dial 33.5/112.1/105:     9.00 3.00   -46.97   32.99 
   */ 
  if (0==strncmp(this->dType,"h",1)){ 
      wkhr = this->hr + ((this->ref - this->lng)*4/60); 
     hla  = degrees*  atan(    sin(radians*this->lat) * tan(radians*wkhr*15)   ); 
     return this->hla; 
     }; 
  if (0==strncmp(this->dType,"v",1)){ 
      wkhr = this->hr + ((this->ref - this->lng)*4/60); 
     hla  = degrees*  atan(    cos(radians*this->lat) * tan(radians*wkhr*15)   ); 
     return this->hla; 
     };      
 };  
};  // end of class 
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int main () { 
 // variables for the main program 
 float lat, lng, ref; 
 float f; 
 float hla; 
 char dtype[5]; 
 char * testtext; 
  
 // create an instance of the sundial 
    printf ("*** GENERIC SUNDIAL GENERATOR ***\n");  
 sunDial mysundial; 
  
 // ask for the kind of dial ~ affects the formula to use 
    printf ("Enter h or v for dial type (lower case): "); 
    scanf  ("%s", &dtype) ; 
 mysundial.setType(dtype); 
  
 /* code determines dial type and confirms in plain language */ 
 testtext = mysundial.getType();   
 if (0==strncmp(testtext,"h",1)) { 
    printf ("HORIZONTAL DIAL [%c]: \n",testtext[0] );  
         }; 
 if (0==strncmp(testtext,"v",1)) { 
    printf ("VERTICAL DIAL [%c]:   \n",testtext[0] );  
         };        
  
    printf ("Enter latitude           ");   
    scanf  ("%f", &lat) ;       
 mysundial.setLat (lat);   // printf ("LATITUDE ENTERED WAS:    %6.3f \n",lat); 
  
    printf ("Enter longitude          "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &lng) ; 
 mysundial.setLng (lng);   // printf ("LONGITUDE ENTERED WAS:   %6.3f \n",lng);  
  
    printf ("Enter reference meridian "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &ref) ; 
 mysundial.setRef (ref);   // printf ("L.MERIDIAN ENTERED WAS:  %6.3f \n",lng); 
   
 // get an hour line angle for this hour ~ -3 is 9am, 0 is noon, 3 is 3pm 
  
 for (f = -5 ; f < 6 ; f++  )  { 
     mysundial.setHr (f); 
     hla = mysundial.getHla(); 
     if ( f == 0) { printf("\n");} 
    printf ("HOUR:  %2.1f  Hour Line Angle: %6.3f \n", f+12, hla ); 
     if ( f == 0) { printf("\n");}     
    }; 
 
}; 

 
 
NOTE: other versions of the above program exist, with more of the logic moved from the 
MAIN program to methods in the class. 
 
NOTE: depending on how run, a pause may or may not be needed at the end of the 
program. As always, check the web site for the latest code. 
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PROGRAMMING IN VISUAL C++ EXPRESS (Microsoft)  
 
See next section for Visual Studio which has replaced Visual Express 
 
Visual C++ Express is downloaded, first as a small installer, then as several very large files of 
stuff, which it then installs if the installer likes your system.  
 
This is from Microsoft, and the registration process worked easily. 
 
The url for the Visual Basic Express, and other light weight Express products is:- 
 
 http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/express/downloads/default.aspx 
 
And click on the Visual C++ 2008 (or whatever) DOWNLOAD panel, and proceed. Again, this is a 
free product. Remember, that while this is a free system, and while it is a lot more up to date than 
the other C compilers discussed by Illustrating Shadows, this Microsoft free product is not without 
its disadvantages. This Microsoft Visual C++ system, while free, does not allow for simple 
transmission of finished applications to others. Whereas the free C systems discussed elsewhere 
on the Illustrating Shadows web site and CD, while having less features, does allow for much less 
complicated transmission of completed applications.  
 
 
 
 
WINDOWS CONSOLE PROGRAM (The simplest) 
 
The simplest programming is for a console program, such as run in a "DOS" window, one follows 
the same process, but instead of selecting Win32 Project, select Win32 Console Application, 
entering a name. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next screen allows you to select Application Settings, and, as below, you select Console 
Application. 
 
Then FINISH builds the project and generates sample code. 
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For the console program, running in a DOS window, the non windows C code may be pasted into 
the int _tmain section, the old main function being deleted, the #include and #define statements 
moved up to the template's #include, and the program tested with DEBUG, and that in turn 
triggers a build process, and upon completion, the program is run in a DOS window. 
 

 
The source code would look like:- 
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// hdialVCw32console.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console 
application. 
// 
 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
 
#define degtorad  ((2 * 3.1416) / 360) 
#define radtodeg  (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) 
 
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[]) 
{ 
    int i , ii ;                        // working integers 
    float j;                            // working float 
     
    float lat;                          // latitude and 
    lat   = 32.75 ;                     // no good reason for this 
    float sinlat;                       // and sin of latitude 
    float hlat ;                        // hour line angle 
    float lng;                          // longitude 
    lng   = 108.2 ;                     // no good reason for this  
    float ref;                          // reference meridian 
    ref   = 105   ;                     // no good reason for this 
    float corh;                         // correction for longitude 
    float hla;                          // hour line angle 
    
    printf ("*------------ Horizontal Dial ------------*\n"); 
    printf ("www.illustratingshadows.com   cpp-hdial.cpp\n"); 
    printf ("*----------- March 7, 2007 0838 ----------*\n"); 
    printf ("Enter latitude           "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &lat) ; 
    printf ("Enter longitude          "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &lng); 
    printf ("Enter legal meridian     "); 
    scanf  ("%f", &ref); 
       
    printf ("Design latitude:       %7.2f \n", lat); 
    printf ("Design longitude:      %7.2f \n", lng); 
    printf ("Reference meridian:    %7.2f \n", ref); 
 
    corh = (4*(lng-ref)) / 60 ;     
    printf ("Correction to shadow   %7.2f  hours \n",   corh); 
    printf ("Correction to shadow   %7.2f  minutes \n", corh*60); 
    printf ("\n"); 
 
    printf ("Corrected hour line angles \n" ) ; 
    printf ("morning hours first\n"); 
 
    for    (i = -6 ; i <7 ; i++  )   
    {      /* T E S T    V A L U E S   
           *------------ Horizontal Dial ------------* 
           www.illustratingshadows.com   cpp-hdial.cpp 
           *----------- March 7, 2007 0838 ----------* 
           Enter latitude           32.75 
           Enter longitude          108.2 
           Enter legal meridian     105 
           Design latitude:         32.75 
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           Design longitude:       108.20 
           Reference meridian:     105.00 
           Correction to shadow      0.21  hours 
           Correction to shadow     12.80  minutes 
 
           Corrected hour line angles 
           morning hours first 
           Hour:  -6 hour angle:  93.20  Angle: -84.10 
           Hour:  -5 hour angle:  78.20  Angle:  68.88 
           Hour:  -4 hour angle:  63.20  Angle:  46.96 
           Hour:  -3 hour angle:  48.20  Angle:  31.18 
           Hour:  -2 hour angle:  33.20  Angle:  19.49 
           Hour:  -1 hour angle:  18.20  Angle:  10.09 
           noon 
           Hour:   0 hour angle:   3.20  Angle:   1.73 
           noon 
           Hour:   1 hour angle: -11.80  Angle:  -6.45 
           Hour:   2 hour angle: -26.80  Angle: -15.28 
           Hour:   3 hour angle: -41.80  Angle: -25.81 
           Hour:   4 hour angle: -56.80  Angle: -39.58 
           Hour:   5 hour angle: -71.80  Angle: -58.71 
           Hour:   6 hour angle: -86.80  Angle: -84.10 
           afternoon hours last 
           *** END *** (enter any letter and return to quit) 
           */ 
            
           if (i==0)   {printf ("\nnoon\n");}; 
           if (i==1)   {printf ("noon\n\n");  }; 
 
           sinlat = sin( degtorad*lat ) ; 
 
           // get the hour angle of the sun  
           ii = (-1)*i  ; 
           j  = 15 * (ii+corh) ; 
 
           /* get the resulting hour line angle ~ 
atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) */ 
           hlat = sinlat * tan(degtorad*j) ; 
 
           /* get the hour line angle back to degrees */ 
           hla  = radtodeg*( atan(hlat) ) ; 
 
           printf ("Hour: %3i hour angle: %6.2f  Angle: %6.2f \n", i,  
j, hla ); 
      } 
       
      printf ( "afternoon hours last\n" ); 
      printf ( " \n"); 
      printf ( "*** END *** (enter any letter and return to quit)\n") ; 
 
      scanf  ("%f", &ref);   // a pause using any old variable 
      return 0; 
} 
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C#   ~  C sharp 
 
C SHARP is Microsoft’s development of C++, and incorporates object oriented methods more so 
than does C++. It also incorporates more consistent packaging of what would be extra downloads 
in other systems. It is complete with an IDE, and the IDE does much of the syntax checking. For 
documentation, what works well is an internet search on “C# FUNCTIONS TEXT FLOAT TO 
INTEGER” or some such question. Usually the first few choices will provide the answer. The 
Visual Express packages were language specific whereas the Visual Studio packages which 
replaced them are computer specific while covering several languages all in the one package.  
 
 
C# Overview 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_Sharp_(programming_language)#Implementations 
 
A free IDE ~ not needed as the Visual Studio package has an excellent IDE 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SharpDevelop 
 
 
Microsoft resources:  http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/hh341490.aspx 
 
 then you must register. This involved an email address and a password that you select. 

Then it sends a verification email with a link you click on to confirm. Do not be surprised if 
the link takes you to a page-not-found. I had to try several times.  

 
 For Windows 8 use the following, the other choice demands Windows 8.1 and it means it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Microsoft system works first time, and it does generate an exe file and that runs also. This is 
an improvement over the early editions of the Visual Express applications. 
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The system is downloaded and installed,, it wants your email and the password you chose for 
Visual Studio, expect to enter it several times. By the way, while the IDE is excellent at identifying 
source code problems, it is not overburdened with help, so, check the NOTE: sections of this 
article. 
 
 

 
then  
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After download and installation, a 
computer restart is required. Then 
locate the system in the ALL 
PROGRAMS list as VISUAL STUDIO 
2013 and then VS EXPRESS 2013 
FOR DESKTOP, and right click and 
create a desk top entry. Once done, 
click on the shortcut on the desktop 
when it will want you to sign in, use 
the same userid and password as 
before. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At which point you may get started.  
 
NOTE: A quick note, file names this system generates can be long. Where you can, make them 
meaningful and short. This is because when you copy them, the complete path and file name 
character count may exceed the file systems limits. This is a file and folder name issue, nothing to 
do with the size of the actual files themselves.  
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The simplest form of C# programming is the Console Application. Do FILE, NEW 
PROJECT, then select CONSOLE APPLICATION. You write your programand to test it:- 
 

 BUILD is used to compile and like: BUILD  SOLUTION 
 DEBUG is used to execute it:  DEBUG  START DEBUGGING 

 
// console application only ~ our copy we will call hDial.cs 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace ConsoleApplication2 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        {   int i, ii;  
            double lat, sinlat, lng, hla, hlat; 
            float j, corh; 
            string line; 
 
            float fData = 12.345f;      // no reason for this here at all, merely 
            int   iData = (int)fData;   // a type conversion 
 
            System.Console.WriteLine("*** Illustrating Shadows ~ hDial.cs in c# ***");  
            System.Console.WriteLine("Enter a latitude: "); 
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
            lat = Convert.ToDouble(line); 
 
            System.Console.WriteLine("Enter a longitude offset (+W -E): "); 
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
            lng  = Convert.ToDouble(line); 
            corh = (float)(lng * 4 / 60); 
 
            for (i = -6; i < 7; i++)  { 
 
                if (i == 0) { System.Console.WriteLine(" "); }; 
                if (i == 1) { System.Console.WriteLine(" "); }; 
 
                sinlat = Math.Sin(lat * 2 * 3.1416 / 360); 
 
                // get the hour angle of the sun  
                ii = (-1) * i; 
                j = 15 * (ii + corh); 
 
                /* get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) */ 
                hlat = sinlat * Math.Tan(j * 2 * 3.1416 / 360); 
 
                /* get the hour line angle back to degrees */ 
                hla = 360 * (Math.Atan(hlat)) / (2*3.1416); 
 
                System.Console.WriteLine("Hour: " + i + "hour line angle: " + 
                       Math.Round(hla, 2, MidpointRounding.ToEven)); 
            } 
            line = System.Console.ReadLine(); 
            System.Console.WriteLine("END"); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

THE SIMPLEST KIND OF APPLICATION ~ CONSOLE APPLICATION TYPE ~ hDial 
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Once saved, you may locate your project is in:-- 

 
And your copy is only saved in your specified folders if you do a PUBLISH. PUBLISH is used for 
sending a final copy somewhere somehow. NOTE: You can cave the above folders wherever you 
wiah and restore them back in the event you screw things up badly. I do that. 
 
If you wish to change your application’s programming, do:- 
 
 FILE, OPEN PROJECT,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Then click on the desired project folder, and then select the .SLN file (SLN means 
Microsoft Visual Studio Solution) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 NOTE: And if no source code comes up, then locate it as the .CS file 
 
 
 
 
 
  click the Program.cs and 
  it will open up for you to 
  mess with it.  Program.cs  
  is the main program.  
  When using forms, then 
  Program.cs invokes your 
  program:  Form1.cs  etc 
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The above general principles work for the next two levels of C# programming. Those next two 
levels use forms. And sometimes when loading the project for changes, the graphical depiction of 
the form does not appear, only the coded version. The next section for Windows Form Application 
discusses those issues. 
 
 
 
 
So, the next step is Windows Form Application, which is GUI based, but text only, which 
we will cover next, armed with the above helpful ideas. 
 
 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/360kwx3z(v=vs.90).aspx 
 
 
 
 
And the next  step after that will be WPF, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) 
application which allows graphics. 
 
 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb655895(v=vs.90).aspx 
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   TOOLBOX where 
   you can drag things 
   from and drop them 
   into the form 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you do a FILE and then NEW PROJECT, then Windows Form Application, a form will pop 
up. The process is similar to the Visual Basic process, and the Lazarus GUI process, so only key 
issues will be discussed here. As with VB and Lazarus, buttons trigger events and they in turn 
invoke user code. When a BUTTON is double clicked when in the form, a stub of code is 
generated to handle the event; this is where the guts of the program lie. 
 
The final form for this 
application 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The key labels are “lat”, “lng”, “hour” for input, with “hla” for output. 

Windows Form Application, which is GUI based, but text only. 
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The following is the C# program using just forms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
using System;      // This is Form1.cs, which is invoked by 
using System.Collections.Generic;  // Program.cs (see above inset) 
using System.ComponentModel; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Drawing; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
 
namespace WindowsFormsApplication1 
{ 
    public partial class Form1 : Form 
    { 
        public Form1() 
        { 
            InitializeComponent(); 
        } 
 
        private void calc_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { 
            // get lat and lng and calculate hla 
            double dHLA = 100.000; 
            string sHLA = "123.45"; 
            this.BackColor = Color.Yellow; 
 
            double dLAT, dLNG, dHOUR; 
            // string sLAT, sLNG, sHOUR; 
 
            dLAT  = Convert.ToDouble(lat.Text);  // Get the data 
            dLNG  = Convert.ToDouble(lng.Text); 
            dHOUR = Convert.ToDouble(hour.Text); 
            dHOUR = dHOUR - (4 * dLNG / 60); 
 
            dHLA = Math.Atan( Math.Sin(dLAT *2*3.1416/360)  *  
                                    Math.Tan(15*dHOUR*2*3.1416/360) ) ; 
            dHLA = 360  *  dHLA  /  (2*3.1416); 
            dHLA = Math.Round(dHLA, 3, MidpointRounding.ToEven); 
            sHLA = Convert.ToString(dHLA); 
 
            hla.Text = sHLA;                     // Put the data 
        } 
 
 
    } 
} 

 
 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
namespace WindowsFormsApplication1 
{   static class Program 
    {   /// The main entry point for the application. 
        [STAThread] 
        static void Main() 
        {   Application.EnableVisualStyles(); 
   Application.SetCompatibleTextRenderingDefault(false); 
            Application.Run(new Form1()); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

                 Form1.cs 
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This is the simplest form of C# programming for a TEXT FORM.  
 
BUILD is used to compile and like: BUILD  SOLUTION 
DEBUG is used to execute it:  DEBUG  START DEBUGGING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And the result it:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
Horizontal hour 
line   

        TIME OF DAY   
angles with long 
corr   

am pm   am pm   

12.00 12.00   3.93 -3.93   
11.50 0.50   8.18 0.22   
11.00 1.00   12.63 4.38   
10.50 1.50  17.41 8.64   
10.00 2.00   22.66 13.12   

9.50 2.50  28.56 17.94   
9.00 3.00   35.34 23.25   
8.50 3.50  43.25 29.24   
8.00 4.00   52.57 36.12   
7.50 4.50  63.48 44.17   
7.00 5.00   75.89 53.66   
6.50 5.50  89.28 64.74   
6.00 6.00   -77.28 77.28   

      These have   

      
longitude 
correction   

 
 
 

For latitude 33.5 and 
longitude 112.1 from legal 
meridian of 105, we have 
the +7.1 longitude 
correction. Then, at 3pm 
we get an HLA of 23.25 
degrees, which matches 
the Excel spreadsheet. 
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The general principles for console applications work for this (Windows Form Application) and the 
next level, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) of C# programming. These two levels use 
forms.  
 
NOTE: Sometimes when loading the project for changes, the graphical depiction of the form does 
not appear, only the coded version. So, how does one get the graphical depiction to re-appear? 
 

 
 
 
Locate the Form1.cs and click it even if 
the IDE shows Form1.cs as being there 
in the IDE. This will get Form1.cs 
[Design] 
 
Whereas Program.cs was the main 
program in the console application, 
things are now different.  
 
Form1.cs is actually the user program 
now, and with it should come up the 
form layout. With forms, the Program.cs 
is the code stub that invokes the Form 
code which is the main guts of the program. 
 
NOTE: If that does not work, try VIEW on the top menu bar and then VIEW DESIGNER. 
 
NOTE: Sometimes the forms design comes up but not its associated program. In that case use 
FILE, OPEN, and open the Form1.cs file. 
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The most advanced application for the PC is however the WPF. There are a couple of graphical 
systems provided with WPF, one is “stackpanel”, the other is “canvas”. Not being over supplied 
with documentation, I tried “stackpanel” first, it did what it implied, it stacked graphical objects one 
below the other. So then I tried “canvas” which I have used before with “Java Script”. That worked 
well. 
 
As before, a form was designed, and that will be also where the graphics is displayed, obliterating 
the buttons and so on. 
 
The main program is called by default “MainWindow.xaml.cs” 
 

 
The code was fairly straight forward, and since this is part of the PBE (programming by example) 
system, there are labels holding data, hour lines, and circles as well all displayed. 
        
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
using System.Windows;      
using System.Windows.Controls;    
using System.Windows.Data; 
using System.Windows.Documents; 
using System.Windows.Input; 
using System.Windows.Media; 
using System.Windows.Media.Imaging; 
using System.Windows.Navigation; 
using System.Windows.Shapes; 
 
namespace hDialWPF 

Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application 

a FILE, NEW PROJECT, WPF 
Application generated by the IDE when 
you do 
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{ 
    /// <summary> 
    /// Interaction logic for MainWindow.xaml 
    /// </summary> 
    public partial class MainWindow : Window       
    { 
        public MainWindow() 
        { 
            InitializeComponent(); 
        } 
 
        private void drawDial_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            // this is where we come when DRAW is clicked 
            // in Windows Form Application we used:    this.BackColor = Color.Yellow; 
            // In WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation) we use: 
            this.Background = Brushes.Yellow; 
            // http://stackoverflow.com/questions/979876/set-background-color-of-wpf-textbox-in-c-sharp-code 
 
            // get lat and lng and calculate hla 
            double dHLA, corrM; 
            string lLat = "23.456"; 
             
            double dLAT, dLNG, dHOUR, sLat; 
            // string sLAT, sLNG, sHOUR; 
 
            dLAT = Convert.ToDouble(this.lat.Text);  // Get the data 
            dLNG = Convert.ToDouble(this.lng.Text); 
            sLat = Math.Sin(dLAT * 2 * 3.1416 / 360); 
 
            corrM = 4 * Convert.ToDouble(this.lng.Text); 
            corrM = Math.Round(corrM, 2, MidpointRounding.ToEven); 
            // the following works but is not displayed as the graph trashes the window 
               this.corr.Content = Convert.ToString(corrM); 
               this.corrNote.Content = "Minutes"; 
 
            double radius = 300.0; 
 
            // do not use "stackpanel" as it does what it says, stacks graphical images 
            // do use "canvas" http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/uploadfile/mahesh/canvas-in-wpf/ 
            Canvas myCan = new Canvas();  
 
            for (int hr = -5; hr <= 5; hr++) 
            { 
                dHOUR = hr - (corrM / 60); 
                dHLA  = Math.Atan(sLat * Math.Tan(15 * dHOUR * 2 * 3.1416 / 360)); 
                dHLA  = 360 * dHLA / (2 * 3.1416);  // dHLA is now in degrees 
                dHLA  = Math.Round(dHLA, 3, MidpointRounding.ToEven); 
 
                if (hr == 0) 
                { // at noon state the noon hour line angle 
                  // the following works but is not displayed as graph trashes it 
                    this.noonName.Content = "Noon hla:"; 
                    this.noonHla.Content = Convert.ToString(dHLA); 
                } 
 
                // http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms747393(v=vs.110).aspx 
                // hla.Text = sHLA;                 // Put the data 
 
                // Add a Line Element 
                // NOTE: the web page's example differs on this line 
                Line    myLine = new Line();       
                Label   myHr   = new Label(); 
                Label   myHla  = new Label();  
                myLine.Stroke = System.Windows.Media.Brushes.Blue; 
                myLine.X1 = 400;                // dial center 
                myLine.Y1 = 400; 
 
                // NOTE: X2 is a displacement from X1, and ditto Y2 
                myLine.X2 = myLine.X1+(int)(radius * Math.Sin(dHLA * 2 * 3.1416 / 360)); 
                myLine.Y2 = myLine.Y1-(int)(radius * Math.Cos(dHLA * 2 * 3.1416 / 360)); 
                myLine.StrokeThickness = 1; 
 

also IDE 
generated 
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                myHr.Content = Convert.ToString(hr+12); 
                    Canvas.SetLeft(myHr, myLine.X2-10); 
                    Canvas.SetTop (myHr, myLine.Y2-25); 
 
                myHla.Content = Convert.ToString(Math.Round(dHLA,  
      2, MidpointRounding.ToEven));  
                    Canvas.SetLeft(myHla, myLine.X2 - 10); 
                    Canvas.SetTop (myHla, myLine.Y2 - 45);     
 
                Ellipse dot = new Ellipse(); 
                    dot.Height = 5;    dot.Width  = 5;    dot.StrokeThickness = 1; 
                    dot.Stroke = System.Windows.Media.Brushes.Blue; 
                    Canvas.SetLeft(dot, myLine.X2); 
                    Canvas.SetTop (dot, myLine.Y2); 
                 
                myCan.Children.Add(myLine); 
                myCan.Children.Add(myHr); 
                myCan.Children.Add(myHla);  
                myCan.Children.Add(dot);  
            } 
 
            Label details = new Label(); 
            Canvas.SetLeft(details, 120); 
            Canvas.SetTop (details, 450); 
            details.Content = this.lat.Text;     
            myCan.Children.Add(details); 
 
            Label offset = new Label(); 
            Canvas.SetLeft(offset, 220); 
            Canvas.SetTop(offset, 450); 
            offset.Content = this.lng.Text; 
            myCan.Children.Add(offset); 
 
            Label who = new Label(); 
            Canvas.SetLeft(who, 320); 
            Canvas.SetTop(who, 450); 
            who.Content = "horizontal dial: www.illustratingshadows.com  Feb 7, 2014"; 
            myCan.Children.Add(who); 
 
            this.Content = myCan; 
        } 
    } 
} 
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And finally, the online tutorial:- 
 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/vstudio/dd492171(v=vs.120) 
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FORTRAN 
 
A free FORTRAN compiler/ linker is available at:: http://gcc.gnu.org/fortran/ 
And notes about it are available at:   http://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/GFortran 
And the compiler download link is at:   http://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/GFortranBinaries 
 click on the INSTALLER link 
 
The compiler is about 14mb, and is a compiler and a linker, based on command line options.  
 
A good language manual is available at: 
  http://h21007.www2.hp.com/dspp/files/unprotected/Fortran/docs/lrm/dflrm.htm 
 
Place the source in "C:\Documents and settings\user name" otherwise the RUN, COMMAND will 
not be able to access the directory, unless placed in the drive's root folder, such as C:\ZFTN 
 
In windows XP (and tested up to Windows 8 also) do RUN, COMMAND, and do a compile first, 
the following .BAT file is a poor man's IDE:- 
 
 

edit program.txt    [allows you to edit the code] 
gfortran -c -x f95 program.txt [ compiles an object file .o] 
pause      [ lets you see compiler notes] 
gfortran -o executable program.o [ makes executable from .o ] 
program     [ run it ] 
edit fort.1     [ look at the output ] 

 
 
The program output for a certain dial was:- 
 
 
The program output that was tested was in a file called "fort.1" and is shown below:- 
 

Latitude:     32.75 
Longitude:   108.20 
Reference:   105.00 
hour.corr:     0.21 
  
hour    hr.ang  line.angle 
morning hours 
  -6    -93.20   84.10 
  -5    -78.20  -68.88 
  -4    -63.20  -46.96 
  -3    -48.20  -31.18 
  -2    -33.20  -19.49 
  -1    -18.20  -10.09 
noon 
   0     -3.20   -1.73 
noon 
   1     11.80    6.45 
   2     26.80   15.28 
   3     41.80   25.81 
   4     56.80   39.58 
   5     71.80   58.71 
   6     86.80   84.10 
afternoon hours 
  
www.illustratingshadows.com 
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 ! *** simple FORTRAN program for a horizontal sundial *** 
 !     web site:     www.illustratingshadows.com  
 !     uses a free gfortran from:   http://gcc.gnu.org/fortran/ 
 
 real rlat, rlng, rref                ! dial location  
 real radlat, radhra               ! radian versions 
 real hrcorr, hra                       ! hr corr and hour angle 
 real sinlat, tanhra, atanhla, datanhla, temphr ! working variables 
 integer i, j, k, iref               ! integer ref.long due to type 
         character pause 
 
 write (*,70) "Enter latitude       as  nn.n "  ! real latitude     eg 32.75 
 read    80, rlat   
 
 write (*,70) "Enter longitude      as nnn.n "  ! real longitude    eg 108.2 
 read    80, rlng 
 
 write (*,70) "Enter legal meridian as nnn "     ! easier data entry eg 105 
 read    81, iref                                ! convert legal to real 
 rref = iref                                     ! because of data type 
 hrcorr = 4 * (rlng - rref ) / 60                ! deduce corr in hours 
 
  ! get some common material computed 
 radlat  = (rlat * 2 * 3.1416) / 360             ! radians of latitude 
 sinlat  = sin(radlat)                           ! sine of latitude 
 radlng  = (rlng * 2 * 3.1416) / 360             ! radians of longitude 
 
 
 write (1,71) "Latitude:  ", rlat 
 write (1,71) "Longitude: ", rlng 
 write (1,71) "Reference: ", rref 
 write (1,71) "hour.corr: ", hrcorr 
 write (1,70) " " 
 
 write (*,71) "Latitude:  ", rlat 
 write (*,71) "Longitude: ", rlng 
 write (*,71) "Reference: ", rref 
 write (*,71) "hour.corr: ", hrcorr 
 write (*,70) " " 
 
 write (1,70) "hour    hr.ang  line.angle" 
 write (1,70) "morning hours" 
 write (*,70) "hour    hr.ang  line.angle" 
 write (*,70) "morning hours" 
 
 i = -6                                          ! start at 0600 or 6 am 
 do while (  i .lt. 7)                           ! repeat until 6 pm 
 
  call noon (i)           ! have a noon separator 
 
  temphr  = i                             ! get hour to REAL 
 
  hra     = (temphr*15) - (rlng-rref )    ! hour angle of the sun 
  radhra  = ( hra  *  2 * 3.1416 ) / 360  ! radian version 
  tanhra  = tan(radhra)                   ! tan of sun's hour angle 
 
  datanhla= (atan ( tanhra * sinlat )) * 360 / ( 2 * 3.1416) 
 
  write (1,50) i, hra, datanhla           ! btw: write 1 is a file  
  write (*,50) i, hra, datanhla           ! and write * is the console 
 
  call noon (i)    ! have a noon separator 
  
  i = i + 1    ! bump up the hour 
 end do 
 
 write (1,70) "afternoon hours" 
 write (1,70) " " 
 write (1,70) ("www.illustratingshadows.com March 25, 2007") 
 write (*,70) "afternoon hours" 
 write (*,70) " " 
 write (*,70) ("www.illustratingshadows.com [enter to end]") 
 read    70, pause 
 return 
 
   50  format (i4, f10.2, f8.2) 
   60  format (f8.2) 
   70 format (A) 
   71  format (A, f8.2) 
   80  format (f8.2) 
   81 format (i3) 
    end  
 
 subroutine noon (i)    ! sub routine process 
  if ( i .eq. 0 ) then   ! have a noon separator 
   write (1,700) "noon" 
   write (*,700) "noon" 
  end if    
         return 
 700   format (A) 
        end subroutine noon 
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This version using the gnu FORTRAN compiler draws graphics the way we did back in the 1960s 
is shown below. The code not related to the old style graphics is removed, and only the code 
relevant to graphics is retained:- 
 
 ! *** simple FORTRAN program for a horizontal sundial ***        hDialFortranOGr.txt 
 !     web site:              www.illustratingshadows.com  
 !     uses a free gfortran:   http://gcc.gnu.org/fortran/ 
 
 ! variables of general interest for the program 
 real rlat, rlng, rref                          ! dial location  
 real radlat, radhra                            ! radian versions 
 real hrcorr, hra, q                            ! hr corr and hour angle 
 real sinlat, tanhra, atanhla, datanhla, temphr ! working variables 
 integer i, j, k, iref, x, y, xx, yy            ! integer ref.long due to type 
 character pause 
 
 ! variables for the crt or printer display of the hour lines 
 character, dimension(22,78)::crt               ! crt array 
 integer xs, ys, crtx, crty 
 character*80 c 
 character cc 
 real aspect  
 
 ! format the crt or printer area 
   ! http://orion.math.iastate.edu/burkardt/papers/fortran_arrays.html 
 ! http://www.stanford.edu/class/me200c/tutorial_77/10_arrays.html 
 y = 1                      ! arrays in Fortran start with 1 not 0 
 do while (  y < 23)        
           x = 1 
           do while (  x < 79) 
              crt(y,x) = '.' 
              x = x + 1 
           end do 
           y = y + 1 
 end do 
 xs = 78 
 ys = 22 
 ! aspect = 2.10 for the output file ! aspect = 1.55 for CRT output 
 
 write (*,70) "Assumes graph to DOS window. Enter P for printout instead:" 
 read    70, cc 
 aspect = 1.55 
 if ( cc == "P" .or. cc .eq. "p") then          ! == or .eq. 
             aspect = 2.10 
 end if  
 
 . . . 
 some code detailing the dial location is here 
 . . . 
 
 i = -6                                         ! start at 0600 or 6 am 
 do while (  i .lt. 7)                          ! repeat until 6 pm 
  call noon (i)                       ! have a noon separator 
  temphr  = i                            ! get hour to REAL 
  hra     = (temphr*15) - (rlng-rref )   ! hour angle of the sun 
  radhra  = ( hra  *  2 * 3.1416 ) / 360 ! radian version 
  tanhra  = tan(radhra)                  ! tan of sun's hour angle 
  datanhla= (atan ( tanhra * sinlat )) * 360 / ( 2 * 3.1416) 
  write (1,50) i, hra, datanhla, tanhra  ! btw: write 1 is a file  
  write (*,50) i, hra, datanhla,  tanhra ! and write * is the console 
  call noon (i)        ! have a noon separator 
                 ! build the crt or printer array         ============================ 
                 q = datanhla  
         if ( q >= -80 ) then                    ! 80 degree span means early and 
                   if ( q <= 80  ) then                  ! late hours may have extreme 
                      y = 1                              ! angles, but the 0<x<xs logic 
                      do while ( y < ys )                ! avoids trashing the array, but 
           crty = y                     ! logic may be slow 
      crtx = -y * aspect * ( tanhra * sinlat )   
     xx = crtx + (xs/2)                
     yy = crty  
                          ! following IF may be slow but allows extreme line draws 
                          if ( xx .gt. 0  .and.  xx .lt. xs ) then  ! where x could be 
                           crt(y,xs-xx) = '*'                   ! outside the array 
                      end if       
                          if ( i < 0   .and.  i > -6  .and.  xx > 0  .and.  xx < xs ) then     
                        crt(y,xs-xx)  = '\\'  
                      end if 
                          if ( i .eq. 0   .and.  xx .gt. 0  .and.  xx .lt. xs )  then     
                        crt(y,xs-xx)  = '|'          
                      end if 
                          if ( i > 0   .and.  i .le. 6  .and.  xx > 0  .and.  xx < xs ) then    
                        crt(y,xs-xx)  = '/'  
                      end if 
                          y = y + 1  
                      end do 
                   end if 
         end if                                   ! =========end array========  
   i = i + 1         ! bump the hour 
 end do 
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 write (1,70) "afternoon hours" 
 write (1,70) " " 
 write (1,70) ("www.illustratingshadows.com") 
 write (*,70) "afternoon hours" 
 write (*,70) " " 
 write (*,70) ("www.illustratingshadows.com [enter to end]") 
       !read 70, pause 
 
 ! print the crt array 
 y = 22 
 do while (  y .gt. 0) 
           if ( aspect .eq. 2.10 ) then  
              WRITE(1,72) (crt(y,x), x=1,78) 
           else 
              WRITE(*,72) (crt(y,x), x=1,78) 
           end if 
           y = y - 1 
 end do 
 write (1,71) "Aspect ratio (1.55 crt, 2.10 print file): ",aspect 
 write (1,70) "*END*" 
 return 
 
   50  format (i4, f10.2, f7.1, f7.3) 
   60  format (f8.2) 
   70 format (A) 
   71 format (A, f8.2) 
   72 format (78a) 
   80  format (f8.2) 
   81 format (i3) 
 
 end  
 
 subroutine noon (i)          ! sub routine process 
  if ( i .eq. 0 ) then         ! have a noon separator 
   write (1,700) "noon" 
   write (*,700) "noon" 
  end if    
         return 
  700   format (A) 
        end subroutine noon 
        ! *** END *** 
  
 

The Pascal and Fortran code has limits on never drawing something whose “X” or “Y” ordinates 
exceed the array, whereas this “C” code determines the X and Y bounds and generates the 
appropriate line accordingly. Thus the “C” code is more efficient, whereas this Pascal code is 
shorter.  

 
There is an aspect ratio variable which you can 
change to correct the X scaling. Latitude 90.0 
and a longitude and legal meridian of 0 will allow 
the 3pm or 9am line to measured as 45 degrees, 
and thus the aspects ratio can be changed if 
needed. 1.55 works well for the CRT display, 
2.10 for the file printout.  
 
The logic here differs from the “C” program in 
how early morning and late afternoon hours are 
shown. The early and late hours are calculated 
and drawn, but the CRT or printer array is not 
updated when X is outside the array boundaries. 
This may be slower than the method used in the 
“C” program because needless calculations are 
done, but the logic is simpler. See the Algol 
notes for a third method whereby a fixed length 
hour line is used, and X and Y calculated for 
each such line. 
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ALGOL 
 
A fully functioning command line Algol system is available at:- 
 
 http://www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer/algol.html 
 
And this is invoked by at batch file: algol.bat and ~start here Old Graphics.bat 
Which runs an Algol h-dial program: hdial.a68 and hdialOldGr.a68 
 
NOTE: The Algol system is open license and the downloadable executable is in a “tgz” form but 
downloads as a “.tar” file, so you must change the “.tar” suffix back to “.tgz” because Winzip will 
otherwise get very upset.  
 

 

Download the source code for Algol 68 Genie Mark 17.  
Use the source code to build the interpreter on Linux or OpenBSD.  
Installation instructions are in the documentation listed below.  
 
algol68g-mk17.bz2  
algol68g-mk17.tgz  

 

Download Algol 68 Genie Documentation, a book containing an informal 
introduction to Algol 68, a manual for Algol 68 Genie Mark 17, and the Algol 68 
Revised Report.  
 
a68gdoc.pdf  

 

Download a WIN32 executable for Algol 68 Genie Mark 17. Unpack this archive 
with for instance WinZip.  
 
algol68g-mk17.win32.tgz  

 

Algol 68 Genie Mark 17 can link to these libraries:  
 
GNU Plotutils for drawing from Algol 68.  
GNU Scientific Library to extend mathematical capabilities.  
PostgreSQL for writing PostgreSQL database client applications.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The system ran first time.  
 
This has been tested on Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8. 
 
The author on the named web site was very responsive to my questions.

NOTE: clicking download will save this tgz file as algol68g-mk17.win32.tar file 
so you must rename it back to  algol68g-mk17.win32.tgz and then Winzip will 
open it, otherwise you will get an error in winzip. 
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BATCH PROGRAM FOR RUNNING THE ALGOL H-DIAL 
 
double click file:    algol.bat  or ~start here.bat 
 

rem Algol 68 from http://www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer/algol.html 
notepad hdial.a68 
a68g17  hdial.a68 
pause 

 
Which executes the following code: hdial.a68 
 

BEGIN  
  print ( (new line, new line) ) ; 
  print  ( ("*------------ Horizontal Dial ------------*", new line) );  
  print  ( ("www.illustratingshadows.com       hdial.a68", new line) );  
  print  ( ("Algol 68 from http://www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer/algol.html", new line) 
);  
 
  print  ( ("*----------- Algol 68 June 2009 ----------*", new line) );  
 
  REAL lat, slat; 
  print  ( "Enter latitude       " ); 
  read   ( lat ) ; 
 
  slat := sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) ; 
  print ( ("sin latitude:        ", float(slat,8,2,1), new line ) ); 
 
  REAL lng ; 
  print  ( "Enter longitude      " ); 
  read (lng); 
 
  REAL ref ; 
  print  ( "Enter legal meridian " ); 
  read (ref); 
 
  print ( ("diff long:           ", (lng - ref), new line ) ); 
 
  # test data: 0 8.25 17.35 28.41 43.14 63.65 90 for l=32.75 lng=ref # 
  print ( (new line, new line) ) ; 
  print ((  "e-2 means divide by 100, e-1 means divide by 10, e+0 means asis")); 
  print ( (new line, new line) ) ; 
 
  print ( ("Hour, sun hour angle, dial hour line angle from am to pm", new line ) 
) ; 
 
  FOR h FROM -6 TO 6 
  DO  
     REAL hra , hla ;             # define hour angle and hour line angle # 
     hra := 15 * h  ;             # hour angle is 15 times the hour # 
     hra := hra - (lng - ref);    # but correct for longitude difference # 
     hla := atan ( slat * tan(hra*2*3.1416/360) ) * 360 / ( 2*3.1416) ; 
     # page 132 of a68gdoc.pdf documentationfile # 
     print ( ("HR=",h, "  HRA=",float(hra,8,2,1), "  HLA=",float(hla,8,2,1), new 
line) )   
  OD 
 
END 

 
 

 
 
The batch file brings up an editor (notepad), you close it if you don’t need changes, and then the 
program runs, as seen on the next page. 
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C:\illustratingShadows\Algol>rem Algol 68 from 
http://www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer/al 
gol.html 
 
C:\illustratingShadows\Algol>notepad hdial.a68 
 
C:\illustratingShadows\Algol>a68g17  hdial.a68 
 
 
*------------ Horizontal Dial ------------* 
www.illustratingshadows.com       hdial.a68 
Algol 68 from http://www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer/algol.html 
*----------- Algol 68 June 2009 ----------* 
Enter latitude       32.75 
sin latitude:        +54.1e-2 
Enter longitude      108.2 
Enter legal meridian 105 
diff long:           +3.20000000000000e  +0 
 
 
e-2 means divide by 100, e-1 means divide by 10, e+0 means asis 
 
Hour, sun hour angle, dial hour line angle from am to pm 
HR=         -6  HRA=-93.2e+0  HLA=+84.1e+0 
HR=         -5  HRA=-78.2e+0  HLA=-68.9e+0 
HR=         -4  HRA=-63.2e+0  HLA=-47.0e+0 
HR=         -3  HRA=-48.2e+0  HLA=-31.2e+0 
HR=         -2  HRA=-33.2e+0  HLA=-19.5e+0 
HR=         -1  HRA=-18.2e+0  HLA=-10.1e+0 
HR=         +0  HRA=-32.0e-1  HLA=-17.3e-1 
HR=         +1  HRA=+11.8e+0  HLA=+64.5e-1 
HR=         +2  HRA=+26.8e+0  HLA=+15.3e+0 
HR=         +3  HRA=+41.8e+0  HLA=+25.8e+0 
HR=         +4  HRA=+56.8e+0  HLA=+39.6e+0 
HR=         +5  HRA=+71.8e+0  HLA=+58.7e+0 
HR=         +6  HRA=+86.8e+0  HLA=+84.1e+0 
 
C:\illustratingShadows\Algol>pause 
Press any key to continue . . . 
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Back in the late 1960s, graphics was done with a normal character printer, and I learned Algol as 
my very first language way back then. Here, without further ado, is an Algol program for a 

horizontal dial, with both textual and graphical depiction.  hdialOldGr.a68 
 
 
# A HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL PROGRAM SHOWING A TABLE OF HOURS, SOLAR HOUR ANGLES, 
  AND DIAL PLATE HOUR LINE ANGLES, FOLLOWED BY A GRAPHICAL DEPICTION AS WAS 
  DONE BACK IN THE 1960s 
# 
 
# 
 NOTE: The "C" code determines a fixed "Y" ordinate if the hour line angle  
       is within 45 degrees of noon, or if outside that range, it determines 
       a fixed "X" ordinate. This way, the other ordinate never exceeds the  
       limits of the graphic area. 
   
       The Pascal and Fortran code does not predetermine ordinates based on the 
       hour line angle, it has a fixed "Y" ordinate, and is less efficient as it 
       calculates all segments of a line even if outside the graphics area, but 
       only draws the line segments when within bounds. 
 
       The Java code, some DeltaCAD BASIC code, and some other CAD code uses a 
       third technique, the hour line being a fixed radius, with X and Y calculated 
       for each line, resulting in a circular dial plate compared to the square or 
       rectangular dial plates above. This is what this Algol program does. 
# 
 
BEGIN  
 
  # page 30 a68gdoc.pdf 
  Units and declarations are separated by the goon-  symbol, which is a semicolon-symbol. 
  A sequence of at least one unit and if needed declarations, separated by  
  semicolon-symbols, is called a serial-clause. A serial-clause yields 
  the value of its last unit.  
 
  In other words, use a ";" when one statement is ending and another beginning 
  other wise Algol gets upset. You will constantly get the "probably a missing 
  separator" compile message. Major pain in the rear in Algol.  
  # 
 
  FOR xx FROM 1 TO 20 
  DO 
     print  ( (new line ) ) ; 
  OD  ; 
 
  print  ( ("*------------ Horizontal Dial ------------*", new line) );  
  print  ( ("www.illustratingshadows.com  hdialOldGr.a68", new line) );  
  print  ( ("Algol 68 from:", new line) );  
  print  ( ("         www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer/algol.html", new line) );  
  print  ( ("*----------- Algol 68 Jan 24, 2014--------*", new line) ); 
 
  print  ( (new line, new line) ) ;  
 
  REAL lat, slat; 
  print  ( "Enter latitude       " ); 
  read   ( lat ) ; 
 
  slat := sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) ; 
 
  REAL lng ; 
  print  ( "Enter longitude      " ); 
  read (lng); 
 
  REAL ref ; 
  print  ( "Enter legal meridian " ); 
  read (ref); 
 
  print ( ("diff long:           ", (lng - ref), new line ) ); 
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  print ( (new line, new line) ) ; 
  # print ((  "e-2 means divide by 100, e-1 means divide by 10, e+0 means asis")); 
  print ( (new line, new line) ) ; # 
 
  print ( ("Hour, sun hour angle, dial hour line angle from am to pm", new line ) ) ; 
 
  # FORMAT the crt or printer graphical area # 
  [1:22,1:78] CHAR crt;  
  INT  xx, yy; 
  REAL xr, yr, r, aspect; 
  # # 
  FOR yy FROM 1 TO 22 
  DO 
    FOR xx FROM 1 TO 78 
    DO 
      crt[yy,xx] := "."           # semi colon ";" rule page 30 of a68gdoc.pdf # 
    OD        
  OD ;     
  aspect := 1.55  ;               # scale X for aspect ratio #                    
  # end of formatting the graphics area # 
 
  # GENERATE the dial's hour line angles # 
  INT h, ht ;  
  REAL hra , hla ;                # define hour angle and hour line angle # 
  FOR h FROM -6 TO 6 
  DO  
     ht := h + 6;                 # ht is 0 to 12, being hour + 6 # 
     hra := 15 * h  ;             # hour angle is 15 times the hour # 
     hra := hra - (lng - ref);    # but correct for longitude difference # 
     hla := atan ( slat * tan(hra*2*3.1416/360) ) * 360 / ( 2*3.1416) ; 
     print ( ("HR=",h, "  HRA= ",fixed(hra,6,2), "  HLA= ",fixed(hla,6,2), new line) ); 
                                  # page 132 of a68gdoc.pdf documentationfile # 
 
     # GET A GRAPHIC SYMBOL INTO THE ARRAY # 
     IF ht > 0 AND ht < 12 THEN 
        ##   
           # the hour line is after 6am and before 6pm # 
           FOR r FROM 1 TO 20     # radius of an hour line # 
           DO 
              xr := r * sin(hla*2*3.1416/360) * aspect; 
              yr := r * cos(hla*2*3.1416/360); 
              xx := ENTIER(xr) ;     # page 24 of a68gdoc.pdf # 
              yy := ROUND (yr) ;     # ENTIER or ROUND as desired # 
              IF yy > 0 AND yy < 23 THEN 
                 IF xx > -38 AND xx < 39 THEN 
                    crt[yy+1,xx+39] := "*";    # generic hour # 
                    IF h < 0 THEN  
                       crt[yy+1,xx+39] := "\"  # morning # 
                    FI; 
                    IF h = 0 THEN  
                       crt[yy+1,xx+39] := "|"  # noon # 
                    FI; 
                    IF h > 0 THEN  
                       crt[yy+1,xx+39] := "/"  # afternoon # 
                    FI  
                 FI 
              FI  
           OD  
        ##   
      FI 
  OD  ;                           # semi colon not needed in above line # 
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  # DISPLAY the crt or printer graphical area # 
  crt[ 1, 39] := "*";             # dial center # 
  print  ( ( new line ) ) ; 
  crt[22,39] := "." ;             # ";" here as separates from next # 
  FOR yy FROM 1 TO 22 
  DO 
     FOR xx FROM 1 TO 78 
     DO 
       print (crt[23-yy,xx] ) 
     OD ;                         # ";" here as separates from next line ~ print # 
     print ( new line )           # new line rule page 15 of a68gdoc.pdf # 
  OD ;                            # ";" here as "print" follows # 
  # end of formatting the graphics area # 
  print  ( ( new line ) ) ; 
  print (( "ASPECT RATIO: ", fixed(aspect,6,2), new line)); 
  print ( "*** END ***" )  
END 
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ALGOL 68 LICENSE NOTES: 
 

ALGOL68G - ALGOL 68 GENIE (MARK 17) 
 
Algol68G is a nearly fully featured implementation of Algol 68 as defined by  
the Revised Report. 
 
Algol68G's front-end parses an entire Algol 68 source program. If parsing is  
successful, the syntax tree (that serves as an intermediate program  
representation) is interpreted by Algol68G's back-end. The interpreter performs 
many runtime checks.  
 
Author of Algol68G is Marcel van der Veer <algol68g@xs4all.nl>. 
Web pages for Algol68G are at <http://www.xs4all.nl/~jmvdveer>. 
 
Algol68G is free software, you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the  
terms of the GNU General Public License. This software is distributed in the  
hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied  
warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The 
author of this software does not accept responsibility to anyone for the consequences of  
using it or for whether it serves any particular purpose or works at all. See  
the GNU General Public License for more details. The GNU General Public License  
does not permit this software to be redistributed in proprietary programs. 

 
ALGOL COPYING 
 
 see file:  copying.txt 
 
 
ALGOL DOCUMENTATION 
 
 see file:  a68gdoc.pdf 
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ADA  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADA PROJECT/PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
 
 
 Project  filename.gpr 
 program file.adb  source 
     procedure 
   
 
 
 
 
WIKIPEDIA etc 
 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ada_(programming_language) 
 http://www.dmoz.org/Computers/Programming/Languages/Ada/Code_Samples/ 
 http://www.cs.fit.edu/~ryan/ada/programs/ 
 http://www.adahome.com/Tutorials/ 
  http://www.adahome.com/Tutorials/Lovelace 
 
 
TO GET STARTED WITH ADA AS IN GNAT USING GCS 
 
either bring up GCS and click on HELP 
 
HELP 
 GNAT 
  NATIVE GNAT USERS GUIDE 
 
 
or follow through with the next few pages

with Ada.Text_IO; 
use Ada.text_io ; 
 
procedure adahdial is 
   begin 
   put_line("Hello World"); 
 end adahdial; 

ABOUT THIS GUIDE 
1. Getting Started with GNAT 
     hullo world program 
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FIRST ~ GET THE SYSTEM 
 
There are several free ADA systems, three spring to mind, however unless you have a recent 
.NET system, the GPS GNAT option for x86-windows is the only choice. Registration is 
required but is extremely fast and simple. 
 
 
WEB SITES for the GNU ADA system: 
 
 www.adacore.com   Professional ADA 
 libre.adacore.com/libre/download ADA Core free version of ADA 
 
 GNAT is the ADA support system GNT ADA Translator 
 GPS is the editor   GNAT Programming Studio 
 
STEPS TO DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL GNAT 
 
1 go to    https://libre.adacore.com/libre/download 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 select    x86-windows 
 

 
 
3 select   gnat-gpl-2009-43-i686-pc-mingw32-bin.exe  
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4 download the file which is over 100mb 
 
 NOTE: do not select the DOTNET version which is half he size unless you have .NET.  
 In fact, I installed my .NET I had working on Windows XP and the DOTNET would not 
 install. The x86-windows version does not need .NET and installs first time. 
 
5 The notes about these files are on the above web site and may read something like the  
 following. 
 
 
 

This version of the GNAT GPL Edition is suitable for PC/x86 machines running 
Windows XP (Service Pack 2) and Windows Vista. 
 
GNAT GPL 2009 contains the following: 
 
- checksums.md5 
    Contains the list of MD5 checksums for all the files in this distribution. 
 
- gnat-gpl-2009-43-i686-pc-mingw32-bin.exe 
 
    This package contains the GPL Edition of GNAT, the Ada 2005 tool chain 
    maintained by AdaCore, and includes GPS, a fully integrated IDE. It also 
    includes full html documentation for both tools. 
 
 
    In order to install this package, double-click on it, and follow the 
    instructions displayed on the screen. Note that you need Power User 
    privileges in order to install this package. 
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SECOND ~ WRITING A HULLO WORLD PROGRAM 
 
As with most modern systems, the documentation is designed for Englisj majors with a phd in 
compiler design. Helpful if you already know it. The online tutorials do not always reflect the GPS 
GNAT system, and don’t help. So here is how to do a HULLO WORLD program. 
 
1 after installing GPS GNAT, bring it up. 
 
 
 

2 GPS stands for GNAT PROGRAMMING STUDIO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 select CREATE NEW PROJECT WITH WIZARD and click OK 
 
3 select SINGLE PROJECT 
 
 and click FORWARD 
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4 Enter a project name 
 
 projectHulloWorld 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 click FORWARD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
5 select ADA as the language 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 click FORWARD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 as you click FORWARD check the folders where items will be placed, for simple  
 programs you may want to save everything in one folder. 
 
7 keep clicking FORWARD until the FORWARD is no longer an option, then APPLY 
 
8 you now have the GPS GNAT main system ready. 
 
Ignore the message like:  
 
 [2009-07-15 16:01:27] P3: Warning: there are no Ada sources in this project 
 
since we will now correct that.  
 
NOTE: If the system finds an ADB file it will absorb it into the project, so use clean empty folders. 
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9 click FILE, then NEW. and paste the HULLO WORD code into the text editor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 and SAVE, the system generates the file name from the PROCEDURE and the 
 file type defaults to .ADB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 and on the right hand side of the GCS menu, select down to this saved file 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10 BUILD, PROJECT, BUILD<CURRENT FILE> 
 
11 Assuming there were no errors, an EXE file was created 
 
12 BUILD, RUN, CUSTOM and name the program as saved  
 –or – 
 make a short BAT file such as the following and run it. 
 

with Ada.Text_IO; 
use Ada.text_io ; 
 
procedure pgmHiAll is 
   begin 
 
   put_line("Hello World"); 
 
 end pgmHiAll; 
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A SUNDAL PROGRAM ~ textual or tabular output ~ the program 
 
-- 
-- H O R I Z O N T A L    S U N D I A L    ADA LANGUAGE 
-- 
-- Simon Wheaton-Smith July 2009 
-- www.illustratingshadows.com 
-- open source  
-- 
 
-- with     these libraries are needed 
with Ada.Text_IO;                        -- put etc 
with Ada.Float_Text_IO;                  -- float 
with Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
with Ada.Numerics.Elementary_Functions;  -- sin cos tan 
 
 
-- use      abbreviate ADA functions and look in here 
use  Ada.text_io ; 
use  Ada.Float_Text_IO; 
use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
use  Ada.Numerics.Elementary_Functions; 
 
-- 
-- M A I N    P R O G R A M 
-- 
procedure programhdial is 
 
   -- 
   -- a function to add one to a number 
   -- 
   function addOne (k: in Integer) return Integer is 
   begin 
      return k + 1; 
   end addOne; 
 
   -- location for print out and it is string 
   loc      : String (1..80); 
   N        : Natural; 
 
   -- dial latitude and longitude as float 
   lat      : float ; 
   lng      : float ; 
   slat     : float ; 
 
   -- legal meridian as integer which we convert to float 
   refInt   : integer; 
   ref      : float  ; 
   dlng     : float  ; 
   thra     : float  ;                 -- tan of hour angle 
   hla      : float  ;                 -- hour line angle 
 
   hr       : Natural; 
 
   -- a header which could have been a literal 
   msg1     : string (1..10) := "Lng diff: " ; 
   f1       : float; 
 
 
 
 
   -- 
   -- the main program guts 
   -- 
   begin 
 
   put_line("www.illustingshadows.com"); 
   put_line("programhdial   July 2009"); 
   put_line(" "); 
 
   put_line("Enter dial location as text "); 
   Get_Line (loc, N); 
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   put_line("Enter latitude  as  nn.n "); 
   Get     (lat); 
 
   put_line("Enter longitude as nnn.n"); 
   Get     (lng); 
 
   put_line("Enter meridian  as nnn "); 
   Get     (refInt);     -- see: use  Ada.Integer_Text_IO; 
   ref     := float (refInt) ; 
 
   -- say dial details 
   put     ("Dial design location: "); 
   put_line (loc (1..N) ); 
 
   put     ("Dial latitude:        "); 
   put     (lat) ; 
   put_line (" "); 
   slat    := sin(lat*2.0*3.1416/360.0); 
   put     ("sin of lat:           "); 
   put     (slat); 
   put_line (" "); 
 
   dlng    := lng - ref ; 
   put     (msg1); 
   put     ( dlng); 
   put_line (" "); 
 
   put     ( "Minutes correction:  "); 
   put    ( dlng*4.0 ); 
   put_line (" "); 
 
   -- start the hour line loop 
   hr := 6 ; 
   loop 
      put ("Hour: "); 
      put ( hr); 
 
      thra := tan( (float(hr) - (dlng/15.0) ) * 15.0 * 2.0 * 3.1416 / 360.0 ) ; 
      f1   := thra * slat ; 
 
      -- hla := arctan ( slat * thra ) ; 
      hla := arctan(f1) * 360.0 / ( 2.0 * 3.1416 ) ; 
 
      put ("   hour line angle: "); 
      put ( hla ); 
      put_line (" "); 
      exit when hr = 18; 
      hr := addOne (hr) ;               -- hr := hr + 1; 
   end loop; 
 
 end programhdial; 
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A SUNDAL PROGRAM ~ textual or tabular output ~ the console log 
 
programhdial 
www.illustingshadows.com 
programhdial   July 2009 
  
Enter dial location as text  
Silver City, NM 
Enter latitude  as  nn.n  
32.75 
Enter longitude as nnn.n 
108.2 
Enter meridian  as nnn  
105 
Dial design location: Silver City, NM 
Dial latitude:         3.27500E+01  
sin of lat:            5.40976E-01  
Lng diff:  3.20000E+00  
Minutes correction:   1.28000E+01  
Hour:           6   hour line angle:  8.40997E+01  
Hour:           7   hour line angle: -6.88842E+01  
Hour:           8   hour line angle: -4.69617E+01  
Hour:           9   hour line angle: -3.11756E+01  
Hour:          10   hour line angle: -1.94939E+01  
Hour:          11   hour line angle: -1.00851E+01  
Hour:          12   hour line angle: -1.73217E+00  
Hour:          13   hour line angle:  6.44819E+00  
Hour:          14   hour line angle:  1.52841E+01  
Hour:          15   hour line angle:  2.58128E+01  
Hour:          16   hour line angle:  3.95810E+01  
Hour:          17   hour line angle:  5.87112E+01  
Hour:          18   hour line angle:  8.41005E+01  
[2009-07-17 17:50:41] process terminated successfully (elapsed time: 
12.05s) 
 
 
 
COMPARABLE DATA FROM EXCEL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E+00 times 1 
E+01 times 10 

HORIZONTAL SUN DIAL
Latitude (0-90) 32.75 corr

Longitude (0-180 + or -) 108.20 12.8

Legal reference longitude 105.00

Horizontal hour line
        TIME OF DAY angles with long corr

am pm am pm
12.00 12.00 1.73 -1.73
11.50 0.50 5.84 2.33
11.00 1.00 10.09 6.45
10.50 1.50 14.59 10.73
10.00 2.00 19.49 15.28
9.50 2.50 24.95 20.26
9.00 3.00 31.18 25.81
8.50 3.50 38.42 32.17
8.00 4.00 46.96 39.58
7.50 4.50 57.08 48.34
7.00 5.00 68.88 58.71
6.50 5.50 82.09 70.75
6.00 6.00 -84.10 84.10

These have longitude correction
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PASCAL (native Pascal) 
 
There are three free Pascal compilers available with which the Illustrating Shadows programs 
have been tested and work. Both of these systems have been used with the programs on this 
web site as well as on the CD provided with these books. 
 
www.bloodshed.net/devpascal.html 
 
 an 8mb downloadable fully integrated development environment (IDE) whose windows 
 are more compatible with Widows 
 
www.freepascal.org/download.var 
 
 a 28mb downloadable fully integrated development environment (IDE) whose windows 
 are more compatible with DOS. This has some useful documentation files usable in both 
 versions of the Pascal IDE. 
 
 rtl.pdf Run time library  Has the functions and the required "uses"  for them 
 ref.pdf  Reference  Has the language structures such as IF... and so on 
 
Some trigonometric functions need the MATH library, some use the default or SYSTEM library. 
This is why the program says "uses math;", however the default "SYSTEM" library has no such 
"uses" statement since it is implied. 
 
An excellent online tutorial is found at http://www.taoyue.com/tutorials/pascal/contents.html 
 
 This has better examples of some of the useful things not well explained in RTL.PDF or 
 REF.PDF 
 
A GUI Pascal system with programmable forms is Open Source and called Lazarus. The “alldials” 
program as well as the IBM 1401 and 360 simulators were written using Lazarus. 
 
The vertical dial which is longitude corrected and supports wall declination, somewhat stripped 
down, is shown below.  There are some complex IF statements whose syntax is critical. 
 
This is a conversational program and does not use graphics nor a GUI (graphic user interface). 
This does not use object oriented features, it is as simple as it can be. 
 
 
 
program VerticalDial; 
 
{ Educational purposes only } 
 
uses  math; 
 
var   lng :  single ; 
      ref :  single ; 
      corh:  single ; 
      lat :  double ; 
      dsw :  single ;   dec : single ; 
      zhr :  single ; 
      sd  :  single ; 
      sh  :  single ; 
      hla :  float ;    { hour line angle itself } 
 
var   xxx :  string ; 
var   i   :  integer ; 
      ii  :  integer ; 
      j   :  float ; 
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begin 
      writeln ('*------------ Vertical (dec) Dial ------------*'); 
      writeln ('www.illustratingshadows.com  v-dec-dial-pgm.pas'); 
      writeln ('*------------ March 6, 2007 0903 -------------*'); 
      writeln ('Enter latitude      '); 
      readln  (lat); 
      writeln ('Enter longitude     '); 
      readln  (lng); 
      writeln ('Enter legal meridian'); 
      readln  (ref); 
      writeln ('Enter declination (+ve S..W, -ve S..E)'); 
      readln  (dsw); 
      writeln ('Design latitude:     ', lat:6:2); 
      writeln ('Design longitude:    ', lng:6:2); 
      writeln ('Reference meridian:  ', ref:6:2); 
      writeln ('Correction to shadow ', 4*(lng-ref):6:2, ' minutes.'); 
      corh := (4*(lng-ref)) / 60 ; 
      writeln ('Correction to shadow ', corh:6:1, ' hours.'); 
      writeln (' '); 
 
      { a complex IF statement } 
      { display the style distance SD and style height SH } 
      if dsw = 0 then 
         begin 
         sd := 0 ; 
         sh := 0 ; 
         writeln ('non declining dial') ; 
         end   
      else 
         begin 
         sd  := radtodeg(arctan(sin(degtorad(dsw))/tan(degtorad(lat)))) ; 
         sh  := radtodeg(arcsin(cos(degtorad(lat))*cos(degtorad(dsw)))) ; 
         writeln ('this is a vertical declining dial') ; 
         writeln ('SD [stye distance from vertical]:              ' , sd:5:2); 
         writeln ('SH [stye height fr vertical dialplate]:        ' , sh:5:2); 
         end ; 
      { end of the IF statement } 
 
      lat := 90 - lat ;             { make co-latitude } 
      writeln ('Latitude set to co-latitude as vertical dial: ',lat:6:2); 
        
 
      writeln ( 'Corrected hour line angles follow' ) ; 
 
      writeln ( 'morning hours first' ); 
      for i := -6 to +6  do 
      begin 
           if i=0 then writeln ('noon'); 
           if i=1 then writeln ('noon'); 
 
           { get the hour angle of the sun } 
           ii := - 1*i ; 
           j := 15 * (ii+corh) ; 
 
 
           { Vertical decliner dial function } 
           { complex IF } 
           dec := dsw * -1 ; 
           zhr := i - corh ; 
           if zhr = 0 then 
                begin 
                hla := 0 ; 
                end 
           else 
                begin 
                hla := radtodeg(arctan((cos(degtorad(90-lat))  / 
                       (sin(degtorad(dec))*sin(degtorad(90- 
   lat))+(cos(degtorad(dec))/tan(degtorad(15*(12-zhr))))))))  ; 
                end ; 
           { end of complex IF } 
 
 
           writeln ('Hour:  ', i, ' hour angle: ' , j:6:2 , ' Angle: ', hla:6:2 ); 
      end ; 
      writeln ( 'afternoon hours last' ); 
      writeln (' '); 
      writeln ( '*** END ***') ; 
 
      readln  (xxx); 
end. 
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Here is the Pascal code for an old style graphical depiction using the methods the author 
employed back in the late 1960s albeit in a different language. This was using the 8mb IDE and 
Windows 8. Some alignment appears off, due to tabs vs spaces. Normal code relating to the 
sundial is minimized, and only the code relating to graphics is emphasized here.  
 
program HorizontalDial;    h-dial-OldGraphics.pas 
 
{       Author Simon WHeaton-Smith 
                             Date March 5, 2007  1930 mst 
                             Date April 26, 2009 Vista WIN64 
                             Date January 23, 2014 Windows 8 
 
  This is a conversational program, it is a lot easier for new programmers 
  to see what is going on rather than the transaction oriented programming 
  techniques or the object oriented concepts. 
} 
 
uses math; 
 
var   lng :  single ; 
      ref :  single ; 
      corh:  single ; 
      lat :  double ; 
      hlat:  float  ;    { hour line angle as a tan } 
      hla :  float  ;    { hour line angle istelf } 
var   sinlat : float ; 
 
var   xxx :  string ; 
var   i   :  integer ; 
      ii  :  integer ; 
      j   :  float ; 
 
{     CRT or PRINTER array of lines and columns } 
var   crt :  ARRAY [1..22,1..78] OF char ; 
      crtx, crty          : float   ; 
      xx, yy, y           : integer        ; 
      aspect, q           : float  ; 
 
 
begin 
      { initialise the graphical area } 
      for yy := 1 to 22  do 
      begin 
             for xx := 1 to 78  do 
             begin 
                  crt[yy,xx] := '.'; 
             end ; 
      end ; 
      aspect := 1.49; 
 
      . . . dial location code was here, i.e. latitude, longitude, and legal meridian 
 
      writeln ( 'morning hours first' ); 
      for i := -6 to +6  do 
      begin 
           if i=0 then writeln ('noon'); 
           if i=1 then writeln ('noon'); 
           { get sin(lat) }  
           sinlat := sin( degtorad(lat) ) ; 
 
           { get the hour angle of the sun } 
           ii := - 1*i ; 
           j := 15 * (ii+corh) ; 
 
           { get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) } 
           hlat:= sinlat * tan(degtorad(j)) ; 
 
           { get the hour line angle back to degrees } 
           hla := radtodeg( arctan(hlat) ) ; 
 
           writeln ('Hour:  ',i,' hour angle: ',j:6:2,' Angle: ',hla:6:2,' tan(hla): ',hlat:5:3 ); 
 
           { now draw the hour line }  
           q := j ; 
        if  q >= -85  then  begin        { 80 degree span means early and} 
               if  q <= 85  then  begin           { late hours may have extreme } 
                                               { angles, but the 0<x<xs logic } 
                   for y := 1 to 22  do begin   { avoids trashing the array, but } 
       crty := y;          { logic may be slow } 
         crtx := -y * aspect * hlat  ; 
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   xx   := trunc( crtx +(78/2) ) ; 
   yy   := trunc( crty )   ; 
                   { following IF may be slow but allows extreme line draws } 
             if ((xx>0) and (xx<78)) then begin 
                            crt[y,xx] := '*';  
             end   ; 
                  if ((i>-6) and (i<0)  and (xx>0) and (xx < 79)) then begin 
                            crt[y,xx] :=  '\' ; 
             end   ; 
                 if ((i=0)  and (xx>0) and (xx<79))then  begin 
                            crt[y,xx] :=  '|' ; 
             end   ; 
                if ((i>0)  and (i<=6) and (xx>0) and (xx<79)) then begin 
                            crt[y,xx] :=  '/' ; 
              end   ; 
                   end ; 
                end ; 
    end;                                  { end array } 
           { end of drawing the hour line } 
      end ; 
      writeln ( 'afternoon hours last' ); 
      writeln (' '); 
 
      { display the graphical area } 
      crt[1,39] := '*'; 
      for yy := 1 to 22  do 
      begin 
             for xx := 1 to 78  do 
             begin 
                  write  (crt[23-yy,xx])  ; 
             end ; 
             writeln (' '); 
      end ; 
 
      writeln (' '); 
      writeln ('Aspect ratio: ',aspect:6:2 ); 
      readln  (xxx); 
end.. 
 
 

Compare this code for Pascal to the 
Fortran code, it is similar. Both use a 
bounds checking technique so only the line 
segments within the array are drawn.  
 
This differs from the “C” code which looks 
at the hour line angle, and decides to 
immediately limit the Y ordinate (hour line 
angles between say 045 and +45 degrees), 
or limit the X value if between 90 and 45 
degrees. This is faster code since the logic 
does not run for line segments that are not 
drawn, but, it takes more code. 
 
Another method used in some if the Illustrating Shadows code is to use an hour line of a fixed 
size, and then determining the X and Y ordinates for that size, thus the hour lines form a circular 

dial as opposed to a square one. For examples, see the JAVA 
code  (not Java Script) section (left), the Perl code (also left), 

and Algol, and check some 
of the DeltaCAD hDial 
macros on the web site 
also. Also see the section 
on NanoCAD and 
FreeCAD. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Perl example 

JAVA example 
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LAZARUS   (GUI  SUPPORT, & AN IDE) 
OPEN SOURCE VARIANT OF DELPHI 

 
Lazarus is a Pascal IDE (Integrated Development Environment), open source, running on multiple 
operating systems. Applications can be based on user defined forms, i.e. with GUI facilities!  
 
Lazarus site:   www.lazarus.freepascal.org/ 
 wiki link:  wiki.lazarus.freepascal.org/    
 download link:  select: Lazarus Windows 32 bits 
 use the Win32 file: lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe 
 and NOT:  lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe    
    as you will get very frustrated trying to locate: qtcore4.dll  
 
The download is one single file, and it installs and runs first time. Lazarus executable programs 
can be very large as they have debugging information stored in them. For Windows Vista win64 
systems the only compression available is to use Winzip or a similar program. For win32 versions 
which run on Windows Vista win64 as well as on 32 bit systems, STRIP and UPX together will 
reduce an executable’s size from around 12mb to under 1mb. STRIP and UPX will not compress 
a win64 executable. Sometimes Lazarus waits after RUN on Vista (32 bit version), click RUN, 
RESET DEBUGGER and it will work the next time. 
 
Lazarus can be compared to DELPHI, which is 332 mb, and the pre-reqs another 234 mb. Delphi 
can be found at: http://www.turboexplorer.com/Delphi Lazarus is an Open Source system, based 
on PASCAL, and is somewhat compatible with Delphi. One of the shortcomings of modern object 
oriented languages is their type conversion issues. The graphical program for sundials highlights 
this problem, namely converting from floating point (graphical coordinate calculations) to integer 
(graphical package needs) requires an intermediate string conversion!  Harking back to IBM's 
PL/I language, some lessons that the new language developers could learn emerge.  First: PL/I 
had as one of its values the concept that if a programmer could write something that made sense 
to him or her, then the PL/I compiler should also be able to make sense of it also. All these newer 
languages or language adaptations are very weak on real world needs of commercial 
programmers, and seem to be more suited to those who delight in getting around complexities of 
a language. LAZARUS is no exception, and the documentation is designed for those who already 
know the system. Second: PL/I had the ability for almost any data type to be converted implicitly 
either at compile or at execution time, so that a programmer could take in a string of characters 
that contained numbers and implicitly convert them to an integer, or floating point number, and 
vice versa.  
 
Illustrating Shadows has several programs 
written using Lazarus.  The IBM 1401 and 
IBM System 360 simulators, language 
assemblers, and debugging aids were  
written using Lazarus. An “ALLDIALS.EXE” 
program was also written using Lazarus. 
The CD with the Illustrating Shadows books 
has detailed notes on programming with 
Lazarus, and the general principles are 
similar to Visual Basic. Lazarus code is 
more portable than the Visual Microsoft 
products. ALLDIALS is a good example of 
graphics programming in Lazarus. 

Horizontal of vertical dial
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LAZARUS ~ Open Source version of, and almost compatible with:- DELPHI: 
 
At this website there are some downloads for Lazarus:  http://www.osalt.com/lazarus  
 
And locate the download link: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=89339 
 
and locate the Windows 32 bit version 
 

YES  lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  Mirror  58455268 i386 

 NO lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  Mirror  58420736 i386 

 
the version for Windows XP was about 58mb:  lazarus-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe 
 
but do NOT download:     lazarus-qt-0.9.26-fpc-2.2.2-win32.exe  
because you will get very frustrated trying to locate: qtcore4.dll  
 
documentation is available online at a url something like:- 
  http://wiki.lazarus.freepascal.org/Lazarus_Documentation#Lazarus_and_Pascal_Tutorials 
 
The download is one single file, installs first time, and runs first time. The tutorial to get started is 
helpful, and located at:- 
  http://www.lazarus.freepascal.org/ 
  http://wiki.lazarus.freepascal.org/Lazarus_Tutorial 
 
WINDOWS VISTA win64 ~ ~ ~ STRIP and UPX do not work on win64, however WINZIP will still 
do a very good compression job. Also, win64 Lazarus code does not work on XP and win32. So 
stick with the win32 version unless you need win64 code. Sometimes Lazarus waits after RUN on 
Vista (32 bit version), click RUN, RESET DEBUGGER and it will work the next time. 
 
DELPHI ~ ~ ~ This can be compared to DELPHI, which is 332 mb, and the pre-reqs another 234 
mb. Delphi can be found at: http://www.turboexplorer.com/delphi 
 
 
COMMENTS 
 
LAZARUS is an Open Source program, based on PASCAL, and is somewhat compatible with 
Delphi. 
 
One of the shortcomings of JAVA, and other object oriented languages is their type conversion 
issues. The graphical program for sundials highlights this problem, namely converting from 
floating point to integer requires an intermediate string conversion!  Harking back to IBM's PL/I 
language, some lessons that the new language developers could learn emerge.  
 
First: PL/I had as one of its values the concept that if a programmer could write something that 
made sense to him or her, then the PL/I compiler should also be able to make sense of it. All 
these newer languages or language adaptations are very weak on real world needs of 
commercial programmers, and seem to be more suited to those who delight in getting around 
complexities of a language. LAZARUS is no exception, and the documentation is designed for 
those who already know the system. 
 
Second: PL/I had the ability for almost any data type to be converted implicitly so that a 
programmer could take in a string of characters that contained numbers and implicitly convert it to 
an integer, or floating point number, and vice versa.  
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A PROJECT'S HIERARCHY 
 
In LAZARUS, as in Microsoft's VISUAL languages, there is a hierarchy. In a conventional 
program there is always a main program, and it calls sub programs, that use functions as well as 
language structure. 
 
Lazarus, based on PASCAL, at least doe not confuse inherent language function with functions 
and classes. Some languages tae classes to extreme and the blurring of those discrete 
boundaries causes programmers to fight the language in order to achieve the end goal. 
 
There is a hierarchy in Lazarus similar to that of Visual Basic. The front end is the FORM. 
 

 
 
The FORM is what essentially starts up when the "project" is executed, and one or more buttons 
in the form trigger code. And that code can use variable data such as the TEDIT areas. 
 
  PROJECT projectname.lpi 
 
   FORM aame.lfm 
 
    BUTTON  TEDIT 
 
     code programname.pas 
 

FORM 
   

     BUTTON      TEDIT
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NOTES ON LAZARUS 
 
Lazarus has an IDE and the forms window is simple to use to design a form that will drive the 
program. The content and activities for each button are intuitive. 
 
 

 
 
Running a program that you built as an application may cause the debugger to crash. The 
debugger is how the IDE runs programs. However, locate the folders in which the programs are 
stored, bring up those folders and double click the program, and all will run, albeit without 
debugging. The folder containing the program can be found by SAVE AS, or by looking at the 
area circled in the about picture of the Lazarus IDE desktop. 
 
The cause of Lazarus problems in execution is simple, the designers and implementers did not 
manage folders with blanks in a name. So, if you wish to debug in Lazarus, you must save files in 
a folder or chain of folders whose names from the root folder up to the folder holding the project, 
have no names with blanks in them. 
 
This issue of blanks in a name is not uncommon, so simply create folders with no blanks in their 
names for Open Source systems. 
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CREATING A PROGRAM ~ TABULAR HOUR LINE ANGLES ~ hdialv1.pas 
 
Open up Lazarus, and select PROJECT and then NEW which brings up a small window. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Select APPLICATION and then click CREATE. 

 
Lazarus will bring up a blank form. Select some options from the tool bar as shown and create a 
form. 
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In doing this, the FORM will become what the end user sees when the application (program) is 
started. 
 
Select a Button, and that button's details will appear off to the left of the IDE (integrated 
development environment). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Altering the button's caption as shown above, also changed the form as displayed. You may wish 
the "calculate" code to change the caption of the second button to "close". Simply select the 
EVENTS tab of the CALCULATE button, and click the "..." choice, and you will be pointed to 

code in the program that will 
run when that button is clicked. 
 
The code entered changes the 
second button's caption to 
"CLOSE" which doesn't do 
anything yet other than change 
the caption. 
 
Then for the second button 
repeat the process but for the 
ONCLICK event, CLOSE the 
application. 
 
 
 
 

 
The code would look something like the following:- 
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  TForm1 = class(TForm) 
    Button1: TButton; 
    Button2: TButton; 
    Edit1: TEdit; 
    Edit2: TEdit; 
    Edit3: TEdit; 
    procedure Button1Click(Sender: TObject); 
    procedure Button2Click(Sender: TObject); 
  private 
    { private declarations } 
  public 
    { public declarations } 
  end;  
 
var 
  Form1: TForm1;  
 
implementation 
 
{ TForm1 } 
 
procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  Button2.Caption :- 'CLOSE'; 
end; 
 
procedure TForm1.Button2Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  close ; 
end; 
 
At this point the project should be saved and in a folder or chain of folders with no blanks in their 
names. 
 
PROJECT, SAVE PROJECT AS and enter a project name such as: hdialv1.pas     where 
Lazarus entered the suffix ".pas". 
 
No sooner than you have done that, but it comes up with a second save panel but this time the 
suffix is ".lpi", and the name cannot be the same as the one you just used. The name chosen for 
this project was:  hdialv1project.lpi and it was saved. Exit Lazarus and then start 
Lazarus again and make sure it finds everything. 
 
The project was located 
automatically although 
you could open any 
project, and RUN then 
RUN or F9 used to start 
execution. The compiler 
hit an error and 
highlighted it in the IDE 
edit window. 
 
 
The code typo was changed from :- to := and recompiled, and the program did as it was 
expected to do. 
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The program has managed an event when one button was clicked which changed the caption of 
a second button, and that second button has allowed the program to close. Any caption of any 
element on a form can be changed. 
 
A couple of notes at this stage. First, folders in the Lazarus system cannot have blanks. Second, 
while you can enter the same name for the .PAS and the .LPI files being saved, and they will be 
saved, all sorts of problems happen when executed or when reloaded. This caution is made clear 
in the Lazarus documentation, and they mean it. 
 
The time has come to add some more things on the FORM, which has vanished from the IDE. 
Click WINDOW and then FORM and it will reappear. 
 
 
The first Edit element on the 
form is called Edit1 and it 
does not have a caption, 
instead it has a TEXT field 
whose default content is the 
element's name, namely 
"Edit1". 
 
 
This Text area was changed 
to "32.75" being default data 
for the latitude. This did not 
change the elements name 
which is still "Edit1". 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Click on ADDITIONAL on the tool bar for 
more FORM options, and select ABC which 
is for "static text". This allows you to place 
headings on the form.  
 
 
 
 
The heading "LATITUDE" was chosen. 
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At this point the longitude and legal meridian were added. Now the longitude difference needs to 
be calculated. 
 

 
 
The left panel shows the names of the elements in the form, and the form itself can be seen. 
Code must be added to the CALCULATE button the select the longitude and legal meridian, 
which are of course in TEXT form, convert them from text to numeric (as single precision in this 
case), and display the results back as TEXT. 
 
A globally accessible variable of LONGDIFF was added and code for the conversion as well. 
 
type 
 
  { TForm1 } 
 
  TForm1 = class(TForm) 
    Button1: TButton; 
    Button2: TButton; 
 ... 
 ... 
 ... 
 
  private 
    { private declarations } 
  public 
    { public declarations } 
    longitude     : single; 
    legalmeridian : single; 
    difflong      : single; 
  end;     
 
 
 
This provides common variables accessible anywhere. 
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CONVERTING  THE STRINGS INTO NUMERICAL VALES and subtracts them for future use. 
 
procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  { for no good reason, change another button's caption } 
  Button2.Caption := 'CLOSE'; 
  { get the numeric values of the longitude and legal meridian } 
  difflong    := single(Edit2.Text) - single(Edit3.Text) ; 
end; 
 
CONVERTING FLOATING POINT TO STRING FORMAT 
 
Of course, it would be nice to display that difference. At this point a pet peeve in all the newer 
languages was raised. Converting data types. The following code extract shows the problem. 
 

  public 
    { public declarations } 
 ... 
    difflong      : single; 
    difflongstring: text; 
  end;  
... 
procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  { for no good reason, change another button's caption } 
  Button2.Caption := 'CLOSE'; 
  { get the numeric values of the longitude and legal meridian } 
  difflong    := single(Edit2.Text) - single(Edit3.Text) ; 
  { get the difference as text also } 
  difflongstring := Text(difflong); 
end;  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Just how is numeric (single precision) data converted back into simple text. The answer is to use 
functions from the "sysutils" unit of Pascal. Some functions include:- 
 

Name Description 
BCDToInt  (1357) Convert BCD number to integer 
CompareMem  (1359) Compare two memory regions 
FloatToStrF (1392) Convert float to formatted string 
FloatToStr  (1391) Convert float to string 
FloatToText (1394) Convert float to string 
FormatFloat (1403) Format a floating point value 
GetDirs  (1406) Split string in list of directories 
IntToHex  (1412) return hexadecimal representation of integer 
IntToStr  (1412) return decumal representation of integer 
StrToIntDef (1442) Convert string to integer with default value 
StrToInt  (1440) Convert string to integer 
StrToFloat  (1439) Convert string to float 
TextToFloat (1445) Convert null-terminated string to float 
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The following code works well. 
 
procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  { for no good reason, change another button's caption } 
  Button2.Caption := 'CLOSE'; 
 
  { get the numeric values of the longitude and legal meridian } 
  { single(Edit2.Text)  or  StrToFloat(Edit2.Text) will do conversion } 
  difflong    := StrToFloat(Edit2.Text) - StrToFloat(Edit3.Text) ; 
 
  { get the difference as text also } 
  StaticText4.Caption := 'standby'; 
  difflongstring      := FloatToStr (difflong) ; 
  { and drop the low order digits which are useless } 
  StaticText4.Caption := LeftStr (difflongstring,3); 
end;     
 
And the above shows first "StrToFloat" used twice in the difference calculation, and "FloatToStr" 
to convert the floating point number to a string, and "LeftStr" to make the numbers look pretty. 
 
NOTE: These functions are defined in a book that comes with the Free Pascal program used in 
the PASCAL files of Illustrating Shadows. The book is called:- 
 
 rtl.pdf  and is at this website:  www.freepascal.org 
 
and it lists what "uses" are needed for what functions, e.g. "uses math" for "tan, arccos", etc. 
 
Also, some examples of Pascal are found at:- 
 
 http://www.taoyue.com/tutorials/pascal/contents.html 
 
The results of the above code are shown in the before and after pictures of the FORM below. 
 

 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next problem to solve is displaying data in an array. And after that, to display the data as a 
graphical depiction. 
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DISPLAYING OUTPUT IN A TABULAR FORM AND THUS USING A LOOP 
 
Once in STANDARD, select the next tab which is OPTIONAL. Then select TSTRINGGRID. This 
builds an array and you can alter the number of columns and rows. Trial and error is another pet 
peeve I have for the newer language implementations, and no where does the poor 
documentation tell you that integers for loops cannot be public global variables, and that they 
must be defined in the section of code in which the FOR loop is employed. That took me a couple 
of hours to figure out. Figuring out how to manage the cells of the array was another mammoth 
task, again, poor documentation. 
 
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
 
{ TForm1 } 
 
procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject); 
var { must declare FOR variables in the section they are used in} 
    irow          : integer; 
    icol          : integer; 
    sinlat        : single ; 
    tanlha        : single ; 
    hlat          : single ; 
    hla           : single ; 
    ii            : single ; 
    jj            : single ; 
    degtorad      : single ; 
    radtodeg      : single ; 
begin 
 
  { for no good reason, change another button's caption } 
  Button2.Caption := 'CLOSE'; 
 
  { get the numeric values of the longitude and legal meridian } 
  difflong    := StrToFloat(Edit2.Text) - StrToFloat(Edit3.Text) ; 
 
  { get the difference as text also } 
  StaticText4.Caption := 'standby'; 
  difflongstring      := FloatToStr (difflong) ; 
 
  { and drop the low order digits which are useless } 
  StaticText4.Caption := LeftStr (difflongstring,3); 
 
  { StringGrid1 is a TStringGrid array with 3 columns and 8 rows } 
 
  degtorad := (2 * 3.14159) / 360 ; 
  radtodeg := 360 / (2 * 3.14159) ; 
 
  for irow := 1 to 7 do 
  begin 
          for icol := 1 to 2 do 
          begin 
                { get sin(lat) } 
                sinlat := sin( degtorad * StrToFloat(Edit1.Text) ) ; 
 
                { get the hour angle of the sun } 
                ii := irow - 1 ; 
                jj := difflong + (15 * ii) ; 
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                { however col 2 (actually col 3) is afternoon } 
                if icol = 2 then 
                   jj := difflong - (15 * ii) ; 
 
                { get the resulting hour line angle } 
                { no tan support so I used sin/cos } 
                tanlha := sin( degtorad * jj) / cos( degtorad * jj)  ; 
                hlat:= sinlat * tanlha ; 
 
                { get the hour line angle back to degrees } 
                hla := radtodeg * arctan(hlat)  ; 
 
                { 
                *     T E S T    D A T A     L A T I T U D E    3 0 
                *                            DIAL LONG 3 DEGREES WEST 
                *     LAT          32 
                *     LONG.DIF      3 
                *     IS MINS      12 
                *     HR FR NOON   AM         PM 
                *     0             2          2 
                *     1            10          6 
                *     2            19         15 
                *     3            31         26 
                *     4            46         39 
                *     5            68         59 
                *     6            84         84 
                } 
 
                StringGrid1.Cells[icol,irow] := LeftStr  
        (FloatToStr(hla),4) ; 
          end; 
  end ; 
 
end; 
 
procedure TForm1.Button2Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  close ; 
end; 
 
 
 
 
The results are shown to the right. 
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The above program is called:- hdialv1.pas 
 
And was in a folder called: c:\temp 
 
And the contents of that folder after all the above work was:- 
 

 
 
 
 
And the backup folder looked like:- 
 

 
 
 
This completes the LAZARUS horizontal dial for any latitude and longitude difference, in text 
form. 
 
 
NOTE: The complete Lazarus program package is, as seen above, in one folder with a backup 
folder. remember, no blanks in any path names. However, unlike some of the newer 
programming languages, you can restore this complete folder system to any folder, it does not 
have to be the original folder name, and Lazarus can open it in its new folder. 
 
NOTE: Lazarus gets upset at times and loses paths to Free Pascal Source, and loses panels 
such as the OBJECT INSPECTOR. 
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As to losing panels, VIEW, OBJECT INSPECTOR or F11 will bring that back. I have not figured 
how to configure it to keep it as a permanent fixture. 
 
As to the FPC SOURCE DIRECTORY, it may help to write down the pathc or capture tham with a 
screen capture as shown to 
the right. 
 
If the worst comes to the 
worst then UNINSTALL 
LAZARUS and then delete 
the directories it used, and 
then completely start over 
from scratch, and re-install. 
 
Lazarus has a habit of 
remembering where some 
pathc were, and not others. 
 
There are many mysteries 
in the universe, and 
Lazarus is one of them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sometimes a panel will appear to vanish, such as a FORM. And VIEW, FORM does not appear 
to bring it back. It is still there, shrink the editing window and it will reappear. 
 
Sometimes when executing after compiling and linking, no FORM appears so you may think that 
the system went to sleep. Look at the Windows bar at the bottom of the screen, chances are that 
it is there, so click it, and it will reappear. 
 
One good thing about Lazarus is that it works on Windows XP SP1 as well as later service packs. 
 
 
NOTE: several programs for sundials are written for Lazarus. The Horizontal and Vertical (non 
declining) dial program uses sin/cos for tan because it chose (for no good reason) not to include 
"math" in the "uses". Whereas the vertical declining dial program did include "math" in the uses, 
so it can use tan, arcsin, arccos and so on. A second vertical declining dial program also used 
graphics. 
 
NOTE: the IBM 1401 and the IBM 360/30 assemblers, linkers, and simulators were written in 
Lazarus and are free Open Source on    www.illustratingshadows.com     and their code is well 
worth studying. 
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LAZARUS – REDUCE EXECUTABLE FILE SIZE 
 
Lazarus files are very large, some 12mb for a small program. This is because of enormous 
amounts of debug data. And while the compiler can remove that, there are bugs, so that is not an 
option. 
 
The solution is to locate two programs, STRIP and UPX.  
 
STRIP is Pascal specific and locates and removes the debug data after the fact, making the 
executable some 20% of its original size, 12mb becomes less than 2mb.  
 
UPX  works on any executable, and shrinks the executable even further, some 2mb becomes 
about 0.5mb. 
 
 
 
c:\whereever\lazarus\fpc\2.2.2\bin\i386-win32\strip 
 
move to your folder 
 
go to that folder 
 
do      "strip --strip-all system360project.exe" 
 
which reduces it from 12mb to just under 2mb 
 
 
 
c:\whereever\lazarus\fpc\2.2.2\bin\i386-win32\upx 
 
move to your folder 
 
go to that folder 
 
do      "upx system360project.exe" 
 
which reduces it from just under 2mb to just under 0.5mb 
 
 
 
WINDOWS VISTA WIN64 ISSUES (and Windows 7 and Windows 8) 
 
The Lazarus 32 bit system works on Windows XP as well as Vista win64, and generated code 
can be compressed with STRIP and UPX. However, the 64 bit version of Lazarus produces code 
than will not run on win32 nor on Windows XP, and cannot be compressed either with STRIP and 
UPX since they do not support 64 bit executables. At best, WINZIP will do a fair job of 
compression. 
 
LAZARUS APEARS TO HANG AFTER “RUN”, AND THE PROGRAM DOES NOT APPEAR 
 
Lazarus 32 bit in Vista sometimes does not bring up the program after a RUN. Click RESET 
DEBUGER, when all proceeds normally. However you will get an OOPS message from Lazarus 
when your program ends, which you can ignore. 
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GRAPHICAL DISPLAY 
 
There are two versions of the vertical decliner dial, one is tabular, the other offers both a tabular 
as well as a graphical depiction. 
 
Graphics was done with 
a MOVE and LINE 
process, which had its 
challenges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The problem with writing this program was that the graphics system uses integer pixel 
coordinated, but the TAN function returns floating point. While there is an INTEGER function, it 
does what it says, it returns the integer portion, but sadly it does not convert the type attribute. 
There is no easy way to convert floating point to integer. The technique used was to get the 
integer portion, convert the floating point which now has no declimal point data, to a string. And 
convert the string to an integer. This highlights one of the problems with the "newer" languages, 
namely type conversion. 
 
The following code extract does the noon line, similar code does the actual hour lines. The noon 
line was chosen because of less extraneuos code. 
 
  { get the hour angle of the sun for noon } 
  jj := difflong ; 
 
  { get the resulting hour line angle } 
  hla := radtodeg*(arctan((coslat/(cosdec*1/tan(degtorad*jj)+sindec*sinlat)))); 
 
  { make numbers be positive } 
  if hla < 0 then hla := -hla; 
 
  { As signs removed, noon is west of N:S if dial is west of meridian, east if east. } 
 
  { move pen to top and center } 
  Canvas.Pen.Width :=    1; 
  Canvas.Pen.Color :=  255; 
  Canvas.Pen.Color :=  250; 
  Canvas.MoveTo   ( xbias+xyscl*halfxysiz,ybias+xyscl*0     ); 
 

Since this is the noon line, the Y value of the noon line endpoint is fixed as the vertical extent of 
the box holding the dial plate. 
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CONVERTING FLOATING POINT TO INTEGER (TYPE CONVERSION FRUSTRATION) 
 
The X value is calculated using the TAN which means floating point. 
 
  y  := 100;                               { x,y are floating point } 
  x  := int (y * (tan(degtorad*hla))) ;    { integer part, but still float } 
 

At this point, X the integer part of X, but it is still of the floating point type. And Y is floating point, 
and that is what creates the problem.  
 
  s  := FloatToStrF (y,ffFixed,3,0); 
 

The line above takes the Y value and converts it to a string and as it never was floating point, 
there is no problem. 
 
  yl  := StrToInt (s); 
 

The line above takes the string and converts it to an integer.  
 
  s  := FloatToStrF (x,ffFixed,3,0); 
  xl  := StrToInt (s); 
 

The two lines above take X which from the code at the top of this page has had the decimal data 
dropped, saves the resulting integer part to a string, and then converts the string to a  true 
integer. 
 
  { draw the line } 
  if difflong >=0 then 
     begin 
        xl := halfxysiz - xl; 
     end ; 
  if difflong <0 then 
     begin 
        xl := halfxysiz + xl; 
     end ; 
  Canvas.LineTo( xbias+xyscl*xl,  ybias+xyscl*yl ); 
 

The code above derives the correct line end point based on whether the noon line is east or west 
of the vertical, and then draws the line. 
 
  { having drawn the line, reset to top and center } 
  Canvas.MoveTo   ( xbias+xyscl*halfxysiz,  ybias+xyscl*0     );     
 

And then the pen position is reset to the dial center. 
 

OK OK, you can simplify life if you use Pascal’s “trunc” function for float to integer! 
 
 
The graphics system needs a little understanding:- 
 
 KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER:  0,0 is top left 
      y increases positively down 
 
 DOCUMENTATION: 
  http://delphi.about.com/library/bluc/text/uc052102a.htm     [ is page 1 ] 
  http://delphi.about.com/library/bluc/text/uc052102b.htm     [ is page 2 ] 
 
The vertical decliner graphics program does either tabular data, or graphical depictions. The 
graphical display does not fill in the tables, you have to ask for that. There was no reeason for 
that except it simplified code development. 
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OTHER IMPORTANT NOTES ON WAYS OF DOING THINGS IN LAZARUS  
 
Please see the section on Pascal as opposed to the Lazarus implementation, it also has helpful 
hints. 
 
 
FILE HANDLING 
 
   { open file - if input do assign then reset }    { http://wiki.lazarus.freepascal.org/Files } 
 
   assign   (infilex, 'Sim360C.bal'); 
   reset   (infilex); 
 
   { open file - if output do assign then rewrite } 
 
   fn1  :=   'test.prt' ; 
   assign   (outfile,'system360prt.prt'); 
   rewrite (outfile); 
                       
 
Reading from a file instead of the console (keyboard) can be done by:  
 
read (file_variable, argument_list);  write (file_variable, argument_list); 
 
Similarly with readln and writeln.  
 
file_variable is declared as follows:  
 
var 
  ... 
  filein, fileout : text; 
 
The text data type indicates that the file is just plain text.  
 
After declaring a variable for the file, and before reading from or writing to it, we need to associate 
the variable with the filename on the disk and open the file. This can be done in one of two ways. 
Typically:  
 
reset (file_variable, 'filename.extension'); rewrite (file_variable, 'filename.extension'); 
 
reset opens a file for reading, and rewrite opens a file for writing. A file opened with reset can only 
be used with read and readln. A file opened with rewrite can only be used with write and writeln.  
 
Turbo Pascal introduced the assign notation. First you assign a filename to a variable, then you 
call reset or rewrite using only the variable.  
 
assign (file_variable, 'filename.extension'); 
reset (file_variable) 
 
After you're done with the file, you can close it with:  
 
close (File_Identifier); 
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Here's an example of a program that uses files. This program was written for Turbo Pascal and 
DOS, and will create file2.txt with the first character from file1.txt:  
 
   1: program CopyOneByteFile; 
   2:  
   3: var 
   4:   mychar : char; 
   5:   filein, fileout : text; 
   6: 
   7: begin 
   8:   assign (filein, 'c:\file1.txt'); 
   9:   reset (filein); 
  10:   assign (fileout, 'c:\file2.txt'); 
  11:   rewrite (fileout); 
  12:   read (filein, mychar); 
  13:   write (fileout, mychar); 
  14:   close(filein); 
  15:   close(fileout) 
  16: end. 
 
Retrieved from http://wiki.lazarus.freepascal.org/Files 
 
 
NOTE:  ASSIGN does not work in a method invoked by a button click. It does work in a 
procedure, programmed before event driven code, that is called by event driven code. What 
follows is an extract from a program that works, the point to study is where file open/close is 
compared to where file reads and writes are located. Much has been omitted that does not help 
with that point. 
 
 
unit system360code; 
{$mode objfpc}{$H+} 
interface 
 
{ *** 
  *** USES causes various header prototypes so functions will compile ok 
  *** } 
 
uses 
  Classes, SysUtils, FileUtil, LResources, Forms, Controls, Graphics, Dialogs, 
  StdCtrls, Buttons; 
 
 
{ *** 
  *** TYPE declares types and class models but not actual data 
  *** } 
 
type 
  { TForm1 } 
  TForm1     = class(TForm) 
    ipl      : TButton; 
    pwroff   : TButton; 
. . . 
    procedure Label1Click(Sender: TObject); 
. . . 
  private 
    { private declarations } 
  public 
    { public declarations } 
  end;  
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{ **************************************************************************** 
  *** VARIABLES                                                            *** 
  ***      const        comes before variables      constants              *** 
  ***      var          comes after constants       global variables       *** 
  **************************************************************************** } 
 
Const { fixed constants } 
  maxNoSymbols = 500 ; 
  maxCoreBytes = 32000 ; 
 
Var   { variables } 
  Form1: TForm1;  
. . . 
  { variables everyone uses } 
  I,J,K               :       longint; 
  inputFile           :       text; 
  outputFile          :       text; 
. . . 
{ **************************************************************************** 
  *** PROGRAM CODE                                                         *** 
  ***      subroutines  comes before event (button) driven code            *** 
  ***                   this is where common subroutines live              *** 
  ***      methods      comes after common subroutines                     *** 
  ***                   this is where the form.button event driven code is *** 
  **************************************************************************** } 
 
implementation 
 
{ **************************************************************************** 
  *** subroutines called by subsequent event driven code                   *** 
  ***         This code has no access to the FORM and its objects          *** 
  ***         This code is where file i/o is done else compiler objects    *** 
  **************************************************************************** } 
. . . 
procedure openOutfile; 
begin 
  assign (outputFile, 'system360.lst'); 
  rewrite(outputFile); 
  { write (outputFile, mychar);      *** can be done is event driven code *** } 
end; 
. . . 
procedure closeOutfile; 
begin 
  close  (outputFile); 
end; 
 
 
{ **************************************************************************** 
  *** methods are event driven by buttons and that code in turn may call   *** 
  *** some of the code in the previous area                                *** 
  ***         this code does have access to the FORM and its objects       *** 
  **************************************************************************** } 
{ TForm1 } 
 
{ *** 
  *** POWER ON 
  *** 
} 
procedure TForm1.pwronClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  pwroff.visible       := true ; 
  ipl.visible          := true ; 
end; 
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{ *** 
  *** IPL LOAD - determine to 1 assemble a file 
  *** 
} 
procedure TForm1.iplClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
. . . 
      { open the input file - cant do ASSIGN here as compiler has issues } 
      openOutfile(); 
      write (outputFile, 'test'); 
      closeOutfile(); 
 
{ this end is the end of ipl's begin } 
end; 
 
... 
 
procedure TForm1.Edit1Change(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
end; 
procedure TForm1.Label1Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
end; 
procedure TForm1.Label3Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
end; 
 
initialization 
  {$I system360code.lrs} 
 
end. 
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ARRAYS WITH MORE THAN ONE COLUMN PER ROW 
 
 
{ *** 
  *** S Y M B O L    T A B L E    F O R    A S S E M B L E R 
  *** } 
{ Assembler phase: symbol table: can do it two ways 
 
    one way:  one table for symbols, the other for the address, the 
              common link is the index, so symbol and name are not 
              contiguous. 
    another:  one table whose entries are a record, and the record 
              has two fields, one the symbol, the other the address 
    both work 
} 
 
 
 
{ symbol table for labels in source code we will assemble, and core 
location } 
 
 
 
 
  { first method is } 
 
  symTableName   : ARRAY [1..maxNoSymbols] OF string; 
  symTableAddr   : ARRAY [1..maxNoSymbols] OF Longint; 
 
 
 
 
 
  { second method is one array of a record type... } 
 
  symTab         : ARRAY [1..maxNoSymbols] OF 
                   RECORD 
                     Name : ARRAY [0..8] OF CHAR; 
                     Addr : integer 
                   END; 
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And table access can be:- 
 
 
{ *** 
  *** CLEAR SYMBOL TABLE FOR ASSEMBLER 
  *** } 
 
{ Assembler phase: symbol table: can do it two ways 
      one way:  one table for symbols, the other for the address, the 
                common link is the index, so symbol and name are not 
                contiguous. 
      another:  one table whose entries are a record, and the record 
                has two fields, one the symbol, the other the address 
      both work 
} 
 
  
 { first method is } 
 
      for I := 0 TO maxNoSymbols DO 
      begin 
            symTableName [I] := '         '; 
            symTableAddr [i] := 0 ; 
      end ; 
   
      (* NOW THE BLANKS IN THE MNEMONIC FIELDS ARE REPLACED WITH THE *) 
      (* CHARACTER WHOSE CODE IS LOWC.  IN THIS WAY, WE ASSURE *) 
      (* THAT STRING COMPARISONS WILL WORK CORRECTLY REGARDLESS OF *) 
      (* PARTICULAR MACHINE IN USE.   *) 
 
      FOR I := 1 TO maxNoSymbols DO 
          FOR J := 0 TO 8 DO 
             IF symTableName[J] = ' ' 
                THEN symTableName[J] := chr(0)  ; 
       
  
 
 { second method is one array of a record type... } 
 
 
      { we chose one array of a record type... } 
      for I := 1 TO maxNoSymbols DO 
      begin 
            symTab[i].Name    := '         ';   { blank name } 

      symTab[i].Name[8] := ' ';                            
      symTab[i].Addr    := 0;             { address of symbol } 

      end; 
      (* Make blanks 0 so string compares good on all systems *) 
      FOR I := 1 TO maxNoSymbols DO 
          FOR J := 0 TO 8 DO 
             IF symTab[I].Name[J] = ' ' 
                THEN symTab[I].Name[J] := chr(0)  ; 
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COBOL 
 
KOBOL, which was available from:- www.thekompany.com/products/kobol/ 
 
is no longer available, however try:- http://opencobol.org 
 
The COBOL code discussed in this section runs in a DOS window such as:-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTES: 
 
The ATAN function is good to about 45 degrees if the simple series for ATAN is used, the more 
complete series is good to 45 degrees if about 6 terms are used, and to over 70 degrees if  about 
70 terms are used. A loop of 500 iterations has the result good to 84 degrees when using larger 
resolution working storage: pic  9999.99999999999999999 
 
The simplest ATAN series only works to 45 degrees, it  is: 
 
 atan  =  x – (x**3)/3  + (x**5)/5 – (x**7)/7 + . .       (x <= 1) 
 
The best series is: 
 
 atan = (x/(1+x*x)) * ( 1 + (2/3)*(x*x/(1+x*x)) +    
    ((2*4)/(3*5))*(x*x/(1+x*x))*(x*x/(1+x*x)) ... 
 
and is an ATAN series good for x of any value. This works for angles greater than 45 degrees, as 
noted above. 

While the series shown above may not be used much in the normal course of life, they were what 
the author used back in the IBM 360 and early 370 days when developing font rotation logic using 
the floating point feature of the computer.  
 
The source code:-  COBOL-hDial-series.cob  
demonstrates the series used iteratively in COBOL. 
 
The only practical PC version I could locate, that worked (several ones I found did not support 
Windows XP) is called:-    KOBOL (BUT see prior page) 
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Once available from (but no more):-   www.thekompany.com/products/kobol/ 
 
This package is available for under $100 usd, the trial version seems fully functioned but closes 
down after a few minutes.  This is enough time to copy and paste a program into the IDE and 
then run it. 
 
The system is not intuitive. Even the coding  
errors are  not intuitive  and it takes a  while 
to  figure out  why the compiler  objects to a 
line of code. 
 
On first starting there is a greeting. 
 
 
Then the main IDE arrives. 
 
 
Nothing works without a PROJECT which is the 5th button over on the right at the top,  
 
 

 
 
So click on:   PROJECT and then on 
NEW WORKSPACE   and enter a 
workspace name. It  generates a 
.KOB file name, however, you have to 
tell it where to store the project files. 
So, click on a choice in the lower part of the panel, and it will fill in the third field at the top of this 
project menu. 
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At this point, the new project appears in the top right panel. So far, this is only the project stuff, no 
programs. 
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To enter a program, bring up the source code in something like WordPAD or NotePAD, and 
SELECT ALL (ctrl-a) and then copy it to the clip board (ctrl-c). 
 
Then back in KOBOL, do the following: 
 
 FILE 
 NEW    
 
and fill in the name and the author. This will 
then generate a model program. 
 
However, select the entire model program, 
all of it, and delete it.  
 
The system sometimes crashes here. 
 
Then paste the copied program into this 
space (ctrl-v). And then save it. 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
The program to the left is 
saved using FILE, SAVE AS, 
and it asks for a name. Give it 
a name and make sure you 
add the .COB suffix. 
 
Remember, .KOB is a project 
file and .COB is a program. 
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When the save is completed, it will ask you if you want to 
add it to the project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And you  click on ADD.  The program then appears in the project panel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then you click on 
BUILD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The BUILD then RUN 
will compile the 
program and then run it. 
Compile and link 
messages will appear in 
the lower right box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The program then runs 
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in a DOS window that Windows brings up. 
 

 
 
NOTES: 
 
If the compile, link, or execute brings up a Win32 error message, exit the system and restart 
KOBOL. Repeat the process and everything is usually corrected. 
 
The ATAN function is good to about 45 degrees if the simple series for ATAN is used, the more 
complete series is good to 45 degrees if about 6 terms are used, and to over 70 degrees if  about 
70 terms are used. A loop of 500 iterations has the result good to 84 degrees when using larger 
resolution working storage: pic  9999.99999999999999999 
 
The simplest ATAN series only works to 45 degrees, it  is: 
 
 atan  =  x – (x**3)/3  + (x**5)/5 – (x**7)/7 + . .       (x <= 1) 
 
The best series is: 
 
 atan = (x/(1+x*x)) * ( 1 + (2/3)*(x*x/(1+x*x)) +    
    ((2*4)/(3*5))*(x*x/(1+x*x))*(x*x/(1+x*x)) ... 
 
and is an ATAN series good for x of any value. This works for angles greater than 45 degrees, as 
noted above. 

While the series shown above may not be used much in the normal course of life, they were what 
the author used back in the IBM 360 and early 370 days when developing font rotation logic using 
the floating point feature of the computer.  
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 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
  PROGRAM-ID. COBOL-hDial-series. 
  DATE-WRITTEN. Friday Dec 12, 2008. 
  DATE-COMPILED. 
  
 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
  CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
  SOURCE-COMPUTER. Windows. 
  OBJECT-COMPUTER. Windows. 
  
 DATA DIVISION. 
  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
**************************************************************************************** 
* work variables for the main program itself 
**************************************************************************************** 
   77 angle  pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 lat              pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 lng              pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 ref              pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 corrmins       pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 hrbgn        pic 99.9 . 
   77 hrnow      pic 99.9 . 
   77 hrend     pic 99.9 . 
   77 ang       pic  9999.999999999999999999999    . 
   77 temp       pic 99.9 . 
   77 hrangle    pic 9999.999999999999999999999  . 
   77 tanhrlnangle pic 9999.999999999999999999999  . 
 
**************************************************************************************** 
* work variables for sub routines used by PERFORM of SIN, COS, and TAN, etc 
**************************************************************************************** 
   77 degAngle   pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 a                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 b                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 c                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 d                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 e                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 f                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 g                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 h                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 i                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 j                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 k                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 k1               pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 k2               pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 v                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 w                pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 x               pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 radAngle    pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 sinAngle     pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 cosAngle    pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 tanAngle    pic  9999.99999999999999999999999    . 
   77 atanAngle   pic  9999.99999999999999999999999   . 
  
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* test data for latitude - 32.75   longitude 108.2/105.0 
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*            Hour line angles for           Horizontal hour line 
*            TIME OF DAY                    angles with long corr 
*    am    pm                                    am        pm 
* 12.00   12.00     0.00                        1.73    -1.73 
* 11.00    1.00     8.25                       10.09     6.45 
* 10.00    2.00    17.35                       19.49    15.28 
*  9.00    3.00    28.41                       31.18    25.81 
*  8.00    4.00    43.14                       46.96    39.58 
*  7.00    5.00    63.65                       68.88    58.71 
*  6.00    6.00    90.00                      -84.10   84.10 
*           These have no                   These have 
*           longitude correction            longitude correction 
  

COBOL h-dial using trig series 
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 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
**************************************************************************************** 
* The main program itself 
**************************************************************************************** 
   set lat  to 0 
   display '[COBOL-hDial-series.cob]' 
   display 'function ATAN is approximate, and for angles' . 
   display 'over 84 degrees valid to about 1 degree.'     . 
   display 'Enter a latitude'     .  
   accept lat 
   set lng to 0 
   display 'Enter a longitude'     . 
   accept lng 
   set ref  to 0 
   display 'Enter reference longitude'     . 
   accept ref 
   display ' ' 
   display 'Latitude, longitude, reference' 
   display 'LAT: ', lat,  '   LNG: ', lng,  '   REF: ', ref 
   display ' ' 
   compute corrmins = ( lng - ref ) * 4 . 
   display 'correction in minutes:  ', corrmins 
   display ' ' 
   set  hrbgn to 6 
   set  hrnow to 6 
   set hrend to 18 
   perform 13 times 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* hrangle = atan ( sin(lat) * tan(hour) ) 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  if hrnow = 9 or hrnow = 16 then 
    display '   ' 
  end-if 
 
  if hrnow = 12 then 
    display '----- noon -----' 
  end-if 
  
* get the sun's hour angle 
   compute a = 12 - hrnow 
   compute b = corrmins /  60 
   if hrnow < 13 then 
      compute angle =  15 * ( a  +  b ) 
   else 
      compute angle =  15 * ( a  -  b ) 
   end-if 
 
   set degAngle to angle 
   perform TAN 
*  NOTE: TAN will clobber sinAngle and cosAngle - so do TAN before COS and SIN 
  
   set degAngle to lat 
   perform SIN 
  
   compute angle = sinAngle * tanAngle 
   set tanangle to angle 
   perform ATAN 
   compute   degangle = radangle * 360 /  ( 2 * 3.1416 ) 
   set       temp to degangle 
   display 'Hr: ', hrnow, ' hrln.angle: ' , temp 
  
   if hrnow = 12 then 
       display '----- noon -----' 
   end-if 
  
   add 1 to hrnow 
   end-perform 
   display "ENTER to exit" 
   accept  angle 
   exit. 
   stop run . 
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**************************************************************************** 
* sub routine for trigonometric sin 
* INPUT: degAngle 
* RESULT: sinAngle 
**************************************************************************** 
 SIN. 
*    sin = x – (x**3)/3! + (x**5)/5! – (x**7)/7! + . . . 
     compute radAngle  = degAngle*2*3.1416 / 360     . 
     set x to radAngle 
*    compute sinangle      =       x – x**3/3!   +  x**5/5!  – x**7/7! 
     compute a      =       x 
     compute b      =       x*x*x/(3*2) 
     compute c      =       x*x*x*x*x / (5*4*3*2) 
     compute d      =       x*x*x*x*x*x*x/(7*6*5*4*3*2*1) 
     compute e      =       x*x*x*x*x*x*x*x*x/(9*8*7*6*5*4*3*2*1) 
     compute sinAngle    =       a - b + c - d + e 
   exit . 
  
  
**************************************************************************** 
* sub routine for trigonometric cos 
* INPUT: degAngle 
* RESULT: cosAngle 
**************************************************************************** 
 COS. 
*    cos = 1 – (x**2)/2! + (x**4)/4! – (x**6)/6! + . . . 
     compute radAngle  = degAngle*2*3.1416 / 360     . 
     set x to radAngle 
*    compute sinangle      =       x – x**3/3!   +  x**5/5!  – x**7/7! 
     compute a      =       1 
     compute b      =       x*x/(2) 
     compute c      =       x*x*x*x / (4*3*2) 
     compute d      =       x*x*x*x*x*x/(6*5*4*3*2*1) 
     compute e      =       x*x*x*x*x*x*x*x/(8*7*6*5*4*3*2*1) 
     compute cosAngle    =       a - b + c - d + e 
   exit . 
  
**************************************************************************** 
* sub routine for trigonometric tan 
* INPUT:  degAngle 
* RESULT: tanAngle 
* NOTE:  TAN clobbers sinAngle and tanAngle 
**************************************************************************** 
 TAN. 
*    tan = x + (x**3)/3 + 2*(x**5)/15 + . . . 
     compute radAngle  = degAngle*2*3.1416 / 360     . 
     set x to radAngle 
     perform SIN 
     perform COS 
     compute tanAngle    =      sinangle/cosangle 
   exit . 
  
**************************************************************************** 
* sub routine for trigonometric atan 
* INPUT:  tanAngle 
* RESULT: radAngle 
**************************************************************************** 
 ATAN. 
*   This series works for angles greater than 45, an error creeps in over 45  
*   degrees that increases with angle when only 6 terms are used, the error  
*   improves and is good up to 70 degrees with some 67 terms. At 500 terms  
*   this is good to 84 degrees, and more terms and more precision on the variables 
*   doesn't help much. Cheating is done after 84 degrees. 
* 
*   atan = (  x/(1+x*x)  ) * (  1   +   (2/3)*(x*x/(1+x*x))   +  
*          ((2*4)/(3*5))*(x*x/(1+x*x))*(x*x/(1+x*x)) ... 
*   or if    v = x*x/(1+x*x)   and 
*   and    w = x/(1+x*x)     then 
*   atan = (  w  ) * (  1   +   (2/3)*v   +   ((2*4)/(3*5))*v*v   +  
*          ((2*4*6)/(3*5*7))*v*v*v  + ... 
* 
    set x to tanangle 
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*     angle--->radians--->tan 
*       84      1.4661  9.5144 
*       85      1.4835  11.4301 
*       86      1.5010  14.3007 
*       87      1.5184  19.0811 
*       88      1.5359  28.6363 
*       89      1.5533  57.2900 
*       90      1.5708  16324552277619100.0000 
* 
* NOTE: The sequence of the following code is critical. 
* 
    if tanangle <= 9.5147 then 
       compute v      =       (x*x) / (1+x*x) 
       compute w      =      x / (1+x*x) 
       compute a      =       1 
*      b is previous set 
       compute b      =       (2/3)*v 
*      c is sum of all b sets 
       compute c      =       b 
*      k1 and k2 are multipliers used 
       compute k1     =       4 
       compute k2     =       5 
 
       perform 500 times 
       compute b      =       b*(k1/k2)*v 
       compute c      =       b + c 
       add 2 to k1 
       add 2 to k2 
       end-perform 
 
       compute x      =       w * (1+c) 
       set radAngle to x 
   end-if 
 
   if tanangle > 57.299 then 
          compute radangle = 90*2*3.1416/360 
   end-if 
   if tanangle > 9.5148 and tanangle < 57.31 then 
          compute radangle = 89*2*3.1416/360 
   end-if 
   if tanangle > 9.5148 and tanangle < 28.64 then 
          compute radangle = 88*2*3.1416/360 
   end-if 
   if tanangle > 9.5148 and tanangle < 19.09 then 
          compute radangle = 87*2*3.1416/360 
   end-if 
   if tanangle > 9.5148 and tanangle < 14.31 then 
          compute radangle = 86*2*3.1416/360 
   end-if 
   if tanangle > 9.5148 and tanangle < 11.44 then 
          compute radangle = 85*2*3.1416/360 
   end-if 
   exit . 
 
* END * 
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 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
  PROGRAM-ID. COBOL-hDial-functions   . 
  DATE-WRITTEN. Friday Dec 12, 2008. 
  DATE-COMPILED. 
  
 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
  CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
  SOURCE-COMPUTER. Windows. 
  OBJECT-COMPUTER. Windows. 
  
 DATA DIVISION. 
  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
**************************************************************************************** 
* work variables for the main program itself 
**************************************************************************************** 
   77 angle          pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 lat         pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 lng          pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 ref             pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 corrmins       pic  9999.99999    . 
 
   77 hrbgn          pic 99.9 . 
   77 hrnow       pic 99.9 . 
   77 hrend  pic 99.9 . 
 
   77 hrangle    pic 9999.99  . 
 
**************************************************************************************** 
* work variables for sub routines used by PERFORM of SIN, COS, and TAN, etc 
**************************************************************************************** 
 
   77 a               pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 b               pic  9999.99999    . 
 
   77 degAngle    pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 radAngle    pic  9999.99999    . 
 
   77 sinAngle      pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 cosAngle     pic  9999.99999    . 
   77 tanAngle     pic  9999.99999    . 
 
   77 atanAngle     pic  9999.99   . 
  
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* test data for latitude - 32.75   longitude 108.2/105.0 
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*                  Hour line angles for      Horizontal hour line 
*                  TIME OF DAY               angles with long corr 
*    am    pm                                 am        pm 
*  12.00   12.00   0.00                       1.73   -1.73 
*  11.00   1.00    8.25                      10.09    6.45 
*  10.00   2.00    17.35                     19.49   15.28 
*   9.00   3.00    28.41                     31.18   25.81 
*   8.00   4.00    43.14                     46.96   39.58 
*   7.00   5.00    63.65                     68.88   58.71 
*   6.00   6.00    90.00                    -84.10   84.10 
*                  These have no             These have 
*                  longitude correction      longitude correction 
  
 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
*************************************************************************************** 
* The main program itself 
**************************************************************************************** 
  
   set lat  to 0 
   display '[COBOL-hDial-functions.cob]' 
   display 'angles seem ok using inbuilt functions'   . 
   display 'Enter a latitude'     . 
   accept lat 
  
   set lng to 0 
   display 'Enter a longitude'     . 
   accept lng 

COBOL h-dial using functions 
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   set ref  to 0 
   display 'Enter reference longitude'     . 
   accept ref 
  
   display ' ' 
   display 'Latitude, longitude, reference' 
   display 'LAT: ', lat,  '   LNG: ', lng,  '   REF: ', ref 
   display ' ' 
  
   compute corrmins = ( lng - ref ) * 4 . 
   display 'correction in minutes:  ', corrmins 
   display ' ' 
  
   set  hrbgn to 6 
   set  hrnow to 6 
   set hrend to 18 
  
   perform 13 times 
*        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
*        hrangle = atan ( sin(lat) * tan(hour) ) 
*        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
         if hrnow = 9 or hrnow = 16 then 
            display '   ' 
         end-if 
  
         if hrnow = 12 then 
            display '----- noon -----' 
         end-if 
  
*        get the sun's hour angle 
         compute a = 12 - hrnow 
         compute b = corrmins /  60 
         if hrnow < 13 then 
              compute angle =  15 * ( a  +  b ) 
         else 
              compute angle =  15 * ( a  -  b ) 
         end-if 
 
         compute radangle = angle*2*3.1416 / 360 
         compute angle = radangle 
         compute tanAngle = function TAN(angle) 
  
         compute sinAngle = function sin(lat) 
  
         compute angle = sinAngle * tanAngle 
         set tanangle to angle 
         set radangle to function atan(tanangle) 
         compute   degangle = radangle*360/ (2*3.1416) 
  
         display  'Hr: ', hrnow,'    hrln.angle: ',degangle 
  
         if hrnow = 12 then 
               display '----- noon -----' 
         end-if 
  
         add 1 to hrnow 
   end-perform 
  
   display "ENTER to exit" 
   accept  angle 
   exit. 
   stop run . 
* END * 
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VISUAL BASIC ~ (Envelop) 
 
Envelop was available at:-  http://www.freebyte.com/programming/compilers/envelop.html 
 
this was an excellent albeit unsupported product, downloaded as an INSTALL file and six parts, 
totaling just over 7mb. Once downloaded, each zip fie is expanded into a single common folder, 
and the SETUP program run. Designed for Windows 95 or later, this runs on Windows XP service 
packs 1 and 2, Saving project source files is explained in HELP. The FILE/SAVE PROJECT is 
used to save a program suite. More importantly, to restore them, the OBJECTS form for the 
application must be clicked, as well as its subsequent FORM and APPLICATION entries. 
 
Visual Basic is object oriented, thus the "screen" or form is designed first, fixed data entered next, 
and finally the code (methods) is entered for each button (object). When a button (object) is 
clicked, then its program (method) is invoked. It is thus event driven. The following example is 
more event driven than truly object oriented although the distinction is somewhat arbitrary. 
 
The actual computer desktop area looks something like the below. 

 
 
 
While Envelop is no more, these pages dedicated to it are retained as they have helpful insights 
to GUI forms oriented programming systems which are now widely available. 
 
The Microsoft Visual Basic link is:  
 
 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/hh388573.aspx 
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First, a form was established with some "labels" which hold resultant data, some "text boxes" to 
hold user variable data, and a couple of clickable buttons. This was done by selecting the 
appropriate tool from the "controls" menu and placing those tools on the form. 
 
The program was developed in a matter of minutes, and some small clarifying changes made as 
work proceeded. However, the following screens are very close to the product that was designed 
and which is on the CD associated with Illustrating Shadows. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
As you develop the "form", some logical sequence of adding objects will simplify their names, 
names which will be used in methods. If you enter data into the caption field, the form has that 
caption displayed and not the name of the object itself, and it is the name that is needed in the 
methods (programming associated with that object).  
 
However, if you forget an object's name, then while building a method, one can click on an object 
in the form and then identify its label. Then one goes back to the method editor and continues. 
 
 

NOTE: an object has a name (used 
in a method), a caption (seen on the 
form), and text (data within the 
object).  
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At this point, a form 
has been generated. 
In this design phase, 
some data may be 
entered by the 
designer, and the rest 
entered or calculated, 
by the "click" "move" 
action of a button. 
 
First, "Label1.Text" 
was changed to 
"Horizontal Dial 
Calculator". 
 
The caption can be 
changed instead, and 
that changes the text.  
 

 
 
 
Then, other fixed fields were tailored in the same way. When this is done, the labels "Label1" etc 
are deleted, and replaced by the entered text. Since some of those labels will be used in formulae 
references, such as the left column of "hrs fm noon", it is important to document the label names. 
Should this not be done, then the label can still be found by clicking the object in the form display. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At this point, fixed data is entered, what is 
needed now is the actions to be taken when 
a button is clicked. The button is an 
"object", and when clicked, it invokes a 
"method". 
 
In this case, the objects had a "move" and 
"click" associated with them. 
 
NOTE: Should you go back and re-edit the 
form, you may find that some of the text in 
the label fields may be missing. This can be 
mitigated by having the "initialize" button set 
field and label text defaults. 

NOTE: the object's labels 
disappear  when data is entered, 
however clicking any object will 
reveal its name. 
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First, Button1 was programmed. The Button1 was selected and this then made active the method 
editor.  

 
        select CLICK in this box... 
 ...which clears the two right hand boxes    
 and generates some skeleton code. 
 

 
The following code is typed in to the skeleton code. This code ensures default text in Label fields 
in case the Envelop compiler loses the default data. 
 

Sub Initialize_Click() 
  Label1.Text = "Horizontal Dial Now Ready" 
  TextBox2.Text = "32.75" 
  TextBox3.Text = "108.2" 
  TextBox4.Text = "105" 
  TextBox1.Text = (TextBox3.Text - TextBox4.Text) * 4 / 60 
  Label8.Text = 0 
  Label15.Text = 1 
  Label19.Text = 2 
  Label23.Text = 3 
  Label27.Text = 4 
  Label31.Text = 5 
  Label35.Text = 6 
  Label5.Text = "hrs of noon" 
  Label6.Text = "morning" 
  Label7.Text = "afternoon" 
  Label2.Text = "Design latitude" 
  Label3.Text = "Design longitude" 
  Label4.Text = "Legal time meridian's longitude" 
End Sub 

 
and the check box causes this code to be saved. 

 
Then, click the button on the main editor to go from edit to run mode. 
 

 
This tests the button's event driven method. In other words, it runs the code. 
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The result was that the header title was changed, and 
some default values generated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While at it, the word "Button1" was changed to the 
word "Initialize" so that this button would be more 
meaningful. Visual Basic is case sensitive, so when 
writing the event driven code, "TextBox" is not the 
same as "textbox" nor "Textbox". 
 
At this point, the fixed data has been built into the 
objects in the form, now the "Calculate" code must be 
built. This will use Button2, so that was renamed to Calculate. The object's CAPTION appears on 
the form, the object's NAME is what is used in program references. These are massaged by first 
clicking the object on the form, which in turn located that object in the PROPERTIES panel, and 
from there things can be changed. The final step is to click on the "Calculate" button so that the 
Methods Editor is highlighted, and the code for the hour lines then coded. The Method Editor 
"move" and "click" is used to identify the correct code for a button click for this object. 
 
Sub Calculate_Click() 
 
  TextBox1.Text = (TextBox3.Text - TextBox4.Text) * 4 / 60 
 
  Label10.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label8.Text + TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label11.Text = -Label10.Text 
  Label13.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label15.Text + TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label12.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label15.Text - TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label17.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label19.Text + TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label16.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label19.Text - TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label21.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label23.Text + TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label20.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label23.Text - TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label25.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label27.Text + TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label24.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label27.Text - TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label29.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label31.Text + TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label28.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label31.Text - TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label33.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label35.Text + TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label32.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * atn(sin(TextBox2.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label35.Text - TextBox1.Text))) 
  Label5.Text = "hrs of noon" 
  Label6.Text = "morning" 
  Label7.Text = "afternoon" 
  Label2.Text = "Design latitude" 
  Label3.Text = "Design longitude" 
  Label4.Text = "Legal time meridian's longitude" 
End Sub 

The resulting field is 
a TextBox as 
opposed to a more 
appropriate Label 
object. This was only 
to make object 
numbering easier.  
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The code is inserted in the method editor, and the system 
switched from edit to execute mode and thus tested. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The developed system can be saved.  Saving project source files are not well explained in HELP. 
The FILE/SAVE PROJECT as well as the prompted FILE/SAVE MODULE are used to save a 
program. More importantly, to restore them, the OBJECTS "form" for the application must be 
clicked, as well as its subsequent FORM and APPLICATION entries. 
 
 
 
The end result is three files. 
 
 .ebj The project file, small, a sort of coordinating file. 
 .ebo The objects file mostly, relates to the form and application. 
 .exe The executable program. 
 
While the .exe file can be executed as is, it uses .dll files that only exist if Envelop's Visual Basic 
are installed. So, exporting these Visual Basic programs means the end user also installing 
Envelop. An alternative is to click on START, PROGRAMS, ENVELOP, and select the Application 
Install Wizard. This should generate a fully executable program. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
However, even this may not install all of the required .dll files.  
 
Never the less, the Envelop Visual Basic system is a good package, easy to use, and complete 
with an extensive help system to facilitate a programmer new to object oriented techniques, and 
in an IDE (integrated development environment). 
 
The Envelop implementation of Visual Basic runs on Windows XP both service pack's 1 and 2. 
 
As will be seen, the Visual Basic IDEs are a good introduction to the JAVA NetBeans IDE. 

The end 
result 

... 
Application Install Wizard 
... 
... 
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VISUAL BASIC EXPRESS (Microsoft) 
 
Visual Basic Express is downloaded, 
first as a 3mb installer, then as 60mb 
of code, if the installer likes your 
system. And XP SP1 is not liked. 
 
This is from Microsoft, and the 
registration process is cumbersome. 
 
While the tool bars can get in the way 
of your work, the process is similar to 
the Envelop Visual Basic system. 
 
The coding for the button clicks is 
similar but notice that a function's 
library name is used in the function 
calls, e.g.:- System.Math.Tan  
where "System.Math." is the library 
holding the "Tan" function. 
 
 
And Microsoft's main Visual Basic web page is:-  
 
 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/hh388573 
 
 
 
Here is some Visual Basic Express code for the horizontal dial. 
 
Public Class Form1 
 
    Private Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles Button1.Click 
        Label1.Text = "horizontal dial ready" 
        TextBox1.Text = 32.73 
        TextBox2.Text = 108.2 
        TextBox3.Text = 105.0 
        Label6.Text = 4 * (TextBox2.Text - TextBox3.Text) / 60 
        Button2.Text = "Calculate" 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub Button2_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles Button2.Click 
        Label1.Text = "horizontal dial data ready" 
        Label6.Text = 4 * (TextBox2.Text - TextBox3.Text) / 60 
        Label13.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * 
System.Math.Atan(System.Math.Sin(TextBox1.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
System.Math.Tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (Label12.Text + Label6.Text))) 
        Label14.Text = -Label13.Text 
        Label17.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * 
System.Math.Atan(System.Math.Sin(TextBox1.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
System.Math.Tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (1 + Label6.Text))) 
        Label18.Text = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * 
System.Math.Atan(System.Math.Sin(TextBox1.Text * ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * 
System.Math.Tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (1 - Label6.Text))) 
 
. . . . . . 
        
    End Sub 
End Class 
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The final program can be published, and of course it asks where to. Selecting a CD does not 
eliminate the fact that when the program is installed elsewhere, it still needs to download all sorts 
of Microsoft run time facilities. 
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VISUAL BASIC .NET 2003 
 
Visual Basic .net 2003 is available for less than $100 including shipping. It arrives with a full book 
and a number of CDs. The installation process, while taking a lot of time, is simple. The system 
worked first time, and was easy to use.  
 
The program has a graphical depiction of the hour lines using simple trigonometry. The "hour 
label" was moved from a set of labels, and what was left was identified as non displayed hours. 
The code for moving the labels was not elegant since it was a series of relocations for each hour, 
as opposed to a loop. This was because no easy method was found to iterate through a set of 
labels. Additionally, buttons were left blank until enabled.  
 

The following is the code that runs when the DRAW button is clicked. 
 
    Private Sub draw_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles Button3.Click 
 
        REM *** DRAW *** 
 
        Dim darea As System.Drawing.Graphics 
        darea = Me.CreateGraphics 
 
        Dim pcolr As New System.Drawing.Pen(System.Drawing.Color.Red) 
        Dim pcolb As New System.Drawing.Pen(System.Drawing.Color.Blue) 
        Dim pcolg As New System.Drawing.Pen(System.Drawing.Color.Green) 
 
        REM *** Define top left right bottom of the drawable area 
        Dim lx, rx, xtox, xhalf As Integer 
        Dim xc As Integer 
 
        Dim ty, by, ytoy As Integer 
 
        REM *** set drawing area coordinates - X is 300+300 wide - Y is 300 
        lx = 10 
        xtox = 600 
        xhalf = xtox / 2 
        rx = lx + xtox 
        xc = (lx + rx) / 2 
 
        REM *** thus we have two half boxes each is 300 by 300 
        ty = 350 
        ytoy = 300 
        by = ty + ytoy 
 
        REM *** draw a boundary area and two 45 degree lines 
        darea.DrawRectangle(pcolr, lx, ty, xtox, ytoy) 
        darea.DrawLine(pcolr, xc, by, xc + xhalf, by - ytoy) 
        darea.DrawLine(pcolr, xc, by, xc - xhalf, by - ytoy) 
        darea.DrawLine(pcolr, xc, by, xc + 0, by - ytoy) 
 
        REM *** now draw hour lines 
        Dim i As Integer 
        Dim ii As Short 
 
        For i = -6 To +6 Step 1 
            Dim ang As Short 
            Dim xxx, yyy As Short 
            ii = i 
 
            REM *** derive the hour line angle 
            ang = (360 / (2 * 3.1416)) * System.Math.Atan(System.Math.Sin(TextBox2.Text * 
   ((2 * 3.1416) / 360)) * System.Math.Tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * 15 * (ii –  
   Label3.Text))) 
 
            REM *** work the coordinates - this is regardless of am or pm 
            If System.Math.Abs(ang) > 45 Then 
                xxx = xtox / 2 
                yyy = xxx / System.Math.Tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * ang) 
            End If 
            If System.Math.Abs(ang) < 45 Then 
                yyy = -1 * (xtox / 2) 
                xxx = yyy * System.Math.Tan(((2 * 3.1416) / 360) * ang) 
            End If 
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            If ang = 45 Then 
                xxx = xtox / 2 
                yyy = ytoy 
            End If 
 
            REM *** do scaling for whatever reason   
            xxx = 0.89 * xxx 
            yyy = 0.89 * yyy 
            REM that is poor coding, the 0.89 should be in a constant, not entered twice 
 
            REM *** draw the lines 
            REM if lines below the border we drop them 
            If i <= 0 Then 
                REM *** morning hours 
                If (by + yyy) <= by Then 
                    REM This line is above the border 
                    darea.DrawLine(pcolb, xc, by, xc - xxx, by + yyy) 
                End If 
            Else 
                REM *** afternoon hours 
                If System.Math.Abs(ang) > 45 Then 
                    REM not elegant but works 
                    xxx = -1 * xxx 
                    yyy = -1 * yyy 
                End If 
                If (by + yyy) <= by Then 
                    REM This line is above the border 
                    darea.DrawLine(pcolg, xc, by, xc - xxx, by + yyy) 
                End If 
            End If 
 
            REM *** at this point, ( xc - xxx, by + yyy ) are the line end points 
            If (by + yyy) <= by Then 
                REM *** this was a line within the boxed border 
                REM *** this code is not very elegant but it works 
                If i = -6 Then 
                    Label40.Location = New Point(xc - xxx, by + yyy) 
                End If 
                If i = -5 Then 
                    Label41.Location = New Point(xc - xxx, by + yyy) 
                End If 
                If i = -4 Then 
                    Label42.Location = New Point(xc - xxx, by + yyy) 
                End If 
                If i = -3 Then 
                    Label43.Location = New Point(xc - xxx, by + yyy) 
                End If 

   . . . . . 
                End If 
                If i = 6 Then 
                    Label52.Location = New Point(xc - xxx, by + yyy) 
                End If 
            End If 
        Next 
 
        Label2.Text = "hours NOT depicted" 
 
    End Sub 
 
 
 
To the right is a depiction of the tabular as well as 
graphical dial display. 
 
This code is not elegant in that iteration is not used. The 
code is structured, and is event driven. 
 
This code is a good model for additional work, and the 
logic in the DeltaCAD "macros" can easily be ported to 
this Visual Basic. 
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VISUAL  STUDIO  2014 
 
 
STATUS AS OF 2014 
 
1. Envelop no longer available 
   does not work on Windows 8 
 
2. VB Express can be imported into Visual Studio with ease 
   has been imported in the Illustrating Shadows folders 
 
3. VB Net 2003 can be imported into Visual Studio with ease 
   has been imported in the Illustrating Shadows folders 
 
Visual Studio is platform based and covers multiple languages, whereas the earlier Visual 
Express systems were language focused. Visual Studio installs easily, and for private use is free. 
It supports among other things C# (C sharp, see elsewhere in this book), and Visual Basic. 
 
When opening an earlier Visual Basic application, you are asked if you want a one way 
conversion to the new implementation. This had some minor warnings when run, no errors, and 
the converted application compiled and ran first time. All the Visual Basic programs written for this 
w=book were updated flawlessly first time with no trouble. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 0 Envelop free   historical purposes only 
 0 hDial old Express free  obsoleted by Visual Studio 2013 and later 
 0 VB Net 2003   a paid system, obsoleted by later systems 
 1 hDial Xprs npw Studio  the original VB Express hDial code converted to Visual  

    Studio, text output, not graphical 
 2 hDialandgraph was …  the original VB Express hDial code converted to Visual  

    Studio, text and graphical output 
 3 hDial was VB Net 2003 … the original VB Net 2003 hDial code converted to Visual  

    Studio, text and graphical output 
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JAVA ~ using ECLIPSE 
 
Eclipse can use earlier java systems than NetBeans can. Essential since my web page builder 
cannot use the latest versions. 
 
Download Eclipse:-   http://eclipse.org/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and select Eclipse IDE for Java 
Developers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This produces a ZIP file:   eclipse-java-kepler-SR1-win32.zip 
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Which should be unzipped, and then it creates a folder, sub folders, and Eclipse itself 
 
 

 
 
Eclipse is called:-   eclipse.exe 
 
Which when double clicked, brings up the IDE. 
 
At this point, Eclipse is installed! That is all there is to it. 
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FIRST do 
 
 FILE, NEW, JAVA PROJECT 
  project name:  jEtest 
 
 
 
 
 NOTE: let it use the default 
 directory it comes up with, if 
 not, then when you get to RUN, 
 it may say NO MAIN CLASS IN 
 EDITOR, or some such message. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NEXT do 
 
 FILE, NEW,  CLASS 
  name: jEtestSRC 
 
 
 NOTE: let it use the default 
 directory it comes up with, if 
 not, then when you get to RUN, 
 it may say NO MAIN CLASS IN 
 EDITOR, or some such message. 
 
 
 NOTE: All these notes also work 
 in NetBeans, except the FILE, NEW, 
 JAVA PROJECT also builds the 
 CLASS stub of code, so this 
 second step is not needed. 
 
 
 
 
at which point a window with a new class appears 
 

package jEtest; 
 
public class jEtestSRC { 
 
} 
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Then insert the following  code for the obligatory HULLO WORLD greeting:- 
 

  public static void main(String[] args) { 
           System.out.println("Earthlings hi"); 

} 
 

So the code now looks like:- 
 

package jEtest; 
public class jEtestSRC { 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
 System.out.println("Earthlings hi"); 
    } 
} 
 
 

And the code is tested by:- 
 
 PROJECT, BUILD ALL (if needed, see if 
    it asks for it) 
 
 then 
 
 RUN 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and click OK and see the results. 
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Should you so desire, the source code is in a folder, and the source is called:- jEtestSRC.java 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And after exiting the Eclipse IDE, the code can be recovered by re-invoking the IDE and then 
doing the appropriate series of  FILE OPEN, etc, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Simply going to the folder and double clicking on the Java Source file  “jEtestSRC.java” 
will not cause the program to be executed by Java. This is because the Eclipse IDE invoked the 
guts of Java for you. There are ways of doing that, but for now, use the IDE. 
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Some useful coding web sites, and some key concepts:- 
 
http://www.leepoint.net/notes-java/examples-introductory/console/console-output.html 
 
http://www.java-tips.org/java-se-tips/java.util/how-to-read-input-from-console.html 
 
http://www.javaprogrammingworld.com/eclipse-tutorial-part-3-useful-programming-functions/ 
 
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index;_ylt=A0SO808vGAhTHnYAHUhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEzbjZkdW
NnBHNlYwNzcgRwb3MDMQRjb2xvA2dxMQR2dGlkA1NNRTMzOF8x?qid=20090207061705AAjtf5k 
 
http://alvinalexander.com/java/edu/qanda/pjqa00010.shtml 
 
http://www.javacodegeeks.com/2012/02/graphics-tutorial.html 
 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/11806576/how-does-the-graphics-class-in-java-work 
 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3342651/how-can-i-delay-a-java-program-for-a-few-
seconds 
 
// http://eclipse.org/articles/Article-SWT-graphics/SWT_graphics.html 
 
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/fd0172/introduction-to-frame-panel-applet-button-
layout-in-awt/ 

 
 
Java has “classes” for everything, not just for objects. The main program is a class  
in a  container class:- 
 

package jEtest; 
public class jEtestSRC { 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
        System.out.println("Earthlings hi"); 
    } 
} 

  additional user functions or classes may go here 
 
Classes often have “public static void” so what does public and static mean? 
 
  static static allows class variables and methods (program pieces) to access 
   each other, it  belongs to the class not a class instance. A static method  
   can be invoked without using an instance of the object.  
 

public A public variable is accessible from anywhere  where the class is 
accessible 

 
 
Variables commonly used are: 
 
  String    eg “abc def” 
  int short long  eg 12345 
  float double   eg 12345.678 
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Jigloo for Eclipse:- 
 
http://www.eclipse-blog.org/eclipse-plugin/jigloo-gui-plugin-for-eclipse.html 
 
Jigloo is an Eclipse plugin which can be used to design AWT, Swing and SWT GUIs quikly and 
efficiently. It is free for non commercial use. Thus Jigloo does not replace AWT etc, as such. 
 
First download the plug-in from:- 
 

 http://www.cloudgarden.com/jigloo/dnld_redirect.html 
 
Then unzip it and move the folder:- 
 

 plugins\com.cloudgarden.jigloo_3.9.5 
 
 to the plugins folder  
 under Eclipse directory  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and move:- 
 

 featues\com.cloudgarden.jigloo_3.9.5 
 
 to the features folder under Eclipse directory. Now simple open the Eclipse. 

Jigloo GUI plugin is read to use. Amazingly, this worked first time! 
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A Horizontal dial in Java written using the Eclipse IDE, but no special GUI tools 
 

package jEclClsHdial; 
 
import java.awt.Graphics; 
import javax.swing.*; 
import java.util.Scanner;  
 
public class jEclPrjHdialCls { 
 
  
 // technique to get parameters to the "line" feature 
 public static int xc,yc,xd,yd; 
 public static String t,u,v; 
  
 public static class line extends JPanel{ 
     public void paintComponent(Graphics g) { 
        g.drawLine(xc,yc , xd,yd); 
        g.drawString(t, xd, yd); 
        g.drawString(u, xd, yd+20);         
     } 
 } 
 
 public static class words extends JPanel{ 
     public void paintComponent(Graphics g) { 
        g.drawString(t, 100,50);  
        g.drawString(u, 200,50);  
        g.drawString(v, 300,50);  
     } 
 } 
  
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
     float  f, r, lat, lng;             // 32 bit float 
     double x, y, hla;                  // 64 bit float 
     int    i,j; 
     String slat, slng; 
   
     System.out.println("Enter a latitude:");  
     String  s   = null;   
     Scanner ia  = new Scanner(System.in); 
     s = ia.nextLine(); 
     slat = s; 
     lat = Float.valueOf(s.trim()).floatValue(); 
      
     System.out.println("Enter longitude offset (+W -E):");  
     s = ia.nextLine(); 
     slng = s; 
     lng = Float.valueOf(s.trim()).floatValue();      
           
     r = 250;   // set a radius 
 
     // get a graph area and draw angled lines 
     JFrame jf = new JFrame(); 
     jf.setSize(600, 400); 
      
     xc=300; yc=350;  
     for (f=-5; f<6; f=f+1){ 
       
      hla = 360*Math.atan( Math.sin(lat*2*3.1416/360)  *  
          Math.tan(15*(f+lng/15)*2*3.1416/360) )/(2*3.1416); 
       
      x=r*Math.sin(2*3.1416*hla/360); 
      y=r*Math.cos(2*3.1416*hla/360); 
      xd=xc-(int)x;  
      yd=yc-(int)y; 
        
      i = 12-(int)f;                 // display the hour 
         t =  Integer.toString(i);   
          
      i = (int)(hla*100);            // display hour line angle 
      hla = (double)i/100; 
          u =  Double.toString(hla); 
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          jf.add(new line()); 
          jf.setVisible(true); 
  
         // small pause to let line draw work  
         try {  Thread.sleep(50); }     // 50ms delay 
        catch(InterruptedException ex) { 
      Thread.currentThread().interrupt();  
         } 
     } 
       
     t = "hDial"; 
     u = slat; 
     v = slng; 
     jf.add(new words()); 
            jf.setVisible(true); 
         
     // delete the graph and close the input also 
     System.out.println("<enter> to close"); 
     s = ia.nextLine();    
     jf.dispose();     // close the graph 
     ia.close();       // close the input device 
     System.exit(0);   // close the program 
 } 
} 

 
 
 

 
 

The input is from the java console, and only asks for latitude and longitude offset from the legal 
meridian. The above code is self contained, and needed no other special GUI work to be done. 
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JAVA ~ using NetBeans  
 

STEP ONE:  INSTALLING JAVA DEVELOPMENT TOOLS  [NetBeans IDE 7.3 ]:- 
 
To program with Java, the NetBeans IDE is  a wise IDE to use. There are others.  
 https://netbeans.org/downloads/index.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elect to choose the complete system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At which point you are asked to accept the terms, and then you can download the system. The 
following screen comes when you decide what system to use, its url for informational purposes 
is:-  
 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk-netbeans-jsp-142931.html 
 
After accepting the agreement, then 
the EXE file was downloaded. 
 
 
 
NOTE:  When installing NetBeans, 
the installer searches for the JDK 
(Java SE development kit), if you do 
not have it because you downloaded 
NetBeans without the JDK, it gives 
you the url in a popup window. Either 
way, you would probably have files 
downloaded that look something 
like:- 
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STEP TWO: STARTING A NEW PROJECT:-    hDialJava 
 
In NetBeans IDE 7.3, FILE, NEW PROJECT was used to create an new application. 
 

 
   FILE, NEW PROJCT 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“JAVA APPLICATION: Creates a new Java SE application” in a standard IDE project. You can 
also generate a main class in the project. Standard projects use an IDE-generated Ant build 
script to build, run, and debug your project.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In NetBeans, the IDE (Integrated Development Environment), FILE, NEW PROJECT, and then 
JAVA APPLICATION. The project name chosen was:- hDialJava 
 
NOTE:  The project was originally called “hDialJavaStandalone” to differentiate it from Java 
Script, but later renamed to “hDialJava”. Some screen captures here may refer to the old name, 
and some are not changed during a NetBeans rename operation on a project. 
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At this point the NetBeans has created a final folder. 
 

 
In NetBeans 7.3, the folder creation process was simple.  At this point, the IDE also displays the 
project’s skeleton. The project was renamed but this screen retains the old name. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This screen is largely irrelevant because all our programming code will be event driven by buttons 
in a data input panel or form. The name “hdialjavastandalone” was the original name, it did not 
change some established names when subsequently the project was renamed to:   “hDialJava”. 
 
This section continues the "PBE" philosophy, namely "Programming By Example", there is no 
intent to explain the Java language, its inherent functions, nor its classes. 
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CONTINUING BUILDING THE PROGRAM  
 
At any time, NetBeans can be exited, and upon re-entry the project can be re opened. When 
doing so, the START PAGE is shown on the right, and you may see it there, or on the upper left it 
may be there also. Either way, locate the project and open it.  Once the data input panel or form 
is created, that is all you need in the IDE. 
 
In these examples, the project name used was “hDialJava” which suggests a horizontal dial, in 
Java, and the stand alone Java as opposed to Java Script. As mentioned before, not much is 
going to go anywhere without user input, in other words a form. So, in the NetBeans, IDE, with 
the project open, select:- 
 
 FILE, NEW FILE, SWING GUI FORMS, JFRAME FORM 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The default name for the panel was used, the 
highly original “NewJFrame”. After  a short 
while the frame is added to the application. 
Of course, it is a good idea to come up with a 
more meaningful name. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  The project was originally called “hDialJavaStandalone” but later renamed to “hDialJava”. 
Some notes here may refer to the old name, and some are not changed during a rename. 

A name other than the 
default is a better idea
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The FORM uses what is called “SWING”. So look for SWING CONTROLS on the right hand side, 
and LABEL was chosen, and dragged over to the form. This would be the header to say what this 
program is all about. 

 
Some changes were made in that buttons, text input areas, and text descriptions were added. 
 
  this tab is the main program  look at main data input panel 
  we will ignore this   as this is the guts of our program 
 
 
Design means a 
pictorial or a 
wysiwyg view 
of the main data 
input panel 
 
 
 
Source means  
the Java code 
for the panel,   
which is where 
we will be  
writing code for 
button events. 
 
 
DESIGN  
 
 
 
SOURCE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The code can be seen for the above panel by clicking on “Source”, and if you select the code 
area with ctrl-A to get all of it, and ctrl-C to copy it and then you paste it somewhere, you will see 
there is a ton of code, the window showing it hides it unless you tell it to show you the inner stuff. 
Below is the code of interest, because it is the code to be executed when one of the buttons is 
clicked. 
 
    private void jButton1ActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
        // G R A P H I C A L    D E P I C T I O N 
    }                                         
 
    private void jButton2ActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
        // T A B U L A R    D E P I C T I O N 
    }                                         
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At this point FILE.  SAVE ALL was done and the main folder backed up along with its sub 
folders. 
 
Then RUN, RUN FILE (which is shift F6) was used to test the form and the initial simple code. 
Then the FILE, SAVE ALL, and RUN, RUN FILE repeated to ensure the program and its data 
input panel were correct, so far. The results of the form and console output are shown below. 
 

 
         
RUN, RUN FILE is here     
      
      
At this point, it was time to develop the main program. The first part would be buttons to set 
default latitude longitude data. Next would be the textual output and the graphical depiction of the 
dial. 
 

NOTE: the system may alter the layout of the 
buttons and labels. 
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CODE TO ALLOW BUTTONS TO ALTER INPUT FIELDS IN THE FORM 
 
 
A fourth button was added to set a default location 
“set PHX”, the button on the wysiwyg form layout. 
This was, as before the “OK BUTTON”. 
 
 
 
 
The button was clicked slowly twice and its 
description changed to “set PHX”. Another button 
added for Los Angeles.   
 
As before, that defined the button for display, it did not yet tell Java to generate a stub of code for 
when the jButton was clicked. Over to the lower right the buttons were located and clicked. And 
when double clicked, then a stub of code was added. 
 
 

 
 
Now, code must be added to modify the fields in the data input panel. It will go into those stubs 
when the “set PHX” or “set LAX” buttons are clicked. 
 
    private void jButton4ActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {  
        // S E T    D E F A U L T    T O    P H O E N I X 
        // jTextField4   latitude 
        // jTextField5   longitude 
        // jTextField6   legal meridian 
        jTextField4.setText("33.5"); 
        jTextField5.setText("112.1"); 
        jTextField6.setText("105"); 
 
    }                                         
 
    private void jButton5ActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {  
        // S E T    D E F A U L T    T O    L O S    A N G E L E S 
        jTextField4.setText("34.0"); 
        jTextField5.setText("118.4"); 
        jTextField6.setText("120"); 
    }    
 
The field name “jTextField4” for example is modified with the method “setText” whose parameter 
is the new data. The opposite method is “getText” which retrieves the data, and will be used in 
the final output code. 
 

 http://www.beginner-java-tutorial.com/j-intswing-a4.pdf 
 
is a tutorial on the getText and setText methods. 
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A FUNCTION IN JAVA 
 
Refer to: http://xahlee.info/java-a-day/writing_a_func.html 
 
Whereas in non object oriented languages, a function can be simply defined, this is prohibited in 
Java. Everything must be a class. 
 
So, instead of:- 
 
 // invoked function 
 function hlaH (hr, lat, lng, ref)  {// is 0 to 23.59 
    ha    = hr*15 - (lng-ref)  
    hlat  = Math.sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) *  
            Math.tan(ha*2*3.1416/360)   
    hla   = 360*(Math.atan(hlat))/(2*3.146) 
    return hla 
 } 
 
 invoked with:- 
 
 hlaD = hlaH (hr, myLat, myLng, myRef) 

 
In Java a class must be defined:- 
 
 /* 
 *  define a class for hour line angles ~ Java uses classes and 
 *  not functions, so this is it 
 */ 
 class HOURLINE { 
 /* 
 * define a method getHla to get the hour line angle 
 */ 
 public double getHla (double hr, double lat, double lng, double ref) { 
     double ha, hlat, hla; 
     ha    = hr*15 - (lng-ref) ; 
     hlat  = Math.sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) *  
     Math.tan(ha*2*3.1416/360);   
     hla   = 360*(Math.atan(hlat))/(2*3.146); 
 return hla; 
        /* 
         * to use this do:- 
         *        HOURLINE hlatemp = new HOURLINE(); 
         *        double   hlaC    = hlatemp.getHla(hr, myLat, myLng, myRef); 
         * refer: http://xahlee.info/java-a-day/writing_a_func.html 
         */ 
  

and where the “function” is needed in the main programs, i.e. a button click event 
handler, it is invoked as a new instance of “HOURLINE” using the method “getHla”:- 

 
 HOURLINE     hlatemp = new HOURLINE(); 
 double hlaC =  hlatemp.getHla(hr, myLat, myLng, myRef); 

 
 
   HOURLINE    hlatemp = new HOURLINE(); 
 
 
The first invoking statement says to create a “variable” (an instance) of type “HOURLINE” called 
“hlatemp”, and to use the “new HOURLINE()” constructor method. The second triggers the 
“getHla” method to do the work. Other methods could be added in the class if desired. 
 
The class is placed towards the top, in the { block } before the first button click event handler. It is 
inside the preceding block, and not as its own block immediately preceding the button event 
handler. 
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Now, a short detour for “The history of graphics and Java” 
 
 
 
Java itself 
 
Actually there are two discrete components to consider. 
 
1. GUI facilities to display forms and buttons and trigger events 
2. Graphics themselves with lines and circles and so on 
3. A third choice is both 1 and 2 together 
 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_Widget_Toolkit 
 
 
Developing graphical user interface in Java, can be in three ways. AWT, Swing and SWT. 
 
AWT (the Abstract Window Toolkit) was the first Java GUI toolkit, introduced with JDK 1.0 as one 

component of the Sun Microsystems Java platform.  The preceding graphics examples 
use AWT. Abstract Windows Toolkit (AWT) does not have fancy looks as compared to 
Swing but its advantage is that it can run at any place where Java runtime environment is 
installed. It is very stable technology. 

 
Swing was the next generation GUI toolkit introduced by Sun in J2SE 1.2.   Swing provides GUIs 

that have fancy and sophisticated look and feel. It is included in the Java Foundation 
Classes (JFC). These are said to be slow as the controls are made by the Java itself. 

 
SWT was created by IBM as a Swing replacement. Eclipse is written in Java, which IBM wrote to 

compete with other IDEs available. SWT is a simpler toolkit than Swing.  Unlike Swing 
and AWT, SWT is not available on every Java-supported platform since SWT is not 
part of the Java release. 

 
 
 
 
Java Script 
 
A JavaScript graphics library is a collection of functions used to aid in the creation of graphics for 
either the HTML5 canvas element or SVG. These libraries aid in the development and display of 
graphic elements like particles, motion, animation, plotting and SVG, 3D graphics and in most 
cases, also provide easier access to JavaScript events.. 
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THE CODE FOR THE GRAPHICAL HORIZONTAL DIAL 
 
FIRST – required code because of the need for an import for graphical support 
 
/* 
 * To change this template, choose Tools | Templates 
 * and open the template in the editor. 
 */ 
 
/* ******************************************************************** 
   **    BELOW WAS ADDED BY ILLUSTRATING SHADOWS AS REQUIRED         ** 
   ******************************************************************** 
*/ 
import java.awt.Graphics; 
import java.awt.Color; 
/* ******************************************************************** 
*/ 
 
SECOND – an HOURLINE class with methods, one of which gets the hour line angle 
 
    /* define a class for hour line angles ~ Java uses classes not functions */ 
    class HOURLINE { 
    // define a method getHla to get the hour line angle 
    public double getHla (double hr, double lat, double lng, double ref) { 
           double ha, hlat, hla; 
           ha    = hr*15 - (lng-ref) ; 
           hlat  = Math.sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) *  
           Math.tan(ha*2*3.1416/360);   
           hla   = 360*(Math.atan(hlat))/(2*3.146); 
        return hla; 
    } 
 
THIRD – the code invoked when the button is clicked (an event handler) 
 
    private void jButton1ActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
        /* *********************************************************** * 
        * *   this is the displays graphics button handler           * * 
        * ************************************************************ * 
        */   
        // create a box area for graphics 
        int leftx, rightx, ctrx, topy, boty, ctry; 
        leftx  = 001; 
        rightx = 799; 
        ctrx   = leftx+(rightx-leftx)/2;         
        topy   = 300; 
        boty   = 800;     
        ctry   = topy + (boty-topy)/2;    
        Graphics swsxxy = getGraphics();          // THIS LINE IS CRITICAL   
        setSize (rightx+1,boty+1);                // ditto 
        // some of these functions are defined at:- 
        // http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/api/java/awt/Graphics.html 
        swsxxy.setColor(Color.blue) ;    // border color 
        swsxxy.clearRect(leftx,topy,rightx-leftx,boty-topy);   
        //     drawRect(  ); 
        //     swsxxy.fillRect(   );  
        // swsxxy.drawString("(*)", ctrx, ctry); 
         
        // keep the buttons showing in case they were in the graph area 
        jButton1.setVisible(true); 
        jButton2.setVisible(true); 
         
        // set dial center and draw an alignment line 
        int dcx, dcy, r; 
        dcx = ctrx;        // dial center x 
        dcy = boty-150;    // dial center y 
        r   = 150;         // size of an hour line 
        swsxxy.drawLine(dcx,dcy-50,dcx,dcy-r); 
        swsxxy.drawLine(dcx-50,dcy,dcx-r, dcy); 
        swsxxy.drawLine(dcx+50,dcy,dcx+r, dcy); 
        swsxxy.drawString("*", dcx,dcy); 
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        r   = 325;         // size of an hour line         
         
        // start the graphical depiction 
        double hr, ha, hla, hlat, myLat, myLng, myRef; 
        double x,y; 
        myLat = Float.parseFloat(jTextField4.getText()); 
        myLng = Float.parseFloat(jTextField5.getText()); 
        myRef = Float.parseFloat(jTextField6.getText());   
        swsxxy.setColor(Color.black) ;    // border color 
        for ( hr = 6; hr<20; hr=hr+1) {  
             
                // original inline code... 
                // hlaD = hlaH (hr, myLat, myLng, myRef)  
                //ha    = hr*15 - (myLng-myRef) ; 
                //hlat  = Math.sin(myLat*2*3.1416/360) *  
                //        Math.tan(ha*2*3.1416/360);   
                //hla   = 360*(Math.atan(hlat))/(2*3.146); 
                // the code below replaces this inline code above 
                 
                HOURLINE hlatemp = new HOURLINE(); 
                double hlaC =hlatemp.getHla(hr, myLat, myLng, myRef); 
 
                x=r*Math.sin(2*3.1416*hlaC/360); 
                y=r*Math.cos(2*3.1416*hlaC/360); 
                /* late afternoon code to stop it showing up as morning */ 
                if (hr > 12) { 
                   if (hlaC < 0) { 
                      x = -x;  y = -y; 
                   } 
                } 
                /* early morning code to stop it showing up as afternoon*/ 
                if (hr < 12) { 
                   if (hlaC > 0) { 
                      x = -x;         y = -y; 
                   } 
                } 
                swsxxy.drawLine((int)dcx,(int)dcy,(int)dcx+(int)x, (int)dcy-(int)y); 
                String h = ""+hr; 
                swsxxy.drawString(h, (int)dcx+(int)x, (int)dcy-(int)y ); 
                String a0, a1 ; 
                a0 = ""+String.format("%f", hlaC);   
                a1 = a0.substring(0,5);    
                swsxxy.drawString(a1, (int)dcx+(int)x, (int)dcy+20-(int)y ); 
        }         
         
        leftx = leftx+15; rightx = rightx-15;  
        topy  = topy-15;  boty   = boty-15;  
        swsxxy.drawLine((int)rightx,(int)topy,(int)rightx, (int)boty); 
        swsxxy.drawLine((int)leftx, (int)topy,(int)leftx,  (int)boty);   
        swsxxy.drawLine((int)leftx, (int)topy,(int)rightx, (int)topy); 
        swsxxy.drawLine((int)leftx, (int)boty,(int)rightx, (int)boty); 
                 
    } 
 
 
The final form and 
graphical and tabular 
output 
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A JAVA CLASS FOR “HOURLINE” WITH SEVERAL METHODS ~ EXPANDS ON FUNCTIONS 
 
The simple Java Script function was replaced by a class and a method and was discussed 
earlier. 
 
The following class is an expansion on that idea and has methods for the hDial, vDial, and vDec 
hour line angles. Other methods could be added if desired, such as drawing the line. 
 
    class HOURLINE { 
    /* 
     * define a method getHLAhDial to get the hour line angle 
     */ 
    public double getHLAhDial (double hr, double lat, double lng, double ref) { 
           double ha, hlat, hla; 
           ha    = hr*15 - (lng-ref) ; 
           hlat  = Math.sin(lat*2*3.1416/360) *  
           Math.tan(ha*2*3.1416/360);   
           hla   = 360*(Math.atan(hlat))/(2*3.146); 
        return hla; 
        /* 
         * to use this do:- 
         *        HOURLINE hlatemp = new HOURLINE(); 
         *        double hlaC =hlatemp.getHLAhDial(hr, myLat, myLng, myRef); 
         * refer: http://xahlee.info/java-a-day/writing_a_func.html 
         */ 
    }     
    /* 
     * define a method getHLAvDial to get the hour line angle 
     */ 
    public double getHLAvDial (double hr, double lat, double lng, double ref) { 
           double ha, hlat, hla; 
           ha = (ref-lng + (hr * 15) ) ; 
           hlat  = Math.cos(lat*2*3.1416/360) *  
                   Math.tan(ha*2*3.1416/360);   
           hla   = 360*(Math.atan(hlat))/(2*3.146); 
        return hla; 
        /* 
         * to use this do:- 
         *        HOURLINE hlatemp = new HOURLINE(); 
         *        double hlaC =hlatemp.getHLAvDial(hr, myLat, myLng, myRef); 
         */ 
    } 
    public double getHLAvdDial (double hr, double lat, double lng,  
           double ref, double dec) { 
           double ha, hlat, hla; 
           double lats = Math.sin(2*3.14162*(lat)/360); 
           ha = (((12-hr) * 15)+lng-ref ) * 2 * 3.1416 / 360; 
           // get an hour line angle in degrees 
           // [vDec]   hla = atan(cos(lat) / (cos(dec) * cot(lha) + sin(dec) * sin(lat))) 
           hla = 360*Math.atan( Math.cos(2*3.1416*lat/360) /  
                   (Math.cos(2*3.1416*dec/360) *  
                   Math.tan(2*3.1416*(90-(360*ha/(2*3.1416)))/360) + 
                   Math.sin(2*3.1416*dec/360) * lats) )/(2*3.1416)  ;           
        return hla; 
        /* 
         * to use this do:- 
         *        HOURLINE hlatemp = new HOURLINE(); 
         *        double hlaC =hlatemp.getHLAvdDial(hr, myLat, myLng, myRef); 
         */ 
    }     
} 
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The preceding CLASS with several methods was used in the logical development of the 
horizozntal dial program discussed earlier. 
 
The first extension was a program doing both the horizontal as wll as vertical dial, and he 
extension of that was one doing the horizontaal, vertical, and vertical declining dial. 
 
NOTE:  The project was originally called “hDialJavaStandalone” but later renamed to “hDialJava”. 
Some notes here may refer to the old name, and some are not changed during a rename. 
 
 
 
 
 
hDial 
 
hDial vDial 
 
hDial vDial vDec 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
USEFUL WEB SITES FOR JAVA (AS OPPOSED TO JAVASCRIPT) 
 
To program with Java, the NetBeans IDE is a wise IDE to use. There are others.  
 
 https://netbeans.org/downloads/index.htm 
 
The required Java JDK 
 
 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk-netbeans-jsp-142931.html 
 
Using buttons and text areas in Java SWING:- 
 
 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/uiswing/components/button.html 
 http://download.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/uiswing/lookandfeel/plaf.html 
 http://www.roseindia.net/java/example/java/swing/ 
 http://www.beginner-java-tutorial.com/j-intswing-a4.pdf 
 
Use of getText and setText methods 
 
 http://www.beginner-java-tutorial.com/j-intswing-a4.pdf 
 
USING GRAPHICS 
 
 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/api/java/awt/Graphics.html 
 
Functions versus classes with methods 
 
 http://xahlee.info/java-a-day/writing_a_func.html 
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PROBLEM:  IF YOU DO NOT SEE YOUR FORM WHEN STARTING NETBEANS  
 
The top left panel in NetBeans allows sub folders to be clicked and their files to be opened. In this 
manner the (a) main form, (b) the main code, and (c) the event driven code for the buttons will 
once again appear. 
 
When the PROJECT is opened 
the data input panel is not always 
automatically shown. To bring it 
into view, try the following:- 
 
 
 data input panel 
 may be in  
 DEFAULT PACKAGE 
 
 
 
 
 or may be in  
 another folder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROBLEM:  IF RUN, RUN FILE DOES NOT WORK:- 
 
Change something in the source, and repeat. 
 
 
PROBLEM: EXECUTING A “.JAVA” FILE IN WINDOWS 8.   While the “.java” file type can be 
associated with “java.exe” in the program associations, and while Java will be invoked when 
double clicking a “.java” file, Java itself fails as it cannot find some of the things it needs, such as 
the “.class” files.  NetBeans says that doing a “RUN, CLEAN AND BUILD” will create a JAR file, 
and Windows 8 has “.jar” associated with Java, but nothing happens. In reality, Java itself is not a 
priority in Windows 8 so at best, Windows 8 can develop and test within NetBeans. But running 
Java programs in Windows 8 may become a thing of the past. 
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THE FOLLOWING ARE USEFUL NOTES FROM THE EARLIER VERSION OF JAVA NOTES 
 
There are several books that are helpful, one is "JAVA In Easy Steps" by Mike McGrath, and is 
based on a text based non graphical development environment such as JPadPro. Another 
includes an SDK on a CD and is "Programming With JAVA in 24 Hours" by Rogers Cadenhead 
that gets into graphical IDEs such as NetBeans. A third is "Core JAVA 2 – Volume 1 – 
Fundamentals" by Cay Horstmann and Gary Cornell which has useful internal theory. 
  
 
TEXT STRINGS AND STRICT TYPING:  Code would be added to extract the TEXT STRINGS of 
longitude and legal meridian, convert them to FLOAT, perform the math, and convert them back 
to STRING. This sounds simple however the JAVA IDE "help" system is not overburdened with 
practical examples. A search on the web did locate the "float to string" function using HELP, 
SUPPORT AND DOCS ONLINE, then selecting "The JAVA Tutorial" and following links until the 
helpful url was found:- 
 
 http://java.sun.com/docs/books/tutorial/java/data/strings.html 
 
This showed the "String.format" function. Finding useful functions complicates learning JAVA 
since what are normally language functions may now be an object's methods.  
 
      // derive the dial location and hour correction  
      s1 = jTextField2.getText(); 
      s2 = jTextField3.getText();  
      t1 = Float.parseFloat(s1); 
      t2 = Float.parseFloat(s2); 
      t3 = 4*(t1-t2)/60 ; 
      // show hour correction 
      s3 = String.format("%f", t3);  
      jLabel6.setText ( s3 ); 
 

 
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS 
 
At this point the math functions are needed, and the online help was used using HELP, 
SUPPORT AND DOCS ONLINE, then selecting "The JAVA Tutorial" and following links until the 
helpful url was found:- 
 
 http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/lang/Math.html 
 
 
 
BENEFITS OF TRUE OBJECT ORIENTED CLASSES WITH METHODS 
 
Not shown in the program  that follows is the repainting of a java window when it is covered up by 
some other window. A true benefit of a fully implemented object oriented system is that methods 
belonging to classes can be interlinked or inter-related, and invoked "when things happen". One 
such method may be invoked to redraw a java window when that window has been affected by 
some other window.  
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 JAVA SCRIPT ~ as opposed to pure Java 
(AS EMBEDDED IN A WEB PAGE) 

 
Java Script is installed on most Windows PCs and in most browsers. There are two ways to use it 
discussed in this article. 
 

 SiteBuilder ~ is a web page builder provided by Yahoo! as a wysiwyg system, which 
allows Java Script to be embedded in a web page 

 
 Using a web browser to display HTML files with Java Script in them. 

 
The section on NanoCAD discussed the horizontal dial coded in Java Script, so this article builds 
on that. 
 
 
Useful references for the simplest of programs 
 

  http://www.javascriptsource.com/ 
  http://kturby.com/samples/java/simplejavascript.htm 
  http://www.web-source.net/javascript_codes.htm#.UV9-oCLn-M8 
  http://www.pageresource.com/jscript/ 
  http://www.javafile.com/textfx.php 
  http://www.javaworld.com/jw-06-1996/javascript/javascript.old 

 
Useful references for more progressive programs 
 

  http://www.how-to-code.com/html/html-tutorial/html-div.html 
  http://www.webmasterworld.com/javascript/3614377.htm          [tables] 

   http://www.scriptingmaster.com/javascript/formatting-text-JavaScript.asp 
     http://www.webmasterworld.com/javascript/3614377.htm 
   http://www.htmlquick.com/reference/tags/tr.html 
 
Java Applets 
 
Programmers can write small programs for the Web, called "applets" which are sent to users 
in byte code form, and invoked in HTML through the "Object" HTML tag. The user must have 
Java technology installed in their browser to run the applet otherwise, the browser does not 
understand what to do with the byte code. 
 
JavaScript 
 
JavaScript is a scripting language run in browsers, embedded in HTML. Most browsers 
have the ability to run JavaScript. JavaScript is an interpreted language. JavaScript is not broken 
down into machine language before execution. The browser runs JavaScript source code line by 
line and executes it. 
 
Java vs. JavaScript 
 
Java was created to stand alone as a programming language. This means that programmers 
can write Java code to build desktop software, Web applications and apps for mobile devices. 
JavaScript, on the other hand, works only in conjunction with Web browsers. Furthermore, Java 
coding can be a much more involved endeavor than JavaScript coding for beginner 
programmers. This is because JavaScript has a more "forgiving" and less-complex syntax, and 
works as part of the Web page rather than just something imported into it. 
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The following files will be discussed first:- 
 
EXAMPLE 1 1snippet  simple code for a simple almanac 
 
EXAMPLE 2 2almanac  more involved almanac with more output 
 
EXAMPLE 3 3anHdial  horizontal dial with simple output 
 
EXAMPLE 4 4hDial [set phx].txt as above but alters table content 
 
EXAMPLE 5 5hDial [set,table].txt as above but uses formatted tabular output 
 
EXAMPLE 6 6Vdial [set,table].txt as above but for a vertical dial 
 
EXAMPLE 7 7compendium.txt.txt tons of things in one file  
 
EXAMPLE 8 8graphics.txt  all the basic code for graphics 
 
 
 
 
The files on the web site and on the CD are, but not limited to:- 
 
 almanac   normal almanac 
 
and 
 
 hDialG   graphical versions with the 
 &    <!DOCTYPE html> tag there for IE9 on older 
 vDialG   Windows systems like Win 7 and Vista. 
 & 
 vDecG     
 
 
 
NOTE: 
 
The .HTML for  files hDialG, vDialG, and vDecG on the CD and in the ZIP file are the 
same as the HTML files on the web site.  
 
The HTML files on the web site such as almanac have a lot of extra HTML code generated for 
the entire web page. In other words, they include the CD or ZIP HTML files in the SiteBuilder 
INSERT, CODE ELEMENTS, HTML generated boxes. The extra code is to pretty things up. 
 
The examples in this section are simplistic, for actual java script files in use, refer to the CD, or 
the ZIP file on the website. 
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DEBUGGING:  
 
If you write Java Script code, debugging consists of an absence of results. However if you have 
Firefox web browser, consider the following add-in specific to FireFox. Once installed, it must be 
turned on. If you do not do that, then you will not see errors. The CONSOLE half way down the 
debugger in particular is where errors are displayed, so make sure it is visible. 
 
 http://getfirebug.com/javascript 
 
 
NOTES: 
 
The Java Script programs that are on the web site may differ from the above examples. In 
particular, extra buttons may be added, hour line angles that swing past the east west line may be 
adjusted, numbers may be limited to one or two decimal points, and so on. 
 
The files on the CD and ZIP file with longer names are more advanced versions of the files with 
shorter names. 
 
The more advanced programs have several complete HTML---/HTML blocks and several DIV---
/DIV blocks, such as “almanac”.  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  Even though each HTML----/HTML is in its own separate INSERT, CODE 
ELEMENTS, HTML box, the function names MUST be unique. If the functions do the same thing, 
that works. But if three BUTTONS invoke “calculate” then the first “calculate” found is used. So 
that is why in “7compendium” program, the several “calculate” functions have different names.  
 
Examples 1 through 3 that follow are elementary.   
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EXAMPLE 1 ~  1snippet ~ A simple almanac: used as an html file locally as well as in SiteBuilder 
 
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
 
/* ---------------------------------------------------------# 
'# the equation of time using the simple formula            # 
'# ---------------------------------------------------------# 
*/  
function eot2wave (jd) {   // EOT: mm.mm  
    eot =  7.36*Math.sin(2*3.1416*(jd-4.21)/365) + 9.92 
           *Math.sin(4*3.1416*(jd+9.9)/365)   
    eot = (Math.round(100*eot)) / 100 
    return eot 
}   
/* ---------------------------------------------------------# 
'# the sun's declination using the simple formula           # 
'# ---------------------------------------------------------# 
*/  
function dec1wave (jd) { 
    dec = 23.45 * Math.sin(2*3.1416*(0.9678*(jd-80))/360)    
    dec = (Math.round(100*dec)) / 100  
    return dec      
} 
 
// get the date  
var today_date= new Date() 
var month=today_date.getMonth()+1 
var today=today_date.getDate() 
var year=today_date.getFullYear() 
 
document.write("Today's date is: ") 
 
var months = new Array( 
   "error","January","February","March","April","May","June", 
   "July","August","September","October","November","December"); 
 
document.write(months[month]+" "+today+", "+year) 
 
document.write("<P>The Julian day is: ") 
 
// get julian day 
 
jd = 0 
if (month==1)  { jd = 0+today } 
if (month==2)  { jd = 31+today } 
if (month==3)  { jd = 31+28+today } 
if (month==4)  { jd = 31+28+31+today } 
if (month==5)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+today } 
if (month==6)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==7)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+today } 
if (month==8)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==9)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+today } 
if (month==10) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+today } 
if (month==11) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==12) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+today } 
 
// handle leap year 
if   (  ((year-2000)/4) - parseInt((year-2000)/4) == 0) { 
     if (month>2) { 
        jd = jd+1 
     } 
} 
 
document.write(jd) 
 
document.write("<P>The EOT (mm.mm): ") 
eot = eot2wave(jd) 
document.write(eot) 
 
if ( eot < 0 ) { document.write(", sun is fast") } 
else { document.write(", sun is slow") } 
 
document.write("<P>The solar declination: ") 
dec = dec1wave(jd) 
document.write(dec) 
 
ry = ((year-2000)/4) - parseInt((year-2000)/4) 
document.write("<P>The year modulo 4 remainder is: "+ry)  
 
</SCRIPT> 
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EXAMPLE 2 ~ 2almanac ~ A better almanac: used as an html file locally as well as in SiteBuilder 
 
<div> 
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript">  
// get the date  
var today_date= new Date() 
var month=today_date.getMonth()+1 
var today=today_date.getDate() 
var year=today_date.getFullYear() 
 
document.write("Today's date is: ") 
 
var months = new Array( 
   "error","January","February","March","April","May","June", 
   "July","August","September","October","November","December"); 
 
document.write(months[month]+" "+today+", "+year) 
</SCRIPT></div> 
 
 
 
<div> 
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
// get the date  
var today_date= new Date() 
var month=today_date.getMonth()+1 
var today=today_date.getDate() 
var year=today_date.getFullYear() 
 
document.write("Today's Julian day is: ") 
 
var months = new Array( 
   "error","January","February","March","April","May","June", 
   "July","August","September","October","November","December"); 
 
// get julian day 
 
jd = 0 
if (month==1)  { jd = 0+today } 
if (month==2)  { jd = 31+today } 
if (month==3)  { jd = 31+28+today } 
if (month==4)  { jd = 31+28+31+today } 
if (month==5)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+today } 
if (month==6)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==7)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+today } 
if (month==8)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==9)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+today } 
if (month==10) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+today } 
if (month==11) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==12) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+today } 
 
// handle leap year 
if   (  ((year-2000)/4) - parseInt((year-2000)/4) == 0) { 
     if (month>2) { 
        jd = jd+1 
     } 
} 
document.write(jd) 
</SCRIPT></div> 
 
 
 
<div> 
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
function eot2wave (jd) {   // EOT: mm.mm  
    eot =  7.36*Math.sin(2*3.1416*(jd-4.21)/365) + 9.92 
           *Math.sin(4*3.1416*(jd+9.9)/365)   
    eot = (Math.round(100*eot)) / 100 
    return eot 
}   
// get the date  
var today_date= new Date() 
var month=today_date.getMonth()+1 
var today=today_date.getDate() 
var year=today_date.getFullYear() 
 
var months = new Array( 
   "error","January","February","March","April","May","June", 
   "July","August","September","October","November","December"); 
 
// get julian day 
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jd = 0 
if (month==1)  { jd = 0+today } 
if (month==2)  { jd = 31+today } 
if (month==3)  { jd = 31+28+today } 
if (month==4)  { jd = 31+28+31+today } 
if (month==5)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+today } 
if (month==6)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==7)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+today } 
if (month==8)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==9)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+today } 
if (month==10) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+today } 
if (month==11) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==12) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+today } 
 
// handle leap year 
if   (  ((year-2000)/4) - parseInt((year-2000)/4) == 0) { 
     if (month>2) { 
        jd = jd+1 
     } 
} 
 
document.write("Today's EOT [2 wave](mm.mm): ") 
eot = eot2wave(jd) 
document.write(eot) 
 
if ( eot < 0 ) { document.write(", sun is fast") } 
else { document.write(", sun is slow") } 
</SCRIPT></div> 
 
 
 
<div> 
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
function eot3wave (jd) {               // EOT: mm.mm  
    eot = 7.5*Math.sin(2*3.1416*(jd-5)/360)  -10.2*Math.sin(2*3.1416*(1.93*(jd-80))/360) 
+  
          0.5*Math.sin(2*3.1416*(1.5*(jd-62))/360)  
    eot = (Math.round(100*eot)) / 100  
    return eot      
}   
 
// get the date  
var today_date= new Date() 
var month=today_date.getMonth()+1 
var today=today_date.getDate() 
var year=today_date.getFullYear() 
 
var months = new Array( 
   "error","January","February","March","April","May","June", 
   "July","August","September","October","November","December"); 
 
// get julian day 
 
jd = 0 
if (month==1)  { jd = 0+today } 
if (month==2)  { jd = 31+today } 
if (month==3)  { jd = 31+28+today } 
if (month==4)  { jd = 31+28+31+today } 
if (month==5)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+today } 
if (month==6)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==7)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+today } 
if (month==8)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==9)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+today } 
if (month==10) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+today } 
if (month==11) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==12) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+today } 
 
// handle leap year 
if   (  ((year-2000)/4) - parseInt((year-2000)/4) == 0) { 
     if (month>2) { 
        jd = jd+1 
     } 
} 
 
document.write("Today's EOT [3 wave](mm.mm): ") 
eot = eot3wave(jd) 
document.write(eot) 
 
if ( eot < 0 ) { document.write(", sun is fast") } 
else { document.write(", sun is slow") } 
</SCRIPT></div> 
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<div> 
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
function dec1wave (jd) { 
    dec = 23.45 * Math.sin(2*3.1416*(0.9678*(jd-80))/360)    
    dec = (Math.round(100*dec)) / 100  
    return dec      
} 
// get the date  
var today_date= new Date() 
var month=today_date.getMonth()+1 
var today=today_date.getDate() 
var year=today_date.getFullYear() 
 
var months = new Array( 
   "error","January","February","March","April","May","June", 
   "July","August","September","October","November","December"); 
 
// get julian day 
 
jd = 0 
if (month==1)  { jd = 0+today } 
if (month==2)  { jd = 31+today } 
if (month==3)  { jd = 31+28+today } 
if (month==4)  { jd = 31+28+31+today } 
if (month==5)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+today } 
if (month==6)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==7)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+today } 
if (month==8)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==9)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+today } 
if (month==10) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+today } 
if (month==11) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==12) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+today } 
 
// handle leap year 
if   (  ((year-2000)/4) - parseInt((year-2000)/4) == 0) { 
     if (month>2) { 
        jd = jd+1 
     } 
} 
document.write("Today's solar declination [1 wave]: ") 
dec = dec1wave(jd) 
document.write(dec) 
</SCRIPT></div> 
 
 
 
<div> 
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
function dec6wave (jd) { 
    da = 2 * 3.1416 * ( jd-1 ) / 365 
    dec = 360*(0.006918-0.399912*Math.cos(da)+0.070257*Math.sin(da)-
0.006758*Math.cos(2*da) + 
          0.000907*Math.sin(2*da)-
0.002697*Math.cos(3*da)+0.001480*Math.sin(3*da))/(2*3.1416)   
    dec = (Math.round(100*dec)) / 100   
    return dec  
} 
 
// get the date  
var today_date= new Date() 
var month=today_date.getMonth()+1 
var today=today_date.getDate() 
var year=today_date.getFullYear() 
 
var months = new Array( 
   "error","January","February","March","April","May","June", 
   "July","August","September","October","November","December"); 
 
// get julian day 
 
jd = 0 
if (month==1)  { jd = 0+today } 
if (month==2)  { jd = 31+today } 
if (month==3)  { jd = 31+28+today } 
if (month==4)  { jd = 31+28+31+today } 
if (month==5)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+today } 
if (month==6)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==7)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+today } 
if (month==8)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+today } 
if (month==9)  { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+today } 
if (month==10) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+today } 
if (month==11) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+today } 
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if (month==12) { jd = 31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+today } 
 
// handle leap year 
if   (  ((year-2000)/4) - parseInt((year-2000)/4) == 0) { 
     if (month>2) { 
        jd = jd+1 
     } 
} 
 
document.write("Today's solar declination [6 wave]: ") 
dec = dec6wave(jd) 
document.write(dec) 
</SCRIPT></div> 
 

 
The above code, if saved as:-  
   2almanac.html 
 
and then double clicked, will invoke a 
browser and will produce simple line 
output as shown to the right:- 
 
 
The above code, as is, copied and 
pasted into the box that SiteBuilder 
produces when INSERT, CODE 
ELEMENTS, HTML is used.  
 
 
 
 
 
The <DIV> and </DIV> sequences are 
crucial. 
 
The above page is on the Illustrating 
Shadows web site as:- 
 
http://illustratingshadows.com/almanac 
 
 
 
 
 
ON THE WEB SITE ~ almanac ~ www.illustratingshadows.com/almanac   is the <DIV> to </DIV> 
segments of 2almanac with each segment in its own INSERT, CODE ELEMENTS, HTML box. In 
other words “almanac” in the Illustrating Shadows Windows folder is the same as “2almanac” 
except for segmentation. When the output is split into separate INSERT, CODE ELEMENTS, 
HTML boxes, then the text begins where the code element is placed.  For example, one complete 
CODE ELEMENTS HTML box would have the first division of code:- 
 
The benefit of having small segments in the web page is that in this example, each line of output 
can be controlled anywhere.  
 

Today's date is: April 6, 2013 
Today's Julian day is: 96 
Today's EOT [2 wave](mm.mm): 2.57, sun is slow 
Today's EOT [3 wave](mm.mm): 2.65, sun is slow 
Today's solar declination [1 wave]: 6.26 
Today's solar declination [6 wave]: 6.16  
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EXAMPLE 3 ~ 3hDial ~ a horizontal dial calculator 
 
In the event you set the sizes wrong for the page properties when in SiteBuilder, INSERT, CODE 
ELEMENTS, HTML, then scroll bars are displaced. So that error while inconvenient, does not 
cause a loss of data. 
 
 
<HTML> 
 
    <BODY>  
       <FORM NAME="hDialForm"   ACTION=""   METHOD="GET"> 
             *** HORIZONTAL DIAL ***<BR>  
             <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="latIn" VALUE="latitude"> 
             <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="lngIn" VALUE="longitude"> 
             <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="refIn" VALUE="ref lng"> 
             <P>  
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="clrB"  
                    Value="CLEAR" 
                    onClick="doClear(this.form)"> 
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="pBtn"  
                    Value="set to PHX" 
                    onClick="setPHX(this.form)"> 
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="pBtn"  
                    Value="set to SVC" 
                    onClick="setSVC(this.form)"> 
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="cBtn"  
                    Value="calculate" 
                    onClick="calcInfo(this.form)"> 
       </FORM> 
    </BODY> 
 
    <HEAD>  
       <TITLE>hDial calculator</TITLE>  
       <SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">  
 
       /* global variables */ 
       var myLat 
       var myLng 
       var myRef 
       var hlaRad 
       var hlaDeg 
 
       /* www.javaworld.com/jw-06-1996/javascript/javascript.old 
          form name   field name        
          latForm     latIn              
          lngForm     lngIn                  
          refForm     refIn          
       */ 
 
       // invoked function 
       function hlaH (hr, lat, lng, ref) { /* hour 0 to 23.59 */ 
          ha    = hr*15 - (lng-ref) 
          hlat  = Math.sin(2*3.146*lat/360)* 
                  Math.tan(2*3.146*ha/360) 
          hla1  = 360*(Math.atan(hlat))/(2*3.146) 
          return hla1 
       } 
 
       // code executed when form button clicked 
       function calcInfo(form) { 
          myLat = form.latIn.value; 
          myLng = form.lngIn.value; 
          myRef = form.refIn.value; 
 
          // forma data is string, so the *1 causes a type  
          // conversion ~ see Converting to Number in 
          // http://jibbering.com/faq/notes/type-conversion/ 
          myLat = myLat-0 
          myLng = myLng*1 
          myRef = myRef/1 
 
          document.write("<B>HORIZONTAL DIAL INFORMATION:</B>"); 
          document.write("<P>"); 
          document.write("Lat: "+myLat); 
          document.write("   "); 
          document.write("Lng: "+myLng); 
          document.write("   "); 
          document.write("Ref: "+myRef); 
          document.write("<P>"); 
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          // create a table header 
          // http://www.webmasterworld.com/javascript/3614377.htm 
          document.write('<left><table width="300" border="1">');  
          //loop for rows  
 
          document.write('<th>Hour of the day</th>') 
          document.write('<th>Hour line angle</th>') 
 
          // start with one row per hour 
          for (hr = 5; hr<20; hr++) {  
             document.write('<tr>');  
                // put data in the columns 
                hlaD = hlaH (hr, myLat, myLng, myRef)  
                if (hr<12 && hlaD>0) { 
                   hlaD = -1*(180-hlaD) 
                } 
                if (hr>12 && hlaD<0) { 
                   hlaD = 180+hlaD 
                } 
                hlaD = Math.round(hlaD*100)/100 
                document.write('<td>' + hr + '</td>');  
                document.write('<td>' +hlaD+ '</td>');  
             document.write('</tr>');  
          } 
  
          document.write('</table></center>');  
 
       }  
 
       // code executed when form button clicked 
       // www.javaworld.com/javaworld/jw-06-1996/jw-06-javascript.html?page=2 
       function setPHX(form) { 
          form.latIn.value="33.5"; 
          form.lngIn.value="112.1"; 
          form.refIn.value="105"; 
       }  
       function setSVC(form) { 
          form.latIn.value="32.75"; 
          form.lngIn.value="108.2"; 
          form.refIn.value="105"; 
       }  
       // code executed when form button clicked 
       function doClear(form) { 
          form.latIn.value=""; 
          form.lngIn.value=""; 
          form.refIn.value=""; 
       }  
 
       // code executed once ALLOW SCRIPT clicked in browser 
       document.write("hDial v040813<P>"); 
 
       </SCRIPT> 
    </HEAD>  
 
 </HTML> 
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This is a horizontal dial generator. When run as an html file in Windows there are two screens:- 
 
When the entire program is pasted 
into one code element , then 
SiteBuilder produces:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The vDial program is the same except 
for the hour line angle formula. The vDec 
program is based on vDial but adds wall 
declination. 
 
The program on the web site may have 
more options, such as added buttons, 
better formatting and the like. 
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DETERMINING THE USER’S LAT, LONG, AND PROBABLE LEGAL MERIDIAN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
 <p id="geo_loc"><p> 
 <head> 
  <script> 
    document.write("You will be asked to give permission to locate your position.<P>"); 
    //////////////////////////////// 
 
      /* ************************************************************************* 
       * * This function saves or prints the lat and long                        * 
       * *************************************************************************/ 
     function manageLatLng(lat, lon) 
     {   var textLatLng = lat: ' + lat + ', Lng: ' + lon +', Ref: '+  
15*parseInt((lon+7.49999)/15); 
          //   http://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/javascript/type-conversions.php; 
         if (document.getElementById) { 
            document.getElementById('geo_loc').innerHTML = textLatLng; 
         } 
         else { 
     alert(textLatLng); 
         } 
      } 
 
      /* ************************************************************************* 
       * * This is the main program here                                         * 
       * *************************************************************************/ 
      if (navigator.geolocation) { 
         navigator.geolocation.getCurrentPosition(function(position) {   
              manageLatLng(position.coords.latitude, -position.coords.longitude);   
         } ); 
      } 
      else { 
         var errMsg = 'geolocation services not supported in your browser.'; 
         if (document.getElementById) { 
            document.getElementById('geo_loc').innerHTML = errMsg; 
         } 
         else { 
           alert(errMsg); 
         } 
      } 
 
    //////////////////////////////// 
   //document.write("end"); 
  </script> 
 </head> 
</html>  
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EXTRA FEATURES: 
 
Adding a button to change the values in form fields. This simply means adding another button, 
and its associated procedure when clicked, sorry, event handler. 
 

 http://www.javaworld.com/javaworld/jw-06-1996/jw-06-javascript.html?page=2 
 
 Add this to the form:- 
 
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="pBtn"  
                    Value="PHX values" 
                    onClick="setPHX(this.form)"> 
 
 And add this procedure:- 
 
        // code executed when form button clicked 
       function setPHX(form) { 
           form.latIn.value="33.5"; 
           form.lngIn.value="112.1"; 
           form.refIn.value="105"; 
       }  
 
 
Opening a new window, however, I have not decided how to use it:- 
 

 http://www.pageresource.com/jscript/jwinopen.htm 
 
 Add this to the form:- 
 
  <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="wOpn"  
                    Value="new window" 
                    onClick="newWin(this.form)"> 
 
 
 And add this procedure:- 
 

       // code executed when form button clicked 
       // http://www.pageresource.com/jscript/jwinopen.htm 
       function newWin(form) {    
           window.open(' ','newWin','width=300,height=200') 
       } 

 
 
Add a button to set the current background color and font color:- 
 

 http://www.codelifter.com/main/javascript/colorbuttons.shtml 
 

<input type="button" 
 value="White" 
 onClick="document.bgColor = '#FFFFFF';document.fgColor='#FF0000';"> 
  
<input type="button" 
 value="Green" 
 onClick="document.bgColor = '#008000';document.fgColor='#FFFF00';"> 
  
<input type="button" 
 value="Blue" 
 onClick="document.bgColor = '#0000FF';document.fgColor='#FFFFFF';"> 
  
<input type="button" 
 value="Red" 
 onClick="document.bgColor = '#FF0000';document.fgColor='#FFFF00';"> 
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FORMATTING: 
 

 http://www.scriptingmaster.com/javascript/formatting-text-JavaScript.asp 
 

 http://www.webmasterworld.com/javascript/3614377.htm 
 http://www.htmlquick.com/reference/tags/tr.html 

  
 <P>   is a new paragraphs and is two carriage returns 
      <BR>   is a new line and is one carriage return 
 <P ALIGN=CENTER> paragraph alignment 
 

// http://www.webmasterworld.com/javascript/3614377.htm 
document.write('<left><table width="100" border="1">');  
//loop for rows  
for (j=1;j<=15;j++)  
{  
   document.write('<tr>');  
   //loop for columns  
   for (i=1;i<=5;i++)  
   {  
      document.write('<td>' + i*j*1000 + '</td>');  
   }  
   document.write('</tr>');  
} 
  
document.write('</table></center>');  

 
 examples of this are:- 
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Graphical depictions in Java Script ~ using “canvas” support in HTML5 
 
The sample program “8graphics.txt” has the basics for all graphics needed for sundial design. 
Also there are files for the varous sundial design types. This section covers the key points. 
 
<HTML> 
    <BODY>  
       <FORM NAME="hDialForm"   ACTION=""   METHOD="GET"> 
             *** HORIZONTAL DIAL v041013***<BR>  
             <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="latIn" VALUE="latitude"> 
             <P>  
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="cBtn" Value="calculate" 
                    onClick="calcInfo(this.form)"> 
       </FORM> 
    </BODY> 
    <HEAD>  
        <canvas id="example" width="800" height="500"> 
        Your browser does not support HTML5 Canvas. 
        </canvas> 
 
        <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 
 

The above creates a set of buttons and input parameters, but then it tells in the <HEAD> section 
that it wants to use “canvas”.  Canvas will work in Internet Explorer 9 on Windows 8, but the 
above fails in IE9 on Windows 7 and Vista. The above works in Firefox on all the systems, as well 
as on Android cell phones. 
 
To make the code work on IE9 in Windows 7 and Vista, a statement “<!DOCTYPE html>” must 
be the very first thing IE9 see on Win 7 and Vista. So the above now looks like... 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<HTML> 
    <BODY>  
       <FORM NAME="hDialForm"   ACTION=""   METHOD="GET"> 
             *** HORIZONTAL DIAL v041013***<BR>  
             <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="latIn" VALUE="latitude"> 
             <P>  
             <INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="cBtn" Value="calculate" 
                    onClick="calcInfo(this.form)"> 
       </FORM> 
    </BODY> 
    <HEAD>  
        <canvas id="example" width="800" height="500"> 
        Your browser does not support HTML5 Canvas. 
        </canvas> 
 
        <SCRIPT language="JavaScript"> 

 
Using SiteBuilder, this is a problem as the <!DOCTYPE html> tag must be at the start of the 
code, not in an INSERT, CODE ELEMENTS, HTML segment. Further, adding an "xxxxx.html" file 
to the SiteBuilder folder and referring to it, will not get it uploaded. So here is the solution. 
 

1. Add <!DOCTYPE html> to the start of your own home grown html files 
2. In SiteBuilder, generate a page for your HTML file, and save it so SiteBuilder knows this 

file name. 
3. In Yahoo! while logged in, go to MANAGE SITE and then FILE MANAGER and upload 

your own file to replace the SiteBuilder one. 
 
And do NOT edit the file in SiteBuilder. 
 
Once that housekeeping is taken care of, graphics is depicted with code such as on the next 
page. 
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        /* ************************************************************************ 
           *   CANVAS                                                             * 
           *   1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canvas_element                     * 
           *   2. http://dev.opera.com/articles/view/html-5-canvas-the-basics     * 
           *                                                                      * 
           *   NEEDS after <html> <head> before <script>                          * 
           *   <canvas id="example" width="200" height="200">                     * 
           *   Your browser does not support HTML5 Canvas.                        * 
           *   </canvas>                                                          * 
           ************************************************************************ 
        */ 
 
           // draw a box in blue for a border – strokeRect draws, fillRect fills 
           context.lineWidth   = 10;          context.strokeStyle = 'blue'; 
           context.strokeRect(10, 10, 790, 490); 
 
           // draw some lines 
           context.beginPath(); 
           context.strokeStyle = 'black'; 
           context.lineWidth   = 10; 
           context.moveTo(50,50);   
              context.lineTo(200, 200); 
              context.stroke(); 
              context.closePath(); 
 
           // draw some text 
           context.fillStyle    = '#00f'; 
           context.font         = 'italic 30px sans-serif'; 
           context.font         = '15px ariel'; 
           context.textBaseline = 'top'; 
           ii = 20.2 
              context.fillText  (2.02, 125,90); 
 
           // display an image - works on internet and smart phones as long  
           // as image is on the host server as well 
           var img = new Image(); 
           img.src = '8miniVstairs.JPG' 
           context.drawImage(img, 300, 50); 
 
           // draw a white circle with a green border 
           context.beginPath(); 
           r=25 
           context.arc(300,100, r, 0, 360*(2*3.1416/360), false); 
           context.fillStyle = 'white'; 
           context.fill(); 
           context.lineWidth = 2; 
           context.strokeStyle = 'green'; 
           context.stroke(); 
        } 

 
The example “8graphics.txt”  is 
about as simple as it gets, and from 
it stems the basis for Java Script 
graphical displays. This uses 
“CANVAS” but other packages exist.  
 
Click a second time and the 
graphics .JPG '8miniVstairs.JPG' file 
will then appear. 
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BLENDER ~ A modeling system 
using Python 

 
 
Downloading and installing Blender 
 
http://www.blender.org/ 
 http://www.blender.org/download/get-blender/ 
 
 
 
Python syntax:  
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_syntax_and_semantics 
 
more syntax: 
 http://www.tutorialspoint.com/python/python_basic_syntax.htm 
 
 
 

 
Installation instructions 
 
To install Blender, download the appropriate package for your platform to your computer. The 
Windows version comes with an optional self-extracting installer, for other operating systems you 
can unpack the compressed file to the location of your choice.    
 
Provided the Blender binary is in the original extracted directory, Blender will run straight out of 
the box. No system libraries or system preferences are altered. 
 
Doing something with Blender 
 
The main web site has an EDUCATION & HELP tab, and that has a link to several useful pages:- 
 

 Blender Quickstart 
 Tutorials 
 Video Tutorials 
 Python API reference (2.6) 
 Bundled Python scripts (2.6) 
 Official Blender YouTube channel 

 
And two may be of interest for script writing:- 
 

 Python API reference (2.6) 
 http://www.blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_66_release/ 
and 

 Bundled Python scripts (2.6) 
 http://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Extensions:Py/Scripts 
 http://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Doc:2.6/Manual/Extensions/Python 
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BEFORE USING BLENDER ~ FOLLOW THESE STEPS 
 
FIRST, bring up Blender 
SECOND, click anywhere to get rid of the pretty startup picture 
THIRD, click WINDOW and click TOGGLE SYSTEM CONSOLE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
FOURTH, move the DOS console to the right, the sundial scripts use it for input 
FIFTH, resize the Blender system so the DOS console is always visible 
SIXTH, move up the 3d view by the resizing using the mouse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SEVENTH, now you have two window areas so… 
EIGHTH, click the bottom  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NINTH, click the TEXT EDITOR 
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TENTH, select EITHER OPEN TEXT block and then find the python script, they are in the 
Illustrating Shadows folder, and sub folder “Blender”. This uses “hdial04.py” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 or… 
 
 select CREATE TEXT BLOCK, then COPY (ctrl-C) then PASTE (ctrl-V) a script in 
 
ELEVENTH, then click RUN SCRIPT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TWELTH, then go to the DOS window or DOS console and answer the questions 
 
THEN, the DOS console shows the calculated hour line angles 
 
THEN, go to the 3D window and select the VIEW button, then the TOP button 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

hdial04

hdial04 
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THEN, you will get a display of the sundial dial plate 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above scenario uses “hdial04.py” as an example. 
 
That is the process used to run a typical script with the minimum of fuss. 
 
 
The next section discusses baby steps in testing simple Python statements,  
 
then a console only Python is shown 
 hdial01.py predefined latitude and longitude 
 hdial02.py DOS console input for latitude and longitude 
 hdial03.py same as hdial02.py but gets rid of startup 3D objects in Blender 
 
then the one with graphics. 
 hdial04.py same as hdial03.py but added the graphical depiction 
 hdial05.py same as hdial04.py but only shows the gnomon  
 hdial06.py same as hdial03.py and hdial05.py together  
 vdial06.py same as hdial06.py but for a vertical dial 
 and other programs also, eg vDec06.py  
 
The above covers how to run “hdial06.py” and only read further 
if you want to delve more into Blender’s secrets.  
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Using the Python console for simple Python commands 
 

 
 
 
 
  click to get a menu, at the top is the option for the Python console 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
at the console you can test simple Python commands such as:- 
 

 
 
this shows that Python uses radians for the trigonometric TAN function. 
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As frequently happens, the Python scripting for Blender seems written for people who already can 
do it. Hence this PBE (program by example) text. In case you do not believe this, below is the text 
pasted from the web page introducing scripting from this web page:- 
 
 
 http://www.blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_66_release/info_quickstart.html 
 
 

Running Scripts¶ 
The two most common ways to execute python scripts are using the built-in text editor or 
entering commands in the python console. 
Both the Text Editor and Python Console are space types you can select from the view 
header. 
Rather then manually configuring your spaces for Python development, you may prefer to 
use the Scripting screen, included default with Blender, accessible from the top headers 
screen selector. 
      HOW TO DO IT? is missing 
From the text editor you can open .py files or paste then from the clipboard, then test 
using Run Script. 
The Python Console is typically used for typing in snippets and for testing to get 
immediate feedback, but can also have entire scripts pasted into it. 
 

The text that is not intuitively obvious is highlighted in YELLOW and notice, highlighted in 
YELLOW with red text, the “how to do…” clues are not explained. What is a “space type”, where 
is the “top headers screen selector” because the word “scripting” is not seen at the top of the 
screen in Blender, and so on. 
 
 
 
 
 
Another issue is the lack of documentation for common functions. The documentation assumes 
that (1) you already know about the functions and only need a few extra details, and (2) that you 
are willing to study the available add-ons, objects, or classes, to see what their methods can do. 
None of this helps someone simple write simple graphics programs. This article is aimed at 
providing such a kick-start.      
 
 
This document progresses from the simple to the final 3D sundial dial plate. However, the 3D dial 
plate hour lines and the gnomon do not have a thickness.  Since the author has no 3D printer I 
decided not to give them thickness. 
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Using the TEXT EDITOR to run a script:- 
 

1. start Blender 
2. On the lower left side of the Blender screen, as was used to get the Python console  
3. click to get the menu for the TEXT EDITOR. 
4. then locate and click TEXT (to the right of VIEW) on that bottom area 
5. then click its OPEN TEXT BLOCK, and go to a folder of scripts 
6. locate and double click the file “hDial01.py” and it loads it into the text editor, this file is in 

the Illustrating Shadows folder “Blender- - - - py” 
7. ( or, click the  “+ NEW” and then copy the script below and paste it into the editor ) 
8. click “RUN SCRIPT” and to see the output,  
9. go to WINDOW on the top of the Blender screen and click “TOGGLE SYSTEM 

CONSOLE”. 
 
 

    9 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2   
 
 
4 
 
     8      (RUN SCRIPT is behind the DOS console) 
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Below is the script to paste into the Blender TEXT window. It is a simple horizontal dial for latitude 
33.5, longitude 112.1 with a legal meridian of 105 degrees. 
 
 
 

print ("*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------*") 
print ("www.illustratingshadows.com            Blender") 
print ("*------------- February 21 2013 ---hDial01---*") 
 
import math 
import bpy 
 
lat   = float(33.5) 
lng   = 112.1 
ref   = 105.0 
 
print ("Design latitude:     ", lat) 
print ("Design longitude:    ", lng) 
print ("Reference meridian:  ", ref) 
 
# display the corrections 
corm = 4*(lng - ref) 
print ("Correction to shadow ",) 
print (corm,) 
print (" minutes.") 
 
# do this one time 
slat = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) 
 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    if i==0: 
        print ("noon") 
    if i==1: 
        print ("noon") 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
    ii = -i 
    j  = 15 * (ii+(corm/60)) 
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) 
    hlat= slat * math.tan(math.radians(j)) 
    #   get the hour line angle back to degrees 
    hla = math.degrees( math.atan(hlat) ) 
    print ("Hour:  ", i, " Hour line angle: ", hla) 
    i = i + 1 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print (" ") 
print ('*** END *** hdial01.py') 
 
# END 

 
 
 
Indentation is critical in Python which is Blender’s scripting language. Indentation is how it knows 
how long condition code is for instance, hence no ENFID and no END WHILE commands. 
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By clicking RUN SCRIPT, the script runs, but where is the output? It is not in the Python console 
(lower left side of the Blender screen). The answer is that it is in the DOS window that started 
Blender, yes, even though you may be on Windows 8. The problem is that the DOS window is 
elusive, sometimes it is there, sometimes it aint.  
 
 
The answer is to go to the top of the 
Blender screen, then WINDOW, then 
TOGGLE SYSTEM CONSOLE.  
 
 
You will see a second “blender” 
window in the status bar at the bottom 
of Windows 8, or two full Blender tabs 
in Windows Vista:- 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Hour line angles should be for a horizontal dial for latitude 33.5, longitude 112.1 with a legal 
meridian of 105 degrees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

am pm am pm 

12.00 12.00 3.93 -3.93

11.00 1.00 12.63 4.38

10.00 2.00 22.66 13.12

9.00 3.00 35.34 23.25

8.00 4.00 52.57 36.12

7.00 5.00 75.89 53.66

6.00 6.00 -77.28 77.28
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And the Blender Python DOS console display is shown below:- 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While this acquires the angles which match the spreadsheet data, there are two improvements 
needed.  
 
The first is to have the parameters entered by the user and not hard coded into the program. 
 
The second is to display the results graphically. 
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User input would improve the system, this uses the DOS console for parameters:- 
 
print ("*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------*") 
print ("www.illustratingshadows.com            Blender") 
print ("*------------- February 21 2013 ---hDial02---*") 
 
import math 
import bpy 
 
# we could predefine the dial location 
lat   = 33.5 
lng   = 112.1 
ref   = 105.0 
 
# or we could ask for console input 
lat = float (input ("your design latitude please...  ")) 
lng = float (input ("your design longitude please... ")) 
ref = float (input ("your legal meridian please...   ")) 
 
print ("Design latitude:     ", lat) 
print ("Design longitude:    ", lng) 
print ("Reference meridian:  ", ref) 
 
# display the corrections 
corm = 4*(lng - ref) 
print ("Correction to shadow ",) 
print (corm,) 
print (" minutes.") 
 
# do this one time 
slat = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) 
 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    if i==0: 
        print ("noon") 
    if i==1: 
        print ("noon") 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
    ii = -i 
    j  = 15 * (ii+(corm/60)) 
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) 
    hlat= slat * math.tan(math.radians(j)) 
    #   get the hour line angle back to degrees 
    hla = math.degrees( math.atan(hlat) ) 
    print ("Hour:  ", i, " Hour line angle: ", hla) 
    i = i + 1 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print (" ") 
print ('*** END *** hdial02.py') 
 
# END 

 
 
 
 
Blender is primarily a 3D system, and not a 2D system, and given the state of the documentation, 
it took a lot of effort to make progress.   
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Blender Changes ~ Over time Blender has changed.  
 
 http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Noob_to_Pro#Unit_4:_Taking_Off_with_Advanced_Tutorials 
 
go to “Taking Off” which covers scripting. 
 
 http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Noob_to_Pro/Advanced_Tutorials/Python_Scripting/Introduction 
 
which explains some frustration, namely “import Blender” will always fail in Blender 2.5x and later 
because it is now “import bpy” but it is in no way a direct replacement, hence statements like 
 

import Blender   then   from Blender import xxx 
 
will also fail. Get over it, many scripts out in cyberspace will thus not work. Again, a symptom of 
an immature language development. 
 

The bpy Module ~ The contents of the bpy module are divided into several submodules (actually 
classes, but never mind), among which are: 

 bpy.data — This is where you find the contents of the current document.  

 bpy.types — information about the types of the objects in bpy.data.  

 bpy.ops — operators perform the actual functions of Blender; these can be attached to 
hotkeys, menu items and buttons. And of course they can be invoked from a script. When 
you write an addon script, it will typically define new operators. Every operator must have 
a unique name.  

 bpy.context — contains settings like the current 3D mode, which objects are selected, 
and so on. Also accessible in the Console window via the global variable C.  

 bpy.props — functions for defining properties. These allow your scripts to attach custom 
information to a scene, that for example the user can adjust through interface elements to 
control the behaviour of the scripts. 

The mathutils Module ~ The module mathutils defines several important classes that are used 
heavily in the rest of the Blender API. 

 Vector: the representation of 2D or 3D coordinates.  

 Matrix: the most general way of representing any kind of linear transformation.  

 Euler: a straightforward way of representing rotations as a set of Euler angles, which are 
simply rotation angles about the X, Y and Z axes. Prone to well-known pitfalls such as 
gimbal lock.  

 Quaternion: on the face of it, a more mathematically abstruse way of representing 
rotations. But in fact this has many nice properties, like absence of gimbal lock, and 
smoother interpolation between two arbitrary rotations. The latter is particularly important 
in character animation.  

 Color: a representation of RGB colours and conversion to/from HSV space (no alpha 
channel). 

 
Best practices for standards of script writing are here:- 
 
 http://www.blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_63_17/info_best_practice.html 
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hdial04.py  ~ Displays the hour lines for 0600 to 1800 
 
print ("*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------*") 
print ("www.illustratingshadows.com            Blender") 
print ("hour lines 0600 to 1800") 
print ("*------------- February 23 2013 ---hDial04---*") 
 
import bpy 
import math 
import mathutils 
 
# ask for console input 
lat = float (input ("your design latitude please...  ")) 
lng = float (input ("your design longitude please... ")) 
ref = float (input ("your legal meridian please...   ")) 
print ("Design latitude:     ", lat) 
print ("Design longitude:    ", lng) 
print ("Reference meridian:  ", ref) 
 
#get the longitude correction 
cord = (lng - ref) 
# Correction to shadow in degrees  
 
# get rid of some stuff ~ 
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Blending_Into_Python/2.5_quickstart 
bpy.ops.object.delete() 
# same url ~ gets ride of all by building a new scene 
bpy.ops.scene.new(type='EMPTY') 
# above doesn't immediately change what is seen you must wait for the script to finish 
 
# ### 3 ### draw the angled hour lines 
 
r   = 10.0                                          # radius of a dial plate circle 
ha  = 3.0                                           # hour angle of the sun  
hla = 0.0                                           # hour line angle 
w   = 0.10                                          # width of a line i.e. width of slim 
rectangle 
x   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is east or right 
y   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is north or top 
z   = 0.0                                           # a third dimension of "up" 
 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    w   = 0.10                                      # width standard for hours 
    r   = 5.0                                       # standard line length 
    if i==0: 
        print ("noon") 
        w   = 2.0                                   # width thicker for noon 
        r   = 30                                    # longer noon line 
    if i==1: 
        print ("noon") 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
     
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan((hr*15)+cord) 
    hla = math.degrees(  math.atan( math.sin(math.radians(lat)) * 
math.tan(math.radians((i*15)-cord))    )  ) 
    #                                               # HINT: if you miss a paren ")"  
    #                                               #       next command is a syntax 
    #                                               #       error "unknown location" 
    print ("Hour:  ", i, " Hour line angle: ", hla) 
    i = i + 1 
 
    x   = math.sin(math.radians(hla)) * r  
    y   = math.cos(math.radians(hla)) * r 
 
    # the coordinates of the vertices. Each vertex is defined by 3 consecutive floats. 
    #              (    +ve is EAST   +ve is NORTH   +ve is UP ) 
    coords=[(0, 0, 0), (x, y, 0), (x, y+w,0), (0 ,w ,0) ] 
    #        face 0     face 1     face 2      face 3      
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    # Define the faces by index numbers. Each faces is defined by 4 consecutive integers. 
    # For triangles you need to repeat the first vertex also in the fourth position. 
    faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
    # uses the faces from the coordinates above  
  
    me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")   # create a new mesh   
  
    ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
    ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
    bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
  
    # Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
    me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for 
problems 
    me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print (" ") 
print ('*** END *** hdial04.py') 
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hdial06.py  ~ Displays the hour lines for 0600 to 1800 as well as the gnomon ~ in 3d 
 
print ("*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------*") 
print ("www.illustratingshadows.com            Blender") 
print ("hour lines 0600 to 1800") 
print ("*------------- February 24 2013 ---hDial06---*") 
 
import bpy 
import math 
import mathutils 
 
# ask for console input 
lat = float (input ("your design latitude please...  ")) 
lng = float (input ("your design longitude please... ")) 
ref = float (input ("your legal meridian please...   ")) 
print ("Design latitude:     ", lat) 
print ("Design longitude:    ", lng) 
print ("Reference meridian:  ", ref) 
 
#get the longitude correction 
cord = (lng - ref) 
# Correction to shadow in degrees  
 
# get rid of some stuff ~ 
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Blending_Into_Python/2.5_quickstart 
bpy.ops.object.delete() 
# same url ~ gets ride of all by building a new scene 
bpy.ops.scene.new(type='EMPTY') 
# above doesn't immediately change what is seen you must wait for the script to finish 
 
# ### 1 ### draw the angled hour lines 
 
r   = 10.0                                          # radius of a dial plate circle 
ha  = 3.0                                           # hour angle of the sun  
hla = 0.0                                           # hour line angle 
w   = 0.10                                          # width of a line i.e. width of slim 
rectangle 
x   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is east or right 
y   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is north or top 
z   = 0.0                                           # a third dimension of "up" 
 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    w   = 0.10                                      # width standard for hours 
    r   = 5.0                                       # standard line length 
    if i==0: 
        print ("noon") 
        r = 6                                       # longer noon line 
    if i==1: 
        print ("noon") 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
     
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan((hr*15)+cord) 
    hla = math.degrees(  math.atan( math.sin(math.radians(lat)) * 
math.tan(math.radians((i*15)-cord))    )  ) 
    #                                               # HINT: if you miss a paren ")" next 
command 
    #                                               #       is a syntax error "unknown 
location" 
    print ("Hour:  ", i, " Hour line angle: ", hla) 
    i = i + 1 
 
    x   = math.sin(math.radians(hla)) * r  
    y   = math.cos(math.radians(hla)) * r 
 
    # the coordinates of the vertices. Each vertex is defined by 3 consecutive floats. 
    #              (    +ve is EAST   +ve is NORTH   +ve is UP ) 
    coords=[(0, 0, 0), (x, y, 0), (x+w ,y,0), (w ,0 ,0) ] 
  
    # Define the faces by index numbers. Each faces is defined by 4 consecutive integers. 
    # For triangles you need to repeat the first vertex also in the fourth position. 
    faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
  
    me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")   # create a new mesh   
  
    ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
    ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
    bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
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    # Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
    me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for 
problems 
    me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
# ### 2 ### draw a gnomon 
  
y = r * math.tan(math.radians(lat)) 
 
# for no good reason, halve the size of the gnomon 
y = y / 2 
r = r / 2 
  
# Define the coordinates of the vertices. Each vertex is defined by 3 consecutive floats. 
#                  
coords=[(0, 0, 0), (0, r, 0), (0, r, y), (0,0,0) ] 
  
# Define the faces by index numbers. Each faces is defined by 4 consecutive integers. 
# For triangles you need to repeat the first vertex also in the fourth position. 
faces=[ (0,1,2,0)] 
  
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")   # create a new mesh   
  
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
  
# Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print (" ") 
print ('*** END *** hdial06.py') 
 

# END
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The horizontal dial ~ hdial06.py 
 
After RUN SCRIPT, for “hdial06.py” the perspective view shows:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
then ”view”, “right” for the gnomon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
then “view”, “top” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Note: the longer line is noon 
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vdial06.py  ~ Displays the hour lines for 0600 to 1800 as well as the gnomon ~ in 3d 
 
print ("*-------------- Vertical Dial ---------------*") 
print ("www.illustratingshadows.com            Blender") 
print ("hour lines 0600 to 1800") 
print ("*------------- February 24 2013 ---vDial06---*") 
 
import bpy 
import math 
import mathutils 
 
# ask for console input 
lat = float (input ("your design latitude please...  ")) 
lng = float (input ("your design longitude please... ")) 
ref = float (input ("your legal meridian please...   ")) 
print ("Design latitude:     ", lat) 
print ("Design longitude:    ", lng) 
print ("Reference meridian:  ", ref) 
 
#get the longitude correction 
cord = (lng - ref) 
# Correction to shadow in degrees  
 
# get rid of some stuff ~ 
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Blending_Into_Python/2.5_quickstart 
bpy.ops.object.delete() 
# same url ~ gets ride of all by building a new scene 
bpy.ops.scene.new(type='EMPTY') 
# above doesn't immediately change what is seen you must wait for the script to finish 
 
# ### 1 ### draw the angled hour lines 
 
r   = 10.0                                          # radius of a dial plate circle 
ha  = 3.0                                           # hour angle of the sun  
hla = 0.0                                           # hour line angle 
w   = 0.10                                          # width of a line i.e. width of slim 
rectangle 
x   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is east or right 
y   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is north or top 
z   = 5.0                                           # a third dimension of "up" ~ for 
vertical dial 
 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = 6 
while i > -7: 
    w   = 0.10                                      # width standard for hours 
    r   = 5.0                                       # standard line length 
    if i==0: 
        print ("noon") 
        r   = 6                                     # longer noon line 
    if i==-1: 
        print ("noon") 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
     
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan((hr*15)+cord) 
    hla = math.degrees(  math.atan( math.cos(math.radians(lat)) * 
math.tan(math.radians((i*15)+cord))    )  ) 
    #                                    not sin                                              
+ not - 
    #                                                # HINT: if you miss a paren ")" next 
command 
    #                                                #       is a syntax error "unknown 
location" 
    print ("Hour:  ", i, " Hour line angle: ", hla) 
    i = i - 1 
 
    x   = math.sin(math.radians(hla)) * r  
    y   = math.cos(math.radians(hla)) * r 
 
    # the coordinates of the vertices. Each vertex is defined by 3 consecutive floats. 
    #              (    +ve is EAST   +ve is NORTH   +ve is UP ) 
    coords=[(0, 0, z-0), (x, 0, z-y), (x+w ,0, z-y), (w ,0 ,z-0) ] 
    #           y -> z          and base is not 0, it is some upper value: z 
  
    # Define the faces by index numbers. Each faces is defined by 4 consecutive integers. 
    # For triangles you need to repeat the first vertex also in the fourth position. 
    faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
  
    me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")   # create a new mesh   
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    ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
    ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
    bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
  
    # Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
    me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for 
problems 
    me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
# ### 2 ### draw a gnomon 
  
y = r * math.tan(math.radians(90-lat)) 
y = y / 2                              # no good reason, just a smaller gnomon 
r = r / 2                              # but we must also reduce "r" as well 
  
# Define the coordinates of the vertices. Each vertex is defined by 3 consecutive floats. 
#                  
coords=[(0, 0, z-0), (0, 0, z-r), (0, y, z-r), (0,0,z-0) ] 
#             
  
# Define the faces by index numbers. Each faces is defined by 4 consecutive integers. 
# For triangles you need to repeat the first vertex also in the fourth position. 
faces=[ (0,1,2,0)] 
  
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")   # create a new mesh   
  
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
  
# Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print (" ") 
print ('*** END *** vdial06.py') 
 
# END
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The vertical dial ~ vdial06.py 

 

 
 

With the cursor in the 3D area in Blender, you may use the numeric pad to rotate the view, 8, 4, 
6, 2 allow rotation. Note: the longer line is noon. Note: the hour lines match calculated values for 
a vertical dial. 
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vdec06.py  ~ Displays the hour lines for 0600 to 1800 as well as the gnomon ~ in 3d 
 
From DeltaCAD       From Excel 
 

 
vDec06.py provides:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen, the 
DeltaCAD macro, Excel 
spreadsheet, and 
Python script in Blender 
all agree on the SD (as 46.0), SH (as 36.1), and hour line angles for 9am to 11am  (79.1, 56.8, 
31.7) and for noon (8.97) and for 1pm to 3pm (8.6, 22.0, 32.7), as well as for other hours. 
 
The logic for the hour lines is the same as for the vertical dial, the depiction of the gnomon is 
different. 
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SD
SSL

( 0, 0, R )

x1, y, z1

x0, y0, z0

(0, 0, 0)

( SSL*sin(sd) , 0, SSL*cos(sd) )

The vertical declining dial’s gnomon needs a bit of work, study the code for x0, y0, z0 (dial 
center), x1, y1, z1 (base of the nodus on the sub style, x2, y2, z2 (nodus). 
 
    dial center 
 
 
 
            SH    nodus 
 
                x2, y2, z2  
          x2=x1, z2=z1 

   R       y2=ssl*tan(sh) 

 
   an arbitrary 
   length which 
   is used for 
   several     
   purposes 
         z1 is actually 
         r-(ssl*cos(sd)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
print ("*--------- Vertical Declining Dial ----------*") 
print ("www.illustratingshadows.com            Blender") 
print ("hour lines 0600 to 1800") 
print ("*------------- February 24 2013 --- vDec06---*") 
 
import bpy 
import math 
import mathutils 
 
# ask for console input 
lat = float (input ("your design latitude please.... ")) 
lng = float (input ("your design longitude please... ")) 
ref = float (input ("your legal meridian please..... ")) 
dec = float (input ("wall declination -SW +SE is.... ")) 
 
print ("Design latitude:     ", lat) 
print ("Design longitude:    ", lng) 
print ("Reference meridian:  ", ref) 
print ("Wall declination:    ", dec) 
 
if  (dec >= 0 ): 
    print ("South East facing") 
if  (dec <  0 ): 
    print ("South West facing") 
 
# get the longitude correction 
cord = (lng - ref) 
# Correction to shadow in degrees  
 
# get the style distance ~ angular 
sd = math.degrees( math.atan( math.sin(math.radians(dec)) / math.tan(math.radians(lat)) ) 
) 
print ("Style dist from vert ", sd) 
 
# get the style height ~ angular 
sh = math.degrees( math.asin( math.cos(math.radians(lat)) * math.cos(math.radians(dec)) 
)) 
print ("Style angular height ", sh) 
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# get rid of some stuff ~ 
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Blending_Into_Python/2.5_quickstart 
bpy.ops.object.delete() 
# same url ~ gets ride of all by building a new scene 
bpy.ops.scene.new(type='EMPTY') 
# above doesn't immediately change what is seen you must wait for the script to finish 
 
 
# ### 1 ### draw the angled hour lines 
 
r   = 10.0                                          # radius of a dial plate circle 
ha  = 3.0                                           # hour angle of the sun  
hla = 0.0                                           # hour line angle 
w   = 0.10                                          # width of a line i.e. width of slim 
rectangle 
x   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is east or right 
y   = 0.0                                           # tip of line +ve is north or top 
z   = 5.0                                           # a third dimension of "up" ~ for 
vertical dial 
 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = 6 
while i > -7: 
    w   = 0.10                                      # width standard for hours 
    r   = 5.0                                       # standard line length 
    if i==0: 
        print ("noon") 
        r   = 6                                     # longer noon line 
    if i==-1: 
        print ("noon") 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
     
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan((hr*15)+cord) 
    lha = (15*i) - (ref-lng) 
  
    hla = math.degrees(math.atan(     math.cos(math.radians(lat)) / 
(math.cos(math.radians(dec)) * math.tan(math.radians(90-lha)) + 
math.sin(math.radians(dec)) * math.sin(math.radians(lat)))          )) 
    #                                                                                     
    #                         # HINT: if you miss a paren ")" next command 
    #                         #  is a syntax error "unknown location" 
    print ("Hour:  ", i, " Hour line angle: ", hla) 
    i = i - 1 
 
    x   = math.sin(math.radians(hla)) * r  
    y   = math.cos(math.radians(hla)) * r 
 
    # the coordinates of the vertices. Each vertex is defined by 3 consecutive floats. 
    #              (    +ve is EAST   +ve is NORTH   +ve is UP ) 
    coords=[(0, 0, z-0), (x, 0, z-y), (x+w ,0, z-y), (w ,0 ,z-0) ] 
    #           y -> z          and base is not 0, it is some upper value: z 
  
    # Define the faces by index numbers. Each faces is defined by 4 consecutive integers. 
    # For triangles you need to repeat the first vertex also in the fourth position. 
    faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
  
    me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")   # create a new mesh   
  
    ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
    ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
    bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
  
    # Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
    me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for 
problems 
    me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print (" ") 
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# ### 2 ### draw a gnomon 
  
#      dial center  
#      x0=0, y0=r 
#       \        \   
#         \            \ 
#         x1, y1 - - -  x2, y2 
#                       nodus 
# 
 
ssl = r/2               # an arbitrary sub style linear length, nothing to do with "r" at 
all 
 
x0 = 0 
y0 = 0 
z0 = r  
 
x1 =     (ssl) * math.sin(math.radians(sd)) 
y1 =     y0 
z1 = r - (ssl) * math.cos(math.radians(sd)) 
 
x2 = x1 
y2 = (ssl) * math.tan(math.radians(sh)) 
z2 = z1 
 
# Define the coordinates of the vertices. Each vertex is defined by 3 consecutive floats. 
#                  
coords=[(x0, y0, z0), (x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2), (x0, y0, z0) ] 
#             
  
# Define the faces by index numbers. Each faces is defined by 4 consecutive integers. 
# For triangles you need to repeat the first vertex also in the fourth position. 
faces=[ (0,1,2,0)] 
  
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")   # create a new mesh   
  
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
  
# Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
 
# ### 3 ### draw a square base for the dial rotated by wall declination 
 
R  = r                # an arbitrary length, nothing to do with "r" at all 
 
x1 = - R  
y1 =   R   
 
x2 = - R   
y2 = - R   
 
x3 = - x1 
y3 = - y1 
 
x4 = - x2 
y4 = - y2 
 
# Define the coordinates of the vertices.              
coords=[(x1, y1, 0), (x1+w, y1+w, 0), (x2+w, y2+w, 0) , (x2, y2, 0) ]            
faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")           # create a new mesh   
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)        # Update mesh with new data 
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# Define the coordinates of the vertices.              
coords=[(x2, y2, 0), (x2+w, y2+w, 0), (x3+w, y3+w, 0) , (x3, y3, 0) ]            
faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")           # create a new mesh   
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)        # Update mesh with new data 
 
# Define the coordinates of the vertices.              
coords=[(x3, y3, 0), (x3+w, y3+w, 0), (x4+w, y4+w, 0) , (x4, y4, 0) ]            
faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")           # create a new mesh   
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)        # Update mesh with new data 
 
# Define the coordinates of the vertices.              
coords=[(x4, y4, 0), (x4+w, y4+w, 0), (x1+w, y1+w, 0) , (x1, y1, 0) ]            
faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")           # create a new mesh   
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)        # Update mesh with new data 
 
 
# ### 4 ### draw a line where THE POLE should be   
 
# Define the coordinates of the vertices.  
#       
scale = 3 
x1 = -R * math.tan(math.radians(dec)) * scale 
y1 = -R * scale 
     
coords=[  ( 0,0,0) , (0+w,0,0) , (x1+w,y1,0) , (x1,y1,0)  ]            
  
# Define the faces by index numbers.  
faces=[ (0,1,2,3)] 
   
me = bpy.data.meshes.new("PyramidMesh")           # create a new mesh   
ob = bpy.data.objects.new("Pyramid", me)          # create an object with that mesh 
ob.location = bpy.context.scene.cursor_location   # position object at 3d-cursor 
bpy.context.scene.objects.link(ob)                # Link object to scene 
  
# Fill the mesh with verts, edges, faces  
me.from_pydata(coords,[],faces)   # edges or faces should be [], or you ask for problems 
me.update(calc_edges=True)    # Update mesh with new data 
 
 
 
print ('border is for a square column' ) 
print ("line points to the pole ") 
print ('*** END *** vdec06.py') 
 
 
# END 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

to the pole 
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PYTHON 
a language that can run standalone 

 
http://www.python.org/    Download and install Python from here. 
 
 1. Python itself   http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.5.1/ 
      use Quick Links, Windows Installer 
 
 2. Python Scripter   http://www.mmm-experts.com/ 
 
http://www.python.org/doc/   Documentation 
http://wiki.python.org/moin/BeginnersGuide Useful introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
When Python itself is installed, and then the PyScripter, you now have an IDE (Interactive 
Development Environment). 
 
NOTE: The text versions work on Windows XP sp1 and 2, the graphical versions may not work 
on SP 1. 

an IDE for Python

scripter needs Python itself, which is 
installed from here. 
 
And if graphics are desired, see second 
program, then a plotting package is needed, 
which in turn needs another package.  This 
demo uses MATHPOLOTLIB and NUMPY, and 
the notes for the second program discuss 
downloading them. 

2.7.1 is 
current 
stable 
version

1.7.2 is 
current 
scripter 
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NON GRAPHICAL (TEXT OR CONSOLE) APPLICATIONS 
 
Here is the Pascal program for the h-dial converted to Python, as a console application.  
 
 
 
# program HorizontalDial; 
 
# This program runs using the DOS feature of Windows, rather than the more modern 
# GUI or graphical user interface. This is to make the progrsm clear and simple. 
 
# NOTE: The body of the loop is indented: indentation groups statements. 
 
import math             # this import is needed for the ... math.sin(xx) etc 
 
print "*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------*" 
print "www.illustratingshadows.com  hdialPyConsole.py" 
print "*------------- January 12, 2008 -------------*" 
 
lat   = float(raw_input('Latitude: ')) 
lng   = float(raw_input('Longitude: ')) 
ref   = float(raw_input('Legal Meridian: ')) 
print "Design latitude:     ", lat 
print "Design longitude:    ", lng 
print "Reference meridian:  ", ref 
 
# display the corrections 
corm = 4*(lng - ref) 
print "Correction to shadow ", 
print corm, 
print " minutes." 
print "Correction to shadow ", 
print corm/60, 
print " hours." 
print " " 
 
# do this one time 
slat = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) 
 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    if i==0: 
        print "noon" 
    if i==1: 
        print "noon" 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
    ii = -i 
    j  = 15 * (ii+(corm/60)) 
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) 
    hlat= slat * math.tan(math.radians(j)) 
    #   get the hour line angle back to degrees 
    hla = math.degrees( math.atan(hlat) ) 
    print "Hour:  ", i, " Hour angle: " , j , " Hour line angle: ", hla 
    i = i + 1 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print " " 
print '*** END ***' 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
# END 
 
 
This program as  "hdialPyConsole.py" can be double clicked and (through Python itself) a DOS 
window will be generated and the program will run. 
 
It can also be "RUN" from the IDE. 
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GRAPHICAL ADDITIONS 
 
NOTE: The graphical version does not work on Windows XP SP 1, SP 2 may be required.  
 
A plotting package is needed, the most popular is MATPLOTLIB and can be downloaded free of 
charge from:- 
 
 http://sourceforge.net/projects/matplotlib 
 
This is called MATPLOTLIB and of course it needs installing. It installs as long as Python itself is 
installed. And it in turn needs "numpy", even for these simple programs, which is available from:- 
 
 http://www.scipy.org/ 
 
And, NUMPY installs as long as Python itself is installed. 
 
Once these are installed, then graphics are possible. However, the code should be run by double 
clicking the program in its folder rather than from the IDE, because the IDE has a good chance of 
crashing. 
 
Some notes on graphics are found at:- 
 
 http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/tutorial.html 
 http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/matplotlib.pyplot.html#-axis 
 
NOTE: The graphical depictions should be double checked for aspect ratio. Code exists to 
ensure the correct aspect ration, however, the screen may display a slightly different 
aspect ratio. 
 
The graphical program that runs, in this case under Windows XP, is shown below. 
 
# HorizontalDial: hdialPyGraphical.py : January 13, 2008 1006 mst 
# Simon Wheaton-Smith FRI, MBCS, CITP 
# www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
# This program runs using a graphical display. 
# This should not be run from an IDE as the IDE may crash, 
#      instead locate the folder and program, and double click it. 
 
# NOTE: The body of ifs and loop must be indented: indentation groups statements. 
 
# REGULAR math library mandatory import 
import math             # this import is needed for the ... math.sin(xx) etc 
 
# SPECIAL library for graphics using MATPLOTLIB and it in turn uses NUMPY 
from pylab import *     # these are needed for graphics displays 
from matplotlib.lines   import Line2D 
from matplotlib.patches import Rectangle 
 
# GENERAL introductory text 
print "*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------*" 
print "www.illustratingshadows.com  hdialPyConsole.py" 
print "NOTE: run by double clicking in a folder,  and" 
print "      not from an IDE, as the IDE may crash." 
#print "NOTE: the graphical display area may not have" 
#print "      good aspect ratio, you may resize it." 
print "*------------- January 13, 2008 -------------*" 
 
# READ parameters for the dial plate 
lat   = float(raw_input('Latitude: ')) 
lng   = float(raw_input('Longitude: ')) 
ref   = float(raw_input('Legal Meridian: ')) 
print "Design latitude:     ", lat 
print "Design longitude:    ", lng 
print "Reference meridian:  ", ref 
 
# DISPLAY the corrections for the dial 
corm = 4*(lng - ref) 
print "Correction to shadow ", 
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print corm, 
print " minutes." 
print "Correction to shadow ", 
print corm/60, 
print " hours." 
print " " 
 
# ONE TIME math calculation 
slat = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) 
 
# LIST the table of hours and hour angles 
print ( 'Corrected hour line angles') 
print ( 'morning hours first' ) 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    if i==0: 
        print "noon" 
    if i==1: 
        print "noon" 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
    ii = -i                        # ii is now the hour with the sign reversed 
    j  = 15 * (ii+(corm/60))       # j is now the local hour angle for the time 
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) 
    hlat= slat * math.tan(math.radians(j)) 
    #                              # hlat is the tan of the hour line angle 
    #                              # hla is the hour line angle in degrees 
    hla = math.degrees( math.atan(hlat) ) 
    print "Hour:  ", i, " Hour angle: " , j , " Hour line angle: ", hla 
    i = i + 1                      # go to the next hour 
print ( 'afternoon hours last' ) 
print " " 
print '*** To quit, close the graphical display ***' 
 
# START the graphical depiction 
ax     = gca()                     # get the current axes "instance" 
#                                  # and you can set parms if you like 
#   read: http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/matplotlib.pyplot.html#-gca 
i = -5                             # eg: -3 is 12-3 is 0900, 
while i < 7:                       # eg: +3 is 12+3 is 15 is 3pm 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
    ii = -i                        # ii is now the hour with the sign reversed 
    j  = 15 * (ii+(corm/60))       # j is now the local hour angle for the time 
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) 
    hlat= slat * math.tan(math.radians(j)) 
    #                              # hlat is the tan of the hour line angle 
    #                              # hla is the hour line angle in degrees 
    hla = math.degrees( math.atan(hlat) ) 
    # define dial center 
    xc = 2.45                      # determine dial center by trial and 
    yc = 0.8                       # error with the graph area x,y=2.5,0.8 
 
    # derive line data - 9am to 3pm has y scale of 4.0 
     
    if i < -3 and hla >0: 
        # QUADRANT 1 is A M or morning hours 
        # before 0900 and with a positive hour line angle 
        # left hand side of dial plate 
        # has an x scale of 70% of 4.0 
        xs = -4.0*0.6              # define dial plate limits 
        xe = xs                    # change the x scale to keep in sight 
        ye = xs / hlat             # 1/tan is same as cotan 
        plot ( [xc, xc+xe], [yc, (yc-ye)]) 
        # the plot goes by default to the current instance 
        ax.text(xc+0.1+xe,  (yc-ye), 'am' ) 
        # this sends text to "ax" the current graphical "instance" 
        ax.text(xc+0.1+xe,  (yc-0.15-ye),12+i ) 
        ax.text(xc+0.1+xe,  (yc-0.3-ye), int(hla) ) 
    elif i > 3 and hla <0: 
        # QUADRANT 3 is P M or afternoon hours 
        # after 1500 and with a negative hour line angle 
        # right hand side of dial plate 
        xs = 4.0*0.5          # define dial plate limits 
        ys = xs 
        xe = xs 
        ye = -ys / hlat 
        plot ( [xc, xc+xe], [yc, yc+ye]) 
        ax.text(xc+xe+0.1,  yc+ye, 'pm' ) 
        ax.text(xc+xe+0.1,  yc+ye-0.15,  12+i ) 
        ax.text(xc+xe+0.1,  (yc+ye-0.3), int(hla) ) 
    elif i >=-3 and i <= 3: 
        # M I D D A Y 
        # on or after 0900 but less than or equal to 1500 
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        # top if dial plate 
        xs = 4.0              # define dial plate limits 
        ys = xs 
        ye = ys 
        xe = -ys * hlat 
        plot ( [xc, xc+xe], [yc, yc+ye]) 
        ax.text(xc+xe, yc+ye, '24Hr' ) 
        ax.text(xc+xe+0.1,  yc+ye-0.15,  12+i ) 
        ax.text(xc+xe+0.1,  yc+ye-0.3,   int(hla) ) 
    else: 
        i = i          # do nothing 
    # and bump the hour 
    i = i + 1 
         
#xc = 2.5 
#yc = 0.8 
plot ([xc-2.5, xc-2.5], [yc, yc+4.2], 'b')  # left side of a box 
plot ([xc+2.4, xc+2.4], [yc, yc+4.2], 'b')  # right side of a box 
plot ([xc-2.5, xc+2.4], [yc, yc ], 'b')     # bottom side of a box 
plot ([xc-2.5, xc+2.4], [yc+4.2, yc+4.2 ], 'b')     # top of a box 
#ax.text(xc-2.5, yc-0.2, 'Graph may not be correct aspect ratio, resize panel.') 
ax.text(xc-2.5, yc-0.4, 'H-dial file name: hdialPyGraphical.py') 
ax.text(xc-2.5, yc-0.6, 'www.illustratingshadows.com Simon Wheaton-Smith') 
ax.text(xc-2.5, yc-0.8, 'Lat:                  Long:               Ref:') 
ax.text(xc-2.0, yc-0.8, lat) 
ax.text(xc-1  , yc-0.8, lng) 
ax.text(xc+0.02,yc-0.8, ref) 
 
axis([0, 5, 0, 5])             # manages the graphics box 
axis('equal')                  # makes angles correct aspect ratio 
axis('off') 
show() 
 
okok  = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
# END 
 
The texttual output is shown below. 
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The graphical display is shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The angles were validated with DeltaCAD. shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  Python has much in common with Java, however the learning curve was much faster. 
Python, like Java, can be used for web applications and the like. 
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There is code for the vertical decliner also. This works for declinations other than 0. For 
declinations of 0, there is the usual divide by 0 problem, which I chose not to test for. Simple, and 
done in the other programs, however the point here was to have simple coding. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If a declination of 0 is required, then the horizontal dial can be used, reversing the longitude and 
reference longitude, and thusly the hours. Alternatively, the vdial program can be used. The 
aspect ratio must be double checked. 
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PYSCRIPTER 
 
PyScripter works on XP SP1 and SP2 however graphics only work on SP2 
 
Under Windows Vista 64 bit, PyScripter will crash. 
 
Not tested under Windows 8. 
 
Other IDE systems for Python may exist. 
 
 
OTHER SYSTEMS 
 
Other IDE systems 
 
 ACTIVE STATE 
 
 http://www.activestate.com/Products/activepython/ 
  
 this package runs on Windows XP SP1 in text (non graphical mode). 
 
 
OTHER SYSTEMS USING PYTHON 
 
The free FreeCAD program uses Python in its scripting. 
 
The free Blender CAD program uses Python in its scripting. 
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PYTHON ~ Same as in earlier pages, just a different IDE          February 7, 2017 
 
https://www.python.org/ 
 

 
http://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm 
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This IDE used Turtle graphics, quite different from the previous pages. 
 
n Wheaton-Smith FRI, MBCS, CITP 
# www.illustratingshadows.com 
 
# This program runs using a graphical display. 
# This should not be run from an IDE as the IDE may crash, 
#      instead locate the folder and program, and double click it. 
 
# NOTE: The body of ifs and loop must be indented: indentation groups statements. 
 
# REGULAR math library mandatory import 
import math  # this import is needed for the ... math.sin(xx) etc 
import turtle 
 
 
# GENERAL introductory text 
print "*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------*" 
print "python,  pycharm  . . .  using Turtle graphics" 
print "NOTE: run by double clicking in a folder,  and" 
print "      not from an IDE, as the IDE may crash." 
# print "NOTE: the graphical display area may not have" 
# print "      good aspect ratio, you may resize it." 
print "*------------- January 13, 2008 -------------*" 
 
 
 
# READ parameters for the dial plate 
lat = float(raw_input('Latitude: ')) 
lng = float(raw_input('Longitude: ')) 
ref = float(raw_input('Legal Meridian: ')) 
print "Design latitude:     ", lat 
print "Design longitude:    ", lng 
print "Reference meridian:  ", ref 
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# DISPLAY the corrections for the dial 
corm = 4 * (lng - ref) 
print "Correction to shadow ", 
print corm, 
print " minutes." 
print "Correction to shadow ", 
print corm / 60, 
print " hours." 
print " " 
 
# ONE TIME math calculation 
slat = math.sin(math.radians(lat)) 
 
# LIST the table of hours and hour angles 
print ('Corrected hour line angles') 
print ('morning hours first') 
i = -6 
while i < 7: 
    if i == 0: 
        print "noon" 
    if i == 1: 
        print "noon" 
    # get the hour angle of the sun 
    ii = -i  # ii is now the hour with the sign reversed 
    j = 15 * (ii + (corm / 60))  # j is now the local hour angle for the time 
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) 
    hlat = slat * math.tan(math.radians(j)) 
    #                              # hlat is the tan of the hour line angle 
    #                              # hla is the hour line angle in degrees 
    hla = math.degrees(math.atan(hlat)) 
    print "Hour:  ", i, " Hour angle: ", j, " Hour line angle: ", hla 
    i = i + 1  # go to the next hour 
print ('afternoon hours last') 
print " " 
print '*** To quit, close the graphical display ***' 
 
# START the graphical depiction 
 
i = -5  # eg: -3 is 12-3 is 0900, 
while i < 6:  # eg: +3 is 12+3 is 15 is 3pm 
    #   get the hour angle of the sun 
    ii = -i  # ii is now the hour with the sign reversed 
    j = 15 * (ii + (corm / 60))  # j is now the local hour angle for the time 
    #   get the resulting hour line angle ~ atan(sin(lat)*tan(hr*15) 
    hlat = slat * math.tan(math.radians(j)) 
    #                              # hlat is the tan of the hour line angle 
    #                              # hla is the hour line angle in degrees 
    hla = math.degrees(math.atan(hlat)) 
 
    # http://www.eg.bucknell.edu/~hyde/Python3/TurtleDirections.html 
    turtle.goto(0, 0) 
    turtle.degrees() 
 
    turtle.width(1) 
    if i > 0: 
        turtle.width(2) 
    if i == 0: 
        turtle.width(5) 
 
    #turtle.setheading(hla) 
    #turtle.forward(150) 
 
    # or ... 
 
    turtle.left(hla+90) 
    turtle.forward(300) 
    turtle.goto(0, 0) 
    turtle.right(hla+90) 
 
    # and bump the hour 
    i = i + 1 
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okok = raw_input('Any key to end. ') 
# END 

 
 
The console is shown below:- 
 
 
C:\Python27\python.exe C:/Users/simon/PycharmProjects/testhDialG/testhdialg2017.py 
*------------- Horizontal Dial --------------* 
python,  pycharm  . . .  using Turtle graphics 
NOTE: run by double clicking in a folder,  and 
      not from an IDE, as the IDE may crash. 
*------------- January 13, 2008 -------------* 
Latitude: 33.5 
Longitude: 112.1 
Legal Meridian: 105 
Design latitude:      33.5 
Design longitude:     112.1 
Reference meridian:   105.0 
Correction to shadow  28.4  minutes. 
Correction to shadow  0.473333333333  hours. 
  
Corrected hour line angles 
morning hours first 
Hour:   -6  Hour angle:  97.1  Hour line angle:  -77.2829880301 
Hour:   -5  Hour angle:  82.1  Hour line angle:  75.8878456001 
Hour:   -4  Hour angle:  67.1  Hour line angle:  52.5719153294 
Hour:   -3  Hour angle:  52.1  Hour line angle:  35.3364225578 
Hour:   -2  Hour angle:  37.1  Hour line angle:  22.6569580349 
Hour:   -1  Hour angle:  22.1  Hour line angle:  12.6322947239 
noon 
Hour:   0  Hour angle:  7.1  Hour line angle:  3.93274718712 
noon 
Hour:   1  Hour angle:  -7.9  Hour line angle:  -4.37959570538 
Hour:   2  Hour angle:  -22.9  Hour line angle:  -13.1239139018 
Hour:   3  Hour angle:  -37.9  Hour line angle:  -23.2518047762 
Hour:   4  Hour angle:  -52.9  Hour line angle:  -36.1216506216 
Hour:   5  Hour angle:  -67.9  Hour line angle:  -53.6582271933 
Hour:   6  Hour angle:  -82.9  Hour line angle:  -77.2829880301 
afternoon hours last 
  
*** To quit, close the graphical display *** 
Any key to end. 

 
 

 
To the left is the turtle graphics depiction. I have 
not as yet been able to simply display text in that 
area, so I cannot show the hours. 
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PERL 
 

Practical Extraction and Report Language 
 

 

Programming examples but in 
text form as opposed to 
graphics 

 
 
 

Primarily using ActiveState from:     
 
 www.activestate.com/activeperl     
 
and nothing more involved than the Windows notepad or 
wordpad editors, and double clicking the hDial.pl or vDial.pl 
resulting programs. ActiveState was chosen as it was 
simple, installed, and worked first time. THEN after basic 
experience was gained, then the IDE was used; note that 
the IDE does not display prompts (for latitude etc) until after 
the inputs are entered!!. 
 
Strawberry Perl was not used as it did not offer benefits 
over ActiveState, and seemed to be too Unix oriented. 
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TWO CHOICES… 
 
 StrawberryPerl 
or 
 ActiveState 
 
 
 
I chose ActiveState, it installed first time, had the additional libraries (math, GD, etc) and worked. 
And the IDE choses also worked with it well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PERL programming ~ StrawberryPerl ~ I did not use this, I used ActiveState instead 
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http://www.perl.org/get.html 
 
http://strawberryperl.com/ 
 

 
 
     strawberry-perl-5.12.3.0.msi 
 
 
Strawberry Perl 5.12.3.0 README 
=============================== 
 
What is Strawberry Perl? 
------------------------ 
 
* 'Perl' is a programming language suitable for writing simple scripts as well 
  as complex applications. See http://perldoc.perl.org/perlintro.html 
 
* 'Strawberry Perl' is a perl enviroment for Microsoft Windows containing all 
  you need to run and develop perl applications. It is designed to be as close 
  as possible to perl enviroment on UNIX systems. See http://strawberryperl.com/ 
 
Installation instructions: (.zip distribution only) 
--------------------------------------------------- 
 
* If installing this version from a .zip file, you MUST extract it to a  
  directory that does not have spaces in it (referred to as <directory>  
  below) and then run some commands and manually set some environment  
  variables: 
 
  cd <directory> 
  perl\bin\perl.exe relocation.pl.bat 
  perl\bin\perl.exe update_env.pl.bat 
 
  (You can specify " --nosystem" after update_env.pl.bat to install Strawberry  
  Perl's environment variables for the current user only.) 
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* If having a fixed installation path does not suit you, go to 
  http://strawberryperl.com/releases.html and try "Strawberry Perl Portable  
  Edition" 
 
 
How to use Strawberry Perl? 
--------------------------- 
 
* In the command prompt window you can: 
 
  1. run any perl script by launching 
   
     c:\> perl c:\path\to\script.pl 
 
  2. install additional perl modules (libraries) from http://www.cpan.org/ by 
 
     c:\> cpan Module::Name 
   
  3. run other tools included in Strawberry Perl like: perldoc, gcc, dmake ... 
 
* You'll need a text editor to create perl scripts.  One is NOT included with  
Strawberry Perl.  A few options are Padre (which can be installed by running  
"cpan Padre" from the command prompt for 32-bit versions) and Notepad++  
(which is downloadable at notepad-plus.sourceforge.net), which both include  
syntax highlighting for perl scripts.  You can even use Notepad, if you wish. 
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PERL programming ~ ActiveState ~ I used this, I did not use StrawberryPerl  
 

OR . . . 
 
www.activestate.com/activeperl    
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USING ActiveState from “www.activestate.com/activeperl“:- 
 
and documentation from 
 
 http://www.perl.org/books/beginning-perl/ 
 

http://perldoc.perl.org/Math/Trig.html#TRIGONOMETRIC-FUNCTIONS 
  
http://alvinalexander.com/blog/post/perl/reference-page-perl-printf-formatting-
format-cheat-sheet 

 
The following is a text only horizontal dial program 
 

# A horizontal sundial with a longitude correction, text only 
# www.illustratingshadows.com  
# January 4, 2013 
 
use English; 
# http://perldoc.perl.org/Math/Trig.html#TRIGONOMETRIC-FUNCTIONS 
use Math::Trig;         # needs "use Math::Trig;" as "atan2" is worthless 
                              # also TAN is in math.trig, otherwise you must 
                        # do sin/cos. But the big deal is TAN vs ATAN2 
 
print "\n*** Illustrating Shadows PERL *** hDial Jan 5, 2014\n"; 
 
print "\nEnter a latitude as nn.n   "; 
$latitude = readline(*STDIN); 
 
print "\nEnter a longitude offset (+ is west, - is east) as nn.n    "; 
$longitude = -readline(*STDIN); 
 
$slat = sin($latitude*2*3.14159/360); 
 
$hr=-6; 
while ($hr<7) {              # NOTE: ctrl-C will break a loop in Windows 8 
     
    # following does not need "use Math::Trig;" however, it is needed for ATAN etc 
    # $hlaTAN = $slat ; 
    # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN * sin(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
    # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN / cos(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
 
    $hlaTAN = $slat * Math::Trig::tan(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60))*2*3.14159/360); 
 
    $hla    = atan($hlaTAN); # needs "use Math::Trig;" as "atan2" is worthless 
    $hla    = $hla*360/(2*3.14159); 
 
    # http://alvinalexander.com/blog/post/perl/reference-page-perl-printf-
formatting-format-cheat-sheet 
    print "\nhour is: " , $hr+12 ," hour line angle is: ";     
    printf("%.2f", $hla); 
 
    $hr = $hr + 1; 
} 
 
print "\nbye.\n"; 
$latitude = readline(*STDIN); # any old input to pause screen 
# end #  
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    Hour line angles for   
Horizontal hour 
line 

        TIME OF DAY  simple dials   
angles with long 
corr 

am pm HORIZONTAL   am pm 
12.00 12.00 0.00     3.93 -3.93
11.50 0.50 4.16     8.18 0.22
11.00 1.00 8.41     12.63 4.38
10.50 1.50 12.88    17.41 8.64
10.00 2.00 17.68     22.66 13.12

9.50 2.50 22.95   28.56 17.94
9.00 3.00 28.90     35.34 23.25
8.50 3.50 35.73    43.25 29.24
8.00 4.00 43.71     52.57 36.12
7.50 4.50 53.11    63.48 44.17
7.00 5.00 64.10     75.89 53.66
6.50 5.50 76.58    89.28 64.74
6.00 6.00 90.00     -77.28 77.28

    These have no    These have 

    
longitude 
correction   

longitude 
correction 
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USING ActiveState from “www.activestate.com/activeperl“:- 
 
and documentation as before, the following is a text onlyvertical dial program 
 
 

# A vertical sundial with a longitude correction, text only 
# www.illustratingshadows.com 
# January 5, 2013 
# converted from the hDial Perl program, see ... "# change here for h->v Dial" 
notes 
 
use English; 
# http://perldoc.perl.org/Math/Trig.html#TRIGONOMETRIC-FUNCTIONS 
use Math::Trig;             # needs "use Math::Trig;" as "atan2" is worthless 
                              # also TAN is in math.trig, otherwise you must 
                              # do sin/cos. But the big deal is TAN vs ATAN2 
 
print "\n*** Illustrating Shadows PERL *** vDial Jan 5, 2014\n"; 
 
print "\nEnter a latitude as nn.n   "; 
$latitude = 90-readline(*STDIN);      # changed to co-latitude 
 
print "\nEnter a longitude offset (+ is west, - is east) as nn.n    "; 
$longitude =  readline(*STDIN);       # remove "-" as moving from h->vDial 
 
$slat = sin($latitude*2*3.14159/360); 
 
$hr=6;                               # change here for h->v Dial 
while ($hr>-7) {                      # change here for h->v Dial 
     
    # following does not need "use Math::Trig;" however, it is needed for ATAN etc 
    # $hlaTAN = $slat ; 
    # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN * sin(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
    # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN / cos(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
 
    $hlaTAN = $slat * Math::Trig::tan(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60))*2*3.14159/360); 
 
    $hla    = atan($hlaTAN);   # needs "use Math::Trig;" 
    $hla    = $hla*360/(2*3.14159); 
 
    # http://alvinalexander.com/blog/post/perl/reference-page-perl-printf-
formatting-format-cheat-sheet 
    print "\nhour is: " , 12-$hr ," hour line angle is: ";   # change here for h-
>v Dial   
    printf("%.2f", -$hla);           # change here for h->v Dial  
 
    $hr = $hr - 1;                 # change here for h->v Dial 
} 
 
print "\nbye.\n"; 
$latitude = readline(*STDIN);        # any old input to pause screen 
# end # 
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Latitude 33.5 Hour line angles for   Vertical hour line 

        TIME OF DAY simple dials   
angles with long 
corr 

am pm VERTICAL     am pm 
12.00 12.00 0.00     5.93 -5.93
11.50 0.50 6.27     12.25 0.33
11.00 1.00 12.60     18.71 6.60
10.50 1.50 19.06     25.35 12.94
10.00 2.00 25.71     32.24 19.40

9.50 2.50 32.61    39.43 26.07
9.00 3.00 39.82     46.97 32.99
8.50 3.50 47.38     54.87 40.22
8.00 4.00 55.30     63.13 47.79
7.50 4.50 63.59     71.72 55.74
7.00 5.00 72.19     80.55 64.04
6.50 5.50 81.03     89.52 72.65
6.00 6.00 90.00     -81.50 81.50

    These have no    These have 

    
longitude 
correction   

longitude 
correction 
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PERL IDE 
 
http://open-perl-ide.sourceforge.net/ 
 

 Open_Perl_IDE_1.0.11.409.zip  
 
http://open-perl-ide.sourceforge.net/documentation/user-manual/usermanual.html 
 

 
Debugging the hDial and vDial programs was done with the standard Windows Notepad or 
Wordpad programs. The files were saved and double clicked to run them. Syntax and other 
abnormal termination errors were hard to debug because the DOS screen in Windows 8 flashed 
up and vanished. So, an IDE would have been very helpful. 
 
The IDE whose url is shown above installed easily. Start it with…  PerlIDE.exe 
 
It will load and then run Perl programs (or scripts if you prefer). However, the display of printing 
does NOT happen until after the INPUT values are read. So, you must do:- 
 
33.5 <enter> 
7.1 <enter> 
<enter> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
on blind faith, and then and only then do the results get displayed. This has the advantage that 
when problems occur, the “DOS window” does not flash by, instead, there is some help from the 
IDE. 
 
HINT: NOTE:  Clear out the “.vpd” files after an error, otherwise your subsequent changes will 

not be correct when using the IDE. In other words, if your changes still have 
syntax errors, or, they still crash, simply:- 

 
 1. save yoru files 
 2. exit the IDE 
 3. delete the associated VPD files 
 4. resume with the IDE 
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Graphics and Perl ~ two choices, GD or TK 
 
GD with GD, the primitives are simple but there is no easy way to display the output 
 
  http://search.cpan.org/~lds/GD-2.46/GD/Simple.pm 
 http://perl.about.com/od/packagesmodules/qt/perlgdsimple.htm 
 http://perl.about.com/gi/o.htm?zi=1/XJ&zTi=1&sdn=perl&cdn=compute&tm=36&gp

s=149_8_1327_699&f=00&su=p284.13.342.ip_&tt=13&bt=8&bts=8&zu=http%3A//sear
ch.cpan.org/%7Elds/GD-2.35/GD/Simple.pm 

 
 
GD example code… 
 
# http://perldoc.perl.org/Math/Trig.html#TRIGONOMETRIC-FUNCTIONS 
use Math::Trig;                  # needs "use Math::Trig;" as "atan2" is worthless 
                                   # also TAN is in math.trig, otherwise you must 
                                # do sin/cos. But the big deal is TAN vs ATAN2 
use GD::Simple;                       # needed for graphics 
 
    # REQUIRED FOR GD GRAPHICS TO WORK:   use GD::Simple; 
 
    # create a new image 
    $img = GD::Simple->new(640,640); 
 
    # draw a red rectangle with blue borders 
    $img->bgcolor('red'); 
    $img->fgcolor('blue'); 
    $img->rectangle(10,10,620,620); 
 
    $img->moveTo(100,20); 
    $img->font('Times:italic'); 
    $img->fontsize(18); 
    $img->string('Horizontal Sundial'); 
 
    # # turtle graphics 
    # $img->moveTo(320,600); 
    # $img->penSize(3,3); 
    # $img->angle(0); 
    # $img->line(20);   # 20 pixels going to the right 
    # $img->turn(30);   # set turning angle to 30 degrees 
 
    $img->moveTo(320,600); 
    $img->penSize(3,3); 
    $x = 100; 
    $y = 100; 
    $img->lineTo($x,$y) ; 
 
    # convert into png data 
    # ####################################################### # 
    # #  This is where I am stuck right now . . .           # # 
    # ####################################################### # 
    print $img->png; 
    # write ("test.png", $img->png;); 
 
print "\nbye.\n"; 
# end # 
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TK example code  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
# A horizontal sundial with a longitude correction, text and graphics 
# www.illustratingshadows.com               # January 6, 2013 
 
use English; 
#                                           # 
http://perldoc.perl.org/Math/Trig.html#TRIGONOMETRIC-FUNCTIONS 
use Math::Trig;                             # needs "use Math::Trig;" as "atan2" 
is worthless 
                                            # also TAN is in math.trig, otherwise 
you must 
                                            # do sin/cos. But the big deal is TAN 
vs ATAN2 
 
print "\n*** Illustrating Shadows PERL *** hDial Jan 5, 2014\n"; 
 
print "\nEnter a latitude as nn.n   "; 
$latitude = readline(*STDIN); 
 
print "\nEnter a longitude offset (+ is west, - is east) as nn.n    "; 
$longitude = -readline(*STDIN); 
 
$slat = sin($latitude*2*3.14159/360); 
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# now start the graphics stuff 
use Tkx; 
 
$mw = Tkx::widget->new("."); 
# http://www.tkdocs.com/tutorial/canvas.html 
$canvas = $mw->new_tk__canvas(-width => 800, -height => 600, -background => 
"yellow") ; 
$canvas->g_grid(-column=>0, -row=>0); 
 
$canvas->create_text(200,20,-text=>"HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL",-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(500,20,-text=>"www.illustratingshadows.com",-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(200,40,-text=>"LATITUDE",-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(300,45,-text=>$latitude,-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(200,60,-text=>"LONGITUDE OFFSET",-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(300,60,-text=>-$longitude,-anchor=>"e"); 
 
$hr=-5; 
while ($hr<6) {                              # NOTE: ctrl-C will break a loop in 
Windows 8 
 
    # following does not need "use Math::Trig;" however, it is needed for ATAN etc 
    # $hlaTAN = $slat ; 
    # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN * sin(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
    # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN / cos(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
 
    $hlaTAN = $slat * Math::Trig::tan(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60))*2*3.14159/360); 
 
    $hla    = atan($hlaTAN);                 # needs "use Math::Trig;" as "atan2" 
is worthless 
    $hla    = $hla*360/(2*3.14159); 
 
    # http://alvinalexander.com/blog/post/perl/reference-page-perl-printf-
formatting-format-cheat-sheet 
    print "\nhour is: " , $hr+12 ," hour line angle is: "; 
    printf("%.2f", $hla); 
    $thla=sprintf("%.2f", $hla); 
    # 
    $xc=400; 
    $yc=500; 
    $radial = 350; 
    $y=$radial*cos($hla*2*3.14159/360); 
    $x=$radial*sin($hla*2*3.14159/360); 
    $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc,   $xc+$x,$yc-$y); 
    $canvas->create_text($xc+$x,$yc-$y,-text=>$thla); 
    $canvas->create_text($xc+$x,$yc+10-$y,-text=>(12+$hr)); 
 
    $hr = $hr + 1; 
} 
 
# draw gnomon 
    $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc,         $xc+0,$yc-200); 
    $x = 200*sin($latitude*2*3.14159/360); 
    $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc-200,     $xc+$x,$yc-200); 
    $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc,         $xc+$x,$yc-200); 
    $canvas->create_text($xc+$x+10,$yc-200,-text=>"LAT:",-anchor=>"e"); 
    $canvas->create_text($xc+$x+30,$yc-200,-text=>$latitude,-anchor=>"e"); 
 
Tkx::MainLoop(); 
 
print "\nThe End\n"; 
 
# END # 
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TEXT in a graphical area that can be scrolled, read, and so on 
 
 

# now start the graphics stuff 
use Tkx; 
 
$mw = Tkx::widget->new("."); 
# http://www.tkdocs.com/tutorial/canvas.html 
$canvas = $mw->new_tk__canvas(-width => 800, -height => 400, -background => 
"yellow") ; 
$canvas->g_grid(-column=>0, -row=>0); 
 
# text in graphics works, but cant read changes to data 
$canvas->create_text(200,20,-text=>"HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL",-anchor=>"e"); 
$canvas->create_text(500,20,-text=>"www.illustratingshadows.com",-anchor=>"e"); 
 
# now start the text stuff 
# http://www.tkdocs.com/tutorial/text.html 
$text = $mw->new_tk__text(-width => 40, -height => 3, -bg=>"grey"); 
$text->insert("1.0", "here is my text to insert"); 
$text->g_grid;                 # this causes it to be displayed 
                               # need to know how to trigger a READ 
                               # probably an event $text->xxxxx 
$thetext = $text->get("1.0", "end"); 
 
Tkx::MainLoop(); 
 
print "\nThe End\n"; 
 
print $thetext; 

 

 
 
NOTE: I am working on what event is required to detect a user change to the text, and thus use 
that as input to drive the graphical depiction that would result. 
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A horizontal graphical dial, as befre, but parameters come from a popup box 
 

# A horizontal sundial with a longitude correction, text and graphics, and text 
popup box 
# www.illustratingshadows.com               # January 8, 2013 
 
# http://www.tkdocs.com/tutorial 
# http://www.tkdocs.com/tutorial/firstexample.html#code 
 
#                   # http://perldoc.perl.org/Math/Trig.html#TRIGONOMETRIC-
FUNCTIONS 
use Math::Trig;     # needs "use Math::Trig;" as "atan2" is worthless 
                    # also TAN is in math.trig, otherwise you must 
                    # do sin/cos. But the big deal is TAN vs ATAN2 
 
use TKx;            # needed for graphics 
# use Tk; 
 
tk::toplevel .t ;   # create a top level window 
 
# $t = TkToplevel.new(parent); 
 
use Tkx; 
 
# ########################## 
# # WHERE INPUT HAPPENS    # 
# ########################## 
 
Tkx::wm_title  (".", "LOCATION"); 
Tkx::ttk__frame(".c" ,  -padding => "60 15 20 20" ); 
Tkx::grid( ".c", -column => 0, -row => 0, -sticky => "nwes"); 
Tkx::grid_columnconfigure( ".", 0, -weight => 1); 
Tkx::grid_rowconfigure   ( ".", 0, -weight => 1); 
 
Tkx::ttk__entry (".c.lat",   -width  => 7, -textvariable => \$lat); 
Tkx::grid       (".c.lat",   -column => 2, -row => 1, -sticky => "we"); 
Tkx::ttk__entry (".c.lng",   -width  => 7, -textvariable => \$lng); 
Tkx::grid       (".c.lng",   -column => 2, -row => 2, -sticky => "we"); 
# Tkx::ttk__label (".c.meters", -textvariable => \$meters); 
# Tkx::grid       (".c.meters", -column => 2, -row => 2, -sticky => "we"); 
Tkx::ttk__button(".c.calc",   -text => "DRAFT", -command => sub {calculate();}); 
Tkx::grid       (".c.calc",   -column => 3, -row => 3, -sticky => "w"); 
Tkx::ttk__button(".c.quit",   -text => "QUIT", -command => sub {quitNow();}); 
Tkx::grid       (".c.quit",   -column => 3, -row => 4, -sticky => "w"); 
 
Tkx::grid( Tkx::ttk__label(".c.latlbl",  -text => "latitude"),  -column => 3, -row 
=> 1, -sticky => "w"); 
Tkx::grid( Tkx::ttk__label(".c.lnglbl",  -text => "longitude"), -column => 3, -row 
=> 2, -sticky => "w"); 
 
foreach (Tkx::SplitList(Tkx::winfo_children(".c"))) { 
    Tkx::grid_configure($_, -padx => 5, -pady => 5); 
} 
Tkx::focus(".c.lat"); 
Tkx::bind (".", "<Return>", sub {calculate();}); 
 
# ########################## 
# # WHERE THE WORK IS DONE # 
# ########################## 
sub calculate { 
   Tkx::grid( Tkx::ttk__label(".c.info",  -text => "OK"),       -column => 2, -row 
=> 3, -sticky => "w"); 
    
   ############################# 
   $longitude = $lng; 
   $latitude  = $lat; 
   $slat      = sin($lat*2*3.14159/360); 
    
   $mw = Tkx::widget->new("."); 
   # http://www.tkdocs.com/tutorial/canvas.html 
   $canvas = $mw->new_tk__canvas(-width => 800, -height => 600, -background => 
"yellow") ; 
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   $canvas->g_grid(-column=>0, -row=>0); 
 
   $canvas->create_text(200,20, -text=>"HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL",-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(500,20, -text=>"www.illustratingshadows.com",-
anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(200,40, -text=>"LATITUDE",-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(300,45, -text=>$latitude,-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(200,60, -text=>"LONGITUDE OFFSET",-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(300,60, -text=>-$longitude,-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(600,80, -text=>"**** IGNORE PERL ABNORMAL TERMINATION 
****",-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(600,95, -text=>"WHEN YOU CLICK THE RED X IN THE GRAPH 
AREA",-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text(600,110,-text=>"CLICK THE RED X IN DOS TEXT AREA INSTEAD  
",-anchor=>"e"); 
    
   $hr=-5; 
   print "\n*** IGNORE PERL ABNORMAL TERMINATION ***"; 
   while ($hr<6) {                              # NOTE: ctrl-C will break a loop 
in Windows 8 
 
       # following does not need "use Math::Trig;", it is needed for ATAN etc 
       # $hlaTAN = $slat ; 
       # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN * sin(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
       # $hlaTAN = $hlaTAN / cos(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60)))*2*3.14159/360) ; 
 
       $hlaTAN = $slat * 
Math::Trig::tan(15*($hr+($longitude*4/60))*2*3.14159/360); 
 
       $hla    = atan($hlaTAN);                 # needs "use Math::Trig;" as 
"atan2" is worthless 
       $hla    = $hla*360/(2*3.14159); 
 
       # http://alvinalexander.com/blog/post/perl/reference-page-perl-printf-
formatting-format-cheat-sheet 
       print "\nhour is: " , $hr+12 ," hour line angle is: "; 
       printf("%.2f", $hla); 
       $thla=sprintf("%.2f", $hla); 
       # 
       $xc=400; 
       $yc=500; 
       $radial = 350; 
       $y=$radial*cos($hla*2*3.14159/360); 
       $x=$radial*sin($hla*2*3.14159/360); 
       $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc,   $xc+$x,$yc-$y); 
       $canvas->create_text($xc+$x,$yc-$y,-text=>$thla); 
       $canvas->create_text($xc+$x,$yc+10-$y,-text=>(12+$hr)); 
 
       $hr = $hr + 1; 
   } 
 
   # draw gnomon 
   $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc,         $xc+0,$yc-200); 
   $x = 200*sin($latitude*2*3.14159/360); 
   $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc-200,     $xc+$x,$yc-200); 
   $canvas->create_line($xc,$yc,         $xc+$x,$yc-200); 
   $canvas->create_text($xc+$x+10,$yc-200,-text=>"LAT:",-anchor=>"e"); 
   $canvas->create_text($xc+$x+30,$yc-200,-text=>$latitude,-anchor=>"e"); 
    
############################# 
} 
 
# THIS WORKS FOR THE BUTTON TO QUIT 
sub quitNow { 
   Tkx::exit(1); 
} 
 
# THIS IS WHAT RUNS THE TKX SYSTEM 
Tkx::MainLoop(); 
 
# END # 
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NOTE: I am working on what event is required to detect a click that terminates the graphical area 
and thus bypass the Perl abnormal termination. At present, I have notes saying that termination is 
done by terminating the DOS popup window that holds the text output. 
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MISCELANEOUS NOTES AND REMINDERS ABOUT PERL 
 
An excellent online free book: http://www.perl.org/books/beginning-perl/ 
 
Perl, in my opinion, has many good features. It addresses the issue of type casting and 
conversion very well. However, it also has succumbed to “gimmicks”, in other words some 
language shortcuts that while very helpful, make the whole program less readable. Just as the 
IBM 1401 autocoder programmer used “A *-6,CTR” as a gimmick, there are similar gimmicks in 
Perl, one is $_ and yes it is useful, but it violates one of my programming rules. 
 
$_ The Special Variable $_ 
 

There are certain variables which Perl provides internally that you either are not allowed 
to, or do not want to, overwrite. $_ is the 'default variable' that a lot of functions read from 
and write to if no other variable is given. Yes, it is useful, but better practice may be to 
explicitely state variables. 
 

aa AA Label names ARE case sensitive, thus Abc and ABC and abc are all different. 
 
$ @ % Apart from the prefix, the same restrictions apply to arrays and hashes. Scalar variables 

are prefixed by a dollar sign ($), arrays begin with an at sign (@), and hashes begin with 
a percent sign (%). 

 
“   ‘ Single and double quotes ~ controls variable substitution ( “ ) or not ( ‘ ) 
  $xyz = 12; 
  print “abc $xyz”   -> abc 12 
  and 
  print  ‘abc $xyz’   -> abc $xyz 
 
my Label scope and “my” ~  
  $xyz = 12; 
  {  my  $xys = 7; 
     print $xyz           ->  7 
  } 
  print $xyz              -> 12 
 
qw http://www.misc-perl-info.com/perl-qw.html  qwx           x 
 http://www.misc-perl-info.com/perl-qq.html  qqx            x 
 http://www.misc-perl-info.com/perl-q.html  qx              x 
 
 The qw etc operator or function separates out words separated by white noise and places 

the separate words into the elements of an array 
 
 # initialize an array 
 my @array = (); 
 @array = ('sweet', 'bitter', 'sour', 'salty', 'hot');  # or 
 @array = ("sweet", "bitter", "sour", "salty", "hot");  # or 
 @array = qw/sweet bitter sour salty hot/; 
 
 
stdin get some input from the console ~  
 $answer = <STDIN>; 
 or 
 $answer = readline(*STDIN); 
 
reverse  operator reverses a string 
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chomp the “chomp ($c );” function removes one and only one trailing “\n” 
 
IF The conditional test syntax is:- 
 

if ( <some test> ) {                        a < b    a == b    a > c    etc 
     <do something>; 
} 
 
if (<some test>) { 
          <do something>; 
} else { 
          <do something else>; 
} 
 
if ( <condition 1> ) { 
 <action> 
} elsif ( <condition 2> ) { 
 <second action> 
} elsif ( <condition 3> ) { 
... 
} else { 
 <if all else fails> 
} 

 
unless unless ( condition) {    , , ,      }    This is a variant of IF 
 
for print "Please enter your selection (1 to 10): ";  This is a variant of IF 
 my $choice = <STDIN>; 
 for ($choice) { 
  $_ == 1 && print "You chose number one\n"; 
  $_ == 2 && print "You chose number two\n"; 
  $_ == 3 && print "You chose number three\n"; 
 } 
 
while This is a loop syntax, as is “do” and “until”  
 
 while ($countdown > 0) { 
  print "Counting down: $countdown\n"; 
  $countdown--; 
 } 
 
do do { 
  $_ = <STDIN>; 
  chomp; 
  my $sdrawkcab = reverse $_; 
  print "$sdrawkcab\n"; 
 }   while ($_); 
 
 
until my $countdown = 5; 
 until ($countdown-- == 0) { 
  print "Counting down: $countdown\n"; 
 } 
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array print (('salt', 'vinegar', 'mustard', 'pepper')[2]);           will display “mustard” 
 
file open FH, 'junk.log' or die "ooops"; 

$recno=1; 
while (<FH>) { 
  print ( ' ', $recno++, ': ' ); 
  print "$_"; 
  print "*ok* \n";     # this is the new line 
  print '*uh* \n';     # this is not a new line 
} 
print "great"; 
$latitude = readline(*STDIN); 
 
 
open FH, 'junk.log' or die "ooops"; 
open FO, "> junk copy.txt" ; 
$recno=1; 
while (<FH>) { 
  print ( ' ', $recno++, ': ' ); 
  print "$_"; 
  print "*ok* \n";        # this is the new line as double quotes 
  print '*uh* \n';       # this is not a new line as single quotes 
  print FO "$_";;    # here PRINT acrually writes to a file 
} 
print "great"; 
$latitude = readline(*STDIN); 
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OBJECT ORIENTED PERL 
 
 
This page was extracted from:  http://www.perl.org/books/beginning-perl/ 
 

 
https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=http://blob.perl.org/books/beginning-perl/3145_Chap11.pdf 

Turning Tasks into OO Programs 
 
So how do you decide whether or not you should be using a procedural or an OO style in your 
 
programs? Here are five guidelines to help you decide. 
 
Are your subroutines tasks? 
 
If your program naturally involves a series of unconnected tasks, you probably want to be 
using a 
 
procedural style. If your application is data-driven, then you're dealing primarily with data 
structures rather than tasks, so consider using an OO style instead. 
 
Do you need persistence? 
 
After your task is completed, do you need somewhere to store data that you want to receive 
next time you process that data? If so, you may find it easier to use an OO interface. If each 
call to a subroutine is completely independent of the others, you can use a procedural 
interface. 
 
For instance, if you're producing a cross-reference table, your cross-reference subroutine will 
need to know whether or not the thing it's processing has turned up before or not. Since an 
object packages up everything we know about a piece of data, it's easy to deal with that 
directly. 
 
Do you need sessions? 
 
Do you want to process several different chunks of data with the same subroutines? For 
instance, if you have two different 'sessions' that signify database connections or network 
connections, you will find it much, much easier to package up each session into an object. 
 
Do you need OO? 
 
Object-oriented programs run slightly slower than equally well-written procedural programs 
that do the same job, because packaging things into objects and passing objects around is 
expensive, both in terms of time spent and resources used. If you can get away without using 
object orientation, you probably should. 
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A CLASS: ~ ~ ~ c:\. . .\sunDialClass.pl 
 

package sunDialClass;   # file name does not have to be class name 
                        # but is here for simplicity 
# Class for storing data about a sundial 
 
#sunDialClass.pm 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# constructor 
sub new { 
    # my $self = {}; 
    # bless ($self, "sunDial"); 
    # return $self; 
     
    # for inheritance, we would use the following 
    my $class = shift; 
    my $self = {@_}; 
    bless($self, $class); 
    # shift without any arguments means shift @_ which 
    #       takes the first element of the argument array. 
    return $self; 
} 
 
sub getName { 
     my $self = shift; 
     my %hash = %$self; 
     return $hash{nameIs} 
} 
 
1;   # the "1" is a TRUE tellin Perl the package loaded ok 

 
 
A USER PROGRAM ~ ~ ~ c:\. . .\sunDialOop.pl 
 

#/usr/bin/perl 
# sunDialOop.pl 
 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
use sunDialClass; 
 
my $dial = sunDialClass->new(nameIs => "hDial",); 
#          "new" creates instance 
#                           "nameIs" becomes an object field 
 
print "nameIs in the object...\n"; 
print $dial->getName; 
print "\n*** eoj ***"; 

 
 
THE RESULTS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

nameIs in the object... 
hDial 
*** eoj *** 
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A HORIZONTAL SUNDIAL USING A CLASS AND METHODS 
 
The “class” for the hDial ~ ~ ~ hDialUsingOOPclass.pm 
 

package sunDialClass;   # file name does not have to be class name 
 
# Class for storing data about a sundial 
 
#sunDialClass.pm 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
use Math::Trig; 
 
# constructor ~ is a method in the class as it is in this package 
sub new { 
    # my $self = {}; 
    # bless ($self, "sunDial"); 
    # return $self; 
     
    # for inheritance, we would use the following 
    my $class = shift; 
    # shift without any arguments means shift @_ which 
    #       takes the first element of the argument array. 
    #       page 15 of chapter 11, or 349 of the entire online book 
    my $self = {@_}; 
    bless($self, $class); 
    return $self; 
} 
 
# method to get a dial name ~ is a method in the class as it is in this package 
 
# method to set an hour ~ is a method in the class as it is in this package 
sub setHr { 
    my $self  = shift;     # 1st shift is the object 
    my $data  = shift;     # 2ns shift is the parameter 
    # shift without any arguments means shift @_ which 
    #       takes the first element of the argument array. 
    #       page 15 of chapter 11, or 349 of the entire online book 
    $self->{hrIs} = $data ; 
} 
 
# method to get an hour line angle ~ is a method in the class as it is in this 
package 
sub getHla { 
     my $self = shift; 
     my $sLat = sin( $self->{latIs}*2*3.14159/360 ); 
     my $tHa  = tan(((15*($self->{hrIs}-12))-($self->{lngIs}-$self-
>{refIs}))*2*3.14159/360); 
     my $Hla  = atan( $sLat * $tHa )  * 360 / (2*3.14159) ; 
     return $Hla; 
} 
 
1;   # the "1" is a TRUE telling Perl the package loaded ok 
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The invoking program for the hDial ~ ~ ~ hDialUsingOOP.pl 
 

#/usr/bin/perl 
# sunDialOop.pl 
 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
use hDialUsingOOPclass; 
 
#                       "new" creates instance 
#                           we create some object fields here 
my $dial = sunDialClass->new( nameIs => "hDial", 
                              latIs  => 33.5, 
                              lngIs  => 112.1, 
                              refIs  => 105 
                              # could have defined "hrIs => 0" but for fun 
                              # I left that field definition to later, i.e. 
                              # Perl does not need all fields defined initially 
                            ); 
 
# Main loop 
my $hr = 07; 
while ($hr < 17) { 
    $dial->setHr($hr); 
    print "hour: ", $hr, "   HLA: ",  sprintf("%.2f",$dial->getHla), "\n"; 
  $hr++; 
 } 
 
# say end of program 
print "\n*** eoj ***"; 
 
# pause so user can see the DOS box with data 
my $pause = readline(*STDIN); 
# END # 

 
 
The output from the hDial ~ ~ ~ 
 

hour: 7   HLA: -75.89 
hour: 8   HLA: -52.57 
hour: 9   HLA: -35.34 
hour: 10   HLA: -22.66 
hour: 11   HLA: -12.63 
hour: 12   HLA: -3.93 
hour: 13   HLA: 4.38 
hour: 14   HLA: 13.12 
hour: 15   HLA: 23.25 
hour: 16   HLA: 36.12 
 
*** eoj *** 

 
 
Yes, the class does not use multiples classes, such as one class for the hDial, one for an hour 
line, and so on. Nor does it use sophisticated triggering techniques when dial location parameters 
are entered. The objective here was simply to show how Perl implements OOP. 
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